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CHAPTER ONE

OVERALL INTRODUCTION

Background on Commission

The CoMmission on Securitrand Cooperation In Europe
(CSCE), an Independent advisory agency,. was created by Public
Law 94=304, signed June 3, 1976. The legislation, sponsored
by Rep. Millicent Fenwick and Sen. dlifford.P. Case, .

"authorized and directed the Commission to mon:tor the acts
of the signatories which reflect compliance with or violation
of the articles ofthe Final Act of the Conference on Security
and Cooperation in Europe, with particular regard to the provi-
slons relating to Cooperation In Humanitarian Fields."

Chaired by Rep. Dante B. Fascell and co-chaired by Sen.
Claiborne Pell, the Commission is composed, of six members of
the Senate, six members of the House of Representatives and
one member each from the Departments of State, Definse and
Commerce.

Cbmmission's Record on Domestic Compliance

The leaders of 33 East and Welt European nations, Canada
and the United States, met in Helsinki, Finland, in August of
1975 to sign the CSCE Final Act. The comprehensive document
contains numerous cooperative measures aimed at improving East-
West relations. Equally important is the pledge 'each partici-
pating nation made to respect human right's and fundamental free-
doms of its citizens. While the Final Act is not a legally
binding agreement, it has, as forme" President Gerald Ford
pointed out prior to his departure for the Helsinki summit,
"important moral and political ramifications."

The Commission has continuously monitored the implementa-
tion.record of the U.S. as well as the records of other
countries which signed the Final Act. Previous Commission
reports have assessed the U.S. compliance effort and made
recommendations to improve it. The Commission's first major
compliance report -- "Implementation of the Final Act of the
Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe: Findings and
Recommendations Two Years After Helsinki" -- contains an even
balance of recommendations for domestic and foreign action.
Through its hearings on a variety of CSCE subjects and through
contacts with a wide range of private groups and individuals,
the Commission has maintained a continuing interest in the U.S.
compliance record.

1
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Origin's, of this Report A

In addition to its routine monitoring of U.S. performance,
the Commissien felt a major study devoted exclusively to. evalua-
tion of the U.S. record of coMpliance with the Helsinki accords
was needed for several reasons. The first reason stems frOm
the results of the first CSCE review meeting held at Belgrade,
Yugoslavia, from October of 1977 to March of 1978. At Belgrude,
the U.S. took a strong stand in favor of compliance with all
the provisions of ,the Final Act, especially In the area of human .

rights. The heasLof the U.S. delegation At Belgrade, Justice
Arthur Gotdberg, repeatedly called for an honest accounting
by all participants. At the same time, he candidly acknoWledged
U.S. shortcomings and urged open discussion concerning the
records of all 35 CSCE states. Several participants resisted'
charging the U.S. with posturinuand claiming that suth an
examination would be tantamount to interference In internal
affairs -- allegedjy In violation of Principle VI of the Final
Act. However, as the meeting progressed, there' was growjng
support for the concept that the obligations of each CSCE state
were the legitimate concern of all.the others. Even the
staunchest critics of this idea, while continuing to ignore
criticisnis of their own performance, eventually undermined their
own argument by directing highly poleMical attacks against the
U.S. record. .The Commission felt that to insure the long-term
sutcess of the CSCE process, the U.S. should make a special
effort in the post-Belgrade period to demonstrate its good faith
by taking an honest, comprehensive look at its own performance.

A second reason for this report is the growing interest in
U.S. CSCE implementation of private civil rights and other
groups in the United States. Since the Belgrade meeting at
least two private Helsinki Watch organizations have been formed,
one in New York and one in Washington, D.C. Both have ties to
a number of prominent civil rights groups. These organizations,
which are really U.S. counterparts to such groups of private
citizens as the beleaguered Helsinki Monitors in the Sovic...t

Union and the Charter '77 in Czechoslovakia, fievote considerable
effort to monitoring U.S. compliance with the Hnki Final
Act, especially in the area of human rights. Other private
groups with a more peripheral interest ,14/ CSCE also have
shown increasing interest in the U.S. implementation record.

President Jimmy Carter's strong interest in seeing that the
U.S. maintains and improves upon a record of compliance second
to none is a third reason for this report. In his semi-annual
reports to the Commission, the President has repeatedly called
for renewed efforts to strengthen U.S. implementation. To
provide additional force to his words, President Carter, in

December of 1978, took the unprecedented step of directing some
20 federal agencies to cooperate closely with the Commission

2
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and. the Department of Statcin monitoring and encouraging U.S,
compliance with the Final Act.

Preparation of_this Report

The Cormassion assLgned a major portion of Its staff and
resources to examining the U.S. record. Lacking detailed know-
ledge In many of the specialized areas covered by the Final Act,
the staff was obliged to turn to outside expertise... The Com-
mission was assisted by a wide range of government agencies
whose responsibilities,are related to fulfilling the promises
of the Final Act. The Commission also contacted a number of
,reputable private organizatFons with interest in, and knowledge
about, various Final Act provisions. In April of 4979, the

i Commission held three-days of hearings on domestic compliance
and called as witnesses representatives from the two Helsinki :

Watch organizations and high-level officials of several key
government agehcies. These hearings provided valuable informa-
tion for the report.

Statements submitted by private organizetions and
Individuals about alleged human rights violatiens.in the U.S.
have been another source for our efforts to monitor the Final
Act. These cover a broad, spectrum of complaints ranging fram
charges of unfair perponnel practices at the State Department
and the Library of Congress to accusations concerning politfcal
and economic persecution and police harassment. The Commission
detailed many of these in the,report while other charges were
reviewed directly with the pirties involved.

Framework of the Report

The report evaluates in detail U.S. implementation of the
Final Act by responding to allegations of U.S. shortcomings
from other signatories and private groups and by giving an
account of positive achievements in both the governmental and
private spheres. Particularly close scrutiny was used in
examining U.S. compliance with the human rights provisions of
Principle VII -- civil and political as well as econamic and
social areas. The U.S. record in this area has been frequently
criticized.

During Commission hearings, CSCE Chairman, Rep. Dante B.
Fascell, pointed out the significant difference between the U.S.
effort and that of other countries, "this is the first time that
any of the 35 Helsinki states has taken a thorough, objective
look at its own performance record, taking into.account criti-
cism by other CSCE signatories and private domestic monitoring
groups." In contrast,tother reports have been generally 'self-
serving accounts, purporting to show how we'll a particular
country has implemented the Final Act but ignoring outside crit-

3



icism. The Commission feels, however, that each CSCE couniry
is responsible twthe,others for its ImplementatiOnrecord.

This report follows the structure of the Final Act.bY
discussing, In order, each major section or obasketH of the

Act. Basket I deals with questions relating to security in
Europe which includes Human Rights; Basket LI, economic and
scientific cooperation; Basket III, cooperation in humanitarian
and other fields.

Sources of Criticism

The main sources of criticism used in this report were
the comments made by other CSCE countries at the Belgrade review
meeting and in their press and publications. The comments of
U.S. domestic groups and individuals also have been included.
Because many accusations are repeated in severarsources, no.
attempt has been made to acknowledge each and every source but
only to address the accusations made. Furthermore, while the
report attempts to respond to all the criticimm that has come
to our attention, there are instances where the nature of the,
.criticism was so vague or so patently propagandistLc that a
response was either impossible or mnwarranted. Nevertheless,
our general policy was to take mmst criticisms seriously and
to respond td them in the same vein.

In addition to press comment and statements made by
CSCE states, some of the sources for this report were 'the
following:

Look Homeward, Jimmy Carter
The State of Human Rights, USA
Prepared by the Communist Party, USA - October, 1978

USA - The Secret War Against Dissidents
Novosti Press Agency - Moscow, 1978

Bourgeois Democracy and Human Rights
USSR Academy of Sciences - Moscow, 1978

Report of the Helsinki Human Rights Compliance
Committee of the United States - San Francisco, 1978

Further, the Commission has relied extensively on the
statements and other materials submitted by the two Helsinki
Watch groups at the April domestic compliance hearings.
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Central Guidelines

When reading ami evaluating the'report, certain generil
guidelines used In its preparation should be taken into
account.

, . . 's

-- Neither the U.S. nor other signatories can be held
responsible forViOlations which occurred prior to the signing
of the Final Act. The report does got address pre-Heislnki
developments except as necessary for reasons of continuity.

-- Only criticism which fall under the provislcins of the
Final Act and which relate to the 35 signatory countries have
been considered. No matter how we may feel personally about
other alleged injustices, the mandate of the Cammission is
restricted solely to monitoring implementation of the Helsinki
accords. At the same time, we have adopted a. ilheral interpre-
tation of the language of the Final Act and have included same
subjects which arguably could be excluded. 'By the same token,
certain areas of criticism have been excluded as not falling
under the terms of the Final.Act. For example, the repvt does
mat_address the_ p4ablems Jai __far e_i_v_mi_gr_aat_...wor kers. Itecliu-S-e-
the Final Act clearly refers to such workers-only in the context
of movements between CSCE countries in Europe. Likewise, the'
difficult and growing problem of illegal aliens in the U.S. is
not treated becau.se there is no apparent basis for it in the
Final Act. The Commission maintains an open mind on these ques-
tions and is preparep to revise its views on the basis of
convincing evidence to the contrary.

-- In evaluating U.S. performance, the report operates
on the principle that the Final Act does not demand or expect
instantanedus compliance with every provision. Instead, the
participating countries regard canpliance as a long-term process
of gradual -improvemmnt. Consequently; trends toward greater
or less compliance are more important than a given situation
in a particular area.

-- In evaluating U.S. implementation we have relied to
a great extent on information fram federal agencies whose
cespon'sibilities generally or specifically related to Final
Act campliance.

-- The report focuses on U.S. campliance efforts and
deliberately avoids comparisons with other CSCE states except
in a few instances to provide perspective.

-- The report treats the U.S. as responsible for compliance
with United Nations human rights covenants referred to in the
Finai Act even though the U.S. has signed but not ratified these
covenants and therefore is not legally bound by them.

5



-, Because problems faced bymInorIty groups such as bliAks
and Hispanics occur. In a wide range of areas, questions raised
about them are covered.in a number of sections of the re'port.
These include political participation, persons In confinement,
health, education, employment and housing.

- - American Indians have been discussed separately for
two reasons. Firs; the Commission received a great deal of
criticism from foreign sources about the status of Indians
in the United States. Second, while Indians are a racial
minority, Indlah tribes are also recognized in the U.S.
Constitution-as distinct political entities. 6

- - The report also contains a separate tection on women
because they represent a majority of the U.S. population --
51.3 percent -- yet still'have not been accorded many of the-
same rights which men have long taken for granted.

- - Limited time and resources have obliged the Commission
to concentrate primarily oh criticisms which were brought, to
its attention.

Purposes of the Report

The Commission has thiree maifl purposes in preparing this
report. First, it hopes to damonstrate the good faith of the
U.S. in assessing its Helsbnki implementation record in light of
criticisms from Other CSCE countries and domestic critics.
Second, the Commission hopes to stimulate honest implementa-
tion evaluations by other CSCE states and thus to lay the
groundwori< for real progress prior to the next review meeting
at Madrid in 1980. Finally, the Commission hopes to encourage
improved compliance by the United States. Although the Commis-
sion agrees with President Carter that the U.S. record is very
good, additional discussion and interaction between responsible
government agencies and interested private organizations is a
necessary prerequisite to greater progress.

Judging,from the past record,'we fully expect that parts of
this report will be used by certain other CSCE participants
to criticize and attack the United States in an effort to divert
attention fram or avoid discussion of their own lack of com-
pliance. This has been the standard technique employed by
certain countries in their propaganda over the years. The
Commission is prepared to accept this tactic. We believe that
the openness of U.S. society, as exemplified by this report,
is a strength which Aranscends any possible advantage which
others may hope to gain from it.

6
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Finally, the Caardislon Withal 10 etprest spOtodlatron .

to all who coopera ed in the preparation of this report.
Monitoring U.S. pothpliance.wlth ttie lielsinki Final Act will
be a contInutn CoMmission priority.

The Comission welcomes comments and suggestions on the. .

report.
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.CHAPTER

SeCURITY IN EUR011

INTRODLCTION - BASKET I

The first section or "Basket" of the Helsinki Final Act,
entitled "Questions Relating to Security In Europe," includes
a DeclaOtion on Principles Guiding Rliations Betweem Partici-

patir4 States. A document on confidence bulLding measure&
, enumerates ways to strengthen confidence among the states and

thus contribute to increasing,stability and security'in Eurdpe.

.T1he 10 Prtnciples in the declaration are general. restate- /

ments of accepted, normal international behavior, consistent
with 1nternational'law. The fitst six Principles in particular.
-- Sovereign Equality, Refraining from the)Threat or Us,A of

Force, Invlolabilrty of Frontiers, Terii4oria,1 Integrtty of
'States, Peaceful Set-tlement of Disput, and kon-Interiention
in Internal'Affairs,--: are straightfdrward reaffirmations of
what have long been accepted norms 6f iniernational
401fher.principles -- notably Principle VII, Human Rights and .

Fundamental Freedoms; Principle VIII, Equal Rights and Self-
Determination of Peoples; and Principle IX, Cooperation Among
States -- are more complex. Unlike the.others, these principles
require a country to take positive, specific actitals to bting

about their impl.lmentation.

It has been U.S. policy to insist on the primary and equal
significance of all the Principles, as set fort.h in the Finar

Act; and to resist any effort to in'vest the Pri*nciples with.
special\political importance or to set them above the rest of

the Final Act. The U. S. and the nations of Western Europe_
have also placed great stress on th% section oNf\the preamble

to the Declaration of Principles which\underlin'es that the 10
Principles guiding relations among states.should be applied
equally to all participating states without regard to their
political, economic or social systems, or their size, geograph-
ical location or level of economic development. In other words,

the U.S. Government has viewed the Declaration of Principles
as A code of conduct viding relations with all the partici-
pating states, not simplytith friends and allies.

From the beginning, the Soviet Union and the East European
states have interpreted and emphasized the Principles'different-
ly from the West. The entire Declaration, particularly its

first four Principles, has been portrayed by .the Soviets as
the focal point of the entire Final Act, amounting in their
view to a quasi-peace treaty ratifying post-World War II borders

in Europe.

8 /
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Ihe general nature of most* of these Principles makes it
difficult to meastqe affirmative implementation action. Some
Principles, notably numbers /11-'1VI ahd X (Fulfillment in GoOd
Faith of Obligations Under International Law), are implemented
daily in the course of normat diplomatic dealings. Others,
especially VII, basically reinforce already existing commitments
/to internationally acCepted standards of behavior. Given the
attenItion that CSCE states have devoted to Principle V I, it
will receive special, treatment in a separate section o this
report.

PRINCIPLES

. Principles I, II, III, IV, NI and VI

At various times, individual CSCE states have accused the
U.S. of violating one or more of Principles I through VI. The
fundamental theme running through the allegations is the conten-
tion that the U.S., in one way or another, interfered in the
political, economic.and social systems of other countries
including its allies. Often this criticism has focused on
alleged efforts to prevent European states from evolving peace-
fully from capitalism to socialism and especially to communism.

In making these allegations, critics frequently charge
the U.S. has violated same provision of the Final Act. This
tactic appears to be a propaganda tool because, in many
instances, the proviSions of the Final Act are not involved
at all. For example, recently the Soviet press seized on a
study by the private Brookings rnstitute to allege that the
U.S. had repeatedly violated Principle II by threatening to
use force in its relations with other countries. Whatever the
merit of these charges, the accusation conveniently ignored
the fact that all the material cited in the Brookings study
predates the signing of the Final Act. In a similar vein, the
U.S. has been censured for threatening to use force against
Uganda, Angola and Zaire, and for blatant interference in the
post-Shah developments in Iran and Afghanistan. Again, the
truth of these allegations aside, they clearly are not covered
under the Fi4a1 Act which is restricted to the territory of
the 35 signatories.

r

Other allegations of U.S. violation of one or more of
Principlips I through VI at least have a better foundation in
the Final Act even if the allegations themselves are unsubstan-
tiated. In this category are charges that the U.S. has inter-
vened in the elections and other areas of internal affairs in
two CSCE states, Portugal and Spain, in violation of Principle
VI. The same accusation has been made with respect to Italy,
where the "undisguised pressure" of the U.S. allegedly aims
at keeping the Communist Party out of power. What the authors

9
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of these ch;irgesneglect to say is that none of the coUntries

involved hqs Itself alleged U.S. intervention in Its Internal

affates. Furthermore, there Is no substantiated outside

evi'dencq offered to support such claimm.

In.another area, some sources have accused the U.S. of

pressuring other-NATO governments to increase their budgets

to help finance an early warning system for NATO, hardly a

violation of the Final Act, even if true. Nor is the presence

of U.S. bases on NATO soil a violation of the Helsinki Final .

Act, contrary to charges.

Frequently, critics charge that the U.S. violated one

of'the Princi/ples when'deating with the Soviet bloc. It is

claimed that official U.S. refusal to recognize the incorpora-

tion of the.three Baltic.States into the Soviet Union, and

governmental sponsorship of a "captive nations week, violate

the principle of territorial integrity of the Soviet Union.

In continuing its policy of non-recognition of the forcible

incorporation of the Baltic States, the United'States has been

guided by basic principles of international discourse which

have became fundamental principles of the Final Act, particular-

ly the territorial integrity of states, the sovereign equality

and individuality of states, refraining from the threat or use

of force, inviolability of frontiers and equal rights and self-

determination of peoples. In particular, the final sentence

of Principle IV, Territorial Integrity of States, which states

that no occupation or acquisition will be recognized as legal

can and Should be interpreted to refer not only to present or

future occupations, but also to those which may have been taken

in the past. President Ford emphasized this point at the time

of the signing of the Helsinki Final Act, when he declared that

"the United States has never recognized the Soviet incorporation

of Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia and is not doing so now. Our

official policy of nonrecognition is not affected by the results

of the European Security Conference."

Repeated references are also made to the "aggressive

designs" of the U.S. and NATO, with the maintenance of U.S.

military bases and Aroops in Europe interpreted as an effort

to pressure the Soviets and their allies by surrounding their

borders with military forces. However, U.S. military presence

in Western Europe is not specifically proscribed in the Final

Act and is merely symptomatic of the unsettled status of East-

West relations, a condition which hopefully will be resolved

through further implementation of CSCE provisions.

In signing the Final Act, the U.S. as well as all the other

participating CSCE states reconfirmed political principles to

guide efforts for a more secure world. As far as the Commission

10
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has ascertained, U.S. relations with the other European signa-
tory states have clearly reflected adherence to these princi-
ples. There is no:evidence to show that the U.S. has failed
to respect the sovereignty qf any other Ognatory state, nor
has it been demonstrated that the U.S. in any way has threatened
or used force against the.frontiers 'or territorial integrity
of any state in Europe since the sighing of the Final Act.

Allegations such as those made about U.S. military presence
in, or pressure on, Western Europe are equally spurious and un- .

related to the Final Act. The U.S. is a member of a mi!itary
alliance together with 13 nations in Europe plus Canada. Its
cooperation with them in the military field is strictly governed
not only by the rules of the- 'an e but also by a whole
complex of bilateral treaties an greements. Activities which
take place, military or otherwise, on the territories of any.
NATO country occur vith the full agreement and knowledge of
all the countries concerned.

Allegations of violations of Principle VI, Non-Intervention
in Internal Affairs, have also been raised in another context.
The Eastern countries have repeatedly cited this Principle when .

complaining about alleged Western, especially U.S., preoccupa-
tion with the human rights provisions of the Final Act. Western
concern with alleged Soviet and East European violations of the
human rights Principle (VII) and the human contacts and informa-
tion provisions of BSSket III, it is argued, amounts to overt
interference in Soviet and East European domestic affairs.

It has long been Ole U.S. and Western position thatt the
language of Principle VI on non-intervention in internal affairs
clearly is aimed at armed intervention and terrorism and does
not preclude questions concerning the fulfillment of commitments
by the signatory states.

For the U.S., the experience since the signing of the Final
Act has vividly demonstrated that respect for human rights and
fundamental freedoms, set forth in Principle VII, has become
a legitimate subject for diplomatic discourse. The Soviets
themselves, at the CSCE Befgrade review meeting, gave at least
tacit support for this idea by raising questions about alleged
political prisoners in the U.S. Furthermre, it is generally
accepted that hunan rights, embodied in such documents as the
United Nations Charter, the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights and the Final Act, have become an accepted topic of
international concern. Cons'equently, there is a broad and
growing international consensus that a state now has a general
right to raise questions about the fulfillment by another state
of international commitments which both have undertaken.



Principle V

Peaceful Settlement of Disputes

Principle V, while directly linked in nature and intent

with the first four Principles, deserves separate attention
for it was the subject of a special meeting of experts, held

in Montreux, Switzerland; fram October 31 through December 11,

1978. The meeting, mandated by the Belgrade conference and
the Final Act, was.organized to pursue the examinatkon and

elaboration of a method for peaceful settlement of disputes.
The Montreux meeting marked the continuation of an effort begun

in the Basket I Committee during the Geneva phase of the CSCE

negotiations. While no substantive progress towards a peaceful
settlement scheme was made at Madrid, participating states were
able to agree to a statement of principles setting forth the

basis of a common approach to the problem. Negotiators also

recommended to their governments that they consider at the

Madrid review meeting the'possibility of convening another

meeting of experts to continue work on the subject.

The U.S. and the other Western nations have traditionally
subs.cribed to the tenet that states should use all means at

their disposal, including negotiations, inquiry, mediation,
conciliation, arbitration and judicial settlement to resolve
their disputes by peaceful means. At the Montreux meeting,

the U.S. strongly supported this approach to peaceful settle-

ment. Even though the narrower, more restrictivL views of

certain other CSCE states limited the progress achieved, the

prospects for development of a broad, generally-accepted method

are still alive.

Equal Rights and Self-Determination of Peoples

The United States was founded on the principle of self-

determination of peoples. As a nation of in-migrants, most of

its population is derived fram the European backgrounds of most

of the other participating states. Many Americans also, came

from African and Asian backgrounds. These diverse peoples and

their descendants today are able to maintain theiT links'with

their places of origin as well as to express their ethnic

interests and ethnic awareness through a wide variety ,of asso-

ciations and organizations throughout the U.S.

The U.S. has not, however, been immune to criticisms

related to Principle VIII. These relate primarily to the status

of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and of the United Nations

strategic trust known as the Trust Territory of the Pacific

Islands (Micronesia) over which the United States has adminis-

tering authority. In international forums, critics have alleged



that the U.S. has refused to permit the peoples of the Common-
wealth and the Trust Territory to exercise their rights of self-
dttermination to became independent. The wording of the Inter-
national Covenant on Civil and Political Rights clearly states
that people may be considered to be self-determining if they
have the right to determine freely their political status and
to freely pursue their economic, social and cultural develop-
ment. According to this definition, independence is consistent
with the cohcept of self--government, but is not the only form
that self-government may take. The evidence shows that the
majority of the people living in Puerto Rico and Micronesia
do not seek independence. Instead, they have opted for alterna-
tive form of self-government -- namely, commonwealth and free

association status.

Puerto Rico: The Commonwealth

Puerto Rico's status has became a problem. It has existed

\
as a U.S. commonwealth since 1952,'an arrangement which at the

\tTMe was overwhelmingly accepted by the people of that island.
Under this arrangement, Puerto Ricans elect their own government
but do not vote for the President, Vice-President or Members
of Congress, nor do they pay federal income taxes. A 1953 U.N.
resolution confirmed this status, concluding that Puerto Rico
was self-governing, and that the U.S. would no longer have to
make reports on the island to the U.N. Committee on Information
from Non-Self-Governing Territories. The corrmonwealth system,

'as adopted, represented a middle ground between statehood and
independence. From the beginning, however, it was apparent
that the formula had built-in limitations', resulting from
uncertainty as to the degree of actual autonomy and the precise
areas of Puerto Rican jurisdiction.

A joint U.S.-Puerto Rico Status Commission created in 1964
to deal with tilt continuing problem of status recommended a
plebiscite on, the question in 1967. Voters for commonwealth
status received 60:ipercent of the vote and statehood received
38.9 percent. Those desiring independence totaled less than
1 percent. Although Puerto Ricans indicated an overwhelming
preference for continued commonwealth status, it should be noted
that only 65.9 percent of the electorate on this occasion voted
as compared to a more usual 80 percent turnout.

Since 1967, no further referendum has been held. In the
meantime, the status of Puerto Rico has become a matter of con-
cern to many former colonies and certain other countries, which
have alleged that Puerto Rico, despite its commonwealth status,
remains, in fact, a colony of the U.S. For more than a decade,
efforts have been made in the U.N. Decolomization Committee
to add Puerto Rico to the list of territories which "have still
not obtained their independence."
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Partially im in effort to respond to this colonialism -4

charge, President Gerald R. Färd, In December of 1976, sug-
gested that the possibility of statehood should be reconsider-
ed. This suggestion contributed to the already heated debate
between those advcNating continuing commonwealth'status and
those proposing statehood. Additionally, In the past few years
there has been increased support by Puerto Ricans for either
statehood or independence. Pro-statehood sentiment in general
seem to be on the rise on the island as the best way to deal
with growing economic and political difficulties.

Given the divisions in Puerto Rican sentiment, President
Cart,er, in July of 1978, stressed his support for Puerto Rican
selfdetermination. He pledged that whatever stattiscPuerto
Ricans choose, "it will be yours." To give impetus to the drive
for self-determination, a new plebiscite is /scheduled for 1981
in which the choices will inciude statehood, modified common-
weal`th status or independence.

4atever the outcome of the stLtus debate, the United
States and Puerto Rico will likely remain closely connected.
While Puerto Rico has remained close to its Latin American
roots, it has became heavily intertwined with U.S. society
over the past 75 years. An estimated two million people born
in Puerto Rico or of Puerto Rican descent live in the 50 states
and more than. a million American citizens, both Puerto Rican
and non-Puerto Rican, travel between the island and the mainland
each year. Trade between the mainland and Puerto Ric.) now equals
more than $5.6 billion a yeal... To help Puerto Rico overcome
its present economic difficulties, President Carter has recently
appointed an interagency task force, headed by the Secretary
of Commerce, to examine ways- to spur economic retovery. In

announcing the Committ,ee, the President emphasized that it will
nut deal with the status question. This will remoin an issue
for the Puerto Rican people themselves to resolve.

Micronesia: The Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands

The U.S. administration of the U.N. stragetic trust, the
Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands (Micronesia) -- the only
remaining trusteeship of the 11 originally created by the U.N.

-- is covered in the Helsinki Final Act under Principle VIII
on Equal Rights and Self-Determination of Peoples, and Principle
X on Fulfillment in Good Faith of Obligations Under Inter-
national Law.

Administering authority over the Trust Territory --
consisting of three mejor archipelagoes: the Marianas, the
Mershalls and the Carolines -- was put in U.S. hands in 1947
following World War II by means of a Trusteeship Agreement with
the United Nations. The Trusteeship Agreement with the United
States sets forth four major goals for the U.S. to pursue in
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Micronesia: (1) to foster the development of political institu-
tions In the Territor, "toward self-government or independence
as may be appropriate to the particular circumstances...and the
freely expressed vishes of the peoples concerned..."; (2) to
promote the econorA c. advancement and self-sufficiency of the
inhabitants; (3) t promote the social advancement of the inhab-
itants and, to this end, protect their rights and fundamental
freedoms; and (4) t promote their educational advancement.

The U.S. has stated its intention to te*rminate its frustee-.

ship authority over Ahe Territory by 1981 -- a policy tht has
been endorsed by the U.N. Trusteeship Council. Before U.S.
administrative authority over the islands can be ended, however,
the Micronesian people themselves must freely determine th01r
political status.

Critics have questioned whether or not the U.S. has
sufficiently prepared the approximately 110,000 inhabitants f\
self-government in the Post-Trusteeship period.

Present Conditions in the Trust Territory

In May of 1979, the U.N. Trusteeship Council appointed
a drafting committee to prepare a report on conditions in the
Trust Territory for the period June 1978 to June 1979. Cln.June

15, 1979, the Council adopted, with same oral amendments, the
report of the drafting corrrnittee. The report presented a
generally, favorable assessment of U.S. administration in
Micronesia for that time period, but also indicated areas where
improvements are needed.

On the negative side, the Trusteeship Council noted'that
Micronesia's economy does not provide sufficient funds to meet
its administrative and social expenditures, creating an economic
dependency on the U.S. At.the same time, the Council cited
various elforts underway to improve the viability of the.Terri-
tory's economy through tariff preferences, multi-year develop-
ment plans, capital improvement projects, assistance from inter-
national institutions and other countries, exploitation, manage-
ment and conservation of island resources, expansion of agricul-
tural and livestock production; and expAnsion of tourism. The
Council found that transport and commUnications continued to be
a serious problem, but acknowledged that U.S. performance has
improved in this sphere.

The Trusteeship Council noted that progress has been made
in strengthening the health and hospital infrastructure in



Micronesia. The Council referred to th1 welfare of the
displaced people of Bikini and Enewetak atolls and2of the
radiation fallout victims from Rongelap and Utirik. The Coun-
cil acknowledged that the U.S. has ree!ognized its humanitarian
obligation to these people and has provided them with financial
compensation for the loss of property, regular medical
examinations and treatment for the radiation victims.

A continued,concern for the Council has been unemployment
and the imbalance between wage-earners employed in the public
sector and those enploye& in the private sector. The Council
was satisfied with provisions made by the U.S. Government for
housing development, rent subsidies for lower income families
and home ownership loans. The Council reaffirmed its satisfac-
tion with the excellent record of the U.S. admini:tering
authority in the field of education and noted that there is
an increasing number of post-graduate students in the Territory,
that loans and grants for higher education are being made
available by the U.S. Government and international institutions,
and that grammar textbooks and dictionaries have been completed
in seven Micronesian languages.

1. In 1946, the population of the-Marshallese islands of Bikini
and Enewetak were evacuated to other atolls so that, the,
U.S. Government could conduct atomic bomb tests in the area.

After several..Ladiologicai surveys were taken in 1966 and
1967, the U.S. Government determined that once clean-up and
rehabilitation procedures were completed, the Bikinians
would be able to return to their home atolls. The rehabili-
tation and resettlement program was begun in 1970 and was to
be implemented An increments, over a seven-year period. By
1977, 145 Bikinians had returned to take up settlement in
advance of the main group of their fellow evacuees. Regret-
tably, continuously monito,red radiation indicators began to
show higher than expected isevels of radiation exposure of
the Bikinians. Consequently, in late 1978, those who re-
turned had to be reevacuated from the island. The people of
Bikini have received several ex gratia payments totalling
six million dollars for the use of their island. The U.S.
has pledged to find acceptable relocation sites for them
since Bikini will not be usable for agriculture or habita-
tion for another 30 to 40 years. The Bikinians who were
reevacuated will periodically be monitored to detect their
body content of radioactivity.
The people of Enewetak will be returning to their island

in the spring of 1980, once precautions have been taken to
minimize exposure to radiation. They h.ave received ex
gratia payments to compensate them for the use of the
property.

2. In 1954, 86 Marshallese from Rongelap and 158 from Utirik
were accidentally exposed to radiation fallout.



Additionally, the Council mentioned that legislation (H.R.
3756, Section 102) authorizing 50 percent payment by the U.S. on
an ex gratia basis of the outstanding war claimm without making
the payment contingent on a comparable gesture by the Japanese
Government, was passed by the House and is now before the Senate
for consideration. It is reemphasized that these claimm are ex
gratia, for under the principles of international law, such
c alms are not compensable on purely legal grounds.

Planning for the Post-Trusteeship Period .

In advance of the trusteeship termination, constitutions
have beeri adopted by the Northern Mar:ana Islands, the Federated
States of Micronesia and the Marshall Islands, and one is in
the process of being adopted by Palau. The constitutions are
to be put into practice by newly-elected govermments. Until
such time as the trusteeship has ended, these transitional
governments will have control of.the day-to-day administration
of the islands. Their jurisdiction will be limited only by
the requirements of the U.N. Charter, the Trusteeship Agreement
and other U.S. treaties, laws and regulations applicable to
"the Trust Territory, pursuant to the Trusteeship Agreement.

The U.S. has been criticized by someMicronesians, and
a CSCE member of the Trusteeship Couritil, for politically frag-
menting the Micronesian Islands in contravention of the U.N.'s
policy of favoring preservation of the territorial ntegrity
of all trust and non-self-governing territories during the
course of decolonization.

The criticism is based on these facts:

(1) The Northern Maiiana Islands had adopted their own
constitution in January of 1978. Palau, the Marshall Islands
and the Federated States of Micronesia (the districts of Kosrae,
Yap, ?onape and Truk) emerged as separate political entities
from the U.N.-observed constitutional referendum of July 12,
1978.

(2) The Northern Mariana Islands have opted for Common-
wealth status in political association with the U.S. once the
Trusteeship Period has ended, whe-eas the other islands have
chosen the status of "free association."

Critics assert that these diverse political arrangements
were caused by the uneven development policy that the U.S.
pursued in Micronesia for stategic reasons. However, the U.S.
Government claims -- and the Trusteeship Council agrees -- that
it has followed a policy designed to foster unity among all
the districts af the Territory during the Post-Trusteeship
period. The Trusteeship Council is satisfied that the peoples
of the islands were freely exercising their right to determine



for themselves their Internal and external forms of. government
when they created these separate governments and plans for
different post-trusteeship relationships with the U.S.

In April of 1978, at Hilo, Hawaii, a statement of eight
agreed principles was signed by the political status commissions
of the Federated States of Micronesia, the Marshall Islands
and Palau. The statement established the conceptual foundation
upon which a free association relationship with the U.S. in

the Post-Trusteeship period is to be built. The final agreement
on free association will be put to a U.N.observed plebiscite.
Many,practical questions need to be answered before the free
association agreement can be finalized. The. Trusteeship Council
holds the view, however, that free association is a governmental
option that is not incompatible wilh the Trusteeship Agreement,
provided that the populations concerned have freely accepted
it.

The point at which the Security Council should be brought
into the tenmination process of U.S. trusteeship over the
Territory is a subject of some controversy. Micronesian
spokesmen and a CSCE member of the Trusteeship Council have
argued that the Security Council should be consulted during
the above-mentioned preparatory stages in the termination
process so that, prior to termination, it can review the
.separation of the Northern Mariana Islands, the emergence af
the three different governments for the other Micronesian '

districts and other related political developments.

On this point, the U.N. Charter provides that:

"All functions of the United Nations
relating to strategic areas, including the
approval of the terms of the trusteeship
agreements and of their alteration or amend-
ment, should be exercised.by the Security
Council."

In addition, the Charter states that:

"The Security Council shall, subject to the
provisions of the.trusteeship agreements and
without prejudice to security consideration,
avail itself of the assistance of the Trustee-
ship Council to perform those functions of the
United Nations under the trusteeship system
relating to political, economic, social and
educational matters in the strategic areas."

Shortly after the Security Council gave the U.S. the task
of administering the strategic trust territory of Micronesia, it



delegated to the Trusteeship Council all functions except those
relating to security and any future alterations of the Trustee-
ship Agreement.

The U.S. has reported on preparations being made for
tenmination of the Trusteeship to the Trusteeship Council,
which, in turn, has been reporting to the Security Council.
Moreover, the U.S. has stated Its intention to take up, at the
appropriate time, the matter of termination with the Trusteeship
Council and the Security Council.

Assessment of U.S. Compliance

After weighing the criticisms of U.S. administration of
Micronesia against the significant progress that has been made,
-the Corrrnission concludes Ihat the U.S. stands in essential com-
pliance with the CSCE Final Act regarding the Trust Territory
of the Pacific Islands.

Clearly the U.S. has made progress in discharging.its
obligations toward Micronesia, but additional steps will be
taken to ready the islands to meet the challenge of self-
government in 1981. The establishment of a Congressional Sub-
coarnittee on Pacific Affairs will help to focus attention on
the special needs of Micronesians during the present tiffm of
transition and in the Post-Trusteeship period. The Covenant
.on Commonwealth with the Northern Mariana Islands and the Hilo
Agreement with the other Micxonesian governmental entities
provide that thd U.S. moral cammitmerits to the isiands will
not be ferminated along with the trusteeship. In 1981. The
approaching tenmination date will not cause any relaxation in
the implementation of extensive capital development projects
in the Territory; rather, the next two years should witness
an intensification of U.S. efforts to bring the Territory
nearer to the point of self-sufficiency by the date of
termination.

Principle IX

Coopetation Among States

This far-reaching Principle calls upon the participating
states to endeavor "to promnte mutual understanding and
confidence, friendly and good-neighborly relations among them-
selves..." The Principle is directly related to specific
provisions in Baskets II and III in that it also calls upon
CSCE nations to improve the well-being of their peoples by
increasing mutual knowledge and progress in the economic,
scientific', technological, social, cultural and humanitarian
fields.
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A significamt act consistent with the spirit of Principle
IX took place in,January of 1978 when the United Statei formally
returAed to Hungary the historic crown of St. Stephen which had'
beeh passed to the U.S. for custody during the closing months

of World.War II. rhe return of this crown, the symbol of the

Hungarian nation for centuries, undoubtedly helped contflbute
to the development of normal and friendly relations between

the U.S. and Hungary.

Many other examples of concrete cooperation and exchange
between the U.S. and other signatory states, in specific fields

such as science, education and culture, are contained elsewhere
in this study. In addition, 4igh level political contacts.with

each of the participating stafes has continued as a normal
aspect of international diplomacy. U.S. Congressional delega-
tions in the past year have visited numerous signatories. Joint

delegations, composed of members of the State Department and

the CSCE Commission staff, have visited Poland, Bulgaria, the

German Democratic Republic, Romania, Hungary, Finland,
Yugoslavia, Austria, Spain and Sweden, for wide-ranging
bilateral discussions on CSCE implementation.

Principle IX alsa confirms that "governments, institutions,
organizations and persons have a relevant and positive role

to play" in contributing towards the goals of the Final Act.

In the U.S., as in other participating states, 'groups of private

citizens have taken u0on themselves the task of monitoring the

compliance of their governments with the prov.isions of the Final

Act. Unlike the situation in some countres where members of
these groups have been persecuted and imprisoned, in the U.S.

they have come.to play an increasingly important and active

role in stimula/ing public and governmental awareness of short-

comings in the U.S. implementati.on record.
-

Two groups in particular have recently became very active

in calling attention to humen rights shortcomings in the U.S.

The U.S. Citizen's Committee to Monitor the Helsinki Accords,
based in New York, consists of a board of 46 prominent citizens

from a wide variety of professions And backgrounds. Like the

ComMission, this organization seeks to monitor compliance in

all the signatory states, and devotes particular attention to

human rights concerns. It has a close working relationship

with a number of representative civil rights organizations.

The Washington Helsinki Watch Committee for the U.S., on
the other hand, serves as an umbrella organization for a wide

assortment of constituent human rights-related groups, including

the National Urban League, the Indian Law Resource Center, the

Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights Under Law Alien Rights

Project, the Movement for Economic Justice, Micronesia Legal
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Services and the ACLU National Prison Project. It appears that
this group will focus almost exclusively on the U.S. compliance
record, especially Jn thi human rights area.

These gromps were liven the opportunity to testify during
the Cormnission's three daysof hearings on domestic compliance
in April of 1979, and wire invited to submit reports which have
been taken into consideration In the formulation of this study.
The Commission will continue to listen to these citizens' groups
and to offer them a public platform to voice 'their coRgerns
about U.S. compliance with the Final Act. Tht right of indivi-
dual citizens to speak their mands freely and without fear of
recrimanation offers the best guarantee that CSCE governments
will make a maximum effort to live up to their Helsinki commit-
ments. To silence these voices is to commit the gravest
violation of all.

Principle X

Fulfillment in Good Faith of Obligations'Under
International Law

Principle X obligates the participating states*to fulfill
in good faith their obligations under international law, while
at tht same time payi-ng due regard to and implementing the
provisions of the Final Acf. The U.S. has been criticized for
two actions which relate to this Principle: the November of
1977 decision to withdraw fram the International Labor Organiza-
tion (ILO) and the September- of 1978'action by-Congress which
placed restrictions oh funds appropriated for U.S.-assessed
contributiona to U.N. 4encies, prohibiting'their use for
technical assistance activities.

The decision to withdraw from the ILO, while it has drawn
criticism from various quatters, in no way violated obligations

.
under international law and:thus cannot be considered a.viola-
tion of theyinal Act. A letter from then Secretary of State
Henry Kissinger to the director of the ILO-was sent in November
of 1975 pursuant to Article I, Paragraph 5 of the Constitution
of theILO which says that a member may withdraw provided that
a notice of intention to withdraw has been given two years
earlier, and that all financial obligations have been met.
In his letter, ecretary Kissinger elaborated the reasons which
motivated the decision to withdraw: the erosion of tripartite
representation within the organization (consisting of represen-
tatives of workers, enployers and governments) in favor of the
domination of governments; selective concern for human rights
in some member states and not others; lack of objectivity in
the examination of alleged violations of human rights; adoption
of resolutions condemning particular member states in disregard
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for.established-procedures; and finally the IncfeasIng politici-
zation' of the ILO, leading to invoLvement in political issues
beyond the competence and mandate of the organization.

4
U.S. withdrawal from the ILO took Place in'November of

1977, two years after the required notification by Secretary
Kissinger. At the time, President Carter reiterated that the
"U.S. remains, ready to return whenever the ILO Fs true again
to its proper principles and procedures." A cabinet-level .

--corlimittee, now headed by Secretary of Labor Ray.Marshall,
continues to follow ILO developments closely. The last
cabinetlevel committee meeting announced in April of 1979 Ihat
favorable developments at the June annual ILO meeting could
lead to U.S. reconsideration of its withdrawal. 8

'Another criticism which has been leveled-at the U.S. in
this regard is that it has ratified only seven of the 153 ILO
conventions. These conventions deal with various aspects.of
labor management problems either setting forth general responsi-
bilities in specific areas or calling upon rrmmber states to
pass certain laws and regulations establishing basic standards
of conduct.

Although it emphatically does not constitute a violation
of the Final Act, it is true that .01e U.S. has only ratified
seven ILO conventions. Furthermore, other qspects of.the
probleM need to be considered. In many cases, the U.S. federal
system makes it difficult to ratify these conventions, since
authority in many labor management areas in the U.S. is left
to the states. Federal action is not permitt'ed in these areas.
Recently, tonsideration is being given to whethe'r the U.S.
should sign other'ILO conventions, if and when conditions are
ripe for re-entry into the ILO.

In passing the State Department's appropriation for Fiscal
Year 1979, Congress adopted an amendment deleting fifom the
President's budget a requested.27.7 million doglars -- the
approximate U.S..share of U.N. technical assistance acti'vities
financed by assessed contributions. The amendment also speci-
fied that, of the to1al funds appropriated, "no part may be
made available for the furnishing of technical assistance by
the U.N. or any of its specialized agencies."

In signing the 1979 State Department appropriation bill,
President Carter indlcated his strong opposition to the restric-
tive amendments. He said the law would impair the financial
and political viability of the U.N. agencies and "is contrary
to the policy of collective financial responsibility of the

0#,
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United Nations system." He said he would recommend to Congress
that the prohibiiory language be removed and that the de.leted
funds be restored "so this Governmeht can meet its clear obliga-
tions uhder the United Natiohs Charter and. related treaties."
The restricttions were rescinded in'1979 by the amendment
proposed_by Senator Claiborne Pell to Congress' 1980 State
Department appropriations bill. In passing this bill, Congress
thereby insured that the U.S. would again meet all of its
financial oblitations,to .the United Nations and'be in full
compliance with the provisions of Principle X.
5.;

MILITARY SECURITY

Introduction

The second half of Basket I of the Final Act deals with
the military aspects of security, including spetific but limited
provisions designed to give practical meaning to the_broad idea
of sec'irity in Europe. The section consists of two mein parts,
one labeled Oonfidence-building measures (CBMs), commits CSCE
states to certain specific military-related actions in Europe.
The other is a general pledge to further disarmament goals.

The Western countrieS, including the U.S., have.believed
fram the outset of CSCE that precise if limited confidence-
building measures, especially advance notification of military
maneuvers and exchange of observers, can be the basis for estab-
lishing meaningful security in Europe. For this reason, it

has been a fundamental policy of all NATO countries to fulfill
both the letter and the spirit of the Final Act's CBM provi-
sions. While all CSCE states have lived up to their minimal
commitments in this area, the.NATO countries have volunteered
in meny instances to go beyond this, and have taken the discre-
tionary steps encouraged by the Final Act.

While no part of the Final Act is legally binding and CBMs
are explicitly "voluntary," the political commitment contained
in them is clear. Furthermore, the implementation record, which
involves specific events and numbers, lends itself to objective
assessment. From this point of view, the U.S. record of imple-
mentation of the CBM provisions of the Final Act is one of full
compliance.

Notification of Major Maneuvers

Since the signing of the Final Act, the United States has
been involved in 12 major military maneuvers which are covered
under the rubric of CBMs. All were duly notified in conformity
with the Final Act, that is, at least 21 days in advance of
the maneuver. Of these, seven wrre exercises in which the U.S.



was the sponsor, and therefore, the notifying country, and six

were exercises in which the U.S. participated and provided,

parallel notification. In all cases, all CSCE participants

were notified of the existence of the exercises. Following

is a list of major maneuvers in Europe of more than 25,000 mmn

in lich the U.S. has taken part since the signing of the Final

Act:

- - "Grosse Rochade," notified Aug. 22, 1975, by the

FRG and the U.S. A 68,000-men exercise with the

participation orCanadian and French forces which took place

in Bavaria Sept. 15-19, 1975.

- "Certain Trek," notrfied Sept. 10, 1975, by the

FRG, with the U.S. sponsoring. A 57,000-man exercise with

participation of French and Canadian elements in Bavaria

Oct. A4-23, 1975.
- - "Grosser Baer," notified Aug. 16, 1976, by the

FRG. A 50,000-man exercise with the participation of U.S.,

British and Dutch forces which took place in the FRG Sept.

6-10, 1976.
-- "Gordian Shield," notified Aug. 16, 1976, by the

U.S. A 30,000-man exercise with participation o0Uest
German and Belgian forces in the FRG Sept. 7-11, 1976.

"Lares Teams," notified Aug. 23, 1976, by the

U.S. A 44,000-man exercise with participation of West

German and Canadian forces in the FRG Sept. 13-17, 1976.

-- "Carbon Edge," notified Aug. 23, 1977, by the

U.S. and the FRG with the U.S. sponsoring. A 59,0007-man

maneuver held September 13-23 in Bavaria and

Baden-Wurtemberg with the participation of Belgian,

Canadian, Dutch and British forces. The U.S. invited

observers.
"StandhafteSchatten," notified Aug. 22, 1978,

by the FRG. A 38,000-man maneuver held in Hesse Sept.

12-17, 1977, in conjunction with U.S. troops.
"Blaue Donau," notified Aug. 24, 1978, by the FRG.

A 46,000-man maneuver in which the U.S. participated, held

Sept. 17-21 in the Southern part of the FRG.

-- "Certain Shield," notified Aug. 25, 1978. A

56,000-man maneuver with participation of four other allies,

held Sept. 18-28 in the central part of the FRG.

- - "Saxon Drive," notified by the Netherlands Aug.

25, 1978. A 32,500-m2n maneuver with the participation

of the U.S., held Sept. 18-29 in Hannover and Breven

in the FRG.

J. A listing of those maneuvers in which the U.S. was the

sponsoring country appears in Appendix 1, Chart 1.

0,.
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-- "Bold Gmard," notified by the FRG Amg. 20, 1978.

A 65,000-rnan maneuver with the participation of the U.S. and
two other allies, -held Sept. 19-22 in the northern part
of the FRG.

"Certain Sentinel," sponsored by the U.S. and
held Jan. 30-Feb,. 6, 1979, with the participation of
Canadian, FRG, Luxembourg, Netherlands and U.K. troopssin
the North Baden-Wurtemburg, West Bavaria 'area of the FRG.

Prior Notificatjon of Other Military Maneuvers

Notification of maneuvers involving fewer than 25,000 men
is optional but encouraged by.the language of the Final Act:
"the participating states...may also notify smaller scale mili-
tary maneiNers to other participating states" The U.S. has
sponsored one notified smaller maneuver and has participated
in 10 others. These include:

-- "Deep Express," notified August of 1975 1;y Turkey

and the U.K. An 18,000-man eercise with the participation
of the U.S., FRG and Italian forces which took place in
the Aegean Sea and Turkish Trace Sept: 12-28, 1975.

-- "Atlas Express," notified by Norway in February of

1976. A 17,000-man exercise with the participation of the
Allied Command Europe Mobile Force which took place Feb.
26-Mar. 22, 1976.

-- "Teamwork-76," notified by Norway in September of

1976. A 15,000-man exercise with the participation of the
U.S., U.K. and Dutch forces which took place Sept. 22--ei,

1976.
- - "Bonded Item," notified by Denmark Sept. 20, 1976.

A 10.,000-man exercise with the participation of FRG and
U.S. forces which took place in the FRG and Denmark Oct.
11-21, 1976.

"Spearpoint," notified by the United Kingdom in

October of 1976. An 18,000-man exercise with the
participation of U.S. and Dutch troops which took place
Nov. 8-12, 1976.

-- "certain Fighter," notified by the U.S. April 7,

1977. A field exercise involving 24,000 U.S. personnel
which took place May 1-8, 1977, in Hesse in the FRG.

- "Arrow Express," notified by Denmark Aug. 28,
1977. An air/ground maneuver involving 16,000 men with
participation of the U.S. and seven other allies, which
took place Sept. 19-23, 1977, in Denmark.

- - "Blue Fox," notified by Belgium Aug. 22, 1977.
A 24,000-mmn maneuver which was held Sept. 12-23 in
Germany with the participation of the U.S. and FRG.

-- "Arctic Express," notified by Norway Jan. 30,

1978. A maneuver involving 15,300 men with air and naval
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csupport, with the. participation of th U.S.Wand four other
allies, which took place March 1-6 in the Trams region of
northern Norway.

-- "Black Bear," notified by Norway, involving 8,200
ground and air personnel, which took place Sept. 22-26,
1978. Military personnel fram the U.S., the Netherlands
and the United Kingdom also participated.

-- "Cold Winter," notified by Norway, a 10,000-man
maneuver involving ground and air troops which took place
March 17-22:1979, with participation of forces fram.Ahe
U.S., Canada, Netherlands and the United,Kingdam. I

1

Exchange of Observers

The Final Act does not require that observers be invited
to every maneuver for which notification is given and there
is no requirement that all CSCE signatories be included when
invitations are extended. In general, however, NATO and other
Western states have been more' inclined than other CSCE states \
to invite observers more frequently and to, extend their invita-
tions to a larger number of countries.

The U.S. has thus far sponsored one minor and seven major
maneuvers since the signing of the Final

,:

In six instances

/

of U.S.-sponsored exrcises, the country w '1ch invited observers
was not the U.S. but another nation in the 1 ATO alliance.
Observers from all CSCE nations were invited to fiye of these
six maneuvers. The two maneuvers to which the U.S. invited
observers were "Carbon Edge," in September of 1977, and "Certain
Shield," in September of 1978. Representatives of all the CSCE

,

states.were invited. In all cases, the .U.S. provided a broad
range of opportunity for observers from the Warsaw Pact and
neutral and non-aligned nations to witness and understand the
exercises. They were provided with both Jixed and mobile
observation posts,.binoculars, escorts, means of transportation,
telephone liaison with their embassies, visits to the exercise
area, contact with command posts and opportunities to ask
questions.

Even when observers from all CSCE states are not invited
to NATO-sponsored maneuvers, invitations are usually extended
to a balanced and representative number of observers fram each
of the major groupings within CSCE. As the U.S. and other NATO
states have gained experience in accommodating the needs of
observers, the quality and frequency of the opportunities
extended for observation during Western exercises have been
markedly enhanced. Observers fram the U.S. have usually
attended the maneuvers of other countries when invited.



Prior Notification of Major Military Movements.

The Final Act notes that CSCE participants "may at their
own discretion" give.notification of their major military move-
ments. The Final Act does not lay down any commitments except
to provide that the partitipating itates will give "further
consideration to this question at a later time."

To date, no signatory state has given notification of a
major military movement not associated with an exercise.
However, the United States and other NATO allies have provided
information on movements in the context of certain maneuver
notifications. The Norwegian notification for "Arctic Express"
in January of 1978, a maneuver which included U.S. troop parti-
cipation, mentioned the deployment plans of the mein units
involved before and after the exercise. The U.S. continues
to refer to "Reforger," the annual re4turn of continental U.S.-
based forces to Europe for the fall exercise season, in the
notifications given of its fall exercises in Europe.

The Commission noted that at the Belgrade meeting, dejega-
tions of many countries expressed a strong interest in strength-,
ening the provisions of the prior notification'section of.the
Final Act's CBMs. To this end, four NATO countries offered
a proposal which, among other things, called for notification
of major'military movements in a manner similar to that required
for major military maneuvers. The proposal also set forth
numerous other provisions relating to the notification of major
troop movements. Since these provisions could strengthen
security in Europe, the Commission believes that they warrant
further consideration and that it would be useful to pursue
them during discussions at the Madrid review meeting.

Exchange of Military Visits

Under the category of "other confidence-building measures"
the Final Act encourages exchanges of military personnel,
including visits by military delegations. .There are many on-
going programs of this type between the armed forces of the
United States and the NATO allies which predate CSCE and clearly
reflect implementation of CBM provisisons of the. Final Act.
There have also been freciuent exchanges of high-level military
delegations between Easte4n and Western countries since the
signing of the Final Act. While these exchanges have involved
high-level military personnel, therp have been no exchange
visits of defense ministers since the signing of the Final Act.

4. A listing of East-West military delegation exchanges appears
in Appendix I, Chart 2.
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Eastern Cr it Icism

While the U.S. and allied record in implementing the CBM
provisions of the Final Act has been in accordance with both

the spirit and the letter of the document, this has not
prevented Eastern criticism in these matters. Soon'after the

Helsinki Final Act was signed, the West was attacked by the

Eastern countries*for using the Final Act's CBM provisionl as
an excuse for holding mofe frequent maneuvers near the borders

of Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union. The Eastern countries

seem to haVe recognized the weakness of this charge, for such

criticism has not been,repeated for some time.

The U.S. has also been criticized on occasion for failing

to give notification of large maneuvers based in the U.S.

involying more than 25,000 men. These maneuvers, .however, are
clearly outside the scope of CSCE, since the Final Act only

covers maneuvers either in Europe or within 250 kilometers of

the frontier of another European particip4Iing state. Notifica-
tion.for meneuvers held in the U.S., therfrfore, are not required

or expected under the Final Act.

Another common criticism has been that NATC1maneuvers
been too big. This again is a misreading of the Helsinki

accords, since Ihere is nothing in the Final Act limiting the

size of maneuvers.

Questions Relating to Disarmoment

The paragraph entitled "Questions Relating to Disarmament"
follows immediately after the specific CBM provisions in the

Final' Act. It calls upon the participating states, in general

terms, to take "effective meagures" towards achieving the even-

tual goal of general and complete disarmament under strict and

effective international control. The Final Act makes no provi-

sion for or mention of disarmament negotiations in any specific

forum: This section of the Final Act simply notes the interest

of the participating states in the necessity of disarmoment

and effective arms control. Therefore, the efforts of the

Soviet Union and its allies to lihk implementation with one-

sided views of "general" disarmament, or to portray other
countries as acting in bad faith or failing to advocate dissorma-

ment, are hot consistent with the provisions of the Final Att.

The U.S. is actively engaged in a broad range of arms

control efforts affecting Europe. Together.with its NATO

allies, the U.S. is continuing efforts at the Vienna Mutual

and Balanced Force Reduction (MBFR) negotiations to reach agree-

ment on reducing and limiting force levels in central Europe.
1



CO another" level, the U.S. has now reached a new agreement
with the Soviet Union on strategic arms limitations (SALT II)
although it has not been'approved by Congress yet. The United
States also has initiated or actively participates in discus-
sions aimed at controlling conventional arrrm transfers, ending
nuclear testing., preventing proliferation of nuclear weapons,
controlling anti-satellite weapons and banning chemical and
radiological weapons. In other forum." such as the Gmneva-
based Committee on Disarmament and the United Nations, the' U.S.
activsely participates in global and regional arms control and
disarmament efforts. In the spring of 1978, the U.S. partici-
pated actively in the United Nations Special Session on Disarma-
ment. At this time, a Presidential Declaration was issued
concerning limitations on the U.S. use of nuclear weapons. The
U.S. is now engaged in following up on the various recommenda-
tions which emerged from the meeting.

General Considerations

The final section of the CBM portion of Basket I, entitled
"General Considerations" notes the .complementary nature of the
political and military aspects of security. Several times-the
Soviet Union has cited this passage and the section on "Ques-
tions Relating to Disarmament," in an effort to establish a
relationship between implementation of the Final Act and its
own view of further progress in the disarmament field. Indica-
tive of this attitude were the proposals advanced by the East
at the Warsaw Pact summit meeNng in Bucharest in November of
197. One proposal advocated foreclosing any expansion in the
ffembership of the Warsaw Pact and NATO and another suggested
a treaty on non-first-use of nuclear weapons among all CSCE
signatories.

In rejecting these proposals, the U.S. and itsfallies noted
that while seemingly innovative, these Warsaw Pact proposals
were not new or even consistent with the Final Act. They, noted
that all CSCE participants had already pledged, in Principle
II of the Declaration of Principles and in the U.N. Charter,
to renounce the threat or use of force applicable to all types
of weapons. Furthermore, the right of states to decide about
joining treaties of alliance is confirmed in Principle I of
the Declaration of Principles. The U.S. position was then,
and continues to be, that priority should be given to realistic
efforts to achieve genuine measures of disarmament and arms
control in the appropriate forums, especially SALT and MBFR,
in addition to CSCE.

CONCLUSION - CHAPTER 2

Overall, the U.S. record of compliance with the Declaration
of Principles and Confidence-Building Measures of Basket I has
been consistent with both the spirit and letter of these Final
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Act provisions. The tO PrinCiptes In the Declaration have long
been the guiding princi,ples In U.S. foreign policy conduct with
all the CSCE states.

Cm the practical level, the U.S. has scrupulously imple-.
mented all of the Final Act's Confidence-Building Measures.
In some areas, notably the advance notification of smaller
manewiers, the U.S., and its allies, have mmved beyond their
minimal commitments and have taken discretionary steps
encouraged by he Final Act.

.The U.S. continues tosregard armm control and disarmament
ias the primary goals of its foreign policy, but think's that
discussion of Ihese subjects in the CSCE context should not
detract from ongoing negotiations in other forums.

The Cornmission welcomes the Pell Amendment to the 1980

State Departnent appropriations bill which puts the U.S.
squarely in compliance with Principle X by rescinding the
restriction'on funds appropriated for assessed dontributions

.to U.N. agencies.
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CHAPTER THREE

HUAAN.RIGHT$: PRINCIPLE VII

I NTRODLCT ION

As representatives Of 35 nation's gathered-at Helsinki on
August 1,' 1975, to sign the Final Act, a chorus of protests and
criticimms arose from many quarters throughout the West. In .

the pnited States these voices -- in the Congress, the press
and from the public -- expressed the fear that, because of the
danger of reconfirming the post-World War II boundaries, the,

'new'agreement would make conditions more difficult for the
peoples,of Eastern Europe and.the Soviet Union. Other voices,
most notably those of the Western.leaders who themselves had
signed the historic document at Helsinki', were proclaiming the
arrival of a new era in East-West relations. Uniquely, this
accord bound all CSCE states to respect the human rights and
fundwmental freedoms of their own citizens and to gradually
lift the restrictions against the free movement of people,
information and ideas across national borders.

' The "free movement" provisions are contained primarily in
Basket III, the section titled "Cooperation in Humanitarian and.
Other Fields." These latter provisions are relatively.specific
and are dealt with in some detail -- as far as U.S. implementa-
tion is concerned -- in Chapter Five of-this report. Although.
Basket III is frequently referred to as the "human rights" part
of the Final Act -- and indeed is important in'that regard --
the heart and soul of human rights in the Helsinki document
is contajned in Principle VII of Basket I.

Principle VII ii the most comprehensive statement of basic
human rights which the governments represented at Helsinki haVe
ever collectively acknowledged. This provision reads as
follows:

.VII. Respect for human eights and fundamental
freedoms, including the freedom of thought,

conscience, religion or belief

"The participating states will respect human
rights and fundamental freedoms, including the
freedam of thought, conscience, religion or
belief, for all without distinction as to race,
sex, language or religion.

"They will promote and encourage the
effective exercise of civil, political, economic,
social, cultural and other rights and freedoms
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all of wtich derive from the inherent dignity
of the human person and are 'essential for his

. free and-furl development.
"Within this framework the participating

States will recognize and respect the freedom
of the Individual to profess, and pracilsei alone
or in community with others, religion or belief
a6ing in accordance with the dictates of his
own conscience.

"The participating'States on whosei-territory
natiOnal minorities exist will respectfthe right
of persons befonging to such minorities to
equality before the law, will,afford them the
full opportunity for Ihe actual enjoyment of
human rights and fundamental freedoms/and will,
in this manner, protect their legitiMate
interests in this sphere.

"The participating States recognize the
universal significance of human rights and
fundamental freedoms, respect for which is an
essential factor for the peace,jultice.and
well-being necessary to ensure the development
of friendly relations and cooperation among
themmelves as among all States.

"They will constantly respecI these- rights
and freedomm in their mutual relations and will
endeavolor jointly and separatelY, including in
cooperation with the United Nat/i.ons, to promote
universal amd effective respect for them.

"They confinm the,right of the individual
to know and act upon his rights and duties in

this field.
"In the field of human rights and

fundamental freedoms, the participating S-tates
will act in conformity with 'the purposes and
principles of the Charter of the United Nations
and with the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights. They will also fulfill their obligations
as set forth in the international declarations
and agreements in this field, including inter
alia the International Covenants on Human Rights,
by which they mey be bound.".

Although, as indicated in the Final Act, all of the Princi-
ples agreed to at Helsinki are deemed to be of equal importance)
nothing at the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe
captured the hmagination and support of the peoples of the CSCE
states more than the human rights guarantees contained in Prin-
ciple VII. Most of the allegations of CSCE implementation
shortcomings -- in the East and the West -- have focused on
this area. This is both understandable and laudable since it
is in Principle VII that the lives and fates of individual human
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beings are most Involved. ,Indeed, the'attention which has been'
. 7 paid in CSCE to the destinies of individual human'beings is

one of its most valuWe contributions to international rela-
tion!. In the past, the U.S. has been outspoken in its concern
for the Helsinkiguaranteed rights of citizens of other CSCE
countries. Therefore, it is appropriate that at least equal
attention be devoted in this report to the concerns expressed
by other CSCE tountries about the rights of individual U.S.
citizens under the Final Aot. The Commission is thoroughly
convinced that the emphasis on ihdividual human beings must
be mmintained, if the Helsinki accords are to have an effective
and lasting impact on East-West relations.

In examining U.S. compliance with the human rights commit-
ments of the Final Act, the Commission adopted a broad interpre- ,
tation of, the provisions cf Principle VII in the belief that
this would agree with the expansive spirit of the Helsinki
document itself. Not only did we consider the U.S. morally, if .

not legally, bound by the U.N. covenants on human rights, but

we also looked at a,range of topics which arguably could be
said to fall outside the actual wording of the Final Act. The

Commission reviewed the major components of human rights set
forth under Principle VII including political, civil, economic /

and social rights and religious freedam. In addition, the
Commission examined such areas as discrimination, the status
of American Indians, and women's rights. As with the rest of
the report, our examination concentrated to a large extent on
criticisms lodged by other CSCE states and domestic groups,
including groups which participated in the Commission's hearings
on human rights, April 3 and 4, 1979.

ga

In responding to these criticisms, we relied heavily on
materials and information supplied by responsible government
agencies and intere.sted private sources. We have tried to
treat, in one way or another, all,the criticisms which have

come to our attention, including those which appear to be
obvious propaganda. We have acted in the belief that the

importance of Principle VII justifies going tq extraordinary
lengths to respond to all criticisms in good faith.

POLITICAL AND CIVIL RIGHTS

The fundamental human rights sanctioned by Principle VII
of the Helsinki agreement are the cornerstones of the American
political system. This §ystem, as stated in Principle VII,

is designed to ensure the "civil, political, economic, social,
cultural and other rights and freedoms all of which derive from
the inherent dignity of the human person and are essential for
his free and full development." While no one argues that the
U.S. system is perfect, its resilience and capacity for self-
correction and further improvement constitute a uniquely
effective mechanism to pursue these goals.
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The U.S. Constitution explicitly guarantees'"the freedoms
of thought, consciende, religion or belief, for all," found '

in Principle VII. Asiurances that these Tights dan be exer-
cised "without discrimination as to race, sok, language or reli-
gion" are implicitly incorporated into the body of Consti-
tutional law through use of the equal protection and due'process
clauses of the Fifth andA4th Amehdmentr.

The U.S. Constitution is not the only guarantor of funda-
mental freedom to American citizens. State constitutions
duplicate and often expand'the rights of the people they
govern. Statutory law,.both federal and state, has been a
primary vehicle lor enforcement and expansion 0 rights in such
areas as voting, housing, employment and education. American
courts, the admimistrators of justice in the United States,
comprise a sophisticated procedural system designed to ensure
that violations of rights are punished and that future or
repeated violations are avoided.

The political system itself is the ultimate guardian of
fundamental rights. %ben government fails toprotect or even
violates civil or political rights, individuais, elected repre-
sentatives and the.media can force the government to respond
to charges that it has violated American and international prin-

ciples of justice. Several recent examples of the success of

American safeguards against such abuse halie involved,prosecution
and conviction of high government officiAfs for violations of
the law which were uncovered by the press. Press revelati-on
of corporate bribery and Central Intelligence Agency (CFA) and
Federal Bureauof Investigation (FBI) wrongdoing has also
resulted in'criminal prosecution.

Freedoms of Religion, Speech and Privacy

"Within this framework the participating
states will recognize and respect the freedom
of the individual to profess and,practice alone
or in community with others, religion or belief
acting in accordance with the dictates of his

own conscience." (Principle VII)

The First Amendment to the Constitution protects the free-
doms of religion and speech. It has been construed widely to
include other freedoms as well, including freedom of associa-

tion. Numerous suits brought before U.S. courts have estab-
lished the freedoms of thought, conscience, religion and belief
referred to in Principle VII.

The freedom of religion clause of the First Amendment
provides two guarantees: first, it prohibits the establishment
of any religion by the government, and secondly , it protects
free exercise of religion by individuals. The Supreme Court
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rulings prevent any discrimination against particular .religious
groups. At the same time, however, theCourt has promoted reli-
gion generally by sanct,ioning the govetiiment's decision to give
all religious groups and charitable orgarilzations tax exempt
.status: The right of the individual to practice his or.her
own. religion includes.,the right to promote that religion and
encourage participation by others.

The freedam,of speech clause of the Constitution provides
the broadest protection for freedoms of thought, conscience
and belief. The Pentagon Papers case, which involved a suit

by the Justice Department to restrain the New York Times and
Washington Post from,printing secret Defense Department docu-
ments, is a noteworthy recent example of the scope of this guar-
antee. The Supreme Court held that the fundamental freedom
of speech and press protected pLiblication of a claseified docu-
ment despite the government's argumint that .such publication
would breach .national security. Other recent examples were
the massive popular opposition to the Vietnam war and*Tthe public
outrage over the.Watergate scandal which were freely and exten-
sively reported in both domestic and international news media.

The courts have gone so far as to hold that inciteful
speech, advocating violence or even overthrow of the govern-
ment, may not'be punished unless such speech is intended to
produce inTninent lawlessness and would in fact be likely to
do so. First Amendment protection, however, is not limited
to verbal expressions of Principle VII freedoms. Activity
involving picketing, protest marches, and the use of symbols,
including the American flag, have been safeguarded under the
First Amendment: Constraints on exercise of these freedoms
have been..allowed only where there is a valid competing public
interest and where a less restrictive solution is not

available.

Legal safeguards of the right to privacy are derived
primarily from the First Amendment freedom of association, the
Fourth Amendment protection against illegal search and seizure,
and he Fifth Amendment prohibition against involuntary self-
incrimination. Constitutional interpretations of the right

to privacy have most often dealt with questions of unreasonable
search and seizure. In 1967, the Supreme Court held that wire-

taps and other electronic surveillance of citizens conducted
by government agencies. may violate the Fourth Amendment prohibi-
tion against unreasonable searches and seizures. The Freedom
of Information Act authorized citizens to examine those records
the government has collected in order to assess their accuracy

or appropriateness.

Additionally, requests for information by the government
may also infringe on individual privacy. To protect this right.
Congress passed the Privacy Act of 1974 which limits the collec-
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tion, retention and diiiernination of personal Information by .

Federal.Government agencies. Several major legislative bills
which address the problems Involved In balancing society's
"right to know" and the individual's right to privacy are
pending before'the Congress. v,

Rights of the AccUsed

The sill of Rights, the 14th Amendment to the Constitution
and subsequent judicial interpretations of the Cohstitution
provide specific protections for anyone accused of a crime.
State.and federal judi.cial systems 'aie required to protect these
rights for all citizens and this protection has even beel
extended to aliens.

Protection actually begins before any formal accusations
are made. All persons are guar.anteed freedon from unreason-
able searches and seizures, the right to remain silent dOring
investigation and the right to be eepresented by an attorpey
even when informally uspected ol a.crime.

Cmce formal chaueS are made, an accused person has the
continuing right to eemain silent, as well as the right to a
speedy trial, to an interpreter at trial, to cross-examina-
tion of witnesses, and to any exculpatory evidence in the hands
of the prosecution. In accordance with Article 14 of the Inter-
national Covenant on Civil and Political Rights,* legal counsel
must be provided by the state without cost to indigent defen-
dants. Legal representation is authorized at -public expense
for indigents involved in prosecution at the federal level as
well.

The burden of proof for all elements of a crime rests upbn
the state. The accused is presumed innocent until the gover-
ment's case is proved beyond a reasonable doubt before an impar-
tial judge and a jury selected from a representative group of
citizens. The trial court or court of first instance determines
the facts of each case and applies the law to those facts.

If convicted, persons have a statutory right of appeal.
Often two levels of appellate courts are provided by both state
and federal judiciaries to review trial courts' conclusions
of law. Conclusions of fact made by the trial judge or jury
are not ordinarily reviewable by the appellate courts. Defen-
dants also have a Constitutional right to free transcripts or
other aids necessary to carry out the appeal, and a Constitu-
tional right to be free from cruel and unusual punishment.
These Constitutional and statutory rights conform to standards
set not only by the Final Act but also by the United Nation's
Universal Declaration of Human Rights (Articies 5 and 9) and
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights
(Articles 6, 7, 9 and 14).
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While the ability to eqrcise the fundamental rights out-
lined thus far has been impeded in.some cases, the judiciary
provides a mechanism to hear, address, and redress complaints
That the procedural system has malfunctioned. For example,
the U.S. Supreme Court in 1977 overturned a jury selection
system which, though not intentionally discriminatory, did
exclude a disproportionately high number of Hispanics. In
addition, several recent suits have successfully challenged
the effectiveness of court-appointed counsel and have set more
stringent standards for attorneys' representation of indigent
defendants.

Accused individuals are afforded protection by both state
and federal laws. States mmst meet federal standards in pro-
tecting rights but, at the same.time, ley are free to adopt
more stringent standards or add new .protections not covered
by federal law. The, division of power between the federal and
state ;governments prevents federal review of same defendants'
claims. However, whenever a defendant feels his or her Consti-
tutional rights have been violated by the government, for
example because a fair and impartial trial was denied or punish-
ment was cruel and unusual, then he or she may file a writ of
habeas corpus before a federal, trial court. By filing this
writ, a convicted person requests judicial inquiry into the
legality sf his or her restraint.

The United States is taking positive steps to improve the
administration of justice by federal courts. President Carter
has sought to enhance access to federal courts by increasing
the total number of judicial appointments by approximately 20
percent. The Congress also passed the Speedy Trial Act of 1974
which is designed to break the backlog of crimlnal cases in
federal courts. The law requixes that defendants be indicted
within 30 days of arrest and that they be arraigned within 10
days of indictment. A trial mmst begin within 60 days of
arraignment. If the courts do not comply with these provisions,
with certain limited statutory exceptions, dismissal of the
case is Mandatory.

Safeguards A ainst Discrimination

"The participating states on whose territory
national minorities exist will respect the right
of persons belonging to such minorities to equal-
ity before the law, will afford them the full
opportunity for the actual enjoyment of human
rights and fundamental freedoms and will, in
this manner, protect their legitimate interests
in this sphere." (Principle VII)
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Historically, the American record of discrimination against
racial and ethnic minorities has been subject to serious
critfcism. Problems of U.S. compliance addressed throughout
this report illustrate the depth of discrimination's roots in
this country. However, the efforts made by federal and state
governments, particularly in the last 15 years, to redress
inequities while preserving "freedom of thought, consgience,
religion and belief for all" merit equal considerationby those
concerned with monitUTTFFITS. compliance with the FinO Act.
These efforts in large part are fruits of the political\ activism
of black American leaders in the 1960's.

The 14th Amendment codified )he federal consensus that
"no state shall...deny to any person within.,its jurisdiction
the equal protection of the law." Basing its efforts on this
Amendment, together with the 13th and 15th Amendments which
outlaw slavery and racially discriminatory election laws respec-
tively, the Federal Government has sought to eliminate dis-
crimination agaiTist black Americans and other minorities. By

incorporating the Fifth Amendment due process clause into the
equal protection guarantees, federal courts have applied the
same standards to federal violations of guaranteed freedoms
that have been applied to state violations. In recent times,
the courts have sanctioned legislation and programs Arhich allow
women, blacks and other minority racial or ethnic groups prefer-
ences in areas such as education, emplorment and government
contracts. These programs are often latbeled "affirmative
action."

The Constitutional provisions have been given substantive
meaning by extensive civil -rights statutes passed since 1964.
Many of these statutes are detailed in other sections of the
report. The Civil Rights Act of 1964 forbids racial discrim-
ination in public accommodations, in the use of federal money
and in employment. Its provisions apply to private parties

as well as to state governments. All racial discrimination
in contracting, whether public or private, is outlawed. The

Fair Housing Act of 1968 and other provisions of the United
States Code prevent discrimlhation in lease, rental oTTUTEhase
of housing. Violations of these laws can result in civil suits

by the Attorney General or by private parties.

The Voting Rights Act of 1965 authorizes the Attorney

General to send federal voting registrars into areas where
voting discrhnination has traditionally existed and suspends
literacy tests as a prerequisite to voting because of their
history of discriminatory use. It also allows the Attorney

General to review changes in voting laws in those jurisdic-
tions where such laws have been used to deny persons the right

to vote. The Voting Rights Act was extended in 1975 to apply

to certain ethnic minorities who speak a language other than
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English. Elections must be held in both English and the tradi-
tional language where Ihere is a higher than average English
illiteracy rate amongininority voting age citizens'.

The Equal Emplorment Opportunities Commission publishes
detailed guidelines to deal with potential job discrimination
and has been instrumental in resolving employee complaints
brought before it. Ithas also been active in bringing employ-
ment discrimination suits to the courts. The Department of
Housing and Urban Development (HUD) enforces strict rules for
insuring non-discriminatory availability of federally financed
housing. In cooperation with federal banking authorities,. HUD
has acted to ensure that black citizens have equal access to
mortgage loans.

Discrimination against women, discussed in detail in
another section of this report, is prohibited by several
statutes including the 1964 Civil Rights Act, the Education
Amendments of 1972 and 1974, and the Fair Housing.Act of 1968.
Equal protection of women has.been guaranteed by special legis-
lation concerring credit decisions by lending institutions, pay
scales for government employees, employment priactices of federal
contractors, and use of federal money by educational institu-
tions. The proposed Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) passed by
Congress has not yet been ratified, by three-fourths of the state
legislatures,as required by the U.S. Constitution. However,
many states and cities have adopted constitutional or charter
amendments as well'as statutes or ordinances to ensure funda-
mental Cights for wamen. Tpough the Supreme Court'has not given
women the autamatic protecfions afforded minorities under the
Constitution, Congressional and Executive Branch concern with
eradication of discrimination has been evident. A mejor example
is the appointment of a special Presidential Task Force on Sex
Discrimination to coordinate a review of federal statutes, Negu-
lations, programs and policies to remove any discriminatory
treatment of women.

Individuals who feel that their Constitutional rights or
statutorY privileges are being violated have access to federal
courts. Since 1975, the Supreme Court has enforced civil rights
statutes which prevent exclusion of children from private
schools on racial grounds and which allow retroactive award of
seniority to blacks, women and other victhns of discrimination.
The Court has ruled that prospective jurors must be examined to
determine if they have racial prejudices. It has also approved
controversial public housing desegregation plans prepared by
HUD and has recently sanctioned a voluntary affirmative action
plan which uses quotas to redress past racial discrimination.

The Department of Justice Civil Rights Division, created
in 1957, has primery responsibility for enforcing the civil
rights laws described thus far. In testimony submitted to the
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Helsinki Commission for the April 4, 1979 heatino" Deputy
Assistant Attorney General John Huerta explained/the changes
in the Division's enforcement role since 1957./ He cited the
fact that "in Fiscal Year 1978 alone, the Divi'sion filed 55
civil actions challenging 'paterns and practices' of discrimin-
ation affecting, in some ca.ses, literally thousands of people.

In addition, it has initiated 36 criminal prosecutions and par-
ticipated in 180 other lawquits." In his oral testimony,
Huerta told the Commission, that approximately 3,500 criminal
civil rights investigatioAs are conducted each year.

Allegations of Police Misconduct

At the Commissigh hearings, Huerta stated: "The bulk (of
criminal civil righO prosecutions) have been against state and
local law enforcement officers charged with unlawful beatings
of citizens." Serious allegations of police misconduct at
various levels of government have concerned not only the Justice
Department but also.the U.S.. Commission on Civil Rights and
several private civil rights organizations. In 1978, civil
rights groups in Memphis,. Tennessee, filed a complaint with
the United Nations which cited incidents of 'police misconduct
against black citizens in the area. The U.S. Civil Rights
Commission had published an exhaustive study in August of 1978,
entitled "Civil Crisis - Civic Challenge: Police Community
Relations in Memphis," independent of the complaint presented
to the U.N. The justice Department had also initiated investi-
gations into these complaints at the time the petition was filed
before the U.N. A reply to the complaint by the State Depart-
ment noted that these questions were already being addressed
by federal and state officials responsible for investigation
of the abuses. The U.N. Subcommission handling the complaint
decided that, under the circurnstances, the U.S. should not be
cited for human rights violations.

The Justice Department has been investigating allegations
of police brutality in several U.S. cities, most notably Phila-
delphia, Pennslyvania. On August 14, 1979, the Department filed

suit :n federal court against the Philadelphia Police Department
and several city officials charging that they had violated the

civil rights of Philadelphia citizens. Allegations were based
on an eight-month investigation conducted by the United States
Attorney in Philadelphia and the Civil Rights Division of the
Thstice Departrnent. The complaints were not limited to particu-

lar racial or ethnic groups. This action, which is unprece-
dented, has been interpreted as a signal to all police depart-
ments to review and, where appropriate, improve their citizen
complaint, community relations and internal discipline pro-
cedures. Drew Days III, Assistant Attorney General for Civil
Rights, explained that the purpose of the suit against Fhiladel-
phia officials is "to end corta.n institutional weaknesses in
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dealing with police miscbnduct." The Department has asked the
court to stop the flow of federal funds to the Police Department
in Philadelphia until recommended changes are made. Recently
,the federal court dismisied portions of the suit. However,.a

. Justice Department appeal of this.action is under consideration.

The Civil Rights Commission continues'to investigate and
monitor charges that patterns of discrimination exist in the
administration of justice in the United States. A current study
called the "Poiice Practices Project" has involved extensive
hearings and fact-finding in Philadelphia and in Houston, Texas.
The report focuses primerily on the procedures used by these
local police departments to deal with complaints of police
brutality. The project staff has ,studied other agencies includ-
ing the FBI, United States Attorney offices, the Justice Depart-
ment and relate.d state and local agencies in the course of
determining the effects of police misconduct on minority
communities. The report should be released in January of 1980.

The CSCE Commission has also received specific complaints
about abuse of citizens' rights by local and federal law
enforcement officers from the Mexican-American Legal Defense
and Educational Fund (MALDEF). In August of 1978, Commission
staff referred 30 alleged cases of police brutality to the
Criminal Section of the Justice Department's Civil Rights
Division. At th z.. time tnis request was made, the Justice
Depar.tment had already pro,vided two status reports to MALDEF

\President Vilma Martinez. The Justice Department determined
that-criminal civil rights 'prosecutions were not justified in
43 of 56 cases brought to its attention by MALDEF. In a letter
to MALDEF explaining the basis-for this determination, the
Justice Department noted that it did not find sufficient
evidence to corroborate the allegations.

MALDEF and other Hispanic groups have also charged the
lrrrnigrat ion and Naturalization Service (INS) with abuse of
citizens' rights by conducting "dragnet" raids in search of
illegal aliens. This problem was addressed in a 1977 decision
by the United States District Court for the Northern District
of Illinois which prohibited the search or seizure of persons
of Hispanic descent.beyond the Mexican-American border, unless
there are "specifically articulible facts" that the person is
in the United States illegally. A more recent case, alleging
misconduct by INS officials in Onargo, Illinois, was brought
to the Commission's attention by the Washington Helsinki Watch
Committee in testimony on April 4, 1979. This case is now being
litigated in federal court.

5. Catz, Fourth Amendment Limitation on Nonborder Searches
for Illegal Aliens: The Immigration and Naturalization
Service Meets thc Constitution 39 Ohio St.L.3. 66 (1978).
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When queried about investigative procedures in cases of
misconduct against U.S. citizens by Its officials,-the INS
Office of Professional Responsibility, in correspondence dated
July 5, 1979, provided the.following explanation:

"It is the policy of the ImmkgraIion and
Naturalization Service to investigate all
complaints received alleging misconduct by
Service employees. Complaints of physical
abuse...may be investigated by this office or
by the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Local
police often have investigative jurisdiction
and in such cases this office monitors their
inquiry and subsequent events. In any of the
above, the Civil Rights Division of the
Department of Justice is immediately notified
telephonically with a written follow-up. Local
U.S. Attorneys are also Informed."

The problems faced by Hispanic-Americans in the enforcement
of immigration laws will be addressed in detail in a study by
the Civil Rights Commission scheduled for release, in the fall
of 1979.

Future Prospects

A fairly recent development in dealing with alleged viola-
tions of citizens' rights has been the establishment of a
cooperative arrangement between the Justice Department's Civil
Rights Division and the State Department to evaluate and respond
to domestic human rights complaints raised in international
forums. A procedure has been set up to ensure that these com-
plaints are seriously considered against the commitments made
in the Helsinki accords. This arrangement, and the more
informal ones between the Justice Department, the Helsinki Com-
mission and the Civil Rights Commission are potentially impor-
tant first steps in responding to complaints raised under the
Final Act.

The Commission fully supports the Justice Department's
assessment of its role in monitoring U.S. domestic compliance
with the Final Act: "We do not consider ourselves an agency
to whitewash the United States' non-compliance with Helsinki
and to the extent that our review indicates civil rights viola-
tions, we will say that the United States is not complying with
its own domestic norms." It also welcomes the Justice Depart-
ment's initiative in engaging Professor Robert Lillich of the
University of Virginia to examine international human r)ghts
norms and standards and to compare these findings with existing
American civil rights laws.
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The Commission on Civil Rights, created in 1957,is
mandaited 'to assess the laws and policies of the United States
withirespect to civil rights. Staff Director Louis Nunez
described the Civil Rights Commission's activities in his April
3, 1979, testimony before the Helsinki Commission. He high-
lighted important problems in key areas addressed by this
report. He stated that "... this nation confronts complex and
often subtle discriminatory patterns. To deal with them, our
society must go beyond neutral or non-discriminatory behavior
by individuals and institutions. We have to institutionalize
our efforts to insure that equal opportunity exists throughout
our society. This requires not merely new civil rights laws,
but more effective eniorcement of existing laws, regulations
and policies."

The Civil Rights Commission is a fact-finding agency
concerned with general social problems. Its primary purpose
is to monitor trends or patterns of discrimination and to make
recommendations which affect large numbers of people. Numerous
reports published each year by the Civil Rights Corrrnission
illusfrate its commitment to monitoring and improving the per-
formance of the U.S. in guaranteeing civil rights of American
citizens. The Civil Rights CoMmission is currently studying
the possibility of expanding its activities to include investi-
gations of individual cases raised by human rights organizations
such as Amnesty International.

In addition, the Senate recently passed an mmendment to
the Civil Rights Commission Authorization Bill for Fiscal Year
1980 which would require the Commission to "appraise the laws
and policies of the Federal Government with respect to denials
of equal protection of the laws under the Constitution involving
Americans who are members of eastern and southern European
ethnic groups...." The mmendment directs the Civil Rights Com-
mission to issue a report to the Congress on its findings by
September 30, 1980. Noting that "Americans who are members
of eastern and southern European ethnic groups have made signi-
jicant contributions to our nation," CSCE Commissioner Robert
Dole said that the amendment "will provide a mechanism that
will enable the Congress to monitor the enforcement of those
Federal rules'and regulations that have been enacted whose,
intentions are to insure the fair treatment of all Americans."

The laws, programs and other efforts described throughout
this report are part of a process designed to remove discrim-
ination fran American society. Despite the commitment of the
U.S. Government to protect fundamental human rights and the
presence of numerous safeguards built into the judicial system, ,
no system based on finite resources and fallible human beings
can ever be perfect. The most that the U.S., or any society,
can do is to recognize its imperfections and constantly seek
to improve them. The Commission is confident that through the
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combined efforts of priyate,individuals and organizations, the
press, local, state and federal law enforcement agencies and

the courts, the U.S. is moving vigorously to reduce the areas

of injustice that remain. In so doing, the U.S. is demonstrably
fulfilling its corrrnitments under the Helsinki Final Act.

poLITICAL PARTICIPATION

Principle VII of the Helsinki Final Act commits CSCE
nations to promote and encourage the effective exercise of
political rights and freedoms, as well as to respect the rights
of persons belonging to national minorities and to guarantee
them equality before the law.

Critics charge that he United States does not provide
equal rep esentation to all citizens in the political process

1

nd that
1

inorities are discriminated against by voting
procedurels. . In addition, it has.been alleged that the U.S.
political system, as it has evolved, discriminates against
minority parties by not providing them with equal ballot
access.

Th framers of the American Constitution gave considerable
attenti n to the question of voting in Articles I and II; how-
ever, they did,not specifically state exactly which persons
were to have the right to vote. Subsequently, the 15th, 19th,
24th and 26th Amendments to the Constitution, as well as other
voting rights laws, have further defined and extended the voting
franchise in the U.S. 15th Amendment was designed,specifi-
cally to prevent abridgement of the.vote because of race.
Later, the 19th Amendment ensured women the right to vote.
The 24th Amendment abolished the poll tax for federal elec-
tions. In 1971, the 26th Amendment extended the franchise to
all persons 18 years of age and older.

The 15th Amendment, enacted in 1870, states that "the right
of citizens of the United States to vote shall not be denied
or abridged by the United States or by any state on account
of race, color or previous condition of servitude." In 1920,
the same guarantees were extended to-women through the 19th

Amendment. Following the Amendment's passage, however, the

.
exercise of the newly acquired "right to 'vote" by women, blacks
and other minorities was not universally respected. Prerequis-
ites to registration and voting such as literacy tests, lengthy
residency requirements, and poll taxes were used by some states

to impede minority participation in the election process. In

1962, the 24th Amendment was passed to prohibit denial of the
right to vote for federal officials because a person has not
paid a tax. At the time the Amendment was ratified, five states
imposed poll taxes as a condition to voting. 'Hie Supreme Court
subsequently held that poll taxes were unconstitutional under
the Equal Protection Clause of the 14th Amendment on the basis
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that the right'to vote should not' be conditioned on one's
ability to pay a tax. Accordingly, poll taxes are now pro-
hibited in all state and federal elections.

Despite passage of Constitutional safeguards, Congress
recognized that progress through case-by-case litigation, was
too slow. Acting under the authority given in Section 2 of the
15th Amendment which provides that "the Congress shall have
power to enforce this article by appropriate legislation," Con-
gress passed the Voting Rights Act of'1965. This legislation,
which is regarded as the most far-reaching and effective of
U.S. civil rights statutes, strengthened controls to prevent
discrimination in voting. The Act was renewed in 1970, and
again in 1975 for an additional seven-year period. The 1975
extension expanded coverage of the Act to include non-English
speaking citi.zens.

Specifically; the original Act empowered the U.S. Attorney
General to.send federal voting registrars and federal election
observers into states or political subdivisions where voAing
discrimination had previously occurred. In addition, the Act
prohibited establishment of new Voting practices or procedures
until the Attorney General (or U.S. District Court for the
District of Columbia) determined that the changes did not
abridge the right to vote on account of race or color. Since
1965, Congress has expanded the Voting Rights Act by passing
the 1970 and 1975 Amendments. These impose a nationwide ban on
literacy tests as a prerequisite to voting and extend the Act's
special protections to voters in language minority groups,
including American Indians, Hispanics, Asian-Americans and
Ala.skan Natives.

Voting Rights Enforcement and Litigation

As the government agency responsible for enforcing federal
civil rights voting laws, the Justice Department's role in this
area has expanded greatly in recent years. Deputy Assistant
Attorney General for Civil Rights John Huerta, in testiffmny
given at the Commissi,on's April of 1979 hearings on U.S.
compliance with the Helsinki Final Act, stated that since 1976,
the Justice Department has reviewed more than three times the
number of proposed voting changes than it had in all previous
years combined. Between October of 1976 and June of 1977, for
example, 1,204 such submissions involving 2,544 proposed changes
were forwarded to the "Justice Department. They included changes
in bilingual procedures and polling locations. During this
period, 40 objections were raised by the Justice Department,
requiring modifications of the proposed changes before they
could be instituted. During 1978, the Justice Department filed
24 new lawsuits involving similar objections and continued to
litigate cases filed in 1976 and 1977.
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In'April of 1976, the Attorney eneral objected to 13 of
the 23 proposed annexations by the ci of San Antonio, Texas,
on'the grounds that the city had not s own that the annexations
would not result in the dilution of mini rity Noting strength In

a system in which the nine city council embers were elected at

large. The Justice Department suggested he adoption of a
single-Member ward system, When this was mplemented two
additiorial Hispanic council members, were'el cted.

In an April of 1979 letter to Congressma Don Edwards,
Chainman of.the House Judiciary Subcommittee Civil and Con-.
stitutfonal Rights, officials of the Mexican erican Legal
Defense and Educational Fund (MALDEF) termed th San Antonio
development "a major enhancement of political power for

Mexican-Americans." In addition, MALIMF described the effects
of Section 5 of the Voting Rights Act over the last four years
as "dramatic and tangible." At the same time, MALDEF expressed
its continuing concern regarding certain bilingual problems.-

Congress has remained active in a monitoring role since
passing the Voting Rights Act Amendments of 1975. In August

of 1976, Chainman Edwards asked the General AcCounting Office
(GAO) to evaluate the implementati.on of the Voting Rights Act
with special emphasis on the Department of Justice's enforcement
of the minority language provisions. In addition, Senator
Daniel Inouye of Hawaii and former Congressman William Ketchum
of California requested GAO to conduct a cost effectiveness 0

analysis of the bilingual provisions of the 1975 Amendments
to the Act. The conclusion of the GAO study was that "the
Department of Justice's program for enforcing the act has
contributed toward fuller participation by language'and racial
minorities in the political process. However, the Act's objec-
tives could be more fully realized if certain improvements were
made." Chairman Edwards' subcommittee held extensive hearings
on the subject in February and June of 1978, at which both GAO

and Justice Department officials testified.

The U.S. Supreme Court recently handed down several rulings
relating to the Voting Rights Act. In Williamsburg v. Carey,
decided in March of 1977, the Court upheld a New York legisla-
tive redistricting plan. This plan had been developed specifi-
cally to overcome Justice Department objections to.previous
plans which the Department felt diluted minority voting rights.
The revised plan, upheld by the Court, increased non-white
voting strength. The significance of this decision lies in

the Court's ruling that, at least in some circumstances, a
raceconscious plan does not violate the Constitution. In

Briscoe v. Bell, the Supreme Court rejected an effort to evade
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provisions of the-VoIing Rights Act Ammndments of 1975 requiring
.0bilingual elections

The Voting Rights Act: hnpact on Minority Political Partici-
pation

According to the U.S. COmmission On Ciyil Rights, .the
Voting Rights Act of 1965, as mmended, has led to Increased
legislation, voting partidipation and election of minorities
to political office in many states. A 1978 nationwide study
conducted.by the Joint Center for Political Studies listed 4,503
blacks holding elective office in the U.S. -- 1,000 more than
held office in 1975 and nearly four times the 1969 figure.
Blacks have been elected mayors of several major cities, includ-
ing Atlanta, Birmingham, Los Angeles, Detroit and New Orleans.

During the last decade, the number of black elected
officials in the South has grown from 408 to more than 1,000,
a figure which exceeds that of any one region in the country.
This increase, according to the Joint Center for Political
Studies, may be attributed to Ihe impact of reapportionment
and the change iram at-large to ward or district elections --
reforms prompted by voting rights legislation and enforcement.
In addition, voter registration mmong blacks in the South has
increased markedly. The percentage of eligible black voter
registrants in the seven southern states covered by the Voting
Rights Act provisions has neftly doubled in the last 10 years.

Hispanic registration has also climbed steadily since 1975.
A recent survey of Hispanic voting patterns by the Southwest Voter
Education Project indicated that registration among Hispanics in
Texas increased by 103,950, or 21.1 percent between 1976 and 1978.

Most agree that the minority voter turnout was a decisive
factor in the outcome of the 1976 presidential election. Of
the approximately 6.6 million blacks who voted in the election,
91 percent supported the Democratic candidate, Jimmy Carter.
The Hispanic voting population also strongly backed Carter,
who received'81 percent of a estimated 1.9 million votes cast
in the contest. The black v te provided the margin of victory
for Carter in several states, while Hispanic voters supplied
the victorious candidate with crucial v9te edges in the pivotal
electoral states of Texas and New York.

.

Despite recent growth of minority representation and parti-
cipation in the U.S. electoral process, there is still much
progress to be made. For example, the rate of growth in the

6. U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, ilbe State of Civil Rights
1977 page 32.

7. Southwest Voter Education Project, "The Latino Vote in the
1976 Election," April of 1977, page 12.
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number of black officials has declined gradually over the past
four years, Aropping from 17 percent fram 1974 to 1975 to 4
percent from 1977 to 1978. Many observers view this trend as

a natural leveling process following the dramatic civil rights
strides of the late 1960's and early 1970's.* In any event,

according to the National Urban League, blacks in America today

hold less than 1 percent of the more than 522,000 elected
offices in the U.S., while

9
comprising about 11.1 percent of

the total U.S. population.

Presidential Appointments

The commitment of the Federal Government to Increased
political participation by minorities and wornen has been demon-
strated by the distribution of Presidential appointment,s during

the current Administration. Several of the appointments were
to high-level positions, including Ambassador to the United
Nations, Secretary of the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare, Secretary of Commerce, the new Secretary of Education,
Commissioner of the Immigration and Naturalization Service,
Secretary of the Army and Solicitor General. In addition, the
President has committed himself to the appointment of signifi-
cant numbers of minorifies and wormn to the 152 new federal

judgeships putvided for under the Omnibus Federal' Judgeship

Act of 1978."

Minority Party Access to the Ballot

The Department of Justice,.under provisions of federal
civil rights law .(e.g. the yoting Rights Act) has sought to
protect the rights of black, Asian and ethnic minorities where

discriminatory restrictions have been placed on their access

to the ballot. For example, the Department obtained a federal

court injunction against the disqualification of candidates

of the black National Democratic Party of Ala ama in Dallas

County, Alabama, when those candidates' quali ication papers
were subjected to greater scrutiny than the qual!jfication papers

of white political party candidates, Under the provisions of
the Voting Rights Act, the Justice Department twice prevented
the implementation of an open primary law in Mississippi that

would have effectively precluded blacks from running for office

as independent candidates in general elections. In January

of 1976, the Department prevented the implementation of a Texas

law that would have revised the state's election law to require

8. Joint Center for Political Science, National Roster of Black

Elected Officials, Volune 8, 1978, page xi.

9. National Urban League, The State of Black America 1979,

page 44.
10. U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, The State of Civil Rights:

1977 page 32.
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the Mexican-American La Raze Unida party to choose,,lis candl-
dates only by convention and at Its own expense 'rather than
to hold primary etections (as do the Democratic and Republican
parties),'the.costs of which are reimbursed by the state.

The Civil Rights Division of the Justice Department has
also been active in litigating American Indian voting rights
cases. In 1978, the Division successfully blocked an attemOt
by the Town of Bartelme, Wisconsin, to disenfranchise its Indian
voters. The federal district court authorized the presence
of Justice Department observers to ensure that the American

. Indians on the reservation were able to vote freely in the
e lection.

Charges of discrimination against minority political
parties extend beyond those which are composed of racial or
linguistic minorities.. Specifically, one source has alleged
that "the history of the evolution of state election laws shows
that every potential threat:to the two-party majority of the
e lectoral s*ystem has been countered by legislation imposing
more stringent conditions on: ballotlac_ess by other (than the
Republican or Democratic) parties. ' The same source continues:
"In addition to the restrictive laws and practices that confront
all minority parties and independents, reactionary icgrces
reserve special tre\atment for:: the Cammunist party."'

In the United States, laws, rules and regulations governing
a political party's ability,to gain positions on the ballot
are set by state, not, federal law. Thus, the jurisdiction of
the Justice Department or any other federal agency is extremely
limited. However, under the First Amendment to the U.S. Consti-
tution, all persons have the right to associate for the advance-
ment of their political beliefs. In addition, under the Equal
Protection Clau.se of the 14th Amendment, these rights are
protected fram infringement by the states. These principles
have been confirmed by various Supreme Court rulings.

For example, the Supreme Court found an Indiana loyalty
oath statute to be unconsitutional under the First and 14th
Amendments. In the case of the Communist Party of Indiana v.
Whitcomb (1974), the Communist Party of Indiarla had been denied
a place on Indiana's national ballot for the i972 general
e lections because it failed to fi'le an affidavit stating that
it did not advocate the overthrow of local, state or national
government by lorce or violence. The Court ruled in favor of
the Communist Party, stating that, "for purposes of determining

11. U.S. Conmunist Party, Look Homeward, Jimmy Carter: The
Status of Human Rights, USA, page 39.

12. Ibid, page 40.
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whether to grant a place op Ahe 'ballot, It Is improper to con-
clude that any gr

c

up which advocates,ilolent overthrow' or
RIabstract doctrine ust be regarded as necessarily advocating

unlawful action." ,

Conclusion

In.conformity with the provisions of the Helsinki Final
Act, the Federal Government is making a concerted effort to
ensure the political rights of all U.S. citizens 'and to
eliminate any remaibing traces of dlscrimination. This effort
is being undertaken in all three branches of the,Federal
Government.

In the last decade,,minorities and women have mad6 sreat
.strides toward full participation in the political process.
Though this goal has not yet been fully reached, the Federal
Government has taken the lead to ensure continued progress.
Furthermore, the U.S. court system has consistently upheld
U.S. Constitutional guarantees which provide minority parties
of any political persuasion with nearly unlimited freedom to
espouse the doctrine of their choice. These court decisions
have had the practical effect of increasing the equal rights
protections of minority political parties

)L

Tht! Comnission believes that legislation, court decisions
and vigorous enforcement action by the Department of Justice
have essentially established the vot:ng rights of all. Americans.
This achievement has gone a long way toward promoting the effec-
tive exercise of political rights called for in the Helsinki
Final Act. The accomplishment of this ultimate goal will
require further efforts on behalf of women and minorities to
bring the level of their political participaIion into loine with
their numbers in the population. .Given the resistanCe to social
changes, women and minority group members themselves will have
to continue their efforts to increase their political
effectkveness. At the same time, governmental authorities --
federAjj state and local -- bear a responsibility to see that
tht Ifports are faciPitated and not hindered. Areas where
affirMWve government action would be helpful include:

- - Additional voter education projects;
- - Greater attention to bilingual voting problems;

Appointnent at all levels of more qualified women and
minorities to positions of political responsibility; and

-- Continued vigilant enforcement of voting rights.
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DOMESTIC SURVEILLANCE

The individual freedoms and rights to which CSCE states
committed themselves in Principle VII of the Helsinki Final
Act do not specifically include protection from government
surveillance. Hawever, the freedoms and rights which are
enumerated and the whole tenor of the language of Principle
VII strongly support the notion that this protection is, at
a minimum, implicit in the CSCE document. Furthermore, the
reference in Principle VII to the obligations of the partici-
pating states to act in conformity. with the U.N. Charter and
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights makes it clear that
the intention of the Final Act is to protect citizens of CSCE
countries'fram unwarranted intrusions by their governments into
their private lives.

Both domestic critics and several CSCE countries have cited
domestic surveillance activities by U.S. Government agencies
as a violation of the Final Act... Although most ofvthese charges
relate to activities occurring prior to the signing of the Act,
certain critics allege that officially sanctioned surveillance
actions against U.S. citizens continue to the present day.

Past Abuses

There is general agreemeRi that up Io 1975 several govern-
ment agencies engaged in abuses of authority resulting in an
invasion Of the privacy of numerous U.S. citizens and private
groups. These abuses reached a high point during the Watergate
era. They included electronic surveillance, illegal searches,
burglaries, mail thefts and other postal violations and the
use of informers. Along with other aspects of the Watergate
scandal, the.se abuses were brought to public attention largely
,through the investigative effOrts of a free press. Public know-
ledge in turn led to a series of investigations and remedial
measures in all three branches of the U.S. Government.

Action by the Congress

As reports of abuses by certain federal agencies (primarily
in the intelligence area) mounted, the 94th.Congress (1975-76)
established select committees to look into the various allega-
tions. The Senate Select Committee to Study Governmental
Operations with Respect to Intelligence Activities (often called
the "Church Committee") conducted lengthy 'clearings and issued an
extensive report covering a wide range of accusations which had
been made against intelligence agencies. The House Select
Committee on Intelligence (frequently referred, to as the "Pike
Committee") also held extensive hearings, concentrating primari-
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ly on fiscal proced4res and effectiveness of elements of thq

intelligence cammunilty. Recommendations of the final reports
of both committees were published and receiVed widespread public
attention.

ftlearings on Oversight for the Federal Bureau of Investiga-
tionli(FBI) were held by the House Judiciary Committee in both
the 94th and 95th Congresses. The Senate Judiciary Conmittee,
'in the 95th Congress, held hearings on the need for an FBI
statutory charter which would define the agency'sifunction and

powers. Numerous pieces of legislation have been introduced
aimed at enacting an omnibus statutory charter to cover the
intelligence community. At the saMe time, efforts to enact
a separate charter for the FBI reached a new stage on July 31,
1979, when the Carter Administration proposed such a charter.
This proposal, which is aimed in part at increased protection
for American citizens' right to priNacy, was generally hailed

a step foward. It seems clear, however, that individual
provisions of the bill will be sharply questioned by certain
members of Congress and civil rights groups.

In addition to legislativeiaction directed at the FBI,
there have been a number of bills, hearings and discussions
since 1975 about abuse of power -- both actual and potential
-- by such agencies as the Internal Revenue Service (IRS), the
(CIA), the Drug Enforcement Administration, the National
Security Agency, the Customs Service and other law enforcement
entities. The most far-reaching new law enacted thus far is

the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act of 1978 which contains
provisions for added protection of citizen privacy rights in

the area of electronic surveillance. A leading civil rights
expert on the question of domestic surveillance testified at
the time that the Act would correct most, if not all, of the
privacy abuses which have been uncovered. According to the
House Judiciary Coruni ttee: "Enactment of the Foreign Intelli-
gence Surveillance Act was one of the landmark accomplishments
of the 94th.Congress, completing years of work involving two
Administrations and four separate Congressional committees.
It represents a unique historical consensus...in a joint effort
to assure the American public that the abuses of the Watergate
era will not be repeated."

Actions by the Executive Iranch

The Executive Rranch has also initiated a number of
measures since 1975 to reduce unauthorized intrusions into the
lives of citizens. Even prior to the signing of the Helsinki
Final Act, a Presidential Commission on CIA Activities within
the United States published its report on June 10, 1975, con-
taining 30 recontnendations regarding past abuses, remedial
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action and future prevention. As a result, President Ford
announced a partial reorganization of intelligence responsibil-
ities through an omnibus Executive Order on February 18, 1976.
This Order, mmended by_President Carter on January 24, 1978,
detailed broad restrictrons on intelligence rights of U.S.
citizens and groups.

On February 24, 1976, the General Accounting Office i'ssued
a report on "FBI Domestic Intelligence Coerations -- Their
Purpose and Scope: Issues that Need to be Resolved." Shortly
thereafter, on April 5, 1976, then Attorney General Edward Levi
issued guidelines placing restrictions on the FBI's conduct
of domestic security investigations.

Judicial Decisions

Along with the legislative and execUtive branches of the
government, federal courts have taken a series of steps related
to abuses of the past in the area of invasion of privacy. Among
numerous legal actions initiated is the currently pending trial
of a former director of the FBI and,two former FBI officials
on charges of authorizing illegal break-ils against relatives
am4 friends of Weather Underground fugitives. In another
act*on, persons seeking damages for CIA opening of their moil
were`lawarded $1,000 each in the case of Birnbaum v. United
States. In still another case, suits were filed by 'the
Socialist Workers Party for damages and to prohibit FBI surveil-
lance of its convention. A number of other cases have dealt
with electronic surveillance and other issues affecting Consti-
tutional rights of privacy.

In addition to the cases listed, a large number of Freedom
of Information Act suits have been initiated in federal'courts
seeking access to information in the hands of the intelligence
agencies. Both the Freedom of Information Act and the Privacy
Act, but particularly the latter, have significaritly increased
the protection of individual citizens against encroachment by
the government into their private lives.

Results of Efforts to Reduce Surveillance

The Commission is pleased to report that there has been a
marked decline in domestic surveillance activities 'since 1975,
according to testimony of officials of the government agencies
involved, including the White House. Congressional bodies
charged with surveillance oversight responsibilities have
reached the same conclusion. The General Accounting Office (GAO)
report, "FRI Domestic Intelligence Operations: An Uncertain
Future" (November 9, 1977), concurred that the FBI's domestic
intelligence operations have been reduced significantly both
in scope and level. Private civil rights groups also agree
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that there has been a drastic reduction in instances of domestic

surveillance since the Watergate era. They point out, however,

that because they lack all the facts, they cannot make exact,

quantitative comparisons.

Conclusion

There is no question that there has been a sharp decline in

cases of domestic surveillance of U.S. citizens and groups in

the past few years. This reduction has resulted from action

in all three branches of the Federal Government to ensure that

individual rights are no longer abused by government agencies
acting beyond the scope of their authority. Notwithstanding
the progress that has been achieved, most agree that further IP/

action is needed. The President's proposal for.a new FBI

charte.r limiting surveillance activities to strictly-defined
actions consistent both with national security interests and
individual rights to privacy is an important step. The Corrmis-

sion supports this initiative and looks forward to the construc-
tive debate and discussion which will precede and strengthen

the new law which will eventually be enacted.

Reviewing U.S. obligations under the Helsinki Final Act,

the Commission's investigation leads to several conclusions.
First, abuses cited by critics which occurred before the docu-

ment was signed cannot be regarded as violations of the Final

Act. Second, by taking the corrective actions it has since

the signing of the Act, the United States has acted in good

faith to honor its commitments. In a sense, recognizing :hort-

comings and taking positive actions to remedy them is as impor,

tant in terms of *compliance with the Helsinki agreement as
having a good record to start with. Third, the United States
recognizes that, despite the enormous progress achieved, further

improvements are necessary. The President's new proposal and

other developments give the Corrmiss i on every reason to believe

that these improvements will be carried out.

POLITICAL PRISONERS

One of the most important provisions of Principle VII
specifies that CSCE states will promote and encourage the exer-

cise of basic human rights, including civil and political

rights. The United States has been criticized for its

performance under this provision because of the incarceration

of alleged "political prisoners" in American jails.

According to these critics, people are sometimes imprisoned

in the U.S. solely for their political beliefs. These charges

emanate from a variety of sources, both domestic and foreign,

including Nnnesty International, other CSCL states and private

domestic human rights organizations. The Soviet Union, for

example, raised several specific cases of alleged U.S. political
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prisoners at the 1977 CSCE review meetimg in Belgrade and the
Soviet and East European press have followed up, with other
charges since then.

In any discussion of whether there are "politi.cal
prisoners" in U.S. prisons, critics cite the remarks of former
U.N. Ambassador Andrew Young.- In an interview in 1978 with
the Paris daily, Le Matin, Young was quoted as saying: "... After
all, in our prisons, too, there are hundreds, perhaps even
thousands.of people whom I would call political prisoners."
But in a later interview with the Christian Science Monitor,
Youn,g said his remarks had been taken out of context. He said
he had used the term "political prisoner" in the broadest sense,
apparentFy referring to those he believes are in U.S. prisons
because their economic or social standing led them to commit
crimes. He added, "We do a good'job of dealing with polittcal
and religious'freedom. But'we are still* weak in the economic
area." From his remarks, it appears clear that Mr. Young did
not have the usual concept of political prisoner (prisoner of
conscience) in mind when he made his statement to Le Matin.
Questions about.social and economic inequities in U.S. society
are discussed in another section of this report.

The number of people alleged to be political prisoners
ranges, according to various sources, from more than a thousand
to just a handful. The charges in many cases are either too
vague to investigate or not covered under the Final Act. For
ihese reasons, the Cornmission concentrated on the allegations
made by two sources. One source is Amnesty International, ap
organization with such an international reputation for honesty,
objectivity and thoroughness that it was awarded the Nobel Peace
Prize in 1977. As a second source, the Con-rnission has considered
the allegations made most frequently and prominently by other
CSCE states. There is some overlap between the allegations
made by Amnesty and those made by other signatories of the Final
Act.

In approaching this task, the Commission has checked the
status of each case by contacting a number of organizations
and individuals including the Justice Department, state
officials, defense attorneys and civil rights groups.. In

addition, in the case of the Wilmington Ten, the Commission's
General Counsel R. Spencer Oliver interviewed Reverend Benjamin
Chavis, the only member still incarcerated. Many of the cases
which follow are still involved in the legal process and entail
a number of complex issues. For this reason, the Coranission
does not feel it is appropriate to comnent in detail on the
merits of these cases prior to their final resolution.
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The Wilmington Ten
-

A case that has received widespread domestic and interna-
tional attention is that of the Wilmington Ten. Reverend Ben
Chavis, one of the.10 defendants, addressed an open appeal at
the Belgrade review meeting. In addition, the convictions and
incarcerations of the Wilmington Tenwere raiied at the meeting
by one of the CSCE participants as violations of the Final Act.
In April of 1979, Corrmission staff members met with Reverend
Chavis in the Qrange County detention facility of the North"
Carolina State Department of Corrections. Later, they contacted
the North Carolina Governor's chief counsel as well as Chavis'
defense attorney. Commission staff had met earlier with Justice
Department attorneys working on the case and received a detailed
statement from the office of the Attorney General of North
Carolina in August of 1978.

In October of 1972, Reverend Chavis, eight black youths
and one white woman were convicted of unlawfully burning a
grocery store and of conspiring to assault emergency personnel
attending the fire. These incidents occurred during a period
of high racial tension in the Wilmington, North Carolina
cammunity. In a 35-page reported opinion, the North Carolina
Court of Appeals upheld their convictions. State v. (Mavis?
24 N.C.App. 148, 210 S.E.2d 555 (1974). BasFFO-Fthe appellate
court's decision, the Supreme Court of North Carolina denied
a petition for a writ of certiorari in May of 1975. 287 N.C.
261, 214 S.E.2d 434 (1975). In January of 1976, the Supreme
Court of the United States declined to review the action of the
State courts. 423 U.S. 1080 (1976). The:Wilmington Ten began
serving their sentences in February of 1976.

In February of 1976, the defendants petitioned the United
States District Court for the Eastern District of North Carolina
for a writ of habeas corpus, which is a judicial inquiry into
the legality of a person's restraint by the government. While
the action was pending, two of the State's key witnesses
recanted their trial testimony declaring they had iied at the
trial. One of the witnesses was allegedly threatened as a
result of his recantation. These developments prompted U.S.
Attorney General Griffin Bell to order a Justice Department
investigation. Though its inquiries did not support a criminal
prosecution, the Department did discover possible improprieties
on the part of both state and federal officials in obtaining
testimony from trial witnesses. It continued its investiga-
tion into misconduct by the prosecution, including bribery of
witnesses. A grand jury was convened to determine whether the

civil rights of the Wilmington Ten had been violated. During
the grand jury proceedings, a third witness recanted his testi-
mony for the first time. The grand jury determined that
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evidence was not,sufficient to support further action under
exliting criminal civil rights statutes. 18 United States
Coder Sections 241, 242.

While the February of 1976 habeas corpus petition was pend-
ing in'federal court, the Wilmingt67-17n aFso petitioned the
North Carolina County% Superior Court in which they were origin-
ally tried and convicted for a new trial. This motion was based
on the witnesses' recantations. After a two-week hearing,' the
judge ruled that the Constitutional rights of the defendants
had not been violated. This decision was unsuccessfully
appealed to both the Court of Appeals and the Supreme Court
of North Carolina.

Shortly after this denial of a motion for new trial by
the county Superior Court, supporters of the Wilmangton Ten
sought other avenues of appeal -- petitions to the Governor
of North Carolina and requests for further intervention by the
Justice Department. The attorney for the defendants formally
petitioned Governor Hunt on the Wilmington Ten's behalf for
pardons of innocence. After examination df the case, including
an inquiry into some of the facts by the State Bureau of Inves-
tigation and affirMation by the.State appellate court of the
local court's ruling on the motion, for new trial, the Governor
concluded that "there was a fair trial, the jury mede the Oght
decision and the appellate courts reviewed it properly and ruled
correctly."

In January of 1978, the Governor determined that the
sentences given the nine defendants still incarcerated should
be reduced by approximately one-third. The decision to reduce,-
rather than commute these sentences, was defended in an exten-
sive explanation and documentation of the State's case against
the Wilmington Ten sent to the Commission in August of 1978.
In this material, Assistant Attorney General Richard League
pointed out that "a white person convicted of the same type
crime against a black business a year later in Wilmington got
life imprisonmprit."

In accordance with North Carolina law which provides that
all prisoners are eligible for parole after serving one-fourth
of their minimum sentence, the eight youths were all released
in 1978. As a result of Hunt's actions, Reverend Chavis will
be eligible for parole in January of 1980.

;
As a second alternate avenue of appeal, 60 members of

Congress formally urged Attorney General Griffin Bell on June
17, 1977, to take further action in the case. Their letter
specifically recommended that the Department file amicus
curiae or "friend of the court" briefs with the NoTTE-17:rolina
ATTEaTs court. This court was considering arguments to reverse
the county Superior Court's refusal to grant a new trial. The
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members also recommended that such a brief be frled with the
United States District Courtin Raleigh, North Carolina., the
Court before which the February of 1976 habeas corpus petition
was still pending. In addition, they asWFF-177gt the bepartment
recommend to the.Governor of North Carolina that the 10 defen-
dants be pardoned.

Continuing their exhaustive investigation and review of
the case, the Justice Department took an unprecedented step
in November of 1978 to present evidence it had obtained to the
federal court hearing the habeas coral petition. It filed
an 89-'page amicus brief with the Meral district .court which
highlighted FVTUFnce found during the Justice Department and
grand jury investigations. The brief dealt with the facts that
the state's three key witnesses recanted their testimony, that
"there is certain independent evidence which would corroborate
the untruthfulness of their trial testimony, each of those wit-
nesses has asserted that he was offered some inducement for
his trial testimony, and the record contains evidence of unusual
treatment afforded these witnesses by the prosecution." Though,
as stated above, this evidence, was not sufficient to support
criminal charges against the prosecution, it did appear to the
Department sufficient to merit a new trial. After reviewing
voluminous court records and transcripts, particularly those
of the county Superior Court, the Department felt: "Under the
circumstances, it was incumbent upon the state court presiding
over the post-conviction hearing to give more than passing con-
sideration to the petitioners' contention:"

In April of 1979, the Justice Department filed a second
brief in response to a 112-page memorandum and recommendation
prepared by*a United States magistrate for the federal dis.trict
court." The magistrate, .an official responsible for assisting
the court, concluded that the Wilmington Ten were fairly con-
victed. This conclusion was based also on a 71-page memorandum
and recommendation filed earlier with the court. The Department
reiterated the conFern expressed in its first brief that there
were "serious questions about the character of the evidence
on Cvhich the conviction of these petitioners relies."

On June 20, 1979, the federal district court rejected the
habeas cot-us petitions filed by the Wilmington Ten in February
of 1976. There were several reasons that the proceedings lasted
for such a long time. One was the unusual intervention by the
United States Government. The federal court also consi*dered
decisions made on motions and other actions filed concurrently
by the Wilmington Ten in the North Carolina State courts. U.S.
District Judge Frank:in T. Dupree issued a memorandum of his
decision on June 19, 1979, which rejected the notion that the
Wilmington Ten had been unfairly convicted:
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"As stated before,Lthe trial Mks not a perfect
one, and in light.ofthindsighf', doubtless-many
of the objections which have been raised could
have and probably should have been obviated by
different rulings at the trial leVel. That there
was substantlarcredible evidence, :toth direct
and circumstantialp.supporting the jury's verdict,
however, this court believes to be manifest
on the entire record.- The suggestion that to try
ten persons for conspiracy to commit arson and
assault on peace officers, crimes whiich indis-
putably were cOmmItted by someone, is to try
them for 'political' crimes, is slimly untenable."

The Commission highly Commends the Justice Department,
particularly Attorney General Griffin Bell and Assistant
Attorney General Drew S. Days, III, or their vigorous efforts
on behalf of Justice in the case of the Wilmington Ten. The
arguments made as amicus curiae to the U.S. District Court raise
serious questions iraut,flie fairness of the defendant's convic-
tions. At the same time, the Commission recognizes the
paramount importance of an independent, impartial judiciary
allowed to decide each case on its merits.

Allegations from Amnesty International.

In November of 1977, Amnesty International released the
names of 16 individuals who it felt were or may have been jailed
in the United States because of their "beliefs, origins, or
involvement with unpopular political groups." Shortly there-
after, Representative and CSCE Commissioner Millicent Fenwick
(R.-N.J.) examined these allegations regarding American "prison-
ers of conscience" and'asked appropriate U.S. and state
attorneys general to explain the status of each case. Amnesty's
list of individual cases has changed several times since 1977
because of its policy to drop all investigation of a case as
soon as the alleged "prisoner of conscience" is released from
jail whether by pardon, paroleor completion of sentence. The
Commission has decided to review all cases raised by Amnesty
since 1977, including individuals released from prison, because
several East European CSICE signatory states continue to charge
that these cases raise serious questions about violations of
human rights in the United States.

The Corrrnission wishes to make special note of the distinc-
tions that the Amnesty International Secretariat has drawn.t
between prisoners "adopted," cases "under investigation by
Amnesty International groups," and cases "under investigation
by the International Secretariat." The status assigned indivi-
dual cases seems to represent the amount of evidence accumu-
lated, the extent of review given this evidence and the depth
of conviction that the person named has been incarcerated
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because of his or her polltical beliefs or racial or ethnic
origin. Though there are softie clear* criteria 'for "adoption".

-- for example, the prisoner must have neither used nor adVoca-
ted violence -- the organization has expressed its difficulty
in identifying prisoners of conscience "in a country where there
is po overt political imprisonment, but Where it is suspected
that many people may be 'framed' on criminal charfss because
of their political activi.ty or ethnic origin...." As a result
of this difficulty, meny of Amnesty's U.S. cases seem to remain
in the "under investigation" category without a final determina-
tion that the individual is or is not a prisoner of conscience.
As indicated .above, an individual released fram,prison while
"under investigation" by Amnesty has not been deemed a prisoner
of conscience. Amnesty International merely closes that indivi-
dual's file without determining whether the circumstances of
prosecution or conviction would have eventually warranted his
or her "adoption."

The cases raised by Amnesty International, as well as those
mentioned later in this section of the compliance report,
involve individuals charged with very specific and serious
crimes. 'In each instance preliminary investigations by the
prosecution revealed evidence sufficient for a grand jury to
indict the accused. In every case the convicted defendants
have been given repeated opportunities td air allegations of
error at trial or on appeal. Numerous avenues of appeal allow
each defendent to support his or her arguments that justice
has been denied. Judges and juries must look to the totality
of facts and circumstances to determine, on a case by case
basis, whether an individual's rights,have been protected.
Reasonable persons can, of course, reach different conclusions
after reviewing the same facts and circumstances; procedures
exist, therefore, to review lower courts' findings and to intro-
duce new evidence or legal arguments not available during
initial court proceedings.

The Commission has reviewed the cases against the Wilming-

ton Ten, Imari Obadele, also known as Richard Bullock Henry,
the Charlotte Three, David Rice and Edward Poindexter, Gary
Tyler; Lee Otis Johnson,-Eva Kutas and Ray Eaglin, Elmer Pratt,
Russell Means, Richard Mohowk and Paul Skyhorse, Leonard
Peltier, and Dennis Banks. It has queried the Civil Rights
Division of the Department of Justice, state attorneys general,
defense attorneys, and in some cases the accused themselves,
as to their status. The results of these inquiries to date

are as follows:

T1. Amnesty International Annual Report: 1977, page 162.
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Cases "Adoptedw

- - Nine of the Wilmington Ten, discussed in detail above,
have been released on parole. Reverend Ben Chavis, currently
enrolled at Duke University Divinity School on a study-release
program, will be eligible for parole in January of 1980.

Imari-Obadele, president of an organization called the
Republic of New Africa (RNA) claiming .to be an independent
foreign nation, was convicted in 1973 of conspiracy, to assault
a federal officer. He is serving a 10-year sentence and will
be eligible for parole in February of 1980. The Supreme Court
denied Obadele's request for review of his case in 4977.

The conviction stems from a 1971 shoot-out at RNA head-
quarters in Jackson, Mississippi, between local police, federal
agents and members of the Republic of New Africa. One police
officer was killed; one FBI aeent and another local.policeman
were injured. Federal and local officials came to the head-
quarters at 6:30 a.m. to issue a federal felony fugitive
warrant and three local misdemeanor 'arrest warrants. Amnesty
concludes that ."because Obadele was not present at the head-
quarters during the surprise police raid and therefore could
not have had any prior knowledge of.the assault," he was found
guilty on the basis of his association wrth the RNA.

, The Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals reasoned that under
federal conspiracy laws, Obadele's "presence and participation
in the shoot-out were not necessary to support his conviction
under the conspiracy count.... The overwhelming evidence shows
that this tragedy would nqt have taken place except for the
work of Obadele ." Obadele had supervised various "security"
and "combat-win procedures" to be used in the event of a "raid"
on the RNA headquarters. United States v. James, 528 F.2d 999
(5th Cir. 1976).

In response to a complaint about FBI harassmen of the
RNA, the Chief of the Criminal Section of the Civil :Rights
Division of the Justice Department personally reviewed the FBI's
Counterintelligence Program (COINTELPRO) files in 1975 with
respect to Obadele and the RNA. He found no evidence that the
FBI was criminally responsible for any misconduct against the
RNA or its members. The Civil Rights Division has decided to
review the case again to determine whether there is some legal
basis for Justice Department involvement. Various appeals are
pending on behalf of Obadele and co-defendant Addis Ababa (also
known as Dennis Shillingford).

T.J. Reddy and James Earl Grant, Jr., two of the
"Charlotte Three" convicted in North Carolina courts in 1972
of a 1968 stable burning, have been released on parole as the
result of a reduction of their sentences by order of Governor
James Hunt of North Carolina. Both men had petitioned the
Governor for executive clemency after exhausting all legal
appeals through state and federal courts. Charles Parker, the
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third defendant in the case, was paroled in December of 1975.

He"was convicted on separate chirgei of larceny In April ot
1978, but was paroled again on March 8, 1979.

Amnesty International has concluded that charges were
brought against these men because of their political involvement
in the Charlotte community. They cite evidence that the state's ,

chief prosecution witnesses received large amounts of money
and promises of Immmnity from prosecution in exchange.for their

incrimdnating testimony. The Fourth Circtilt Court of Appeals
addi=essed this issue extensively in its opinion denying the .

defendants' petition for federal habeas cor us relief. !Tidy_

v. Jones, 572 F.2d 979.(4th Cir. TF . el5epartment o
Justice Civil Rights Division indicates that there appears to

be merit to the petitioners' claimm.

Cas der Investigation by Amnesty International daroups"

Devid Rice and Edward Poindexter were convicted in
Nebraska State courts for the first degree murder of an Omaha

police officer. The officer was killed by a bamb exploilon
while investigating an empty house in response to an anonymous
telephone call. They are serving life sentences and are not

eligible for parole unless there are ciammutations,of their

sentences by Nebraska State authorities.
"Both Rice and Poindexter were leaders in the Cmtaha chapter

of the National Committee to Combat Fascism (NDCF). Duane Peak,

a 15-year-old and the state's key witness, was also a member -

of the NOCF. A search for the prime suspect, Peak, led police

to Rice's home where, after obtaining a warrant to search
for explosives and illegal weapons, they discovered dynamite,
blasting caps and other materials used in making bombs. Rice

and Poindexter's convictions were based in large part on this

evidence.
In seeking to overturn his conviction, Rice challenged

the Constitutionality of the police search which led to t.he

incrimdnating evidence introduced at his trial. Though the
Federal District Court of Nebraska and the Eighth Circuit Court
of Appeals both declared the search unconstitutional, the U.S.
Suprame Court reversed the rulings and held that "where the

state has provided an opportunity for full and fair litigation

of a Fourth Amendment claim, a state prisoner may not be granted

federal habeas corpus relief on the ground that evidence
obtained through an unconstitutional search and seizure was

introduced at the trial." Stone v. Powell 428 U.S. 465 at

494 (1976). After reyiewinTFFFTYETTErhe case, as they

relate to this issue, the Justice Department told the State
Department: "The search of Mr. Rice's residence, declared
unconstitutional by the federal court and the Eighth Circuit,

was apparently based primarily on Mr. Rice's political

involvenent. Neither he nor Mr. Poindexter have any legal

remedies available to them to challenge this search and

vindicate their Constitutional rights in light of the Supreme
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Court ruling ln.Stone v. Powell, .suora." While judicial-
remedles)may not-771ITT6-717Fire excluslon'of this evidence,
in a fair trial proceeding, legislattve remedies have, in fact,
been introduced which wkll effectively overOde Stone,v.
Powell and conceivably have a bearing on the conVTETTEms.
R:=201 has been referred to the Subcommittee on Courts, Civil
Liberties and the AdministratiTin of Justice ofsthe House
Judiciary Committee.

Amnesty alleges that Peak had Padmitted placing the bomb
and calling the police to the site. Shortly after the killing,
he-had told his sister he wat responsible and that he had acted ,

alone., After his arrest, he made two or three sworn statements
to the police, none of which implicated David Rice or. Edward
Poindexter There is reason to believe that the de;uty chief
prosecutor came to an arrangement with Duane Peak's lawyer by
which Peek would be allowed to plead guilty to lesser charges
in exchange for turning state's evidence against Rice/or Poin-
dexter." Peak admitted before he jury that he had made the
phone call and planted the bomb in the suitcase; his testimmny
implicated Rice and Poindexter in the plot. The Nebraska
Supreme Court rejected.Rice's argument that this evidence,
together with the physical evidence discovered at Rice's home,
was insufficient to.convict him. State v. Rice, 188 Neb. 728,
199 N.W. 2d 480 (1972).

Though the Supreme Court denied Rice's petition for relief
based on hTrtourth Amendment claim; h has not exhausted.all
legal remedies. He is currently appealing a deci,sion by the
distri-ct court of Nebraska that dismissed his petition for
habeas corpus relief..Edward Poindexter has no appeals pending
7FTFTFTiMe.

-- Gary Tyler was convicted of first degree murder and
sentenced to death under a mandatory penalty for the fatal
shooting of a white youth during a school busing riot. He was
resentenced in March of 1977 to life imprisonment after
Louisana's death penalty was declared unconstitutional by the
United States Supreme Court. At the time of the shooting, Tyler
was 16 years old. Under Louisiana law, a juvenile committing
a crime of this nature must be tried in criminal court.

Amnesty formally decided to investigate Tyler's case after
the State's key witness, Natalie, Blanks, recanted her,,testi-
mony. The Supreme Court of Louisiana examined the issue of
this witness' credibility and concluded that "Natalie's testi-
mony at trial was proven reliable by her statement to the police
giving the location of the hidden gun.... Other evidcntiary
facts, both physical and testimonial, alSo support Natalie's
trial testimony.... Where credibility is involved the trier
of fact is undoubtedly better situated to make the determination
.... " State v. Tyler, 342 So.2d 574 at 588 (La. 1977).

The U.S. Supreme Court denied Tyler's petition of writ
of certiorari or review on Mav 16. 1977. He subsequently filed
a petition for habeas corpus relief which is Pending before
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the.U.S. Distrirt rolirt for the Eastern District of Louisiana.
The Civil Rights division of the Department of Justice

reviewed Tyler's case in January of 1978, but closed its file
on February 9, 1979, because of lack of evidence to justify
a crimanal civil rights iRvestigation. The Diiiision plans to
review the habeas corpus petition filed in July of 1978 in order
to determane whether there is any basis fot further Justice
Department involvement.

-- Lee Otis Johnson was convicted on bUrglary charges in
1975 and sentenced to 17 years in prison. The case against
him is "under investigation" by Amnesty International. who
II adopted" him in 1970. At that time. Amne,tv felt a 30-year

sentence elven to lohnson for passing one marijuana cigarette
to an undercover police agent was attributable to his invojve-
ment with the Student Non-violent Coordinating. Cormnittee (SNDC).
Johnson was released in 1972 following a federal district judge

.ruling that he be released or retried within 90.days primerily
because pre-trial publicity had jeopardized his Constitutional
right to a fair trial

The 1975 criminal conviction was sustained by the.Texas
Criminal Court of Appeals in 1977 and then appealed to the
United States Supreme Court. The Supreme Court denied the
petition for review of the case. JOhnson v. Texas, 434 U.S.
997 (1977).

Amnesty's allegation that Johnson's written confession
resulted from coercion was not raised by his counsel during
the trial. The Court of Criminal Appeals of Texas, in discuss-.
ing the effectiveness of the attorney who represented Johnson
at trial, explained: "AA the Jackson v. Denno hearing a pre-

trial hearing required by staturi--771W75777 determine whether
a confession is admissable appellant told a highly unbelieye-
able story as to his beatings and mistreatment at the hands
of the officers. The court did not believe him, and it may

e that counsel believed appellant's credibility would have

been prejudiced by repeating such account in the jury's

presence." Texas v. Johnson, No. 53110 (Tex. Crim. App., filed

June 1, 1977)7-7NT this pre-trial hearing, the State had to
produce evidence that the confession was not coerced.

The Ci-vil Rights Division of the Justice Department reports
that it has no record of a request for a criminal civil rights

investigation. The reason for this, presumably, is that the

case was under the jurisdiction of the State of Texas and no
allegations of possible civil rights violation were brought

to the Division's attention.

-- Eva Kutas and Ray Eaglin, convicted in 1974 of harboring
and concealing and conspiring to harbor and conceal an escaped
federal prisoner, have been released from prison. Amnesty
alleges that the evidence used to convict the defendants was
insufficient and suggests that their prosecution resulted from
their involvement in the Eugene Coalition, an organization
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"involved in community.cooperatives, prisoners' rights, an
third world struggles." Kutas completed her sentence and
Eaglin was released on parole before Amnesty was able to r6view
transcripts of the court proceedings. .

Arguments disputiN the sufficiency of the evidence usgd
to convict Kutas and the effectiveness of the attorney who
represented her*at trial were heard by the Ninth Circuit Court
of Appeals and addressed in United States 77K4itas 542 F.2d
527 (9th Cir. 1976). Eaglin also raised tfie-re issues in appeal-
ing his conviction to the Ninth Circuit I Un ed States v.
Eaglin, 571 F.2d 1069 (9th Cir. 1977). To t e ommissioTrs
RTToWiTage, nei.ther def,....ndant produced evidence to substantiate
their claim.that Joan Coberly, a co-conspirator, falsely
implicated them. Amnesty felt that her testimony was not
credible because she was allegedly "given immunity fram all
federal prosecution in exchange for hsr testimony." ."

Assistant U.S. Attorney KristineYelson Rogers of Portland,
Oregon, informed the Commission that additional evidence has
been discovered which further substantiates Kutas and Eaglin's
participation in the crime. The Civil Rights Division of the
lustice Department informed the Commission that it.had "no
record or knowledge of this matter."

Cases "Under Investigation by the International
Secretariat"

1- Elmer Pratt was convicted in 1972 of.murdering and
robbing,a Santa Monica waman in 1968. He is currently serving
a life sentence in San Quentin prison in California. The
evidence introduced at trial incjuded positive identification
of Pratt by the victim's spouse.

Amnesty's interest in this case stems fram Pratt's former
involvement with the Black Panther Party. He served as Deputy
Defense Minister and one of six members of the Panther National
Committee. He was convicted of conspiracy and possession of
illegal weapons following a four-hour shoot-out between Los
Angeles police and Black Panthers at Panther headquarters in
December of 1969. %bile serving his term, Pratt was charged
and convicted of the murder and robbery which had occur:ed four
years earlier. Amnesty has raised questions about the 0:curacy
of the identification made by the vi,G.tim's spouse.

The Civil Rights Division of the Justice Department
reported that it has no record or knowledge of the case.
Appeals to the California Supreme Court in 1973 were unsuccess-
ful. Pratt has not appealed his case to the federal courts.

Margaret Ryan, attorney for Pratt, informed the Commission
that a petition for habeas corpus or a motion for a new trial
will be filed based on newly discovered evidence and/or evidence
that was wrongfully withheld from Pratt by the prosecution.
Pratt maintains that FBI surveillance files withheld from him
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at the time of his trial could docummnt his presence at Black
Panther meetings in Oakland, California, during the time of
the Santa Monica murder.

-- Russell Means, National Director of the American Indian
Movement, was paroled on July 27, 1979. He began serving a
four-year sentence in November of.1977 for "rioting to obstruct
justice"." The statute under which he was convicted was repealed
one year later but was not effective retroactively.

Amnesty International did not give the Commission their
specific reasons for considering this case. Means has gained
national and international attention because of his leadership
in fhe American Indian Movement (AIM) and the 19,73 seige of
Wounded Knee, South Dakota. The charges against him for his
participation in the seige were dismissed on September 16, 1974,
in large part because of inadequate handling of the case by
the prosecution. UMited States v. Means, 383 F.Supp. 389 (W.D.
So.Dak. 1974). His recent conviETTOTT stemmed from a. riot which
occurred during the Wounded Knee trials.

When queried about possible civil rights violations in
this case, including allegations that Means was chreatened by
guards while in prison, the Justice Department informed the
Commission: "The latest incident was an assault on Means by
another inmate, which we have no authority to prosecute. No
evidence has been brought to our attention indicating inaction
by local authorities.... Russell Means was imprisoned in July
of 197-8 after having exhausted all legal remedies." He served
one year of his four year term and was involved in a Work
release program from November of 1978 until his release.

-- Richard Mohawk and Paul Skyhorse were acquitted of
murder charges by a California court on May 25, 1978. Amnesty
was.involved in this case as a result of claims that these men
were prosecuted because of their membership in the American
Indian Movement (AIM) and were mistreated and denied adequate
medical assistance by Ventura County officials while awaiting
trial. Amnesty dropped the case as soon as Skyhorse and Mohawk
were acquitted, but others continued to point out the fact that
the defendants spent more time in pre-trial detention than any
accused in California's history. The Civil Rights Division
of the Justice Department informed the Commission that no
complaints were ever brought to its attention by the defendants
-)r their attorneys. However, the Indian Rights Section of this
)ivision did respond to letters from persons and organizations
supporting the defendants' cause.

The Commission learned that during the time Skyhorse and
Mohawk were incarcerated, the Constitutional Rights Section
of the Los Angeles Office of the State Attorney General was
conducting an independent investigation of general abuses in
the administration of justice in Ventura County. The 'defendants
were transferred to Los Angeles County jail when d change of
venue nmtion was granted by the court. \Uen asked about the



length of tiffie Skyhorse and Mohawk spent in pre-trial detention,
a Ventura County Assistant Attorney General explained that the
defendants had caused the delay: "In California, defendants
have an absolute right to be tried within 60 days or have the
charges against them dismissed. The trial date was postponed
approximately five times and on each occasion the defendants
had asked for a continuance, affq on each occasion the prosecu-
tion opposed,the continuance."

-- Leonard Peltier, arnember of the American Indian Move-
ment, was serving two consecuAive life sentences for the murder
of two FBI agents at Pine Ridge Indian Reservation in South
Dakota prior to his escape fram federal prison on July 21,
1979. Peltier has been listed by Amnesty's New York Office
as a possible prisoner of conscience.

The only allegation of miscarriage of justice brought to
the Commission's attention involves the FBI's misuse of
affidavits in securing Peltier's extradition from Canada. The
Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals addressed this issue and con-
cluded: "Peltier does not claim that he was extradited solely
on the basis of Myrtle Poor Bear's affidavits or that the other
evidence presented to the Canadian tribunal was insufficient
to warrant extradition7'It is clear from a review of the trial
transcript that other substantial evidence of Peltier's
involvement in the murders was presented in the extradition
hearings...." United States v. Peltier, 585 F.2d 314 (8th Cir.
1978).

Peltier was convicted by a jury in the United States
District Cour.t of South Dakota on June 25, 1975, for the murders
and in 1978 appealed this conviction to the Eighth Circuit Court
of Appeals. As indicated above, the court affirmed his convic-
tion on September 14, 1978, and denied a motion for rehearing
on October 27, 1978 The United States Supreme Court denied
Peltier's petition for review of his case on March 5, 1979.

-- Dennis Banks, also a leader in the American Indian Move-
ment, is free in California today. Amnesty dropped investiga-
tion of the case in 1976 when Banks fled to California while
released on bail. The Supreme Court of California held in March
of 1978 that Governor Edmund G. Brown's refusal to extradite
Ranks to South Dakota was Constitutional. South Dakota v.
Brown, 20 Ca1.3d 765, 576 P.2d 473 (1978). Banks was convicted
in South Dakota courts in 1975 on arson, riot and assault
charges sterring from a 1973 incident in Custer, South Dakota.

In its International Re ort: 1975-1976, Anmesty suggested
that Banks had been prosecuted because orFrs involvement in
AIM. Charges against Banks brought by the State of Oregon were

Pi. Correspondence dated September 13, 1977, between Congressman
Robert Lagomarsino ( R.-Calif.) and Assistant Attorney
60neral Michael Iradburv.



dismissed before trial by the federal judge hearing the case.

The only other prosecution of which the Commission is aware

resulted from Banks' participation in the seige of Wounded Knee,

South Dakota. The federal district judge hearing the case

against Banks and Russell Means dismissed the charges because

of mishandling of the prosecution by the government attorneys.

United States v. Means/. 383 F.Supp. 389 (W.D.So.Dak. 1974).

Allegations from Other CSCE States

Cases of alleged political prisoners raised by other CSCE

states during and after the Belgrade review meeting include:

Johnny Harris, Delbert Tibbs, Assata Shakur (also known as . --

Joanne Chesimard) and George Merritt. Most of these

are in the process of appealing their convictions. _I./_..seurd

be noted that these allegations have generajtygoll-e" little

beyond naming the individual. They have racked the specificity.

of charges made by Amnesty International. Despjte the hazy

nature of some of the allegations, theCommission has been able

to determine the following facts:

-- Johnny Harris has been sentenced to death for mmrdering

a prison guard while serving a life sentence. Soviet critics

have contended that he is a political victimhof U.S. racism.

In keeping with the organization's blanket condemnation of

capital punishment, Amnesty regards Harris as a victim of what

it has defined as cruel and unusual punishment -- not as a

political prisoner of conscience. The date of execution has

not been set because of numerous appeals pending before state

and federal courts.
Harris was sentenced to five consecutive life sentences

in 1971 after pleading guilty to one count of rape and four

counts of robbery. The attorney now handling his case contends

that Harris was persuaded to plead guilty to these charges by

incompetent counsel. These allegations of malpractice by the

trial attorney are being litigated in the 10th Judicial Circuit

in Jefferson County, Alabama.
The Alabama Supreme Court affirmed Harris' conviction

and sentence in 1977. In March of 1978 and February of 1979,

Harris filed petitions in the 28th Judicial Circuit in Baldwin

County which allege that he was denied his right to a fair

trial because members of the juries which indicted and convicted

him were unconstitutionally selected and because the outcome

of his trial was influenced by prejudicial pre-trial publicity.

The petitions also allege that the prosecution unconstitu-

tionally withheld evidence favorable to Harris' defense, that

prison officials suppressed testimony of a witness which would

have exculpated Harris and that Harris was unconstitutionally

denied effective assistance of counsel during the murder trial.

Finally, they challenge the death sentence on grounds that "its

application is based upon a pattern and practice of invidious
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NVOI4.imanatlon based*on race and sex." Theie appeals are still
.penOng before the court. Should the petitions be denied by
the Ajabamm Circuit Court, numerous avenues of appeal remain
open to Harris.

the Civil Rights Division of the Justice Departmmnt reports
that has "...already 'reviewed allegations that there was
a state-engineered conspiracy to usp perjured testimony against
HarriW Its.attorneys examined "the transcript of the state
mmrder trial of Johnny Harris in 1-975, transcripts of other
individuals prosecuted for participation in the Atmore uprising
of January of 1974," Justice Department records concerning the
death. of one of Harris' co-inmates during that riot, and a
recent alfidavit of another co-inmmte concerning Harris'
culpability in the murder of the prison guard. They did not
find any basis for a criminal civil rights investigation but
have stated: "If additional inforrrmtion is provided to us
indicating that there is in fact a basis for further
investigation, we will revisit the matter and initiate
appropriate action."

- - Delbert Tibbs is out of prison on bail while awaiting
a second decision on his case by the Florida Supreme Court.
He was convicted of rape and murder charges in 1974 and was
sentenced to death one year later. The Florida Supreme Court
ruled in 1977 that Tibbs should be either released or retried
because the evidence used to convict him was not sufficient.
In July of 1978, a Florida Circuit Court Judge dismissed the
charges against Tibbs in light of constitutional protections
against double jeopardy -- that is, placing a person in jeopardy
o f conviction twice for the same offense. The Second District
Court of Appeals reversed this ruling based on a different
interpretation of this constitutional protection and directed
a new trial. As noted above, Tibbs is in the process of
aillealing this last decision to the Florida Supreme Court.

Assata Shakur is serving a life sentence for the first
degree murder of a New Jersey State trooper. She has received
special attention in the press of Eastern CSCE countries because
o f her former activities in the Black Liberation Army. Her
participation in the shoot-out on the New Jersey Turnpike is
not disputed. Unsubstantiated allegations have been made, how-
ever, :hat Shakur is a victim of a nationwide governmental plot
to persecute black activists. While Shakur was arrested and
charged with robbery on three occasions from 1973 to i977, she
was acquitted by the courts each time. She is currently appeal-
.ing her murder conviction on a number of grounds including
e rrors in the jury selection process and in the trial court's
denial of a change of venue motion. These alleged errors
resulted from prejudicial pre-trial and during-trial publicity.
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-- George Merritt was convicted in October of 1967-of the
murder of a Plainfield, New Jersey, police officer. In 1972
Merritt's conviction was reversed and a new trial was ordered
by the New aersey Supreme Court on several grounds, one of which
was that instructions to the jury on conspiracy charges were
misleading. State v. Merritt, 61 N.J. 377, 294 A.2d 609 (1972).

A second triarTarheld in 1974 and Merritt was again found
guilty of first degree murder and sentenced to life
imprisonment. On appeal, this second'conviction was reversed

and a new trial was ordered once again. In September of 1977,
Merritt was tried by a jury for the third time and was again
convicted and sentenced to life imprisonment. This third
conviction was upheld by the New Jersey Appellate Division on

March 13, 1979. The New Jersey Supreme Court denied a peti-
tion for review of the case on May 30, 1979.

Merritt has served 10 years of his life sentence and will
be eligible to be considered for parole in 1983 or 1984.
General allegations have been made that Merritt is a political
prisoner whose appeals for clemency are being ignored by the
Federal Government and by the Governor of New Jersey, Brendan

Byrne.
Governor Byrne denied Merritt's petition for executive

clemency in January of 1979 because the issues Merritt was rais-

ing had not been resolved by the courts. He indicated at that

time, however, that if the court's opinion raised additional

issues, he would then waive the two-year period usually required

before filing a second petition for executive clemency. As

of July of 1979, Merritt has not filed a second petition.

Role of the Justice Department

After reviewing the comprehensive examination of the
Wilmington Ten case by the Justice Department, the Commission

is concerned that similar investigations have not been initiated

in other cases where the possibility exists that individuals

may have been convicted of a crime because of their political

beliefs. The Commission requested information on 16 other
alleged political prisoner cases from the Civil Rights Division

o f the Justice Department. Apparently, in no other instance

has the Department taken such extensive action. In very few

o f the cases had a criminal civil .rights investigation been

initiated, nor did any of those that were conducted lead to

any legal action. Furthermore, the Civil Rights Division had

no file on or knowledge of many of the cases.

In responding to these points, the Department stated that

most ot the cases submitted did not involve criminal civil

rights matters under its jurisdiction. The Department explained
that "our investigation of some of these cases has been very
limited due to the narrow scope of our jurisdiction to prosecute
iolations of civil rights in which the perpetrator is acting

under color of law or as part of a conspiracy to deprive a
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citizen of his or her rights. There may well be, therefore,
human rights violations over which we have no jurisdiction and
also very little information."

No other federal agencY, including the U.S. Civil Rights
Commission, appears to have legal responsibility or authority
to investigate claimm tha.t individuals' Constitutional or statu-
tory rights have been violated in the course of state or federal
proceedings. As the Civil Rights Division's activity in the
Wilmington Ten case demonstrates, proof of willful misconduct
by state or federal officials is not required for the Justice
Department to enter a case.

Justice Department officials have been careful to downplay
the significance of 4he amicus curiae role adopted in the
Wilmington Ten case. ThErraTTFETFrior Department involvement
enabled/it to demonstrate a direct "federal interest" and thus
appeal on the defendant's behalf as a friend of the court.
In testimony before the Commission, Deputy Assistant Attorney
General John Huerta stated: "In most state criminal proceedings
...the Department has no authority to investigate or otherwise
become involved in circumstances surrounding the prosecution."
In these circumstances, given the need to examine more cases of
possible civil rights violations, it appears that the Justice
Departnent requires expansion of its investigative authority
for cases which do not fall clearly within existing statutory
guidelines.

It is possible that the Civil Rights Division's initial
comparison of U.S. civil rights statutes with international laws
may enable the Depar;tment to formulate a set of principles or
guidelines under which possible violations of binding interna-
tional standards would constitute a federal interest. Estab-
lishing such an interest may enable the Department to enter
certain cases as an amicus curiae. The successful development
of this concept woulaWot onr-TFUMit the Justice Department
to take a more effective role in safeguarding- human rights
domestically but also would improve American awareness of and
compliance with the Helsinki Final Act and other international
agreements.

In light of U.S. commitments under the Final Act and other
international agreements, the Commission feels the Justice
Department does not devote sufficient resources to the task of
monitoring possible human rights violations. The assignment of a
team of lawyers to assess human rights complaints received from
domestic and international sources and to arrange FBI investiga-
tions of these matters where appropriate would be a possible
solution to this problem within present statutory guidelines.
As stated in the introduction to this section, initial efforts
by the Justice Department to establish a mechanism to handle
alleged violations seem promising. However, additional informa-
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tIon is needed to determine whether'suffIcIent grounds exist
to warrant federal involvement in these cases and to decide

what types of federal action would be most effective.

Actkon b Other Crouu

Private civil rights organizations within the U.S. can

take a more'assertive and constructive role by publicly and

officially caising the cases of individuals whom they feel have
been deprived of their rights under the- Helsinki Final Act.

Complaints of human rights violations can be submitted directly

to the Civil Rights Division of the Justice Department lor

.investigation. As suggested in the introduction to this

section, the U.S. Commi4sion on Civil Rights is becoming more
involved in monitoring individual human rights cases. Although

the Civil Rights Commission does not have the authority to

resolve individual human rights complaints, it could be particu-

larly effective in bringing cases of possible violations to
the attention of the Justice Department, which does have the

power to enforce the law.

Conclusion

It is appropriate in fulfilling our statutory mandate to

monitor the campliance of all signatory states with the Final

Act that the Commission look.into specific cases and allegations

regarding the United States' own performance. The CCM-Mission

has therefore examFned, to the extent possible within its

limited means, allegations made by certain other CSCE states

and other critics that the Wilmington Ten and others convicted

of criminal activity are "political prisoners." We cannot state

conclusively that there have not been varying degrees of racial

discrimination or localized political motivation in accusing,

arresting and prosecuting certain of these individuals or in

meting out unusually harsh sentences. In the case of the

Wilmington Ten, while criminal conduct did occur, there is at

least a very strong possibility, supported by the action of

the Justice Department, that Reverend Chavis and his co-defen-

dants were convicted on evidence insufficient to establish their

participation in the criminal activity. However, there is no

evidence to indicate that the Federal Government, which bears

primary responsibility for U.S. campliance with the Helsinki

accords, has ever initiated or condoned such actibns.

In any event, it is clear that in every case researched

by the Commission, the defendants have been,afforded full use

of the protections and appellate opportunities of the American

judicial system. It is evident from our review of the cases

raised by Amnesty and other CSCE states that accused persons

have fu4l access to substantive and procedural safeguards and

to legal counsel. In all cases, they are afforded numerous

uppeals by both state and federal courts. Several persons were
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acquitteil by juries; others had chargeS against them dismissed
because a judge felt evidence suhmitted by the prosecution was
inadequate. In still other.cases, prisoners have successfully
petitioned the executive branch of the state and/or federal
government for clemency or pardon. The Wilmangton Ten and the
Charlotte Three are among the more widely publicized individuals
who received early paroles as a result of their petitions.

In addition to governmental protections of fundamental
rights, private civil rights organizations, international ,groups
such as Amnesty International, and the American press have been
extensively inVolved on behalf of many alleged political
prisoners. The interest of these groups and other safeguards
including the right of hearing and appeal does not guarantee
that there have not been and never will be cases of political
prisoners in the U.S.. However, it does ensure that victimm
of injustice can find remedy and that such cases will not be
buried and forgotten.

The Commission is aware that most of these alleged
political prisoners are members of minority groups which are
on the lower end of the U.S. economic ladder. 'Countless studies
of American social patterns reveal the problems still faced by
blacks, Indians, Hispanics and other minority groups. While the
United States continues to take extraordinary steps to increase
respect for and protection of the rights of Ahese minorities
in accordance with Principle VII, there are pressures for even
more rapid social and economic changes. Many of theindividual
prisoners whose cases have been publicized by Amnesty and by
other CSCE states have been frustrated by what they regard as
inadequate responses to these pressures. In all of these cases,
juries of peers and numerous courts reviewing the evidence have
concluded that the individual charged translated his or her
frustration into.criminal conduct. Civil and political activism
and promotion of social change is fostered by the American
system of government. However, criminal violence and depriva-
tion of the rights of others in order to achieve change, however
desirable, cannot be condoned.

In light of the study conducted thus far into the cases of
alleged political prisoners, the Commission felt the Justice
Department should establish a more effective mechanism to review
cases brought to its attention by the CSCE Commission, the State
Department, Amnesty International, reputable private groups
or other CSCE signatory states. Such a mechanism might include
the establishment of a special unit within the Civil Rights
Division to investigate and respond to cases raised as possible
violations of the Helsinki Final Act or other international
agreements. The efforts to establish this mechanism should be
closely coordinated with those of the Civil Rights Commission.
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,E\ TheCmmmission believes the Justice Department should
examine its present authority and, if necessary, seek legisla-
tive action which would expand its jurisdiction in civil rights.
investigations. Such legislation might include expansion of
the Department's role as mmicus curiae that is, one who, though
not party to a lawsuit, aTiTsts t e court in deciding the case.

Furthermore, in light of the issues raised by Amnesty
International concerning the cases against David Rice and
Richard Poindexter, the Commission encourages current efforts
in Congress to define more clearly the areas in which federal
courts must grant habeas corausrelief.

Finally, the Commission feels.the Justice Department
should consider reallocating its resources in order to be able
to investigate cases such as those clearly controversial ones
"adopted" by Amnesty International. These cases should be
examined with the same vigor and commitment evident in the case
of the Wilmington Ten.

PERSONS IN CONFINEMENT
\

The obligation of CSCE states regarding persons in deten-
tion -- either in prison or in mental institutions -- is

Included in Principle VII of the Helsinki Final Act as it refers

to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. The rights of
persons in detention are'also encompassed in other
provisions of Principle VII relating to human rights and
fundamental freedoms.

The prison system and mental institutions in the United
States present a number of serious problems which affect U.S.
obligations under the CSCE Final Act. According to observers
in other CSCE states and informed U.S. critics, the mejor
problems include severely overcrowded institutions, inadequate
progr*ams for inmates and insufficient numbers of community-based
programs. These charges, as well as other aspects of
institutional care, will be discussed in this section.

Most observers agree that improvement is needed in both
the prison system and mental institutions. There is also
agreement that efforts are being exerted on the federal, state
and local levels to bring about improtement and that progress,
particularly in the area of individual rights, is being made.
At the same time, it seems fair to say that there is some
disagreement on the best means to resolve remaining problems.

The U.S. is trying to achieve greater respect for the

rights of all persons, including those confined in penal and

mental institutions. At the same time, further efforts are
needed if the U.S. is to remain faithful to its CSCE
commitments.
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Prisons

A wide range of domestic groups, as well as foreign
observers, have called for prison reformm in the United States.
These critics say that a variety of serious problems undermine
the effectiveness of U.S. penal institutions and, in certain
instances, deprive inmates of their rights. The major problems
most commonly cited are: overcrowding, antiquated facilities,
inadequate educational and training programs, insufficient
administrative personnel, incidents of brutality, racial
discrimanation and inadequate attention to the needs of female
and juvenile offenders.

Overcrowded Conditions

Overcrowding in prison facilities is a recognized problem
in both state and federal prison systems. In 1977, a survey
conducted in 30 states revealed that 155,078 inmates wer.e incar-
cerated in cell-space designed for 150,089. According to the
Federal Bureau of Prisons, at the end of Fiscal Year 1978 there
were 27,675 people living in facilities designed for 22,817.
These overcrowded conditions meant that two inmates often lived
in single cells, or that prisoners had to live in temporary
space which was originally designated for recteational or other
purposes.

Alleviation of overcrowded facilities is a complex
problem. One solution is to build more prisons. Since 1975,
the Federal Bureau of Prisons has opened a number of new prisons
and short-term detention centers. Today, there are 38 prisons,
penitentiaries, prison camps and temporary detention facilities
in the Federal Bureau of Prisons.

Another method of dealing with the problem of over,crowding
is through increased reliance on community-based programs.
Such an approach is favored by advocates of more fundamental
reform in...the U.S. prison system. The Federal Bureau of Prisons
has increasingly turned to such community-based programs as
probation, parole, furloughs, work and study release, drug
aftercare programs and corrmunity treatment centers.

The Federal Bureau of Prisons' increased reliance on
community f-cilities as a remedy to overcrowding has resulted
in a considerable reduction in the population of federal
prisons. For example, between 1977 and 1978, the proportion
of all offenders discharged from prisons to federal and contract
community centers rose from 39 to 46 percent. During the same
period, the number of inmates participating in such, federal
programs increased from 7,500 to 10,000. In fact, of the 96,000
current federal offenders, only 30 percent are in federal insti-
tutions, while 70 percent are in community programs such as
probation or parole. The Federal Bureau of Prisons has also
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A-.; liberalized its.furlough program. In 197$, 19,810 Inmates were
given furloughs; while in 1978, 24,500 inmates were granted
.furloughs to spend time with their families for study and for
other purposes. .

By the .end of 1978, the number of Federal Bureau of
Prisons' contracts with halfway houses operated by state, local
or private agencies had increased from 350 to 425. In addition,
the Federal Bureau of.Prisons runs nine community treatment
centers, also known as halfway houses. These centers provide
extensive services for certain offenders during the latter
months of their terms. They are also used by people serving
short sentences, for unsentenced offenders in Ahe Pre-Trial
Services Program and for others under corrrnunity supervision.
The personnel at these halfway houies assist people in building
ties with the community, getting jobs, advancing their education
and dealing with personal problems. Indeed, from 1975 to 1978,
the number of inmates involved in federal community treatment
centers and halfway houses rose from 2,750 to about 10,000.

Racial Discrimination

It is not surprising that prisons mirror larger socio-
economic problems of U.S. society. According to the Law
Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA), there is a dispro-
portionate number of blacks in the U.S. prison system. The
most recent survey, conducted in 1974, estimates that ol a total
of 191,400 people in state correctional facilities, whites con-
stituted a bare majority of 51 percent; blacks, although they
are only 11 percent of the population at large, represented
47 percent of the prison population. Other racial groupscp
mainly American Indians and Orientals, accounted for two percent
of the prison population.

A survey conducted by LEAA in 1972 revealed that bail had
been denied to about one-fourth of all inmates awaiti,g trial
and that bail status was in close relation to the severity of
the alleged crime. For example, 54.8 percent of all bail
refusals were in cases of charges of murder and kidnapping.
Thus, it seams that denial of bail is more closely related to
the severity of the alleged crime than tip considerations of
race.

Recent cases brought by the American Civil Liberties Union
(ACLU) National Prison Project against various Louisania Parish
jails -- in which the Civil Rights Division of the U.S. Justice
Department acted as plaintiff-intervenor -- also charged racial
discrimination in inmate housing. Consent decrees were handed
down pertaining to the operation of six of these Parish jails,
and local officials have agreed to cease the discriminatory
practice.
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F.Service and,Rehabilitat'ion Programs

In 1978, $15,289,000 was allocated by the federal prison
system for education, training and leisure activity proumns
for inmates. Staffed by 500 personnel in 38 institutions and
other offices of the Federal Bureau of Prisons, these programs
helped inmates acquire marketable skills and develop ways of
coping with readjustment problems. For example, during 1977,
there were 64,618 prisoners enrolled in federal programs for
education and vocational-training. Only 21 percent of these

0enrollments were terminated without completion. In 17, 224
inmates received college degrees.

Vocational and occupational training and
programs are also organized by the Federal Bu
At present, there are 116 programs in 41 dif
18 institutions. In,addition, various leisu
available,to inmates at federal prisons.

In 1977, the Federal Bureau of Priso s set up 11 new N-1
Federal Prison Industries to provide emplorment opportunities
and incomm for more inmates. In 1978, Federal Prison. Industries
had 75 industrial operations in 35 institutions and employed
an average of 6,700 inmates (compared to 6,094 in 1977).
Increased sales to other government agencies during the fiscal
year amounted to approximately $94,700,000; inmate wages
increased to $7,300,000; and parment to other inmates for
meritorious services amounted to nearly $2,500,000 (compared
to $1,992,359 in 1977).

liprenticehip
eau of Prisb.ns.
erent trades in
e activities are

Other programs of the Federal Bureau of Prisons include
religious services in which outside clergy, working under
contract and assisted by 3,600 community volunteers, provide
a variety of religious services.

In 1977, after a six-month trial period, the Federal Bureau
of Prisons issued a new media policy which permits reporters
to interview any inmate in custody, if the inmate agrees. In

addition, under the Freedom of Information Act, prisoners are
entitled to inspect portions of their record files. Under the
Privacy Act of 1974, inmates are 'protected against unauthorized
disclosure of private information about their lives.

In another move to facilitate contacts between prisoners
and the outside wor-id, the Federal Rureau of Prisoners adopted
a policy that inmates can send postage-free letters to members
of the press, Congress and the courts. Such letters cannot be
op'ened by the prison administration. However, Director of the
Federal Bureau of Prisons Norman Carlson has proposed ad economy
cutbak in this program. He has proposed that the franking
privilege be restricted to five first-class stamps per month and
free stamps be provided for prisoners who are indigent. Accord-
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ing to Carlson, most ptisoners-In the lederat prison .system earn
about $1,100 a year and can afford to buy their own,stamps.

In 1975, the Fedeal Bureau of Prisons implemented an
Administr tive Remedies PrOcedure as a way Of helpinvinmates
raise complaints or issues for administrative review. The
Bureau set up a review procedure under which complaints'are
first examined by the local administrator. The cases are, then
appealed to the regional.off ce and they are finally sent,to
the Washington office of the eneral Counsel of the Federal
Bureau sal Prisons. From 1975 o 1978, the-number of inmates
that used this procedure increased from 20 percent to'58...per-
cent. The most.,frequently raised issues were disciplinary
actions, changes in program or work assignment& and requests-.
for transfer. Action by the National Prison Project has----
resulted in requiring the Federal Bureau of Prisons .tolsrepare
and make public an index of the final dispositions,-Of all the
administrative grievance complaints.

An Office of Pnigiessional Responsibility was set .up in
September of 1977 tolMonitor boards of inquiry and Other irive\s-
tigations in the Bureau. In February of 1979, an Office of
Inspections was created to develop and conduct an inspecti
program so that the federal prisom system complied with le
,and regulatory requirements.

Admittedly, the preceding programs have not all been
unqualified successes. For example, a 1979 study by the G neral
Accounting Office found that prison programs'aimed at educating
.and trainiNg inmates for jobs after their release had serious
deficiencies- Nevertheless, serious efforts dre being made
to overcame these problems.

Health Care

The quality of inmate medical care has been critiajzed.
Most prisons have difficulty hiring doctor's, primarily becayse
.of. difficult working conditions and because many prisons are
located in remote, rural areas where few doctors want to prac-

'tice. As a result, prisons often haVe to hire less qualifie0
physicians. In addition, many prison doctors do not completely
fulfill their contractual obligations to the prisons. To deal
with such problems, the National Heaith Service Corps will,
in 1980, place 100 qualified doctors in city and county jails
and in state penitentiaries where there is a shortage of medical
personnel. The Corps will choose the prison physicians from
among the recipients of medical school scholarships ,offered in
return for a commitment to serve in areas where there are not
enough doctors.

The level of health care facilities in the federal prison.
system is considered to be fairly good. Each prison has an
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infirmary, six prisons have accrediIed hospitals; and prisons
'can.Use local hospiltal acilities when neces.sary.

CO the other han'd, recent cases reveal severe shortcomings
in the level of medical'care available to inmates in state
prisons. In 1978, the National Prison Project brought a class
action suit against the governor of Tennessee on behalf of the
ptisdhers in'the Tennessee state..system. The cgmrt agreed that
the prisoners' Constitutional rights had been violated and that

'they were legally entitled to better medical care. In 1977,
the Michigan state prison system was faced with 25 million
dollars in pending maipractice suits filed by state prisoners..
As a esult, Michigan increased its expemditures for prison
health care from 3.5 million dollars to 15.6 million dollars;
began plans to construct a sevcn miltion doLlar infirmary to
replace a facility which the court had ordered closed; and began
to recruit medical personnel for'what has now become,an .

excellent prison medical care system;

The American Medical Association (AMA) -- working closely
with the head of the Michigan health care unit -- has developed
national standards for jail health care ptograms. The .AMA has
used these standards to evaluate and accredit jail programs
thoughout the country and is encouraging medical schools to
become active in medical programs at.jails seeking.AMA accredi-
tation. Students fran medical colleges InOhio, Washington,
Virginia and New Mexico now participate in prison health care
programs. The American Public Health Association has.issued
prison health standards requiting that the level of medical
care be comparable to that of the community at large.

A recent award of $518,000 in damages to Henry Tucker,
an inmate in.a Virginia state prison who was'paralyzed .after
incompetent medical care, shows the possible results of litiga-
tion on behalf of prisoners. Awarded the largest &mount ever
paid to a prisoner for mistreatment in a U.S. prison, Tucker was
paroled a few months ago after serving 12 years of a 40-year
sentence for breaking and entering. His paralysis resulted
from improper diagnosis an,ci treatment.

LUgal act;on has also been initiated to improve plison
medical ._are. One important case is that of Ruiz v. Estelle, a
class action suit currently in the courts against the Texas De-
partment of Corrections. This case, in which the Civil Rights
Divisi* of the U.S. Department of Justice is acting as plain-
tiff-intervenor, is on behal-f of 25,000 prisoners hi Texas
institutions who charge, among other things, that the Texas
Department of Corrections has failed to provide adequate medical
czire. The amticipated outcome of this trial, according to the
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U.S. Civil Rights Commission, ts that there-Wili be a comprehen-

sive court order reqUiring the defendants to improVe the quality
and quantity of meArical care provided to inmates and to make
other necessary changes.

Cases Such as these have led the wy to a new formulation

of prisoners health care rights. Fe ral courts have estab-
llshed that prisoners have a right to a regular health care
program,.conducted by trained medic.al personnel that include
regular mledical exmminations and tests, regular acccess to
medical treatment and the services of outside.medical services

when needed. The courts have also restricted prison guards .

from denying prescribed drugs to prisoners. This gramework
of medical rights -- simalar to the standards set up by the
American Medical Association (AMA) -- has led to an increase

i.r1 the number of legal actions fram prisoners..

A 1975 AMA survey of the medical services in 30 jails
revealed that leis than one-half of these facilities provided
a regular sick call, and only 10 percent screened newly admitted

prisoners for communicable diseases. The Law Enforcement Assis-
tance Administration (LEAA) has allocated millions of dollars

to hire medical staff in jails, while same local authorities

have increased their budgets for prison mmdical care. There

is Obviously still room for further improvement, although recent

cases brought by prisoners charging inadequate medical care
have brought about some needed reforms.

Medical Experimentation

The U.S. prison system has also been under attack for in-

mate participation in p-rograms for testing new medicines.. The

Federal Bureau of Prisons had,one program of medical testi,ng

oh inmates that was terminated in 1976. This program studied

the effect of buprenophine (a morphine-like substance) on 28

former addict inmate volunteers at the Addiction Research Center

at the federal prison in Lexington, Kentucky. Before inmatet
could participate in this program, they were asked to sign a

"Consent to Experimental Procedure or Treatment" form. After

joining, inmates were free to withdraw at any time. During

the entire duration of the program, all inmates were checked

medically and monitored for their reactions. The Federal Bureau

of Prisons issued a directive on :lune 10, 1977, halting all

inmate participation in medical experimentation and pharmaceu-

tical testing in any institution under its jurisdiction.

The Federal Bureau of Prisons also maintains a mental

health unit at the Federal Correctional Institution at Butner,

North Carolina, which provides psychiatric and therapeutic pro-

grams for inmates who are suicidal, are overtly psychot,..i.Lor

have severe behavioral disorders. Medical programs are provided

by a physician and physician assistants; dentists and dental
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The"mental -health staff-includet
psychiatrists, six psychiatric nurses and an occupational thera-
pist. No medical experimentation- is conducted on prisoners at
the Butner prison." There is no"factual basis fOr.charges that '\

prisoners at B4tner are subjected to undthical medical, practice.

American society has !Ong been concerned about the possi-
bility of the abuse of ethical standards wthen prisoners ate
the subjects of medical and drug experimentation. Thus, in
196, the Food and Drug Administration set up guidelines nrnv.d-
ing safeguards for those on whom new drugs _are tested. These
regulations require, in general, that befc)4 using new drugs,
the doctor must first obtain the conent,of those..involved or .

their representative. 'These guidelinei-'were strengthened when
the National ReSearch Act was signed into law ori July 12, 1974,
setting up the National Commission for the Protection of Human
Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral Research. One of the
mendates of the Commission is to develop ethical guidelines
for the conduct of research involving human beings.. The Commis-

\sion has issued reports with recommendations for the protection
'of prisoners and mrental patients who are- involved.in medical
research. These recommendations were directed.to Congress and
HEW which issued rules providing for the protection of prisoners
inVolved in research as subjects. These rules 4ply to research
activities conducted or supported by HEW. The :',ules,provide,
in part:

"(a) Biomedical or behavioral re.search conducted or
supported by HEW may involve pritrers as subjects
only if: (1) the institution responsible for the con-
duct of the research has certified to the Secretary
that the Institutional Review Board has approved the
research; and (?) in the judgment of the Secretary
the proposed research involves solely the following:
study of the possible causes, effects, and processes
of incarceration, provided that the study presents
minimal or no risk and no more than inconvenience
to the subjects; study of prisons as institutional
structures or of prisoners as incarcerated persons,
provided that the study presents minimal or no risk
and no more than inconvenience to the subjects; or
research or practices, both innovative and accepted,
which have the interil--and reasonable probability of
improving the health and well-being of the subject.

"(b) Except as provided in paragraph (a), biomedical
or behavioral research conducted or supported by HEW.
shall not involve prisoners as subjects."

Medical experimentation on inmates in stte prisons, hov,-

e\er, is still an active issue. A recent case brought by the
Anerican Civil Liberties linion's (N:Lr) National Prison Project
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challenged the use of Maryland state prisoners in non-
therapeutic medical experiments conducted by the University
of Maryland School of Medicine. Official elcplanations that
inmate part\icipation in the vaccine-testing programs was valun-

tary were disproven. The case,was won by the prisoners and
the program has since been discontinued. Judicial action con-
.,cerning the awarding of damages to inmates who had participated
in this prograrg is now under consideration.

At present, only seven U.S. states conduct medical research
on prison inmates and eight states, in addition to the Federal
Government, ban the use of inmates in medical experimentation.

Prison Violence

Instances of violence among inmates, and between guards and
prisoners occur throughout the prison system. However, there
ls increasing action being taken to remedy this situation. . In

March of 19"9, the ACLU National Prison Project brought suit
against the Federal Bureau of Prisons charging that 38 prisoners
at the federal penitentiary at Lewisburg, Pennsylvania, were
subjected to brutal treatment in April of 1978. rThe Federal
Government is being sued for nearly six million doliars in
damages in this case. One of the charges brc,..ight against the
prison officials is that after the prisoners were /injured, they

were denied medical treatment. The Federal Bureau'of Prisons has
publicly denied that any brutality ocurred in this incident.

Efforts at Reform

The formulation and publication/of national standards for
the penal system is a high priority,in the movment to reform
U.S. prisons. This action is an es.sential coMplement to the

court action on behalf of individual inmates, or even the liti-
gation against state prison systems. Professional organiza-
tions, such as the American Medical Association and the American
far Association, have issued standards which cover their parti-
cular areas of expertise. The U.S. Attorney General's office
has also published its own draft prison standard:,.

It is the American Correctional Association, a respected
group of penologists and prison administrators, that. has
developed the most comprehensive set of standards addressing
the problems of the u.S. penal system. Those standards include
adult facilities (adult correctional institutions, adult local

detention facilities, a(1 ult conumnit. residential services,
adult probation and parole l.eld services and adult parole
authorities) and juvenile facilities (juvenile detention fac 11-

ities and services, jw,enile (omminity residential sericts,
juvenile probation and aftercare services and juvenile train:mg
schools and services). In the next te'.1. months. another set

of standards for the Organ!/ation and Administration of Corr(.( -



tional Services will be issued. The American Correctional
Association, for example, sel the following standards for immate
housing in adult correctional institutions: Each room or cell
has toilet facilities! lighting of at least 20 footcandles, .

both occupant;and centrally controlled; circulation of at least
10 cubic feetkof fresh or purified air per minute; hot and cold
running water, unless there is ready access; acoustics that
ensure t at noise levels do not interfere with normal human
activitie ; bunk, desk, shelf, hooks or closet space, chair
or stool; lnd natural light..

While these standards are.not legally binding, -they provide
an incentive for institqtions to meet improved nonms. In fact,.
the Federal Bureau ol Peisons is in the process of having five
major institutions and all,federal gommunity treatment centers
accredited by the Commission on Accreditati,on for Corrections
by December of (979. By 1983, the Federal Rureau of Prisons
plans to have all 38 of its institutions accredited.

Cme importabt reform in the present parole system in
federal 'prisons was legislation signed into law on March 15,
1976. This legislatioo_restructured the U.S.-Pa-r-o-Le-Boar,d as .

the nine-member, eegionAJized U.S. Parole Commission, making
the Commission independent of the Department of Justice, except
for administrative purposes. This act is designed to ensure
prisoners of a fair parole procedure by setting up guidelines
for parole determinations, establishing requirements for parole
hearing procedures; requiring that clear explanations.be offered
an inmate,who is denied parole; and establiGhing .due process
for a person threatened with having his parole revoked for
technical violation of his parole conditions. Such legislation,
while it directly affects only the inmates in federal prisons,
can be seen as a model for state action,s.__

Conclusion

There is room for improvement in the U.S. prison system.
Most officials recognize the need for improvement and many
ameliorative actions are being undertaken. Certainly the move to
community-basqd treatinent centers is a positive trend. And, if
all medical Operiment,ition on prisoners cannot be eliminated,
such prograrr,' ,should adhere to HEW guidelines for humane treat-
ment.

Litigation against state prison officials has rectified
grievances for a considerable number of inmates. As a number of
5uch cases are presently in the courts, it is likely more state
prisons will soon be under court order to make fundamental
changes. In addition, the American Correctional Association's
set of prison standards offers the potential for the essential
elimination of some of the worst prison abuses. Another
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pOssible path to prison reform and improvement would be to set

up independent ombudMmen who could monitor prison problems.

Minnesota has adopted .01s procedure ahd 'now has one of the

finest pri.son syserns.in the L1ROed S-ttes.

The Rights of Prisoners

One -of the more positive trends in the history of the U.S.
penal system has been the relatively recent intervention by
the courts in behalf of prisoners' rights. From 1871 until

the 1960's, the courts generally maintained that during the

period of incarceration a prison inmate was a "slave of the

state" and had vintually no rights. In recent times, howevser,

the Supreme Court has led the way in reversing this attitude\.

and in establishing judicial standards for a whole range of \

court decisions favoring increased prisoner rights. In the \

past 15 years, over 1,000 cases,.affecting a wide variety of

prison practices and policies, have improved the.position of

prisoners throughout the United States.

In 1964, for example, the Supreme Court held that the

claims of religious persecution of Black Muslim inmates could

be raised 'in federal courts under the Civil Rights Act of 1871.

This decision cleared the way for other cases which established

the right of sect members in prison to subscribe to Black /Ouslim

newsparters, to have a special diet, to have visits by their

ministers and to attend Muslim services. Subsequent li.tigation

by prisoners alleging violations of Constitutional rights to

religiouOreedoms established the precedent that judjcial

involy.mfglit in prison administration was justified when the

personal freedoms of the First Amendment to the Constitution

were concerned. As-a result, the burden of proof in such cases

shifted from the inmate to the state.

Other cass in which inmates have successfully brought suit

involve freedom of association for prisoners. Courts have upheld

the right of iamates for completely free access to their'

lawyers; however, security considerations somewhat limit con-

tacts between prisoners and their fmmilies.

Another push for reform was prompted by cases dealing with

the rights of inmates to send and receive correspondence. In

1971, for example, a federal court ruled in Marsh v. Moore that

the opening and censorship of inmate-attorney m3il violated

the Sixth Amendment since necessary inspection for contraband

could be performed in less obtrusive ways.

Prison Conditions and Due Process

Some courts have found that conditions in prisons are in

violation of Eighth Amendment guarantees against cruel and un-

usual punishment. A court ruled in 1971 (Jones v. Whittens-
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bers) that severe overcrowding, poor lighting, infelor food
and medical services, and inadequate sanitary conditions were ,

# .in violation of Eighth Amendment rights. In the Estelle v.
Gambler case (1976), the Supreme Court ruled that-wreTIBTrate
TRUTTTerence" to the medical needs, of prisoners also violated
the Eighth Amendment. Another basls for litigation by inmates
has been infringement of their rights to due process. In this
regard, the courts have atlempted to balance the legitimate
concerns of the state agaibst the rights of the prisoners.
The Supreme Court held, in the Johnson v. Avery case (1961),
that "it is fundamental that acZTT-FIT-517TTUilirs to the courts
for the purpose of Presenting their complaints may not be denied
or obstructed." in this case, the Supreme Court also found a
prohibition against "jailhouse lawyers" -- prisoners who give
legal advice -- to be.unconstitutional, since it placed an
unequal burden on indigent and illiterate prisoners to assert
their rights. In another case involving due process rights,
the Supreme Court held that an inmate's parole cannot be revoked
withojvt a hearing and issued minimal due process standards for

e revocation hearings. These standards were later extended
to cover probation revocations.

One of the most important recent cases involving extension
of due process rights of prisoners is that of the Wolff v.
.McDonnell case (1974). It established the right oT-77-17ate
75-577711 protections in prison disciplinary proceedings
The prisoner is entitled to the following rights: the ri.ht
to receive at least 24 hours advance written notice of the
charges against him and a written statement of the evidence
and reasons for the disciplinary action; the right to call
witnesses and to introduce evidence; the right to substitute
counsel if he cannot conduct his own defense; and the right
to an impartial disciplinary board.

State Prison System

Recent federal court findings that various aspects of the
state penal systems are unconstitutional further exemplify the
increasingly active federal role in the area of prison adminis-
tration. Since 90 percent of all U.S. penal institutions are
under the jurisdiction of the states, such court findings have
a profound effect on the U.S. prison system. In 1976, federal
Judge Frank M. Johnson, in the McGray v. Sullivan case, ordered
the Alabama state penal system to stop recei7rng new inmates
at overcrowded facilities. That same year. Judge Johnson issued
another decision with even more fdr reachins implications,
calling for a detailed statement of minimal Constitutional
standards for the Alabama penal system (himes v. Wallace).
These "Minima! Standards tor Inma'e, of the Alabama Prison
System" require the state to furnish each inmate with a private
cell, hot and cold running water, tvilet articles, reading and
writing materials, tIree nutritious meals a day and adequate
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exercise and medical care. In addition, the-standards provide
for a system of innate classification; protection frmn violence;
rights to free correspondence; educational, work, vocational
and recreational opportuni.ties; and the organization of work-
release and other programs. The standards also require an
increase in prison staff and a timetable and.monitoring
mechanism for compliance. This landmmrk case paved the way
for further court involvement in the administration of the state
prison system. In a 1968 finding, the Supreme Court ruled (Lee
v. WMshington) that certain Alabama statutes violated the 1417-
Amendment rigFts of prisoners by requiring segregation of the
races in prisons and jails.

Another Important case against an entire state prison
system charged the Texas Department of Corrections with a number
of prison abuses. The Civil Rights Division of the U.S. Justice
Department is participating in thils suit as plaintiff-inter-
venor. The anticipated conclusion of this trial, which began
in October of 1978, is that ther6 will be a comprehensive order
requiring the state prison authorities to redress the alleged
grievances of the prisoners under their jurisdiction.

Alvin Bronstein, of the National Prison Project, said in
his April of 1979 testimony before the CSCE Commission, that
legal action has been 19itiated against the prison systems in

numerous other states.

After the successful litigation which has been brought
against state prison systems, suit is now being brought against
the Secretary of ihe,Florida Denartment of Corrections charging
that he had faile carry out his duties under state law to
ipspect and enforucTrii-mum standards in Florida jails resulting
in prisoners' Constitutional rights being violated.

The Rights of Mental Patients

Parallel to the prisoners' rights movement, a patients'
rights movement has also emerged in the U.S. in the last

decade. Within the past few years, legal action.brought by
advocates for 4-e mentally handicapped and the mentally ill
has resulted in landmark court deciSions in defense of their

rights. Successful litigaCon, based on evidence of infringe-
ment of Ccnstitutional guarantees, has resulted in a series
of advances for patients. They include the right to treatment,
protection from harm, treatment in the least restrictive
setting, equal educational opportunity, protection from the
forced administration of hazardous or ritrusive procedures,

T. A list of the current status of lawsuits which have been
brought against the state prison systems for their

violations of Constitutional protections appears in

Appendix II.



safeguards against indefinite confinement after finding one
Is Incompetent to stand trial, procedural and substantive
protections in the civil cammitment process, and freedom from
unjustified confinement.

* .

Legal Decisions

As in the movement for prisoners' rights, progress in the
patients' rights movement has been largely due to decisions
in several key court cases. In one such case, federal Judge
Frank M. Johnson, after personally inspecting a substandard
mental hospital in Alabama and hearing expert testimony on
minimal treatment requirements, declared the hospital to be
an unconstitutional deprivation of the patients' rights to
treatment. The judicial reasoning for this decision was that,
under the due process clause, adequate and effective treatment
was the auld_prio suo for the patients' involuntary commitment.
Such reaafing ecame the basis of various judicial orders to
state authorities to improve the staffing and financing of
dilapidated facilities; As a result of such litigation in
Alabama, the budget of the state's Department of Mental Health
has gone fram 28 million dollars in 1970 to an estimated 83
million dollars in 1975.

I

Anolher important step in furthering the rights of the
mentally retarded ocQurred in the famous Willowbrook case.
Three thousand pages of stimony led to the conclusion that
patients in this New,Yr,.. lospital had,deterjorated mentally,
physically and emotion, duiing their peribd of confinement.
Consequently, a consent -,:ree, signed by Federal Judge Orrin
Judd on May 5, 1975, banned existing abuses and ordered the
availability of education, care, therapy and development for
each patient. Because of this decree, New York is spending
about 40 million dollars more for Willowbrook than it did in
1972, the year that the lawsuit was filed.

In addition to decisions affecting institutions as a whole,
courts have handed down important rulings reinforcing the
individual rights of mental patients. Relying on Constitutional
guarantees protecting freedom of speech and religion and
prohibiting cruel and unusual punishment, courts have recently
issued decisions against a number of possible abuses, including
excessive use of therapies such as psychosurgery, behavior
modification, electro-shock treatment and drug applications.
These court rulings found a sound legal base in the doctrine
of a Constitutional right to privacy. In one case, Kaimowitz
v. Michigan Department of Mental Hygiene (1973), the- court
a5777this principle to protect a mental patient from psycho-
surgery with the following explanation:
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"Intrusjon Into one's intellect, when one Is
involuntarily detained and subj,ct to the control

.of institutional authorities, It an intrusion.
into one's Constitutionally protected right of
privacy. If one is not protected in his thoUghts,
b.ehavior, personality and identity, then the
right of privacy becomes meaningless."

An'important Constitutional .guarantee affecting the status
of mental patients has been the right to due process. In 1974,
a court ruled (Clonce v. Richardson) that a behavior modifica-
tion program wiTITEZWTTTTTATTURYTEi.cause the patient had not
been given adequate procedural protections prior to placement
in the program.

Another due process issue is that a patient should have
substantially the same procedural prote,ctions whether or not
he or she has been admitted under,a criminal or civil
procedure. The'Supreme Court ruled, in Jackson v. Indiana ,

that "due process requit'es that the nature TR-EUFFT1-577T
comnitmen,t bear some reasonable relation to the purpose for
which thd individual is committed." Thus, as the Supreme Court
has extended due process deadlines on commitment because of

incompetence to stand trial and o6,commitmmnt for observation,
then guarantees should also be extended to the question of dead-
lines on commitment for treatment.

7,1-

Indeed, various professional organizations, such as the
American Psychological Association and the Amerkan Ortho-
psychiatric Association, agree with the American Civil Liberties
Union which has said:

"The mental health system would be a very
different and more humane system if hospitals
were allowed only a limited and nonrenewable
petiod of time within which to treat or cure
involuntarily confined patients. In our view,
even if civil commitment continues to be
permitted, no one should be involuntarily confined
to a mental hospital for more than six months."

One trend in litigation (based on the Constitutional right
to liberty) is towards allowing patients to have a voice in
the kinds of treatment they receive. Thus, even if patients
do not have the right to refuse treatment altogether, they may
be able to refuse more extreme types of treatment. The legal
situation is complicated because every state has its own laws
which deal with the issue of patients' rights, although they
vary in specificity and enforceability. For example, on the
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issue of incompetence, Cohhecticut has a requirement that "a
declaration of incompetence must be specific to the rights
involved before those rights can be abridged," while other
states, such as Maryland, rule only that 'incompetence must
be determined by a court." As to the question of treatment,
Idaho law declares that "every patient.has a right tto refuse
specific modes of treatment which may be denied -by-the director
of the facility for good cause with statement of reasons sent
to district court," while Hawaii has no specific provisions
on this issue.

Confinement Pr.ocedures Challenged

The Supreme Court decision in O'Connor v. Donaldson (1975)
is crucial to the patients' rights movement. --TF7177UFcision,
the Court ruled:

"A finding of 'mental illness' alone cannot
justify a state's locking a person up'against
his will and keeping him indefinitely in simple
custodial confinement. Assuming that term can
be given a reasonably precise content and that
the 'mentally ill' can be identified with
reasonable accuracy, there is still no
Constitutional basis for confining such persons
involuntarilj/ if they are tangerous to no one'
and can live safely in freedom...

Were public intolerance or animosity cannot
constitutionally justify the deprivation of a
person's physical liberty..."

In this ruling, the Supreme Court made clear that involun-
tary confinement simply because of mental illness is not Consti-
tut,ionally justified. There must be proof of some degree of
danger to self or others.

Accordingly, this significant Supreme Court decision had
a direct effect on commitment procedures throughout the U.S.
Basing their decisions on O'Connor. v. Donaldson, federal courts
in Hawaii, Iowa, Nebraska and Pennsylvania have issued rulings
requiring the redefinition of the grounds for commitment to
mental institutiOns in civil cases. Historically, there have
been two bases for such commitments: either parens patriae,
when the patient is deemed to be a danger to self, or "police
power", when a patient is held to be a danger to others. Recent
court cases have shown an increasing reliance on "police power"
with the result that there must be a proven likelihood of a
threat to others, as opposed to a vague possibility of a danger
to self. This shift in comnitment procedures in civil cases
decreases the possibility of arbitrary or unjustified comiJit-
ments.
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In the O'Connor v. Donaldson decisiop, the Court also
stated that wincarceratton s rarely if ever a necessary condi-
tion for raising the living standards of those capable of
sbrviving safely inctreedom, on their own or with the help of
family or friends."/This finding has produced a shift from
voluntary to involuntary commitments to mental institutions
since the individual is deemed tolbe owed a suid pro quo-for
the deprivation by the state of his or her personal 1T6erty.
Thus, there has been an improvement in the care provided in
state institutions, and fewer people are being cannitted tq
institutions.

As the focus of care has shifted to the community, there
has been a clecline in the population of psychiatric institutions
and/schools for the mentally retarded. For eatimple, according
to Ahe U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, the .

raiie of first admissions to state psychiatric hospitals has
declined from 1)3,984 in 1969 to 120,000 in 1975. This trend
away from ins-titutions is also in part attributable to the

/O'Connor v. Donaldson ruling in/which the Court held that
/ a person cannot be unwillingly committed unless he is a danger
to self or others. This finding of dangerousness:, moreover,
must be based on behavior'and not a generalized threat.

Governmental Actions

.A further impetus to deinstitutionalization -- as well

as a general extension of patients' rights -- came in October
.

of 1975, when the Developmentally Disabled Assistance and Bill
of Rights Act was signed into law'by President Ford. Section
21)1 of the law reads:

"Section III. Congress makes the following
findings respecting tfie rights of persons with
developmental disabilities:

"(1) Persons with developmental disabilities
have a right to appropriate treatment, services,
and habilitation for such disabilities.

"(2) The Federal Government and the states
both have an obligation to assure that public
futicis are not provided to any institutional or
other residential programs'for persons with
developmental disabilities that --

"(A) Does not provide treatment, services, and
habilitation which is appropriate to the .needs
of such persons; or

"(B) Does not meet the following minhnun
standards:

9 0
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'"(1) Provision of a nouyishing,
well-balanced daily diet to the persons with.
developmental disabilities being erved by the
progrmm:

"(ii) ProvisiOn to such persO I 'of
appropriate and sufficient.medical \and dental
services.

"(Ili) Prohibition of the use f physical
restraint on'such persons unless a solutely
necessary, and prohibition of the e pf such
restraint-k-is a punishment or as a substitute for
a habilitation program.

"(iv) Prohibition on the excess ve use of .

chemical restriints on such persons and the use
of such restraints as punishment or as a
substitute for a habilitation prograri or in
quantities that interfere with.servi es,
treatment or habilitation for such p rsons.--

"(v)A3ermission for close relati es of such
persons to visit theM at reasonable h urs
without prior notice.

"(v1) Compliance with adequate fi e and
safety standards as may be promulgate by-the
Secretary (of Health, Eduction and Welfare)."

The act also placed increased emphasis on deinsticTu-
tionalization, primarily by requiring state to use at least
10 percent of their formula-grant allotment in Fiscal Year 1976
and at least 30 percent in each succeedingtypar for development
and iMplementation of plans designed to elirdlinate inappropriate
institutional placeme7ts.

This law, along with other measures, has produced change
in many areas. In 1975, for example, New Yorlk .agreed to place
8,500 of the 19,500 retarded people living in 20 state institu-
tions in homelike settings in local communiti s scattered
throughout the state. However, due to initia comMunity opposi-
tion, the state has not been able to fully me t this goal.
In some New York communities this opposition \l'as overcome, once
the facility started functioning and popular fears were
allayed. NeVertheless, 6mmunity opposition promises to remain
a heavy obstacle to this course of action. Delspite these diffl-
cultieso mental health professionals agree thalt community harries
and deinstitutionalization provide the best solution for many
mental patients: However, communities must become more toleramt
of such people before such programs can be successful on a large
scale.

Another indication of governmental concern for the situa-
tion of mental patients was the establishment in1977 of the
Presidential Corrmtission on Mental Health, with U.S. First Lady
Rosalynn Carter as honorary chairperson. The Commission has

4. -4
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conducted a ser es of public hearings In different 'parts) of

the country pr vlding an opportunity for thein CommIssionees

citizens about the mental health needs oi their-Vaeled
and members of the Comasslon's gröups to lei.t.n from ,

communities.

Based upon is findings, the Commiss4o6 made a series of
recamnenaations which prompted incredsed appropriations for

the Alcohol, Drug Abuse and Mental Health Administr'ation. In

addition, the Commission recomMended prSviding foe federal

incentives to fuether phale out large stAte mental hospitals,

--N improved care In remaining smaller hospitals wild community-based

services.

Another sign of governmental concerrVfor. people in instI-.

tutions s a.bill titled "Civil Rights ror Institutionalized
Persqns," which has, passed the House and is currently under con-
sideration in fhe Senate. If passed,lhis bill would permit the

U.S. Justtice Department to initiate/sults on behalf of inmates

in nursing hornet, prisons, juvenië homes and institutiors for ale

mentally disturbed and mentally Otarded in state jurisdictions.

Since Ihe signing of the H,lsinki Final Act, the Justice
Department's Civil Righs Divislon has successfully challenged

the Constituttonality ot conations in various U.S. institu-
tions. Such institutions have included mental, hospitals, homes

for the elder,ly, facilities for the mentally retarded, institu-

tions for abandoned and neglected children, prisons and jails,

and juvenile detention facilities. In each case in which the /

Justice Department aided inmetes in asserting their rights to

a safe and decent environment, the court upheld the inmate's

claims 'and ordered relief.

In.1976, however, two feder.41 court decisions threatened
to halt this litigation program. Distri.ct courts in Maryland

and Montana ruled that without express legal authority to ini-

tiate such suits, the Attorney General lacked the Aegal standing

to enforce Constitutional and federal statutory rights of insti-

tutionalized people. In United States v. Solomon (1971),

the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals upheld the decision of the

1Maryland court. The need for specific authorizing legtislation

for the Attorney General thereby became clear, and the bill

discussed above, "Civil Rigins for Institutionalized Persons,"

was Lntroduced in Congress. The Conmission encourages current
efforts in the Congress to extend the authority of the Justice

Department to intervene in certain cases of violations of the

civil rights of institutionalized persons.

16. A copy of H.R. 10, "Civil Rights for Institutionized
persons," is in Appendix III.
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SOCIAL AND ECONOMI6 RIGHTS

The right of the Individual within society to_an adequate
standard of living, regardless of personal wealth, is.incor-
porated Into the language of Principle VII of the Helsinki Final
Act in which participating states pledge to "pramote and encout-
Age fhe effective exercise" of ecohomic, social and cultural
human rights. -

/Connunist signatories frequently charge that the\,..U.S.
violates the Final Act by failing to provide:the.basic material
needs of all .its citizens. These charges, whi,ch also Are made ,

by some domestic groups, are usually general innature and often
.use a variety of inconsistent stdtistics. The in.criticism
,Is that because of unemployment or under-employmen millions
of Americans are poor and are forced Ao live In substandard
condOlons. More specifically, critics charge that because
of.alleged widespread economic deprivationAmericans suffer
from malnutrition and starvation, poor medical.and dental care,
and a high infant mortality rate. Critics maintain these social
problems include members of all ethnic and minority groups,
including ',racks, Hispanics, Native Americans,. yOuth, elderly,
handicapped, new immi.grants and migrant workers.

In the 0.S., the.,basic rights to economic security and
social services are taken care of primarily by workert them- ,

selves who provide for their needs from the wages they earn.
These rights, therefore, are protecied to the,extent that the
U.S. economy provides jobs. Ihe U.S. Government recognizes,
however, that under any economic skstem some persons will not
always be continuously emplbyed, be,unable to work, or have
an inadequate income. Sensitiveto the needs of the more
vulnerable members of U.S. socigty, the U.S. Government has
acted to ensure their economic and social rights. An impressive
array of new federal laws in recent decades give tangible
evidence of the govermnent's c6mmitment to these rights. Even
befo4 the Helsinki Final Act,/forrexample, the Social Security
Act of 1935 established the naftion's basic programs of social
insurance for its workers and protection against poverty for
its disadvantaged citizens. Shmilarly, the Civil Rights Act
of 1964, and subsequent legislaiion, committed the U.S. to the
protection of the rights of every citizen regardless of race,
sex, age, religion, national origin or handicapping condition.
Other social welfare legislation includes the 1965 law
establishing programs of health insurance for, the elderly
(medicare) and the poor (medicaid).

The United States commitment to alleviate the economic
problems of the underpriviledged is reflected in the total
welfare spending by the government which increased from 77
billion dollars in 1965 to more than 290 billion dollars in
1975. The largest allocation to any governMent agency in 1979
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went to the Department of Health, Education andiVelfare MEW)
-- more than 199 billion dollars.. With this hugi outlay for
many varied programa, HEW bears the prime federal responsibility
for assisting Americans In need of economilp and social ald.

Other federal agencies are prominently involved in the
federal programs designed to provide opportunities for the poor
or disadvantaged to-achleve Aelf-sufficiency. Conspicuous among.
these are the Community Services Administration (CSA), which
describes itself as the central federal agency for advocacy
on behalf of the poor.; ACTION, which administers a variety of
domestic volunteer pr.ograM directed toward different segments
of society; and the Deparlment of Agriculture (DOA), part-icu-
larly its food assistance program.

Historically, the U.S. has achieved some success in its
war on poverty. In the early 1960's, there were abouV 39.9
million people below the poverty level, or about 22 percent'
of the-population. The latest figures available from the Bureau
of the Census show the number living below the poverty level
($6,190 for a non-farm family of four) was 11.6 percent or 24.7
million in 1977.

Government authorities point out, however, that the per-
centage drop in the number of poor people in the nation between
1970 and 1975 was far short of the reduction which occurred
in the booming 1960's. They attribute this in part to the
generally stagnant economy of the early 1970's when the country'
moved in and out of recessions with heavy unemployment and
high leve: inflation caused partially by the oil embargo.

Census Bureau figures show there was some improvement
between 1975, the year the Helsinki Final Act was signed, and

1977. During that period, the number of people living below
the poverty level was reduced by 1.2 million, which mey be
attributed both to intensified government efforts and to a
moderate economic recovery.

It is important to note that the official poverty level
(i.e. $6,600 in 1978 to feed, cloth and house a non-farm family
of four) is a standard which the Federal Government itself es-
tablishes and adjusts periodically for inflation. The purpose
of the standard is to provide a guideline for monitoring social
programs and for modifying them or establizshing new programs to
assist that part of the population that has the greatest need.

In calculating its poverty statistics, the Census Bureau
considers monetary income only. It does not incorporate
"in-kind" benefits such as food assistance,'health care and
social services, which represent a major growth in anti-poverty
spending over the past decade by the Federal Government.

9 4
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Alice Rivlin, Director of the Congressional Budget Cdfice
h (CBD), has said, "You can argue whether the line for determining

poverty ought to be higher or lower. That's a judgment that
society must make from time to time. But you can't argue that
because benefits don't came In the fonm of cash, they're not
benefits."','

The CBO, in fact, has compiled its own poverty estimates
including the value of major non-cash benefltd received by the
poor. Instead of the 10.7 million families and unrelated
individuals living in poverty In 1976 according to Bureau of
Census figures, the total was estimated at 6.6 million.

The scope of this report foCuses on the extent of govern
ment social services for the poor, but there are literally
thousands of private social agencies, encouraged through special
exemptions under U.S. tax laws, which provide emergency finan-
cial or in-kind support to the needy. These include innumerable
church groups, health organizations and foundations.

Income Security and Social Services

'Since 1940, the principle form of assistance to older
persons, 62 years and above, his been Social Security, a
program of_monthly cash benefits_paid_to retired workers and
their families and administered through-HEW.Thrt-program of
social insurance is funded through the joint contributions of
workers and their employers. Self-employed persons are also
covered under the program and more than 90 percent of the work
force is covered under the system. In addition, the spouse
and children of a retired worker are eligible for Social
Security benefits. Yearly indexing to adjust for inflation
has insured that these benefits are not artificially diminished.
Duifing the 1975 recession, real incmne for elderly persons was
mo e Stable than for younger persons. Between 1970 and 1975,
gal s in real income for the elderly, about 15 percent after
adjdistment for inflation, greatly exceeded that of younger
families, approximately 1 percent after adjustment. This was
primarily a result of automatic benefit increases.

The Social Security program also provides cash benefits
to disabled workers and their dependents and the survivors of
workers including widows, widowers, orphans and dependent
parents.

In addition to Social Security benefits, there is a federal
program called Supplemental Security Income (SSI) which assures
a minimum monthly income to needy blind or disabled persons who

17. HEW Administration Aging (medium incomes compared).



are over 63 years Old. 'Federal fundt Under ihis priigram are

also supplemented by cash assistance benefits by the states.

HEW reported that In September of 1978, more than 4,2 million

people eeceived SSI payments totalling 330million dollars.

The federal program of Afd to Families with Dependent
children (AFDC) is a program of payments to provide basic needs

such as shelter, food and clothing to low-lnconm families, with

dependent children. Figures provided by HEW showed, for

example, that In September of 1978, under the AFDC program,
3.56million families (10.4million persons) received payments

at a monthly cost of 896 million dollars. Grants for special .

needs in emergency situations are also ftovided through HEW.

In 1978. for example, 73 million dollars was spent for emergency,

assisiance for 302,877 families. According to HEW, most'
familles'need this form of assistance only for temporary

/

periods, and payments cease when they find a job. Typically,

the length of AFDC payments is less than two years.
C

An optional program, adopted uy 28 states, provides finan-
cial assistance to families in which the father is unemployed

(AFDC-UF). In addition, there is a provision for payment of

an incentive tax credit for tertain employerk who.hire workers

receiving public assistance.

'HEW also has social services for poor and vulnerable mem-

bers of society which are administered through Its Cdfice of

Human Development Services (HDS). About 80 percent of HDS.' funds

are dispersed directly to individual states to administer pro-

gramm directed toward children, youth, families, Native
Americans, the physically and mentally handicapped and older

Americans. Other HDS grant programs provide funds for pro-

gramming at the local level. In 1980, almost 6million dollars

is budgeted for'individuals requiring these special services.
Examples, summarized by HEW Deputy Undersecretary Peter Bell

at the Commission's April of 1979 CSCE domestic campliance

hearings, include:

- - The Title XX program which makes grants totaling almost
3 billion dollars to states for a wide range of social services,

including child care.
- - Rehabilitation programi in the amount of 919 million

dollars, serving 1.7 million handicapped,persons -- half of

whom are severely disabled.
- - Service programs for the elderly in the amount of 560

million dollars which make available meals in group settings
and meals-on-wheels, as well as transportation and legal

services.
-- Approximately 900 million dollars is allocated for

services specifically for children. The best known of these,

Head Start, will serve 414,000 underpriviledged children in

1980, providing preschoolers with meals and snacks, medical
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and dental care, and educational progranis. Also, million
-new dollars are alloCated to provide child welfare and foster
care services, as well as a new progisam for adoption subsidies
for hard-to-place children.

HEALTH

1:1Osely relate'd to the right to an adequate standard of
living is access to proper medical care, regardless of one's
financial status. In 1980, HEW reports it will spend approxi-
mately 52 billion dollars on health-related programs -- a 25-
fold increase since 1965. These funds will be used to help
meet the costs of health care for the poor and the elderly,
support the training of medical professionals, operate community
health centers, develop preventive health services, promote
the spread of health maintenance organizations, immunize
children and provide services to the mentakly ill.

More than 45 billion dollars will be spent in 1980 In the
Medicare and Medicaid programis.

The Medicare program, enacted by the U.S. Congress in 1965,
provides a major source of financial" assistance to elderly
Ameritans in meeting health care expenses. Approximately 97
percent of elderly Americans age 65 or over have been covered
by the Medicare program since its inception. In July of 1973,
Medicare was expanded to include two large groups of citizens
under 65. These groups included approximately 2.7 million
severely disabled individuals who had been entitled to Social
Security disability benefits for two years or more because of
their condition and to almost all Americt,ns suffering fram
permanent kidney failure, requiring maintenance dialysis 'or a
kidney transplant.

The Medicare program is divided into two parts -- hospital
insurance and medical insurance. Approximately 97 percent of the
nation's elderly have both formm of insurance under the program
so ahmost all of their major health care needs are paid for.

During Fiscal Year 1978, total Medicare benefits paid to
the almost 26 million elderly and disabled Medicare benefi-
ciaries amounted to 24.25 billion dollars, campared to the first
full year of program operations when total benefit outlays were
only 3.2 billion dollars. Allowing for inflation, real
increases in benefits in the first 12 years of program payments
amount to 55 percent. This increase reflects the use of more
services, an increase in the number of people covered, and
increased costs for more sophisticated medical technology.

HEW officials say the most striking improvement in the
health care of the elderly since the enactment of Medicare has
been the reduction in costs to the patient. In 1966, the year
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.before the Medicare program began,
.

the elderly. American paid :.

... Pam parsonal leseurces SU:percent. et the. cost. Of 'hospital
set vicea .. Ih- 1977, only 12 perCent -of. hospital 'Celts Were .met
from personal-funds; the.remainder was met through federal
financial assistance-.

. * .

.
.

.,,,-_,

In 1966, the elderlif.American paid-94-:percent:of physician
/ -.."(40

costs'from personal.fundsi Ten years later that percentage .4

'had dropped 0 40 percent as the result -of federal financial
support. Approxhmately 33 percent. of the health care costs .

.

of the elderly'are_Oorne fram personal funds. Almost one-fourth
of this-33 percent, 'howeverl.represents private insurance
premiums. Nearly three-fifths of elderly Medicare-beneflciaries'
purchase priVate Insurance supplementation to offset'health
care costs not covered by Medicare.

Medicaid is a health assistance 'program which provides
payment for health care for. Aid to Families with Dependent
Children (AFDC) recipients and others whose incomes are too
large for AFCC assistance yet too mall to pay for mediCal care.
HEW reports that approximately 23million Americans are served
each year by the program and that nearly 20 billion dollars
in federal, state and local government funds are spent annually
in support of eight basic services which include in-patient
hospital care, out-patient services, lab and X-ray services,

----nursing care, home health care, preventive service for children,
family planning and physician services.

In each state, the Medicaid program mmst; at a minimum,
cover these services for all eligible low-income individuals
who receive federal cash assistance. In some states, additional
services are also covered, including dental-care, prescription
drugs and emergency hospital care. All states must provide
dental care for Medicaid children when a health screening deter-
mines that treatment is required. In 1976, 45million low-
income persons received dental treatment under the Medicaid

program.

In 1980, HEW plans to commit about 600 mallion dollars
to improving the care available to low-income mothers, pregnant
women and children through a new Child Health Assurance Program

(CHAP) and its maternal and child health programs. CHAP, as
envisaged by HEW, will extend Medicaid eligibility to two
million more children and directly affect infant health by
adding Medicaid coverage to 96,000.more low-income pregnant

mothers.

Food Stamps and Related Food Assistance Programs

A number of special nutrition-oriented programs adminis-
tered primarily by the Department of Agriculture (DOA) are de-
signed to eliminate hunger and malnutrition caused by poverty.
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Pramlnent among these.is the Federal Food Stamp program, ,

started In 1964, whIch provides assitance for food purchases
for AFDC recipients and other low-income persons. The goal ok
the stamp program is to allow recipients to obtain more food and
increase the variety of food. In family diets. An average of 1.6

million persons participted In the program each month In 1978.
They received a total of 5.5 billion dollars that year.

Additional food assistance for the poor is carried out
through other federal efforts including the Food Distribution
program; Ihe Women, Infants and Children program (WIC); the-
National School Lunch program (free or reduced priced lunches,
now expanded to provide breakfasts during school and all meals
during vacation periods); and the Special Milk program, also
directed toward sch3o1 children.

The ultimate aim of food programs directed specifically
toward underpriviledged children is to break the cycle which
condemns nutritionally deprived children to a lifetime of
poverty because of early mental or physical retardation.

An independent report, published in 1979 by the Field
Foundation Medical Team, concluded that federal food assistance
programs have been very successful. flOur first and overwhelming
impression is that there are far fewer grossly malnutritioned
people in the country than there were 10 years ago," a medical
research team connected with the Field Foundation reported. The
report cited federal programs such-as Food Stamps, school lunch
and breakfast programs, and the Women, Infant and Children pro-
gram (WIC). The FoOd Stamp program was further described as "the
most valuable health dollar spent by the Federal Government."

Community Services Administration (CSA) programs are
another way which the Federal Government seeks to break the
poverty cycle. CSA currently operates seven basic program areas
aimed at helping the poor achieve self-sufficiency -- Community
Action, Economic Development, Ene.rgy and Winterization, Senior
Opportunities and Service to the Elderly, Community Food and
Nutrition, Rural Housing Demonstration and Summer Youth Recrea-
tion.

These programs operate primarily through about 900 locally
based Community Action Agencies which are within reach of 90
percent of the nation's poor. The funding for these offices,
the majority of which are set up as private and non-profit
organizations, totaled nearly 369 million dollars in 1978.

CSA also funds 39 Cammunity Development Corporations which
help establish businesses, restore property and provide services
in depressed neighborhoods in order to build a strong economic
base to support the community. These ventures are locally

11.17 -N.
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controlledand owned but business, community and other.public
agencies provide some funding and management. In 1978,' these.
programs generated 288 jobs per one million dollars of federal
funds and maintained approximately the same number.

Active participation by Ahe poor is an integral operating
principle of CSA. In 1978, for instance, 600 of the nation's
poor, .most represeriting themmelves,and their immediate families,
testified at a series of forums throughout the country sponsored
by.CSA. These people included the elderly, minorities, single
mothers, unemployed youths and the handicapped. American
officials who listened to the.poor speak about their needs
Included Members of Congress, and on one occasion, President
Carter. CSA is using the recommendations of.the poor from these
forums to develop and plan its program priorities through 1980.

Many CSA initiatives operate in concert with other federal
agencies. In its efforts to improve housing among the poor,
for instance, CSA seeks 40 identify and bring other federal
and local resources to the poor. CSA programs also supplement
HUD and Farmers Home Administration (FHA) programs and demon-
strate ways to make established housing programs and policies
more responsive.to those in need.

Awareness and sensitivity on the part of American citizens
as a whole toward the social welfare of the nation's poor is
demonstrated through the involvement of many people in ACTION.
Established in 1973, ACTION brings all federally supported
volunteer programs under the coordinating aegis of a single
administrative agency. Those included are Volunteers in Service
to America (VISTA), National Student Volunteer Program (NSVP),
Foster Grandparent Program (FGP) and the Retired Senior
Volunteer Program (RSVP).

The VISTA nrogram n nvides full-time volunteers, recruited
nationally and locally by project sponsors, to strengthen and
supplement ongoing efforts to eliminate poverty and poverty-
related human, social and environmental problems. ACTION
reports that in 1978, there were more than 4,000 VISTA volun-
teers devoting time to such basic human needs areas as heal.th
and nutrition, economic development and energy conservation,.

Criticism in Perspective

Despite these many and varied federal programs aimed at
securing economic and social human rights for everyone, the
U.S. continues to come under attack in some specific areas.
For example, some critics have pointed to the fact that the
average Social Security payment.per individual is at rate
below the poverty level minimum. Government officialis, however,
insist tht such an analogy is unrealistic since the poverty
level is figured on a "per household" basis. The poverty level
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.--- thcome in 1977 wai $6,191 for a noh-farm faMilly of four while
the average Soclaj Security, parment to a rettred couple that
year was $4,680, according to HIM But, HEW points oUt that,
most recipients do not eely on-Social Security as their total
income. Most people have a combination of other income.plus
benefits, as well as Medicare and other suppleMentary medical
insurance, subsidized by the Federal Government.

Contrary to charges,that millions of workers are denied
even Mdnimal protection, HEW cites statistics indicating that,
as of December of 1977, there were 94 million wprkers in the
U.S. labor force, 90 percent of whom were covered under the .

Social Security retirement program. Of those not covered, more
than half were covered under other retirement syttems such as
those provided for federal, state or local employees. Same

)n

workers do not exer4 e their option of being included under
Social Security. Th. e account for 4.1 million of the 8.5
million non-covered i ployees. Many of the remainder are either
exempted under law because they work for nonprofit organizations
or because they have little or no net earnings from self-employ-
ment. Certain people in these latter two categorips do have
an opportunity to obtain coverage.

HEW officials maintain it is misleading to say that workers
who are not covered under Social Security at a certain point
in time are "deprived" of its benefits, as some allege. Most
people work in jobs at same point in their lives that are
covered, and protection, based partially on contributions'to
the system fram such jobs, is secured for them when they
retire.

Although there is clearly considerable room for improve-
ment, criticism alleging that two out of five older people in
the U.S. live on incomes that keep them below the poverty level
is grossly exaggerated, accordihg to HEW. A standard estab-
lished by the Federal Government shows the correct figure for
this group is about a third of that cited or about one in
eight. Similarly, the allegation that 70 percent of all elderly
blacks live in poverty is also grossly out of proportion,
according to HEW, which says that the correct figure is about
half of that and that the situation is still improving as the
result of government programs.

As alleged, the Federal Government acknowledges that there
is a disparity in incomes between U.S. families as a whole and
Puerto Rican families, but according to HEW, significant
progress in this area is being made. For example, by 1977,
the median income for Puerto Rican families was $7,972, a 30
percent increase in the short period fram 1969. During that
period, the gover.nment points out, many programs and services
have been developed specifically to aid persons of Hispanic
origin in the United States. Such programs include job training
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and job referrals thal result in increased wages. In 1977, the
median family income for families of Mexican origin ivas $11,742,

or about 69 percent above the figure for 1969. This was higher
than the income growth for all families iW the United States.

Exaggerated charges similar tp those noted above have been
made by critics concerning health and health care in the United
States.

While the U.S. ranks about 15th in infant mortality among
developed countries, HEW notes that there are substantial
differences in the way different countries classify fetal deaths
versus live births. Use of the prenatai'mortality rate, which
include deaths of fetuses older than 28 weeks gestation and
infant deaths during the first seven .days, changes the U.S.
ranking to about eighth. Furthermore, both infant and prenatal
mortality rates have.been declining rapidly in the last decade
and this decline is shared by all population groups.

1

,

Covernment stati tics show that the rate of some chronic
illness is higher amo g blacks and other minorities than mmong
whites. The reasons or this difference are not clearly under-
stood, HEW Officials Say, but some progress is being made in
narrowing the gaps. t'or example, in 1900, white men could
expect to live 14.1 year011onger than other men. By 1950, the
difference decreased to 7.4 years. In 1976, the difference
was 5.6 years.

Despite the measurable progress achieved, the U.S. is

continuing to seek solutions to social and economic problems
which remain for certain segments of society. Government statis-
tics show that almost a third of black Americans are still
poor. Almnst 10 percent of the total population lacks health
insurance protection. Although the infant mortality rate for
blacks has been reduced from 43 deaths per 1,000 live births
in 1950 to 25 per 1,000 in 1975, the rate for blacks is still
twice as high as that for whites. Differences in income, age,
sex and'race are significant.

Certainly, there are no easy solutions to these problems
whether they stem fram human, social or environmental causes.
But for the employable poor, the escape fram poverty is perhaps
best channeled through improved enforcement of affirmative
action programs which lead to better educational opportunities
and better paying jobs.

More intensive job training linked with strong employment
incentives may serve as a partial means of eliminating poverty
as well. Congress has recognized this in its funding for more

than 600,000 public service jobs in 1979, many earmark,J for
the poor unable to find jobs.
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New InitlatlttL

Legiti-ilve initiatives proposed by President Carter are
aimed iv-addressing the economic and social human rights'of
the underprIvIledged, the unemployed and the under-employed.

The President's proposed welfare refonm plan would raise .

benefits, both in term of cash assistance and food stamps,
for 800,000 American families in 13 states. The package would
cost an extra 3.7 billion dollars In Fiscal Year 1982, when
the plan would take effect. The largest portion of the addi-
tional spendkng, about 2.7 billion dollars, would provide
620,000 job's and training opportunities for welfiwe recipients
able to work. The proposal would also provide more than 900
million dollars in fiscal relief to state and local governments
through increased feclieral matching funds and reduction of wel-
fare rolls when peopt,e get jobs. in presenting this package
to Congress in May of 1979, President Carter said, "I recognize
that welfare reform is a difficult undertaking, but even in
a period of austerity'and fiscal stringency, our nation cannot
ignore its most pressing needs and its most needy."

Recognizing the need for improvement in the medical area,
the President's proposal for a national health insurance program
would expand Medicare and Medi-caid benefits for the aged and
the poor. Additionally, the plan would give those who are not
covered by company or public plans the opportunity of buying'
insurance at a reduced rate. This insurance, subsidized by
the government, would provide a basic package of benefits
including hospital and physician services, X-ray and laboratory
tests and some form of catastrophe coverage. The estimated
cost to the Federal Government is about 15 billion dollars a
year with employees and employers contributing about 5 billion
dollars. Similar plans are being considerecrby Congress.

There seems to be no question, however, that the quality
of life and health status and care enjoyed by most Americans,
regardless of their personal income, has improved considerably
in recent years. As HEW's Peter Bell said in his testimony
at the Commission's hearings on domestic compliance with the
Final Act:

"-- The number of nersons living in poverty has dropped
significantly oVer the last two Aecades, from a little more
than ope-fifth of the population in 1960 to just under one-
eighth during the 1970's.

-- Not so many years ago, most Americans lived in fear
of spending their old age in poverty and ill health. Today, .
that fear has been significantly relieved. Social Security
insures a level of basic income support, and Medicare provides
a means of paying for the high cost of medical care.
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"-- The dread diteases of the past are virtually unknown
In modern America. Children.m_lonser fall victim to many of

the infectious diseases which continue to haunt children in
many other lands.

"-- Omerall mortality rates, including Infant mortality
and maternal death rates, have been dramatically reducedi giving

Americans a life expectancy of nearly 73 years. ,/

These are significant successes, but the government and
U.S. society as a whole, mmst continue to seek ways to secure
complete social and economic human rights in the United States

.ifor those still left behind. .

EDUCATION

The right to a good education, the essential prerequisite
for a good job to provide economic independence, is inherent

In the language of Principle VII of th! Helsinki Final Act.
4

In the United States, the responsibility for ensuring that
each individual has access to adequate educatio.lal opportunities
rests primarily with the state and local governmers, although

the Federal Government and private institutions play an impor-

tant role as well. A system of free public elementary and
secondary schools is operated by each state. The states alLo

operate reduced-fee college and university systems. In many

state constitutions, the right to an education is guaranteed,

and attendance is generally compulsory between the ages of six

and 16.

Government statistics show that in the 1975-76 school year,
the U.S. and its state and local governments spent 67 billion

dollars for education in public elementary and secondary
schools, an average of $1,388 per year per student. Total

expenditure on education at all levels was 120 billion dollars,
which was almost 8 percent of the Gross National Product for

1975-76. HEW reports that in 1980 the Federal Government will

contribute approximately 9 percent toward the overall education

effort, or 11.6 billion dollars.

According to HEW, more than 90 percent of all youth in the /

U.S. between the ages of five and 17 are enrolled in school and

the percentage of the population ages 18-24 enrolled has

increased from 14 percent in 1950 to over 33 percent in 1977.

The proportion of minority youth attending college has doubled

last 10 years, according to HEW. Statistics also show

that the 'average American today has received almost 12 years of

fonmal- education, more than those in any other Western nation.

HEW reports, however, that there are still significant
differences in educational performance and post-secondary
enrollment between whites and non-whites and the poor and non-
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.poor. 140-WhItei ScoteMutp loWee on standaedlled national
perfonmance,tests and, in a 1977 study of literaey, a mmch
higher percentage qf blacks, about 44 percent, and poor, about
40 percent, were found tO be functionally illiterate. While.
the percentage of blacks enrolled 19 ,college doubled between
1966 and14976, blacks repeesent only one-tenth of the population
of whites enrolled in college.

.

Though the.federal role. in the nation's educat on efforts
is not draMatic i.n economic termm, it is critical, however,
.in developing new strategies for reaching underserved segments
of, the population and ensuring that education Is provided on
a non-discriminatory basis. HEW, for instancel.has the primary
responsibility for'enforcement of sev4cal statutes prohibitng
discrimdnatlon on the basis of race, color, national origi
sex and handicap as they relate to fedelrally assisted educa-
tional programs and activities. These Oclude:

Tille VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which
prohibits discrimination on the basis of race, color or national
origin.

- - Title IX of the Educational Amendments of 1972, which
prohibits, with certain exceptions,, sex discrimination;

- - Section 504 ofthe Rehibil-itation Act.of 1973, which
prohibits discrimination against qualified hapdicapped persons
on the basis of physical'or mental handicap.

- - Title VII of the Education Amendments' of 1972 (known
as the Emergency School Aid Act or ESAN) which provides aid
to local educati.onal,agencies to eliminate minority group
segregation and discr'imination among students and facility in
elementary and secondary schools.

Millions benefit from these laws. They include Appr.oxil
metely 43 million school children in public sch,00ls and 11
-million students in college and universities ar nd the
country. A large number of institutions are s ct to these
laws, including 16,000 school sys'tems and 3,10 colleges and
.universities.

°i.
As.

s L

In 1980, HEW will provide sftcial learning and compensktory
education to some six and a half million children through Title
I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA), which
funds schools in low-income areas to improve programs for educa-
tionally deprived children. This financial assistance will./
alsodhelp meerthe special educational ,needs of the children

,

of migrant workers and indians, and children who are handi-
capped, neglected or de/inquent. Title I ties in with other
_federal efforts, such a the National School Lunch Program,
all aimed at creating a break in the cycle of poverty so that
young persons from impoverished families will not be under-
educated and undernourished and can hae the chance to compete
ln life more equally with their school peers.

'The Migrant Education Program started by the Federal Govern-
ment in 1967, for example, is aimed at compensating for the inter-
ruptions and ineffectiveness of the education migrant children
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receive as they end-theie parents move about the country seeking
emplorment in" agrj,cultural and fishing activities. Thls program
ccIncenirates on identifying and meting the special needs of
magrant children ,through remedial instructioh, health, nutrition
and psychological services and prevocational training and counsel-
ing. Continuity-6f instruction Is a top priority, with a special
foces on, the-Individual educational problems of each child.
Special attention in instruction programs is given to the develop- ,

ment of the ianguage arts.

Another section under the Elementary and Secondary Educa- /
tion Act provides federal funds for bilingual education programs/
to help children with limated English profiqiency to function '

effective11y in regular school programs. HEW estimates about
340,000 chilIdren will be assisted through this program in 1980.

The Federal Government's commitment to-providing equal access
to post-secondary educationaA opportunities is reflected by many
programs in the Higher Education Act (HEA). In 1979, of the 5.1
billion dollars appropTiated for HEA programs, 4.8 billion dollars,
or 94 percen't of the total, was appropriated for the student
assistance programs. These programs of needTbased grants, loans,.
and work-study have increasingly become the dominant means by which
the goal of equal opportunity is pursued. 'With this financial
assistance, a student may choose the program and institutiOn which
best,suits that student's educational needs.

.
,The Basic Educational Opportunity Grant program in 1979.

provided over 2 billibn dollars in grant assistance to more than

twco million low-income students. The Supplemental Educationai:
Opportunity Grant, College Work-StUdy, and Nattonal Direcl Student
Loan programs provide over 1.2 billion dollars in assistance and
are administered by post-secondary education institutions to meet
the individual needs of their students. The 76.75 million dollar
State Student Incentive Grant program is largely responsible for
stimmlating almost 800 million dollars in student grant aids funded
by the 56 states and territories. The Guaranteed Student Loan pro-
gram uses non-Federal loan capital supplied primarily by commercial
lenders to provide loans to post-secondary education students. In

1979, 1,..5 million loans totalling 2.9 billion dollar's were gener-
ated by a Federal investmenl of 953 million dollars. Jhe 120
million dollar TRIO (Special Programs for Students from Disadvan-
taged Backgrounds) programs are aimed at achieving equal educa-
tional opportunity through information, counseling and academic
services for students with academic potential from deprived educa-
tional,,cultural or economic backgrounds. The Graduate and Pro-
fessional Opportunities program provides institutional grants and
individuarfellowships for qualified students, particularly minor-
ities and women, who are underrepresented in the professions and '

other.graduate fields.

In 1978, passage of the 1.2 billion dollar Middle Income
Student Assistance Act expanded most of these programs to include
financial assistance to middle-income students while, at the same
time, ensuring that low-income students are the prime recipients
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of Federal assistance: Reauthorization of the Higher Educatlion
Act in 1980 will undoubtably'contInue the objective of educational
opportunity by further Increasing tilde amount of student as0Stance
available to students from families of all Income levels.

.

Educational Desei!reitatIon

One of the Most pressing educational_ Issues in the U.S. Is
school desegregation. ' Twenty-five years ago, a unanimous Supreme
Court decision declared In the landpark case.of Brown v. the Board
of Education that racial segregation In public schools was uncon-
stitutional, even if facilities could be made "equal" fsr blacks
and whites. Operation of separate educational systam's fs "Inher.:
ently unequal," the Supreme Court sald,.affirming that school
desegregation is essential to ensure a quality education for all
children And young people, regardless of their race or ethnicity.

Although much progress has been made, the school desegrega-
tion effort in the U.S. today is far from complete. Government
statistics show that in 1974,'four of every 10 black students and
three of every 10 Hispanic pupils attended schools that were at I
least 90 percent minority. In 1976, the last.year for mtich such
data are available, 46 percent of all minority pupils attended
school in at least moderately segregated districts.

Most school districts that have implemented desegregation
programs since 1975 have adjusted relatively calmly. ,Desegrega-
tion plans of varying scope have been Implemented In many areas
including Dallas, Dayton, Milwaukee, Buffalo, Kansas City, Sad
Diego, Los Angeles, Chicago, Seattle and Wilmington.

;

HoWever, by mmst estimates,the desegregation process is *4411
slow. Community leadership is lacking in some cases and many dis-
tricts are still involved in litigation,. InIsome instances; reseg-
regation may be occurring and minority concerns about possible dis-
crimination in student discipline and inadequate hiring and promo-
tion of minority faculty hAve been expressed in various districts.. 1

An independent, govermnent-funded ody which has been closely 4.

involved in monitoring school desegration effOrts in the Unitgd
States is the U.S. Comnissiop on Civil Rights. In a 1976 report,
Desegregation mf the Nation's Public Schools, the Commission urged
leaders at 'the national, state and local levels to accept the fact
that desegregation is.a Constitutional imperative. The Commisston
called upon the Federal Government to strengthen and expand pro-
grams and to take more vigorous action to enforce lavA which con-
tribute to the development of desegregated cOmmunities.In 1977,
the Commission urged Congress to make new funds available for vol-
untary efforts to achieve urban desegregation. The Commission asked
HEW to encourage school districts to participate 4n such a program.

Since 1977, HEW has str'engthened its enforcement) of Title VI
of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. This came about in part as a
result of settlement in December of 1977 and January of-1978 of
three long-standing laws suits that charged HEW with inadequate
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enforcemmnt of Title VI and also-TItle Ik\of the Educ4tion. Amend-
ments of 1972. The settlement order calls for resolutio'n of back-
logged Individual discrimination complaints and more frequent Title
Vt compliance revtews in elementary, secondary and higher educa-
tion. As result, HEW has established ntarly 909 new positions
to assist In crrying out tfiese tasks.

In its.1976 report onk,desegregation, the.Civil Rights Commis-
sion recommended that the President designate an appropriate White
House official to/coordinate all the resources of the Executive
Branch to accomplish the desegregation mapdate. The Commission also
urged HEW to cut olf federal funds to tholse school districts which
fail to take appropriate steps to halt discrimlnation. It called
upon the Congress to provide positive support for the Constitution-
al imperative of desegregating U.S. opblic schools,, rather than
creating more legislative roadblocks. Thef Civil Rights Corrtnission
believes recent Congressional restrictions are'preventing federal
agencies fr&n directing, permttting or withholding funds for the
purpose of requiring or encouraging the use of busing for desegre-
gation of schools and have undermined the efforts of th6 Executive
and Judicial Branches. The Commission maintains that the ultimate
achievement of the goal of equal educational opportunity remains
the cornerstone of all racial equal.ity in a pluristic society.

In'higher education, HEW figures show that minority enrollment
rose rapidly between 1966 and 1976. In 1976, black enrollment
reached 10'.6 percent of total enroltmen't and Hispanic enrollment
was 4.2 percent. These percentages are rearly in direct proportion
to rhe perceroATes of blacks and Hispanics in the total U.S. popu-
lation.

Minority enrollment in professional schools has slowed, how-
ever, and remains disproportionately low. The total number of
black first-year medical students decreased in 1977-78 while the
overall first-year enrollment grew. The percentage enrollment
of American Indians, Mexican-Americans and Puerto Ricans also
dropped from earlier levels.

The Civil Rights Commission attributes this de/cline in part
to economic pressures and the con/roversy over a.fftrmative actiOn

progAtfis. In June of 1978, the Sbpreme Court in the celebrated

..4)

Bakke case tried to strike a balance by approving /the use of race-
conscious admissions programs whiLeisallowing specific minority
"quota" programs.

,

.

Desegregation efforts in higher education al,so have been
,,../--ilepped up. In 1977, for instance, HEW develope0 criteria for

higher education plans for states still in violation of Title VI.
In 1978, HEW'attention focused chiefly on six states -- Arkansas,
Florida, Georgia, North Carolina, Oklahoma and Virginia -- which
had submitted provisionally acceptable plans as required. Negotia-
tions with some of these states for fully acceptable plans have
continued.

-4
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While problems remain, the U+ has made great strides In Its
efforts to promote access to quality educalion fot all. Twenty-
five years ago, no black children attended public schools with
whites In the South. Segregation yas required in Washington, D.C.-,
and 20 of the then 48 states. Black schools generally received
only a mnall portion of the resources made available to white
schools In most states. Today, southern schools are among the
most desegregated schools In the nation. Even where all-black
and ail-white schools still exist, the differences between
resources of these schools have largely been eliminated. And
today's laws and practices 'mandate special educational asOstance
and advantages to minorities, which, in time, will help nal-row
the educational barriers for all the nation's youth.

Illiteracy

The U.S. has been criticized for a high illtteracy rate,
affecting as many as 23 million adult Americans, one source
charges. But HEW officials say the literacy statistics in the
U.S. vary depending on.the definition used. If literacy is
defined as the ability to read and write a simple message, the
1970 U.S. Census indicated that 1 percent of U.S. citizens over
the age of 14 (one to two million persons) are illiterate.

If the definition of literacy 'Ts expanded to include such
tasks as the ability to use reference materials (such as dic-
tionaries),.the proportion of illiterates*increases. A 1972
HEW study showed 8 percent of adults in the 25-35 1ear age range
had difficulty with this type of task. This does not, however,
'mean these people are funct1onally klliterate or necessarily
imply an inability 'to function well in .society.

Despite a number. of encouraging signals, the government is
still not satisfied with the nation's progress'in eliminating
illiteracy. A new HEW program has been initiated to help schools
achieve the fundamental goal of competency in reading, writing and
basic mathematics for all their students. The 1980 HEW budget
includes funds for a special effort focused on functionally ilAit-
erate individuals over the age of 16. Additionally, the National
Institutes of Health and Education will spend more than 30 million
dollars in 1979 ow research to better understand literacy.

Federal policy since 1965 has been the guiding force behind
equal access and opportunity with the dual aim of ending delib-
erate, illegal segregation and the improvement of academic
achievement, particularly for the disadvantaged. Much has been
accomplished, but difficult tasks remain. Government at the
federal, state and local levels are committed to continue to
support and encourage the move toward,complete school integra-
tion and to work for better academic achievement.

EMPLOYMENT

Principle VII of the Final Act is very general in its treat-
ment of fundamental economic rights. It merely states that the
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participattng states "will promote and encourage the effective
exercise of civil, political, economic, social, cultural and other
rights and freedoms all of which derive .from the inherent dignity
of the human person and are essential for his'free and full devel-
opment." There are no explicit Helsinki commitments in the employ,
ment area. However, employment and labbr ;Lights are clearly an .

essential component of economic rights.

Different states and social systems have different concepts of

what constitutes economic tights and the best means of attaining
them. Certain CSCEsignatories have stipulated that economic
rights are more fundamental than other human rights. Consequently,
a major criticism of U.S. implementation of the human rights pro-
visions of the Final Act have been allegations,of violations of

fundamental economic rights, most notabO, the right to work. The
U.S. record in this area has also been Criticized by various domes-

\/ic groups which allege that not enough has been done to overcome
,discrimination and other inadequacies in employment.

C arges of U.S. ShortcominAs
,

Widespread unemployment, which is alleged by foreign/critics
,to range anywhere from six to 15 million, is the most common criti-
cism. An aggravating factor, although obviously not a violation
of the Final Act, is the alleged unreliability of the U.S. Bureau
of Labor Statistics' figures on unemployment which do not include
persons who haVe stopped searching for work. Other critics assert
that blacks and other minority groups, especially minority youth,

are victims of job discrimination..

For example, critics cite stAtistics alleging that two black
workers are fired for every white, that 52.5 percent of black youth
are unemployed and that the unemplorment rate among black, Puerto
Rican and Chicano youths runs from 40 to 60 percent. Additional
charges point to wage discrimination against white women and minor-
ities and inadequate or expired workers' benefits. High injury and
illness rates are said to exist in certain types of work, notably
the iron, steel, textile, and coal-mining industries. Government
efforts to deal with these problems are dismissed as inadequate.

The Role of the U.S. Labor Department

The U.S. Department-of Labor is the government agency directly
responsible for many aspects of U.S. compliance with the Principle
VII provision relating to economic rights. It is charged with
promoting the welfare of workers in the U.S., improving working
conditions and increasing the opportunities for profitable employ-
ment. The Department administers over 130 federal labor laws,
which guarantee workers' rights to safe and healthy working condi-
tions, a minimum hourly wage and overtime pay, freedom frorn employ-
ment discrimination, unemployment insurance and workers' compensa-
tion. More recently, the Department has intensified its fforts
to combat unemplorment and discrimination in the job market against
youth, the elderly, minority group members, women, the handicapped,
migrant workers and other groups.

I 74
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Unemployment: How to Measure It .

While it may seem asimple matter for.the layman, an effec-
tive system. for Measuring employment and unemployment is a cru-
cial component of any policy designed to improve the employ-
ment situatidn. According to the Department of Labor, the U.S.
has been among the leaders in developing techniques for accur-
ately measuri g unemployment. As a result of research undertaken
in the 1930's,\a set of concepts was developed under WhiCh an
individual is Oassified as unemployed during a specified period
he or she was Oot working or looking fol. work. This approach
was first.usedlin the 1940 Census of the United Staes and is
now the worldwide standard.

In order to mmasure the seriousness of its unemployment
problems and to gauge the success of its programs, theli.S. con-
ducts the largest monthly labor force survey fn the wor)d
52,000 households, up from 21,000 in 1945. To ensure ththe
statistical system and mmthods used to measure employment nd
unemployment are as accurate as possible, two advisory councils
meet several tjmes a year. The Labor Research Advisory Council
provides the labor union perspective and the Business Research
Advisory Council provides the viewpoint of the business
community.

To test the effectiveness of these methods, a camprehensive
review is currently underway by the congressionally established
National Commission on Employment and Unemployment Statistics.
Preliminary indications are that the Commission will recommend
a lurther expansion of,the monthly labor force survey to provide
even mor'e information for geographical subdivisions of the
nation. The Commission is also exploring ways of providing
information on the link between unemploymentl,family income
and economic hardship.

However, unemplorment figures alone do not portray the
full extent of joblessness. According t-o the U.S. Civil Rights
Commission, "discouraged workers,". those who "want jobs but
have stopped looking because they think they cannot find them,"
are nat included in official, overa,ll employment figures. More-
over, official employment statistic\s do not include many part-
time workers -- three million in 19?7 according to the Civil
Rights Commission -- who would prefer full-time work.

U.S. Government Efforts

There has been a determined effort to promote employment
in the U.S. Concern with the severity of the unemployment prob-
lem prompted the late Senator Hubert Humphrel and Congressman
Augustus Hawkins to sponsor the Full Employment and Balanced
Growth Act of 1977. In mid-November of 1977, President Carter
endorsed a revised version of this bill which established a
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national goal of reducing the overall unemployment rate from
7 to 4 percent tiy 1983. The revised "Humphrey-Hawkins Bill"
proposed that the Federal Governmmnt go on-record In support
of full employment and called for every effort to reduce differ-
'entials in unemployment rates among minorities, youth and
women: Full employment In this context Is considered by econo-
mists 'to be anything below 4 percent unemployment which would
take into account workers in job transition and those tem-

, porarily handicapped.

Employment Among Blacks and (Dther Minorities

Since the Helsinki Final Act there have been great improve-
ments in employment opportunities for blacks In the U.S.
Between 1975 and 1978, the levels of employment for blacks grew
by 1.11million or 14.7 percent versus 8.1 million or 10.7 per-
cent'for whites. Nevertheless, unemployment amongminorities
has been a major target of criticism of U.S. Implementation
of the Helsinki accords. Specifically, there have been accusa-
tions 40 to 50 percent of minorities are unemployed in the U.S.
While not nearly as high as frequently alleged, unemployment
rates for minorities continue to be considerably higher than
those for whites. Although numerous federal projects,desIgned
to Increase minority employment have closed the gap in recent
years, the rare of black unemployment continues to,be more than
twjce that of white unemployment. In 1978, accordinz to the
Department of Labor, the annual rate of unemployment for whites
was 5.2 percent as opposed to 12.6 percent for blacks. Since
1975, white unemployment has declined by 2.6 percent while black
unemployment has declined by 2.1 percent. Civil-Rights Commis-
sion statistics show 'that the fourth quarter of 1978, unemploy-
ment rates for adult white males had dropped to 3.3 percent
while the figure for black males was 7.6,percent and 8.9 percent
for Hispanics.

In 1978, black teenage unemployment was 38.6 percent (con-
siderably lower than the 52 percent figure alleged by Soviet
critics), while the rate for white teenagers was 13.9 percent.
The unemployment rate for white teenagers declined by 6.0 per-
cent between 1975 and 1978, while the rate for black teenagers
declined by only .8 percent.

Although still lagging behind levels for, whi,tes, black
employment grew substantially during 1978, increasing by 4 per-
cent in one year. Although less than the 6.3 percent change -

experienced in 1977, this employment growth lowered the black
unemployment rate by 1.2 percent that year.

Black teenagers fared better too. The 36.9 percent
unemployment rate for black teenagers at the end of 1978 was
3.7 percent below the rate in December of 1977. The number
of employed grew in 1978 by 7.6 percent.
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Despite this progr ss, during February of 1979 there were
still 1.45 million black workers unemployed, Unemployment foe
workers of Hispanic origin Is alsb still high't- according to
the Civil Rights Commission. While the average jobless rates
for Hispanics dropped from 11.5 percent in 1976 to 10 percent
in 1977, unemployment among Hispanics, as of the end of 1977,
was still 1.6 timms higher than among whites. The average
unemployment rate for Hispanic teenagers fell slightly from
23.1 percent in 1976 to 22.3 percent in 1977, but the actual
number Increased slightly as a result of their increased'rate
of entry into the labor'force. The average rate of joblessness
for Hispanic women was about twice that of white women in 1977.

The CETA Program

Significant groups within the U.S, still do not have equal
access to good jobs for a variety of reasons, Including a lack
of skills, experience or education, or.because of racial,
sexual, ethnic or age discrimanation. The U.S. Government,
however, has in recent years taken numerous steps to improve
the problem, and employment programs for the economically dis-
advantaged have became a top priority. For example, the Depart
ment of Labor's expenditures for employmeftt 'and training pro-
grams have gradually increased to the.current level of 10.6
billion dollars in Fiscal Year 1979. The fundamental basis
for this expan3ion is an aw&reness that the labor market has
not provided sufficient employment opportunities for low-
skilled, inexperienced workers and that government intervention
can alleviate problems of the structurally unemployed
("structurally unemployed" ref.ers to.those facing long-standing
problems in obtaining work due to an absence of jobs suitable
to their skills or other chronic problems). The Comprehensive
Employment and Training Act (CETA) was passed by Congress in
1973 for precisely this purpose and has benefited hundreds of
thousands of economically disadvantaged Americans. CETA, which
is administered by the Department of Labor, was established
to provide training for public service jobs and other services
leading to unsubsidized employment for economically disadvan-
taged persons, including the unemployed, the underemployed and
welfare recipierits. Moreoever, CETA gives financial assistance
to state and local governments to 'enable them to furnish train-
ing and employment opportunjties. CETA also provides funds
for the Job Corps Program. The CETA system is made up of
approximately 460 prime sponsors, many of whom are mayors,
governors 'Ind other state and local elected officials. These
prime sponsors have, the principal responsibility for adminisler-
ing the CETA program at the local level.

CETA contains eight major sections or "Titles." Title I

established a nationwide program of comprehensive enployment
and training services to be implemented primarily by states
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and units of local government representing 100,000 or more

populati.on. Title II authorized a program of developmental

public service employment in areas with 6.5 percent or higher

employment for three consecutive months. Title III provided

for nationally sponiored and supervised training, employment

4nd job placement programs for youth, the elderly, Native

Americans, migrant workers and others. Title IV authorized

the Job Corps, a program of intensive education training and

counseling for disadvantaged youth, primarily in residential

areas. Title 'VI authorized a tempOrary emergency program of

public service employment Ao help ease the impact of high

unemployment whil.e Title VIII established the Youth Adult

'Conservation Corps. The two remaining titles dealt with general

considerations.

According to the Department of Labor, one-third of the

increase in black employment since 1977 can be attributed

directly to the CETA jobs system. During Fiscal Year 1978,

328,000 blacks participated in the CETA Public'Service Employ-

ment (PSE) programs repreSenting 27 percent of all-the partici-

pants in those progrws. Blacks also constituted a significant

portion of the partfcIpants in CETA youth programs during Fiscal

Year 1978. There were approximately 460,000 black participants

in the Summer Program for Economically Disadvantaged Youth

(SPEDY), representing 48.7 percent of the total number of

participants. Nearly 120,000 black youths participated in the

Youth Employment Training Program (YETP), representing 36.8

percent of the total. The nearly 40,000 blacks e'nrolled in

the Job Corps constituied 56 percent of the total number of

participants. rh October of 1978, about 22 percent of all

employed black teenagers received employment through the CETA

youth programs.

In 1977, the Carter Administration's Economic Stimulus

Package more than doubled the number of Public SerVice Employ-

ment (PSE) positions under CETA raising the total to 750,000.

During Fiscal Year 1978, 77.9 percent of the participants in

the'programs were economically disadvantaged. Overall, the

economically disadvantaged have constituted more than 86 percent

of all new CETA enrollees.

Total enrollment in the program declined significantly

in the last six months of 1978. This decline is cause for

concern since CETA jobs have been and continue to be a major

part of the Administration's strategy for achieving full employ-

ment by 1983 and have been an important factor in reducing the

unemployment rate to its present 5.7 percent level. Part of

the decline can be attributed to the re-evaluation of the entire

CETA program which took place during 1978. It was not until

the last day of the last session that Congress finally passed

the new CETA law. The uncertainties caused by the delay in

final enactment of CETA, together with the fall in unemployment,
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have contributed to the decline in interest in public service
jobs. The new CETA bill and the continuing funding regulations
enacted in October of 1978 reflected this decline in interest.
Growing disillusiomment in Congress with certain aspects of
the progrAm forced CETA to cut its expenditures by about half
a billion dollars and its jobs program by 100,000 positions.

New CETA Youth Programs

Despite the recent decline of interest in certain'PSE
positions, CETA's youth programs continue to be instrumental
in coping with unemployment ammng minority youth. A major
initiative introduced in 1977 under CETA's Youth Employment
.and Demonstration Project Act (YEDPA) created four programs
to deal with speci.al youth employment problems.

(1) The Youth Incentive Entitlement Pilot Projects are
designed to help economically disadvantaged youth complete high
school. Sixteen to 19-year-olds, in selected geographic areas,
are guaranteed a year-round job if they agree to attend high
school.

(2) The Youth Community Conservation and Improvement
Project is designed to develop the vocational potential of
jobless youth through supervised work of tangible community,
benefit. The project is for unemployed 16-to-19-year olds with
preference given to those not in school who have had the most
problems in finding jobs.

(3) The Youth Employment and Training Programs are designed
to enhance the job prospects and career preparation of low-
income youths aged 14 through 21 who have the most difficulty
entering the labor market. Those eligible are youths from
families whose incomes average no more than $8,900 per year.
Young people from families with lower incomes receive
preference.

(4) The Young Adult Conservation Corps -- patterned after
the New Deal's Civilian Conservation Corps -- is supposed to
give young people experience in occupational skills through
work on conservation and other projects on federal and non-
federal property. Youths aged 16 through 23, who are unemployed
and out of school, are eligible.

When fully operational these programs will create about
200,000 new jobs. During 1980, a full scale evaluation of these
programs and demographic trends in the labor force will be com-
pleted. The review will enable the Department of Labor to seek
a reauthorization of its youth employment program based on the
experience of what has and hcs not worked.
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Despite Ihe opportunities the various CETA programs have
created, there are problems with the system. The U.S. Civil

Rights Commission has pointed out that in order to make the CETA
'programs truly effective, those administering the programswill.
have to take steps to assure the placement of minority workers
In permanent jobs after the completion of training. Public

service jobs tend to provide only temporary relief for unem-
ployed persons seeking permanent employment. With CETA-related
projects employing nearly 22 percent of all employed black
youth, the need for adequate placement in permanent jobs is
of utmost importance. According to the Civil Rights Commission,

CETA officials have generally been only half as successful in
placing minorities and women as they have been in placing white
males in unsubsidized jobs upon program completion. Other

critics have claimed that despite good intentions, CETA has
only'rrade a mall dent in the structural unemOloyment problems
and that CETA assistance is not reaching those most seriously

in need. Overall, however, it seems that despite continuing
problems, CETA programs remain a vital part of U.S. efforts

todealwiththedifficultemploymentproblemsofourminorit 1 es

and youth.

CETA and Other Government Agencies

HEW has also played a key role im administering CETA
programs. Policy planning and technical assistance actIvities

are carried out by HEW national and regional staff in order

to provide HEW-funded supportive services to participants in

CETA programs. These include general social services, health

and educational programs dnd special services designed for those

who are 'particularly disadvantaged, such as the elderly, youth,

handicapped, migrants and Native Americans. HEW has also been

involved in establishing special programs for specific groups,
particularly the elderly. 11 has supplied assistance to a new,
public service employment program which provides part-time work

for the elderly. In addition, HEW's Administration on Aging

works together with the Department of Labor to increase full-

time employment for the elderly taking part in the CETA pro-

grams. A pilot program has been developed within HEW which,

when implemented, will establish a mechanism at the state level

to increase employment opportunities, as well as services for

older persons.

The Department of AgricUlture also.works closely with the
Department of Labor in administering various CETA-related

programs. One of those is the Young Adult Conservation Corps
which is part of the Youth Employment Demonstration Project

Act of CETA. The Job Corps Program, which is administered under

the provision of CETA, enrolled approximately 7,000 young people

at forest service centers during Fiscal Year 1978. In coopera-

tion with the Department of Labor, 17 Job Corps Civilian Conser-

vation Centers on national forests provided educational and
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vocational training. The Forest Service of the Department of
Agriculture also cooperates with the Department of Labor in
administering the Senior Community Service Employment Program
which Is designed for economically disadvantaged people more
than 55-years-old or ojder who live primarily in rural areas.
Enrollees receive supplemental income, personal and job-related
counseling, supervision, yearly physical examinations, and,
in some cases, placement in regular unsUbsidlzed jobs.

Unemployment Compensation

The U.S. has an extensive federal and state unemployment
compensation program. In 1977, 10.4 million individuals re-
ceived a total of 15 billion dollars in benefit payments under
state and federal unemployment compensation programs, a dramatic
increase from 6.5 billion dollars in 1976. Each of the states,
the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico have separate unemploy-
ment insurance laws subject to broad federal guidelines. As
of 1975, nearly 90 percent of the work force in the U.S. was
covered by some unemployment insurance program, a coverage
exceeded only by Sweden (with 100 percent).

Under the Unemployment Compensation Amendments of 1976,
unemployment insurance coverage was expanded effective January
1, 1978, to include nine million additional people, primarily
state and local workers on large farms and workers in non-profit
elementary and secondary schools. With this change, about 97
percent of all wage and salaried employment was covered by some
form of unemployment compensation.

In the past several years, various legislative actions
improved U.S. unemployment compensation systems. Partly as
a Tesponse to the high unempfoyment rates in 1975 and 1976,
Congress extended the,period for which benefits were paid to
the unemployed. For example, in 1976 unemployed persons whose
regular benefits were exhausted were eligible for further
benefits under the Federal-State Extended Benefits Program.
When these benefits were exhausted, they were eligible for the
Federal Supplemental Benefits Program.

In addition, the Unemployment Compensation Amendments of
1976 established a National Commission on Unemployment Compensa-
tion to study and analyze the extent to which existing pi*ograms
are affective, particularly in view of changes in the last
decade in work patterns and the increase in the number of
working women. The Commission is expected to issue its final
report in mid-1980.

Job Discrimination

Job discrimination persists in spite of the many federal
and state programs designed to overcome it. In an effort to
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better deal with the problem, President Carier recently re-
organized federal programs to enforce equal,employment oppor-,
tunity. The federal Equal .5mployment Opportunity Commission
(EEOC) has been given greater responsibility and authority and
it is now the Federal Government's main agency for fighting
job discrimination and assuring minorities an equal chance in
the U.S. economy.. The reorganized EEOC's new structure stream-
lines the federal.process for combating job 'discrimination and
follows the Civil Rights Commission's recommendations for such

refonm. As a result of this reorganization, the EEOC's field
structure has been overhauled with more direct communication
established between headquarters and the field.

Rather than looking for instances of discrimination, the
EECC reacts to charges made by individuals or groups. Persons
who think that they have been discriminated against by an
employer, labor organization or employment agency may file a

charge of discrimination with the Commission, which the Commis-
sion must then investigate and attempt to conciliate. The
majority of cases are resolved through conciliation. Pursuant

to its investigations, the Commission is authorized to subpoena
documents and testimony. If the Cormiission finds there is
reasonable cause to believe a violation has occurred, .and con-
ciliation efforts have failed, the EEOC may then go to federal
district court or litigate on behalf of the charging party or

parties. Because Congress 'recognized the difficulty in enforc-
ing the law by merely encouraging voluntary efforts at concilia-
tion, the EEOC, in 1972, was given the authority to sue.

Since 1972, the Commission, according to its own data, has
represented about 1,200 cases. In most cases, relief was sought
for a class or general category of complaint, not simply for
the individual complainant. During Fiscal Year 1978, the EEOC
represented about 200 cases and obtained favorable settlement in
160 of them. Over 24 million dollars obtained in these settle-

ments were paid directly to the victims of discrimination.

Another important way to discourage discrimination is the

use of federal contracting authorization. Responsibility for
the administration 'of affirmative action programs of federal
contractors has been consolidated within the Department of Labor
'under the Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs. This

office has responsibility for enforcement of Executive Orders
which prohibit discrimination in emplorment and require affirma-
tive action by government contractors on the basis of race,
color, religion, national origin or sex. The Contract Com-
pliance Program is administered by 11 departments and agencies,
the so-called "compliance agencies," which monitor the equal
employment,compliance of government contractors by conducting
surveys, reviewing affirmative action plans and investigating
complaints. The Compliance Office establishes the administra-
tive standards and procedures to be followed by the compliance
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agencies and audits their performance. It'also Is responsible
for the enforcement of statutes requiring government contractors
to take affirmative action teemploy and advance qualified,
handicapped individuals and veterans. Contractors who fail
to comply with any of these requirements may be'debarred from
bidding on future contracts. Despite these efforts to combat
discrimination, the Civil Righ,ts Commission has pointesi to
problems which persist, including inadequate actidn by some
state government agencies and seniority-based layoffs.

Wages and Occupational Status

One of the charges made by certain CSCE statessis that the
"average American's" wages have been declining. This is not true
except for certain short-term periods. Since real earnings have
tended to fluctuate sharply over the short-run, it is possible
to select pairs of years when declines were retorded. However,
rover the past 10 years, a pattern of gradual improvement in
real earnings and incomes can be seen. During this period,
real 'average hourly earnings have increased by 6.2 percent.

In addition, increases in total compensation have been
even larger than increases in wages in recent years, reflecting
a very substantial rise in employer contribUtions for social
insurance, pensions, health benefits, etc. However, it must
be recognized that a continuing problem in the area of wages
and employment is that minorities and women earn, on the
.ayerage.; less than white men. Affirmative attion and other .

programs launched by the Federal Government have also been aimed
at alleviating this problem.

Poverty

Cme prominent charge leyeled.at the U.S. is that the
poverty program initiated by the Johnson Administration has
been a failure. However, the accomplishments since the program
started have been significant. The number of persons living
below the poverty level in the U:S. has declined by 12 million
persons since the enactment of the Economic Opportunity Act
of 1964. In 1964, 36 million persons, or 19 percent of the
population, were below the poverty level. By 1977, the number
of persons below poverty had declined to 24.7 million, repre-
senting 11 percent of the total population. This repre ents
a decline of 31.4 percent of the number of persons below poverty
and a decline in the poverty rate of 7.4 percent.

Unfortunately, large disparities in poverty rates sti 1

exist between whites and minority groups. In 1977, 7.7 million
or 31.3 percent of all blacks were living below poverty ley 1,
a decline from 8.9 million or 41.8 percent in 1966. The number
of whites living below poverty levels declined from 19.3 miTlion
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In 1966 to 16.4 million in 1977. Bureau of Census statistics
for 1975 show Hispanics were two and one-half times more likely
to live below the poverty level than whites. ,

While the continued existence of poverty. In Ihe U.S. is

deptorable, some progress 'has been made. It Is noteworthy, for
example, that the majority of participants In all CETA programs
during Fiscal Year 1978 were economically disadvantaged prior
to their enrollment In CETA. The Administration's new Welfare
Reform :5roposal should help those living below the poverty line
by providing for employment and training for parents, in low-
income families. A primary goal of this proposed program is

to ensure that parents'haV,e the opportunity to earn a basic
income either through a private sector or public service job
from which wages and supplementary income assistance can assure
an income above poverty level.

Occupational Safety and Heal4th.

The Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) of 1970 is
designed to "provide every working man.and woman in the Nation
with a safe and healthful workplace." The CSCE Commission rinds
that, while this goal has not yet been reached, significant
progress bas been made.

OSHA has been the target of much criticism, particularly in
its initial years. Yet from 1972 to 1976, occupational injury
and illness incidence rates decreased almost 16 percent. There
were even larger decreases for certain highly hazardous indus-
tries such as contract construction, where the injury/ illness
rate fell 20 percent. Worker fatality rates in this pei.iod
also fell nearly 10 percent.

Perhaps even more significant than these statistics is
the heightened concern for workplace safety and health that
has been promoted as a result of the OSHA legislation. This
concern is reflected in the increase in collective bargaining
agreements with safety and health provisions, the formation
of labor management safety and health committees, and the
increase in safety and health expertise employed by industry
and labor. An indication of the heightened awareness of the
need for workplace safety and health is the increase in the
number of federal safety inspectors and hygienists from 754
in 1974, to 1,504 in 1978.

In 1977, OSHA's basic approach was redirected. Ninety-five
percent of its discretionary inspections were focused on the
high hazard industries. As a result the percentage of serious,
willful and repeated violations discovered by OSHA inspectors
climbed frbm 3 percent in 1976, to 27 percent in the first nine
months of 1979. OSHA policy now provides that any complaint
which may constitute an irrminent danger, whether receivedfrom
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an employee (ir: any other source$ is to be Inspected within 24
hours. Complaints about conditions that may represent serious
hazards to workers are to be investigated within three working
days of receipt of the complaint. AA a result of this policy,
employee complaints are becoming the basis of an increased
portion of total OSHA inspections.

OSHA recently instituted a major grant program in the area
of training and education to increase employee and employer s
awareness of,safety and health .hazards. Research Is underway
in OSHA and In the related agency in HEW, the National Institute
for Occupational Safety and Health, to anakyze speciftc types,
of accidents and evaluate the effectiveness of specTfIc safety
sLandards.

The basic meas,urement of the size of the health and safety
problem in industry is the lost workdayjnjury'eate. Using

.'this indicator, which covers injuries' resulti-ng In at least
one lost workday, the Department of Labor reported thAt about
one out of 27 workers suffeeed an Injury on the job in 1977.
This is considerably lower than the figure of one out of 10
workers mentioned in the press of another CSCE country.

The COartment of Labor his issuecri,or is currently working
on, standards covering carcinogens, asbestos, pesti,cides,
benzene and cotton dust, In an effort to combat chemical haiards
in the workplace. However, the state of knowledge about occupa-
tional exposure and disease in hUmans 1"s just o ing. The
long latency periods between exposure and the onset disease
make it difficult to determine cause-effect relationships.
One preliminary U.S. research effort in the health area,
reported in the pre5s of the Soviet Union, surveyed a sample
of work-places to determine potential exposure to toxic
compounds and processes, and found that nearly one out of every
four workers was potentially exposed. This is a problem which
affects workers in hazardous industries worldwide and, as the
survey shows, the U.S. is making efforts to learn as mmch
possible abou this problem.

1

As an aid to small business, on-site consultation has been
expanded and federal matching junds to the states for such
consultation have been drastically increased. Presently,
consultation is available in almost every state, either through
a state program or from private consultative sources under
contract with OSHA. Consultants advise employers on recognizing
and eliminating workplace hazards at no cost to employers, with
preference given to small business employers in high-hazard
industries. '.

In the area of mine safety, the Federal Mine Safety and
Health Act of 1977 contained new provisions which extended
enforcement activity, provided for an increased number of
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complete Inspections of mines, specified several new miners'
rights and directed new or additional enforcement activities
In the areas of mine rescue and toxic substances. Under the
Federal Mine Safety Administration's "resident Inspection
program," federal inspectors are assigned to conduct safety
checks daily at potentially dangerous coal mines.

Black lungidisease among coal miners is one 'of he most
difficulA and iirevalent hazards encountered in any workPlace.
Progress has'been mItler-in Implementing Ahe Labor Department's I

black lung benefits program, which was"strengthened 141 1978 3,0

with the signing by president Carter of the Black Lung enefits !

ReformAct of 1977 and thetIack Lung Benefits Revenue Act.of '

1977. These Acts, which hre the result of over four years of /

comprehensive Congressional review of the black lung program,
have removed restrictive provisions in theold law. The formkr I
restrictions prevented, a large number of claimants, who would. j
otherwise have been eligible, from receiVing benefits.' Reforms'
were also made in the finaricing provisions of the program..

Trade Unions
t.

Criticism charging t at labor union activists in the U.S.
are threatened with impri Nment for parteicipation in strikes
are untrue. In fact, the government provides extensive protec,-
tion for workers who act in defense of thel.! ,interests. Over
the years, legislation has beeniatbpted to provide government ;
support for employees' basic trfide union rights including the,
right to strike. Since 1935, the landmark National Labor Re4-
tions Act (NLRA) and the 1947 Labor-Management Relations Act
have provided protection for all workers who wish to organize'
into trade unions and have guaranteed.the right of such unions
to bargain with their employers. ;A later basic law relating!
to trade'union rights iss the Labor,,Management Reporting and
Disclosure Act of 1959. Title I of'the Act, designated the
"Bill of Rights of Members of Labor Organizations," sets forth
certain basic rights guaranteed to trade union members by
federal law, including the right to nominate candidates for
union leadership, to vote in elections or referendums of the
labor organization, and to attend membership meetings.

The system of colleciive bargaining promoted by the NLRA
provides millions of American workers with an opportunity to
have a direct choice in setting their own wages and working
conditions. To enforce its basic guarantees, the NLRA estab-
lished a National Labor Relations Board (NLRB). This indepen-
dent federal agency has two principal responsibilities. First,

the Board is responsible for resolving representation disputes,
including secret-ballot elections. Second, the NLRB Ls respon-
sible for enforcing measures against'"unfair labor practices,"
which typically involve conduct interfering with the right of
employees to participate in or refrain from organizing activi-
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'ties, and which Inhibit free collective bargaining, or violate
other. legitimate Interests or rights of those party.to a labor
dispute.

While the system of collective bargaining promoted by the
NLRA has been generally successful, same of the difficulties

, which have arisen are illustrated by the trade union movement's
15-year campaign to organize 3.P. Stevens and Co., a large tex-
tile firm. This case has been cited In eriticism of trade union
rights in the U.S. In the latest of several NLRB rulings, 3.P.
Stevens and Co. was held to have bargajned In bad faith for
almost two years -- with no intention of reaching a contract
-- after employees at seven plants voted,to have the Amalgamated
Clothing and Textile Workers Unkon, AFL-CIO, ,serve,as their
agent. The Board found,that the textile company's.bargaining
strategy produced unfair labor practice violations that did
not encourage the practice and procedure of collective bargain-
ing. The Board ordered the textile company to bargain in good
faith and directed it to take other remedial action. Thus,
the Board has acted in defense of workers' rights in keeping
with the spirit of the Helsinki Final'Act.

.Since the U.S. was criticized in 1973 by an International
Labor Organization (ILO) Committee of Experts, the right of
public employees to join labor unions has become Increasingly
recognized. .Union membership for public employees is protected

'by the right of association stemming from the First and 14th
Amendments. If municipal employees are .discHarged because they
have joined a union, they have recourse under federal law.
State statutes providing that no person will be denied public
employment for having been a member of a labor-union, have,
in recent years, been invoked to invalidate city ordinances
forbidding municipal employees to join labor unions.'

Conclusion

The foregoing analysis of'employment in the United States
underscores the importance attached to cconomic rights and
opportunity in American society. To fulfill its obligations
under the CSCE F:nal Act, the U.S. Government has initiated
numerous programs to remedy existing inequities. Efforts to
ensure maximum employment continue in the main through various
CETA programs, while energetic steps have been taken to combat
job di.scrimination and perfect the system of unemployment
compensation. New measures have been undertaken to help make
the work place safer and healthier. Trade union rights have
been extended to a wider range of workers than ever before.

Although there have been and continue to be improvements
in the U.S. record, the need for further improvement is evident
in regard to employment opportunities for minority youths,
blacks, Hispanics and women. Further efforts must also be made
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to ensure thatthe.danger. Of eXPOsure to toxic subitances in-

many'Industrievis reduced. Despite shortcomings, the'U.S. .

record In the area of amplorment- Is a good one*.andsA# Leeping-
with the commitment to.protect economic rights-avweWas.the

, other fundammntat human rights set forth n the HeslAnki Final. ,

Act. >

I-IOUSItsZ

In Principle VII of the CSCE Final Act, signatory nations

pledge to "promote and encourage the effective exercise of...

economic...sodial...and other rights and freedoms." The pvtici-
pating states agreed that these basic human rights should be

protected and prdvided "without distinction as to race, sex,

language.or religion." The opportunity to obtain adequate

housing is generally considered to fall within the category

of basic economic rights. The U.S. Government, In signing the

Helsinki accord, has extended its own cammatment froM a domestic

to an intetnatipnal level in the ultimate goal of providing

decent housing for its citizens.

Lack of Adequate Housing

Among the criticismm advanced by certain CSCE states and .

domestic Oservers concerning U.S. housing is the charge that

there is not enough publicly financed housing to)neet the needs

of the economically disadvantaged. Rousing assistance programs

are said to be woefully inadequate. Critics contend thaq those
facilites that do exist are physically deterioratecc, pooely

and arbitrarily administered, and are hotbedssof crime. It..

is also alleged that low and moderate income homeowners find

difficull to obtain, the funds necesary for repairs of,

priVately financed housing. A third major criticism is that

minority group members and the elderly suffer disproportionately

from the lack of suitable,housing.

Developments in the U.S. economy since the signing of the

Helsinki accords in 1975 have exacerbated these problems. High

interest rates and rising home prices and rents, coupled with

climbing operating costs for public housing units, have further

limited the ability of families -- especially jower income'

families -- to purchase homes or to find affordable and adequate

housi-ng. The housing problem has worsened due to the displace-

ment of low and moderate-income families by urban renewal

projects, inner-city restorations and renovations and large-

scale condominimum conversions.

While the Federal Government has been committed to meeting

the housing needs of low-income households for over 40 years,

numerous government agencies have developed a broad range of

new mechanisms to provide housing assistance since the signing

of the Final Act. In an effort to resolve some of the problems
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Oentioned'above, vmnibuS legislation was enacted in 1976 that
reflectikd the changing.emphasis in the houSing,situation. Since
then, new initiatives and program modifications have continued.

Even though.there was a decline in U.S. housing production .

from 1974 to 1975, the Departmmnt of Housing and Urban Develop-
ment (HUD) reports that there has been a generti improvement
in the housing sltuation in the United States. Accor.ding to
HUD, the numoer of homeowners in the U.S. has increased aver
the years'to almost 65 percent of all households in 1977.
Record-breaking sales of n,ew single fmmily housing and reqord
sales for exist.ing single fmmily housing after 1977 Show that
the number and proportion of homeowners is still on the rise.
In addition to this increase in homeownership, HUD maintains
that housing quality in the U.S. is improving.. Housing units,
for example, have become less crowded and more modern. In 1970,
1.3.million units were considered crowded, with more than ong
and one-half persons per roam. This number was reduced to .7
million in 1977. In 1970,5.5 percent'of all American hobse-
holds did not have complete plumbing facilities. By 1977,
steady progress in upgrading housing.stock hact reduced this
number to 2.4 percent of all,U.S. households. More recent
figures indftate that the number of Americans livin3 in.
inadequate housing is continuing to 'decline.

Housing Programs

The Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) is

the major federal agency responsible for improving housing con-
ditions in the country. According to the Convessional Research
Service (CRS) of the Library of Congress, approximately 3.5
million low nd moderate-income families recrived some form
of federal housing subsidy in 1978. Roughly 2..5 million
families were assisted through HUD programs, while another one
million families participated in programs administered by the
Farmers Home Administration (FmHA), an agency in the Department
of Agriculture. This total does not inlude families assisted
under programs of the Veterans Administration, the Department
of Defense, unsubsidized programs of the Federal Housing
Adninistration, or those who receive tax preferences as home-
owners or developers of rental housing.

Leased Housing Program

Currentlys the primary federal instrument to help low-
income households obtain decent housing is the leased housing
program established in 1974 as Section 8 of the United States
Housing Act of 1937 and amended by Title 11 of the Housing and
Community Development Act of 1974.

187-17aTITIFFEJ-1)epartment, U.S. Bureau of Census, Housing
Starts, June of 1978.
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Under this program, an assistet household pays a certain

percentage of its gr ss Income for rent (depending on family

size), and HUD Pays the landlotd the.difference between the

tenant's payment and-the rent that the landlord has negotiated

with HUD. The program provides assistance to touseholds earning :

80 percent or less '-- the percentage Is adjusted for farplly

size'-- of the current median income in the metropolitan area,

tAt least 30 percent of those families asiisted must have "vec.r.y

glow" incomes -- below-50 percent of the median. The Section

'8 program'operates for existing hdusing, new construction, sub-

stantially rehabilitated and moderately improved housing unists

and has been expanded and modified to respond to new issues.

A number Of special statutory restrictions that had curtailed

HUD's flexibility In meeting local needs and preferences were

greatly eliminated in 1979.

Research basedon information collected in late 1976 and -

funded by HUD's Office of Policy Development and Research

indicated a high level of sattsfaction by participatint-land-

lords, families and the ldcal agencies administeringthe Section

8 Existing Housing Program. In HUD's view, the program has

worked welt in a broad range of cities and *towns, Including

localities which had never before participated in subsidized

housing programs. HUO's research further indicates that the

program is properly administered and, that the quality of units

leased under the programHis good, despite the low program

costs. This prdgrwn has resulted in the extensive involvement

by landlords owning or managing fewer than 10 units who

previously had not participated in federally subsidized housing

. programs. Furthermore, approximatefy 50 percent of all the

units leased were single family dwellings. These.findings are

significant in the light of cens,us data indicating thaI 70 per-

cent of America's housing stock is.in buildings with nine or

fewer units,'structures of a size which have generally not been

represented in previous HUD programs.

In recent years, the government has emphasized the Section

8 program, in all of its forms. The program allows families

greater choice as to where they live and allows a broad disper-

sal of subsidized housing, so that there are fewer dense concen-

trations of low-income dwellings in a particular area. And

because the burden of building and maintain'ing this housing

falls on the private sector, the government's per household

cost is less, thereby freeing funds for assisting additional

households.

Conventional Public Housing Program

In HUD's conventional public housing program, local public

housing agencies build, own'and operate low-rent public housing

projects. HUD helps to finance the construction of the project
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and provides financial assistance to cover operating costs as
well. Projects are designed .for low-income families and
individuals. Although income limits to qualify for the program
vary by area and are adjus.ted for family size, the makimum rents
charged cannot be more than 25 percent of the tenant's adjusted ,

income. Besides families, the elderly, handicapped or displaced
single persons are Ootentiallyeligible. In 1976, eligibility
requirements were liberalized somewhat to permit single persons
to occupy up to 10 percent of a public housing project.

According to HUD, in the years after 1976, the Department'
has been trying to improve Conventional public housing as paet
of an effor;t to revitatize urban areas. In this regard, HUD
has worked to foster coordination with other federal and local
agencies involved in housing and community development programs
and to react tc the specific complaints that public housing
facilities are physically deterioratO, poorly managed and crime
infested. Although HUD characterizes'only four percent of a
total of 1.2 million public housing units as deteriorated or
in poor condition, numerous programs to alleviate.these problems
have been established.

Among these are specific.programs designed to upgrade
living conditions, improve tenant selection and assignment
procedures, solve security problems and stimmlate state and
local government and private sector involvement in public
housing neighborhood improvement.

Conventional low-rent public hdusing has provided valuable
aid to families at the bottom of the income scale; 68 percent
of all families occupying public housing units in 1977 had
annual incomes below $5,000. Low income elderly persons, in
particular, have benefited from the program; in 1977, the
elderly occupied 42 percent of all public housing units. In
general, the program has increased the availability of standard
quality housing for the poor. In 1978, over 60,000 units were
planned for development, and HUD estimates that oi.Yer 47,000
will be approved for development in 1979.

Mortgage Programs

Having assumed the administration of programs previously
run by the now-defunct Federal Housing Administration (FHA),
HUD ensures mortgages in order to encourage home ownership and
the construction and finan&ng of housing. For example, one
program provides mortgage insurance and interest subsidy for
low and moderate-income home buyers. To enable eligible
families to afford new homes, HUD ensures mortgages and makes
monthly payments to lenders to reduce interest to as loW as
4 percent. Another program -- the Graduated Parment Mortgage
Program -- has experienced remarkable growth and acceptance
by both consumers and the mortgage industry. Graduated payment
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loans are a devi.ce to allow proiOective home purchasers who
are merenal credit risks -- ehose with little financial wealth
and lowlincomit ta finance a house that they might otherwise
not have been able tcN)finance by, in essence, borrowing on their
future income. Activity under the program is expected to grow
signilicantly in 1979. Other programs provide'mortgage
insurance to marginal income families who are displaced by urban
renewal or similar changes.

Special Assistance. Pr6grams

Special assistance programs are avaLlable to help meet
the housing needs of Native Americans,- the elderly and the
handicapped.. HUD is authorized to make direct loans to finaki
rental or cooperative housing for the elderly or handicapped..
This program, combined with the Section 8 program, is the major
means of providing housing assistance to the elderly.

In 1979, the projected number of new housing units for
elderly or handicapped persons was jncreased to 21,000 units.
In addition, 50 million dollars was' designated for non-elderly
handicapped housing.

HUD also administers programs specifically intended to
aid Native Americans. In order to strengthen these services,
a separkte Office of Indian Housing was created and a Special
Ass,istant was appointed to coordinate all programs that affect
Indians and Al-aska NativeG. On'December 1, 1978, HUD submitted
the First Annual Report to Congress, called Indian and Alaska
Native Housing .and Community Development Programs. This report
included a summary of the year's activities, a statistical
report.on the condition of Indian housing, and a suggested
agenda for future,consideration,,HUD figures indicate that
construction starts of housing for Indians increased fram 3,900
in 1977 to 4,500. in 1978.

Miscellaneous Programs

In a fresh approach to solving the housing problem, HUD
inaugurated two major programs for administering grants to local
governments to finance a wide range of community and neighbor-
hood development activities that were previously conducted under
the urban renewal and model cities programs.

In 1974, the Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) pro-
gram was established. The program assures that cities with
populations over 50,000 and urban counties are entitled to
receive HUD assistance provided certain requirements are met
and HUD approves the community development plan submitted by
local officials. The primary objective of the CDBG program
is the "development of viable urban communities by providing
decent housing and a suitable living environment and expanding
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econorhic opportuni4ies4 piincipally for persons of low and
moderate income."1' Then.HUD Secretary Patricia Harris
reaffirmecbthese Objectives In an April of.1977 letter to all
recipients. in 1977, 1,343 metropolitan aieas and urban
Counties received 2.8 billion.dollars in block-grant funds.

The Housing and Community tevelopment Act of 1977made
changes in the Community, Development Grant progrmm whIch
reflected the intent of Congress and HUD's new directions
in administering the program. The 1977 Act refined the program
si tly through new regurations, addingstudy of.small

les ad providirmfor technical assistance.

The Urban Development Action Grant (UDAG) program was'
created in 1977 to, assist distressed cities and urban counties
characterized by declining populations, older housing stock,
high unemployment and poverty. Most of the funds are target6d
to metropolitan areas; bu,t at least 25 percent of the funds go
to cities under 50,000 population.

According to HUD, action grants add a new dimension to
efforts to rejuvenate severely distressed cities by making
assistance available for revitalizing economies and reclaiming
of neighborhoods. A total of 400 million dollars annually,
for the years 1978, 1979 and 1980, has been budgeted for the
program.

HQD is inyestigating other methods of coping with the
unique types of housing problems that have developed recently.
In the spring of 1979, HUD issued the first of a two-part report
on the nature of displacement in housing. The report synthe-
sFzed available information and statistics on the number of
poor home owners who are displaced by inner city restoration
and urban renewal projects. However, it was criticized for its
conclusion that displacement is the reason for only a smalI per-
centage of household moves. HUD plans to publish recommenda-
tions regarding a national policy on displacement in the future.

Moreover, HUD is conducting research on the high cost of
renting and owning housing. A newly created Task Force on
Housing Costs has advanced 150 recommendations to help reduce
hou.,,ing costs. HUD is now implementing those over which it
has authority.

Housing Programs of Other Federal Agencies

While HUD is the chief federal agency furnishing housing
assistance to low and moderate-income households, several other
goverment agencies direct programs that supplement these
housing services.

19. The Housing and Corrmunity Development Act of 1974.
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Farmers Home Administration

The Farmers Home Administration (FmHA), an agency of the

U.S. Department of Agriculture, is fundamentally a farm credit

organization which also extends credit for rural arid community

development. In 1977, housing assistance programs accpnted
for almost half of all FmHA expenditures for the year. " Of

these, the Homeownership Program dispenses loans to low and
moderate-income rural residents who would otherwise not be able

to purchase, buildprepair or rehabilitate a single family

dwelling. Although the program has assisted approximately one
million rural families since its inception, only a small
percentage of very low income families have participated in

the program.

Another imajor housing assistance effort is the FmHA's rural

renting program. The FmHA makes loans available to construct

dr repair rural multi-family rental housing for low and
moderate-income households and the elderly. Again, even though

the program serves a large number of households, critics say the

housing erected is often too costly for the poorest families.

In an attempt to remedy this weakness, the FmHA is now

making loans available to certain low-income, rural residents

who cannot afford to participate in the present homeownership

program. Moreover, the FmHA has begun a new strategy of

acquainting needy individuals with the programs available to
them and counseling them during the application process.

The FmHA has studies underWay to identify and resolve other
problem areas in rural housing. The FmHA plans to complete

a study in October of 1979 that will recommend changes in

federal and state procedures in order to halt the rapid decline

in black ownership of farm land. Other studies planned or in

progress involve migrant and settled farm worker housing and

the improvement of services to the rural elderly.

Health, Education and Welfare

The Department of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW) AL

administers programs designed to improve living conditions in 111%41

U.S. cities. For example, the Public Health Service of HEW
subsidizes local efforts to prevent and. treat lead poisoning

in children, and a division of the Public Health Service main-

tains an Urban Rat Control Progran that emphasizes a block-by-

block approach to eliminating the breeding grounds of rats.

In an attempt to address other housing concerns, HEW's Adminis-

20. The Civi 1 Rights Comnission, The Federal Fair Housing

Enforcement Effort, March of 1979.
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-- "Al

tration on Aging works with the Farmers Home AdmAnistration
to provide group hous,ing for elderil persons who.live In
depressed rural areas. p

ACTION

The Agency fOr.Volunteer Service (ACTION), is the adminis-
trative agency that coordinates all federally supported volun-
teer programs, such as Volunteers In Service' to America (VISTA);,
the Retired Senior Volunteer Program, (RSVP); and University
Year for Action (UYA). The VISTA program has developed a number
.of strategies for improving housing conditions mmong the poor.
RSVP and UYA also devote much attention to.housing as a basic
human need.

Corrrnunity Services Administration

In its Annual Report for 1976, the Community Services
Administration (CSA) maintained that housing for the poor has
been a major priority in its community action and other anti-
poverty programs. CSA's housing research and demonstration
projects are grouped under the 'Rural Housing Development and
Rehabilitation" program.

Discrimination.in Housing

In testimony before the CSCE Commission in April of 1979
and in the 1979 report entitled The Federal Fair Housing
Enforcement Effort, the U.S. Commission on Civil,Rights asserted
that evidence of discrimination against minorities in housing
is still widespread. Repeating many of the same charges that
private groups have voiced in the past, the Commission mmintains ) -

that the real estate praCtices of "redlining" and "exclusionary
zoning" are civil rights issues that are attracting growing
national concern. Redlining occurs when mortgage lenders refuse
to make loans or deliberately impose stiffer purchasing terms
on residents of neighborhoods with a large proportion of
minorities. In exclusionary zoning, locat zoning ordinances
do not permit the erection of high density or multi-family
dwellings, thereby effectively excluding most low-incame persons
from the area.

The Civil Rights Commission has concluded that the federal
fair housing effort is inadeauate; the primary federal law
against housing discrimination is weak and sorely lacking in
effective enforcement mechanisms. Furthermore, the Commission
maintains, federal agencies have not fulfilled their legal
responsibiity to ensure equal housing opportunity. Finally,
according to the Civil Rights Commission, the Federal Govern-
ment's expenditures to enforce housing laws are not suf:icient
to redress the problem.
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Title VIII of the 1968 Civil Rights Act, often called "The
Fair Housing Act," prohibits discrimination based on race,
color, religion, sex and national origin in the sale or rental
of most housing. It is the'principal 4.1dera1 statute mandating

fair housing. Another major fair hOusing legislative act is

the 1974 Equal Credit Opportunity Act, which was wnended in
1976 to bar discrimination in credit transactions.

Fair Housing Prog-ams

HUD is responsible for overall administration of Title
VIII and is charged with investigating complaints of discrimina-
tion under that title. HUD's statutory lack of enforcement
power -- it has no "cease and desist" authority to halt sales

or rentals pending the resolution of' a discrimination complaint
and it cannot secure injunctive relief -- is often cited as
the chief obstacle to adequate protection of equal housing
rights as envisioned in Title VIII.

Former HUD Secretary Patricia Harris, in March Of 1979,
responded in detail to these charges. Acknowledging that the
Civil Rights Commission report "to a major degree reflects the
state of HUD's civil rights program as of January of 1977,"
Secretary Harris added that the report does not (incorporate
progress that has occurred since the introducLion of HUD's com-
prehensive strategy to strengthen Title VIII enforcement.

The focal point of this strategy is the amendment of Title
VIII to correct deficiencies that impede HUD's ability to aid
discrimination victims. HUD has worked closely with Congress to
develop the necessary remedial legislation. The Fair Housin&
Amendments Act is presently before the House

m
an*enate Judici-

ary Comittees. Another step recently taken is total reor-
ganization of the leadership and structure of HUD's Fair Housing
function.

Other components of the comprehensive strategy include:

(1) A new, rapid response complaint system;

(2) New regulations clarifying what acts are discriminatory
under Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968;

(3) Radically improved processing of complaints referred
to state and local fair housing agencies;

(4) Investigation of the patterns and practices of large-

scale discrimination; and

(5) The institution of cooperative arrangements with the

federal financ.ial regulatory bodies in the investigation of
discrimination complaints.
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As a means of examining the extent and kinds of discrimina-
tion and suggesting and tetting methods of countering those
problems whith do exist, HUD's Office of Polity Development
and Research has undertaken several projects. These Include
a study of iace and sex discrimanation by mortgage lenders;
an evaluation of Title VIII; a study on redlining; an assessment
of the cur'rent practices of the real estate community with an
eye toward affirmative marketing; and a series of workshops
deaiing- with women and mortgage credit. In addition, a project
aimed at improving the administraion of state and local
agencies in combating discrimination is presently underway.

HUD maintains that the continued expansion of its civil
rights compliance program should significantly reduce the,number
of persons who may be subject t. .discrimination in HUD-assisted
programs. .For example, administrative hearings involving
alleged non-complying recipients have increased substantially
since 1975. Between 1977 and 1978 atone, HUD increased the
number of cases prepared for hearing from five to 13. Between
1977 and 1978, compliance reviews increased from 219-to 259.
Complaints investigated increased. from 14 to 32 during that
period.

In his testimony before the CSCE Commission, Deputy Assis-
tant Attorney General John Huerta reaffijmed the Justice Depart-
ment's corrrnitment to assuring housibg choices for aLl citizens.
According to Huerta, housing cases have involved a wide variety
of defendants ranging from small trailer parks to large real
estate firms, apartment management companies and mupicipal
governments. , Huerta said that, "for the most part, the Civil
Rights Division in the Justice Department has been highly
successful in securing the implementation of comprehensive
affirmative action programs.to.guarantee the housing right's
of minority groups._" A number of consent decrees stemming fram
these cases.tra-Ve resulted in monetary awards to victims of
discrimination.

Since 1968, the Justice Department has brought 350 actions
under its power to sue when , discovers broad "patterns and
practices" of housing discrimination and a strong body of legal
precedent against housing disrimination has been established
in U.S. courts.

The Civil Rights Division received its equal lending
responsibilities in 1976 under the Equal Credit COortunity
Act. Huerta reported that in this brief time, the Division has
already brought to court a number of significant cases in this
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area and has participated as mmlcus curiae In one case In which
the Equal Credit Opportunity Act was attacked as unconstitution-
ally vague.

The four federal financial regulatory bodies -- Federal
Home Loan Board, Federal Reserve Board, Federal Deposit

i

Insurance Corporation and the Comptroller of the
opportunity
rency --

have strengthened their enforcement of equal cred
in housing by establishing fair housIng'divisibns a d clarifying
rules about fair housing for the lenders. they regul te. Never-
theless, as of May of 1978, none of the agencies hack Initiated
fonmal action against possible violators.

The Civil Rights Commission has proposed that certain
improvements be Made in the federal enforcement of fair housing
laws. Besides the amendMent of Title VIII -- a change HUD is
already actively pursuing -- the Commission recommends Internal
reorganization to strengthen a separate Equal Housing Adminis-
tration within HUD and an increase in funding for federal fair
housing enfdYcement programs. The recommcndations are well
advised. It is essential ,that HUD continuds to execute the
changes that have been proposed and that all federal agencies
concerned bolstet their efforts to end discrimination in
housing. Government housing agencies recognize the failings
in their enforcement strategies and have attempted to rectify
the problems. But there is still roam to improve and invigorate
specific progrwms along the lines that the Civil Rights Commis-
sion has suggested. Where such programs are hampered by lack
of resources, additional funds should be made available if
fiscally possible.

Conclusion

The U.S. Government s numerous and varied on-going housing
programs indicate a firm, abating commitment to comply with
the Helsinki Final Act's provisions on economic and social
rights. There has Veen a resolute effort to address new is'sues
that.have surfaced in the housing field and accordingly to
update, modernize and expand projects and programs.

Government statistics confirm overall trendTOf improvement
in the quantity and quality of housing in the U.S. In order
to sustain these achievements and eventually realize full com-
pliance with the CSCE Final Act, more direct action -- beyond
studies and task forces -- is needed to resolve recent housing
problems. The review of existing programs must continue as
well. Longstanding weaknesses in these nrograms can only be
corrected through reevaluation and then revision of prevailing
policles.
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*OMEN'S RIGHTS

In Principle VII of the Final Act, the CSCE states
conmitted themmelves.to guaranteeing women's rights commensurate
with those enjoyed by men. Principle VII states that human
rights and fundamental freedomm -- including civil, political,
econanic and social rights -- should be accorded to all "without
,distinction as to...sex." .

How well the United States has fulfilled its obligations
in this sphere has been the subject orconsiderable debate in
this country in recent ye!ars. The women's moveent, an
increasingly vocal and well-organi2ed political force, has
succeeded in drawing attention to what adherents purport is
the unjust, unequal status of women in the U.S. In the words

. of Phyllis Segal of the National Organization for Women (NOW),,
"According to the Federal Government's.own reports, IA is,clear
that (domestic, civil and economic rights) still have not been
extended fully to women, and that sex-based discrimination
continues to be a problem of major proportions."

Critics such as Segal detect the presence of unequal.treat-
ment on the basi-s of sex in many areas of he American politi-
cal, economic and social system. In the political realm, they
note that too few women hold political offices. This, they
contend, is a major reason why the required number of,state
legislatures have failed to ratify the Equal Rights Amendment
(ERA), in what Segal calls the "most insidious example of this
country's non-compliance with its international human rights
commitments." Failure to ratify the ERA has been scored by
critics from other CSCE countries as well. Valentin Zorin,
a political commentator for Radio Moscow notes: "The United
States is one of the few countries in the world whose Constitu-
tion fails to give women the same rights as men."

While the U.S. record in according women equal legal and
political rights has been subjected to same scrutiny, it is
in the area of economic and social rights where critics
uniforrnly see the most pervasive inequities. A wealth of
statistical anaylses buttress this view: "Women make up 63
percent of the 16 million living below the poverty level."
"The national unemployment rate for women is 7 percent as
compared to 5 percent for men." "For the past 20 years the
wage gap between women and men has remained unchanged, with
women averaging about 60 cents an hour for every dollar earned
by men."
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Critics charge th t women.face other ec nomiC hardihIps

as well.. They note th t women Workers are IsadVantage under

the U.S. Social Securi 9 System which is d signed in su01 a

way that dependent nonworking women In s cases quall.ify for

higher benefits than their working count rparts -- tho&e who

have made actual monetary contributiona, to Ahe system.'

In discussing theae and other Opects of women's

grikI/Watch Comm ttee, "What IsiF/
problems, critics mak one final Charge. According to'represen-
tatives of'the Washi ton Helsi
most significant ab,dut many of these deficiendles is that they

are directly tied/to practices oI discrimination that larepro-

hibited by laws tfiat are not being adequately enforced by the

Federal Governmept." They charge that, where steps haVe been
taken to rectifi various inequalities, the U.S. Cioverilment.has

been remiss in/enforcing them. These same critics point to
the non-enforCement of the 1972.Education AmendmeRts to the
Civil Rights Act as a prime example of this.type of governmental
non-action. ,

The various criticism leveled at U.S..performance in
providing equal rights to women and men raise a number of ques-
tions about U.S. compliance with theCSCE Final.Act. First,

to what extent do women in the United Statea experien.ce discrim-

ination as a result.of their sex? Second, is the Federal

Government effectively purs_Omtpolicies designed to bring U.S.

performance into line with our Final Act conmitments? Finally,

what are the prospects for improving U.S. campliance with this
particular Helsinki cammitrrent?

Changing Status of U.S. Women

Dramatic changes have occurred in recent years in the roles

and responsibilities of Women in American society. Fran the

traditional stereotype of homemaker, wife and mother, the
American woman has evolved increasingly into businesswoman and

provider. As a result of increased life expectancy, a higher

divorce rate and smaller families, fomale participation in the

labor force has risen rapidly and will likely continue to do

so. For.example, 30 years ago, the Departmemt of Labor reports,

35 percent of adult women worked outside the home. Today, 56:

percent of the adult female population is thus employed,. ,In
thenext 10 years the number is.expected to rise to 67 percent.

As a result, two-thirds of all women between the ages of 20

and 64 will be in the labor force at any one time and it is

estimated that 90 percent of today's American women will be

in the work force at some point in their lives.

Most women work because of economic'need. Two-thirds of

women in the labor force in 1977 were single, divorced,
separated, widowed or married to husbands who earned less than

10 thousand dollars a-year. Twenty-five percent of the house-
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holds in the.United States are headed by women. The number
of married women (with husbands Oresent) who are active in the
labor force has increased five-fold since 1940.

From this, it is clear that the American social fabnic
has undergone a radical change in the last 40 years. No longer
is the family of four with male breadwinner and female homemaker
the norm. At the same time, some of our laws and social
programs, but particularly society's attitudes, have failed
to keep pace with this change.

Political Rights

In the political sphere, for example,'women hold fewer than
10 percent of all elective offices in the United States,
although they comprise more than half of the total population
(51.3 percent),, In Congress, the ratio of men to women is 30
to one. Out of 435 members of the House of Representatives
in 1979, women hold 16 seats -- the same number as 40 years
ago. Of the 50 Senators, one one is a woman.

These figures give some indication of the degree of female
political participation at the national level. However, focus-
ing exclusively on this level of political representation can

, be sorneWhot misleadin& because women'only recently have became
an effective politicalAforce 'in the U.S. They have, in many

%
instances, not had sufIrcient lead tirre to build a 1.)ase from
which to enter nationa' office. On the state level, however,
female pol4ticians are m king greater inroads. There are more
than twice as many women holding seats in state legislatures
in 1979 as there were in 196-9. Twenty-five percent of this .

increase has occurred since the 1975 signing of the Helsinki .

accords, with the result that women now hold 10.2 percent of
all available state legislative seats. Women are becoming

\,......-N successful competitors for other statewide offices as well.
There are currently two women governors and six female lieu-
tenant governors, an increase of four in the last election.
At the local level, the number of women mayors has increased
by 25 percent since 1975.

Much of the recent success women have achieved in the
political arena has resulted from their own efforts, hard work
and determination. On the other hand, the con-mitment to
integrate wamen.more completely into the political process is
recognized, and is being acted on by the U.S. Government, and
political party organizations. President Carter has appointed
more women to office than any other president in history. Of
the five wornn cabinet secretaries in U.S. history, two --
former Commerce Secretary Juan,ita Kreps and former Housing and
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Urban Development, now Health, .
Education and Welfare Secretary.

Patricia Harris -- were appointed by President Carter in 1977.

Carter is also making an effort to bring more women into the
Federal Judiciary.

The effect of presidential action in ensuring women an
equal place fn U.S. political life is limited, however. The
real burden for stimulating increased female political partici-
pation lies instead with the respective political parties.
Fortunately, positive steps are being taken in these Sectors
as well. In 1976, for example, the Democratic Party enacted
a rule that one-half of the delegates to its.1980 national con-
vention must be women, thus ensuring that women will have a*
more force'ful voice in formulating party polity. During the
1978 elections, the Republican Party sponsored a campaign train-
ing program for state level candidates, many of whom were'seek-
ing office, for the first time. Since women'are a large per-
centage of those entering politics at this level, the Republican
program proved to be a real boost for women candidates. Sixty-
fwo new women representatives were elected to State Legislatures
from the Republican Party in 1978, as compared to only two from
the Democratic Party.

These figures and policies serve to indicate that, whi.le

women may not have yet attained full politicgl Tepresentation
in the U.S., the trend is clearly in that direction and is being
actively encouraged by government at all levels. Particularly
'since 1975,* when the Helsinki Final Act was signed, women have
been increasingly frequent actors on the political stage,
appearing in far greater numbers as state legislators, mayors
and state-cabinet level officials. In fact, the National
Women's Political Ca6cus has made the optimistic observation
that the 1978 elections created a pool of women office holders
"to draw on for future congressional, vice-presidentisal and
presidential candidates."

G.

Civil Rights

American women enjoyed--equal basic civil rights such as
the right 'to vote and the right to participate in court proceed-
ings long before the Helsinki Final Act was signed. At the
same time, however, a number of laws created ostensibly to
protect women fram financial and other burdens, served merely
to accord them secondary legal status in areas such as marital
property rights and taxation.

Many such laws and practices were changed before the Final

Act was signed. Since then, more have been changed; and today,
most legal inequalities have been successfully eradicated.
The few that remain appear to be on their way out.
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/ Critics of U.S. compliance with equal rights standards
bften cite a U.S. Civil Rights Commitslon findill that more
than 800 sectioms of the U.S. Legal Code discriminate against
women. A perusal of the 800 sections the Commission Identified
in a 1979 report as requiring change suggesls, however, that
most are suspect on the basis of their semantic overtones, nbt
because they reflect discriminatory.practices per se. For
example, one of the most frequent recommendations the-report
makes is to replace sex-related words such as mother and father,
husband and wife, with their.sex-neutral counterparts --
parents, spouse, etc. -- even in instances where no substantive
difference in legal treatment ls implied. Another typical
Commission suggestion advises that the word man-made be replaced
by the word artificial. Such words, however, rey,eal more about
traditional English language usage than about the status of
equal rights in the United States. Cm the other hand, in those
few instances where the Commiision has identified sections which
unfairly differenti'ate between rrmn and women, changes are
clearly in order.

Unfortunately, a major national effort which would
stimulate such changes has not yet succeeded. In fact, the
failure of state legislatures to approve ratification of the
Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) has been cited by both damestic
and foreign critics as one of the worst examples of U.S. non-
compliance with the Helsinki accords.

This charge would be indisputable were ERA the only vehicle
for ensuring that women are accorded equal rights under the
law. For example, some ERA opponents have argued that existing
Constitutional provisions, as well as individual legal reforms,
will ensure that women's rights are adequately protected.
Conversely, proponents argue that without ERA,' existing legal
inequalities would bave to be redressed on a piecemeal basis
and without a clear mandate or single coherent theory of what
constitutes equal treatment. Necessary changes would be made
,only sporadically and then inconsistently. In addition, they
question why there should be such strong opposition to stating
such an obvious truth -- that women should have equal rights.

The President and Congress of the United States remain
committed to the eventual inclusion of the Equal Rights Amend-
ment in the Constitution. President Carter has lent his strong
personal support to the pro-ERA campaign and urged state legis-
lators to vote in favor of the amendment. Congress last year
saved the ERA from defeat by extending the deadline for its
ratification fram March of 1979 to June of 1982. Thus,
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Federal Government support for the caMpalgn to ensure
women-equal treatment under U.S. law has been conslstgnt wltly
the Helsinki accords.

Economic Rights

Emplorment

While th'e U.S. has made progress in according women equal
civil and political rights, problems still continue t.o plague
government efforts to equalize women's<participation in the
labor force. For example, Alexis Herman, former director of
the-Labor Department's. Women's Bureau'(a government body
concerned solely with improving the position of women in ,the
.labor force), recently gave this overview of women workeri:

"Worren's labor force participation has
increased dramatically in the past decade,
accounting for nearly 60 percent of the.increase
in the civilian lAbor force. In 1977, about
40 million women workers made up 41 percent of

the nation's work force. Nearly half of all
Women 16 years of age and oVer, and 57 percent
of all women between 1.8 and 64, were working
for salary or wages last year.

"Most women work in jobs that are
traditional for women to hold, generally related
to homemaking and child care or other'supportive
roles. The five occupations with the greatest
number of women workers are: secretary, sales
clerk, bookkeeper, elementary school teacher

and waitress. About 80 percent of all women
workers are clustered in just 20 of 441 job
titles included in the Census Occupational
Classification System.

"Sex role stereotyping of jobs contributes
significantly to the earning gap between men
and women, because jobs in which women
predominate pay lower wages than those in which
men predominate. The gap between men's and
women's earnings has increased in the last 20
years. In 1957, women earned 64 percent of what
men earned; by 1971 they earned only 59 percent
of men's earnings. Comparing earnings in dollar
amounts, white women earned $8,285 and minority
women earned $7,825 in 1976, compared with
$14,071 earned by white men and $10,496 earned
by minority men (median wage of salary incomes
for full-time, Year-round workers)."
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The.U,S. Government has &ought to addressthese problems
through corrective legislation and executive. action. The Equal
Pay Act of 1963, for example, prohibits pay discrimination .on

the basis of sex. Men and Women performing work-in the same
establishment under similar conditions must receive the same
pay if their jobs require equal skill, effort and responsi-
bility. The Labor Department's Wage and Hour Division, .which
enforces the Act, has officLally interpreted its provisions
to apply to "wages," i.e. all remuneration for employment. The
Act,therefore, prohibits discrimination in all employment-
related payments, including overtime, uniforms, travel and other
fringe benefits. It outlaws sex-based distinctions in retire-
ment benef;ts or in required. employee contributions toward equal
retirement benefits. The Supreme Court has upheld the position
that jobs of men and women need be only "substantially equal"
-- not identical -- for: purposes of comparison under the law.

In a related effort, the Equal Employment Opportunity Act
of 1972 amended6the Civil Rights Act to prohibit discrimination
based on sex in hiring or firing; wages; fringe benefits; eligi-
bility for training programs or promotion; or any other terms,
conditions, or privileges pf employment. The Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission (EE0C) which enforces the Act with
respect to non-federal employees, has issued "Guidelines on
Discrimination Because of Sex." These guidelines bar, among
other discriminatory acts, hiring based on stereotyped charac-
terization of the sexes, classification or labeling of "men's
jobs" and "women's jobsl." and advertising under male or female
headings.

Finally, Executive Order 11246 requires federal contractors
to pledge not to discriminate against any employee or applicant
for employment because of sex, race, color, religion or national
origin. The contractor must further promise to take affirmative
action to ensure non-discriminatory treatment. When a firm
is found to be in violation of these provisions, the Secretary
of Labor may issue an Order of Debarment, thereby denying the
company any further federal contracts.

In a recent 'case of this type, Secretary of Labor Ray
Marshall, on June 28, 1979, issued an order which would make
the Uniroyal Company ineligible for government business. If
upheld in the courts (Uniroyal has appealed), this action could
deprive the company of more than 36 million dollars in federal
contract business.

Responding to charges that inadequate enforcement proce-
dures have in the past reduced the effectiveness of many of
these corrective measures, the U.S. Government has recently
acted to simplify and strengthen the mechanisms through which
discrimination can be redressed. Sarah Weddington, the chief
presidential advisor for women's issues, has reported that the
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CarterAdministration has.place, special emphasis on achieving
an enforceMent structure that wl 1.provide faster and more
efficient service to complainants Testifying before the Conmls-
slon, she noted that the President has requested increased
funding of 37 mallion dollars for o eralI civil rights enforce-
ment In his budget for Fiscal Year 1 80.

The Equal Employment Opportunity =Mission (EEOC) -- the
federal agency with primiry responsibil ty for enforcement --
has also been given increased fundinuan staff allotments.
Since 1975, EEOC reorganization has remo ed several layers of
bureaucracy which separated complainants t local levels from
the lawyers and'professionals who press th ir cases. Finally,
efforts are underway to concentrate enforc ment responsibilities
heretofore spread mmong several govermment agencies in the

EEOC. In a related effort, in July of 1978,. the EEOC was given
the task of coordinating all of the activities of federal
agencies as Ahey pertain to equal emplorment opportunity.

In addition to the EEOC, the Department of I:abor's Cdfice'

of Federal Contract Compliance has been reorganized and granted
increased authority, and HEW's Office of Civil Rights used
increased funding in 1978 and 1979 to fill 898 new 'positions
to reduce its backlog of cases. .

The fact that these measures have not yet provided women
full equality in the labor force illustrates the relative
complexity 'of the employment issue: unequal treatment is a.

problem that cannot be corrected by legislative edict alone.
A number of subjective factors combine to perpetuate the exist-

ing situation. Not only do employers retain outmoded notions
of women's unsuitability for certain types of physical labor
and management positions, but women themselves have often been
socially conditjoned not to pursue careers traditionally
reserved for men. In addition, women are more likely to leave
the labor force for a number of years in order to have childr_en

and raise families. Many have therefore come to think of them-
selves as unsuited for long-term careers outside the home and
have failed to prepaTe themselves for such eventualities.

Thus the need not only for corrective legislation, but
also for government-sponsored affirmative action programs
becomes apparent. Such progr.ams are needed particularly to close
/the wage gap and to eliminate occupational segregation. These
problems have been the target of a number. of U.S. Government
initiatives.

For example, the EEOC has charged hundreds of companies
with bias against women, an action which has encouraged many

to negotiate out-of-court settlements in the form of affirmative
action programs, The U.S. Justice Department has frequently
intervened on behalf of women who have charged sex discrimina-
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tion_. For exampler-46 Justice Department recently asked that
the Philadelphia Police DeRartment be ordered to institute
hiring policies which would result in a 40 percent female
force., Shnllarly, the Department of Labor,not long ago nego-
tiated a two mdllion dollar affinmative action plan with Chase
Manhattan Bank.

The government's role is not limited to that of enforcer.
The Women s Bureau of the Department of Labor has'developed
model affirmative action programs for use by employers who
cannot afford to develop their own amd has funded a number of
projects to provide job skills and vocational counseling 'to
displaced homemakers, rural, low-income and young women.

Rather than run the risk of government action, many firms
have acted voluntarily to set up programs designed to improve
women's advancement and training opportunities. The results
have been generally positive. In a recent study of 165 U.S.
firms' efforts to upgrade women's job opportunities, the
Conference Board reported that : "The overwhelming majority
of surveyed firmm say their efforts to improve women's job
opportunities have yielded benefits that go far beyond mere
campliance with the law. The primary benefit, they say, is

that they are beginning to utilize all their human resources
more effectively."

A number of other government programs -- among them, ones
targeted at female entrepeneurial activities, education and
provision of day-care facilities -- have sought to promote the
integration of women into the natronal labor force.

Most recently, President Carter acted to create the Inter-
agencyCommittee.on Women's Business Enterprise, a body that .

will promote,'coordinate and monitor federal efforts on behalf
of wanen-owned businesses. As part of this effort, the Small
Business Administration will extend 50 million dollars in direct
loans to women-owned businesses in 1980. In addition, the
Office of Federal Procurement Policy ha.s agreed to increase
to at Ieast 150 mi!tioki dollars from 63 million dollars the
amount of federal primh contracts awarded to women-owned
concerns. These efforts will be directed toward female entre-
peneurs who may be disadvantaged due to a lack of adequate
capital, a lack of marketing opportunities or an absence of
management and technical skills, all of which may have resulted
from the existence of past discriminatory practices.

In the area of equal 'education opportunity, a number of
steps have been taken to ensure that women have access to the
type of education and training that will prepare them for a
wider range of careers. Congress recently passed Title IX
of the 1972 Education Amendments, a program administered by
the Department of Health, Education and Welfare, and designed
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to eliminate traditionally sex-stereotyped access to educational
programs. Unfortunately, better enforcement will be required
before this program can realize its.full potential.

Another new law affecting educational opportunittes for

women is the Women's Educational Equity Act. Under WEEA, HEW
awards grants and contra,044-dfor developing model tools and
strategies for providini young women with less stereotyped
educations.. Between 1976 and 1978, WEEA amde possible 237
grants and contracts totalling 21,625,000 dollars. In addition,

the Administration has requested a 1980 funding level of 10
million dollars, an amount that would be the largest
appropriation ever made for the Act.

Women who combine family and career are often severely
limited ip their job options: Those who mmst care for children
are often unable to work a nine-to-five schedule and, as a
result, are forced to accept low-paying, dead-end employment.
Day care facilities are often too expensive to provide a viable
solution to the working mother's plight. These are problems
which a number of government programs have sought td solve.
Testifying before the Commisslon on Security and Cooperation

in Europe, President Carter's women's advisor, Sarah Weddington,

offered this description of luch programs:

"The Part-time Employment Act establishes
uniform federal policy on part-time employment
and also requires agencies to establish part-time
career and employment programs. Part-time
onployment is especially helpful to women with
young families. it is important to ensure not
only that these women have-the flexibility to
allow them to carry out their family responsi-
bilities, but also that they receive credit for
their on-the-job accomplishments apd are provided
good career development opportunitljes.

"Similarly, the Flexible Schedule for

Federal Employees Act authorizes the Civil

Service Commission to conduct a three-year
experiment in the use of flexible and
compressed-work schedules.

"We have made some progress towards helping
working parents provide day-care assistance
through a variety of programs. The Title II
Program offers child-care services to low and
middle-income families. The Work Incentive
Program provides support services for welfare
mothers receiving Aid to Families with Dependent
Children (AFDC) benefits who need child care
in order to work. In addition, AFDC recipients
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can presently deduct child-Care expenses fran
income for purpOses of detenmlning welfare benef-
its. Child-care services are offered by many
states through their federally-assisted child
welfare programm. Finally, many working parents
mey claim a tax credit for child-care expenses
when filing their federal income tax fonms,"

The available evidence seems to indicate that many of the
programm designed to improve women's employment situation are
beginning to yield their first results. For example, in 1974,
women numbered ony 1,000 of 100,000 'coal miners in the U.S.;
today, there are 5,000, an increase of 500 percent in five
years. There are now female pilots, air controllers, fire-
fighters and construction workers, all occupations which until
recently had been closed to women. Women in 'white-collar'
jobs seem to have particularly benefited from the wave of new
awareness sweeping industry and management. The management-
consultant firm of Heidrick & Struggles, Inc. reports, for -

example, that the number of women corporate officers kr' the

1,300 largest U.S. firms .rose 28 percent in lust one year,
1977-1978. In addition, the number of women earning $25,000
a year or more.has increased 76 percent since 1970.

Problems',facing waMen in the work force are complex but
government programs designed to equalize economic opportunities
for women are ip effect. While some problems remain to be
addressed and, in same cases, better enforcement of existingi
legislatiye initiatives is in order, the,U.S. Government
cammitment to meeting the equal rights standards of the Helsinki
Final Act is clear. The trend is toward the resolution of out-
standing problems and toward better compliance with the United
States' CSCE commitments.

Social Rights

Social Security

The present U.S. Social Security System was developed with
the traditional family in mind -- two children, non-working
wife'. As such, it is poorly designed to meet the needs of the
more modern family -- one in which the wife can be found in-
creasingly in the labor force. It is also unresponsive to the
needs of women in an era where more and more marriages end in
divorce.

Under the present system, a couple with a non-working wife
and an income comparable to that of a two-earner couple receives
Social Security benefits higher than those earned by the two-
earner couple. Thus, the family where the wife does not work
receives a larger return for its tax dollars than umnarried
workers or couples where both are employed. On the other hand,
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women who are omemakers'h have no Social Security coverage in
their own rig

l

t. and can find themselves ineligible'for any
benefits should their marriages end in divorce.

These examples point to the growing need for reform of the
Social Security System as_il nowstands. A few improvements have
recently been effected, including the reduction from 20 to 10
the number of years which divorced women must have been married
to qualify for dependent's benefits. In another improvement,
a provision which discouraged widows from remarrying by revoking
their widow's benefits has been removed.

Nevertheless, new changes are needed.to make the Social
Security System responsive to the needs of the modern family
and working woman. Congress, recognizing this fact, requested
HEW in 1977 to develop a number of proposals designed to make
the system more equitq.ble. Two alternative approacheF have
been proposed. .Under one, famdly earnings would be pooled and
each partner would be credited With half the total in computing
benefits. All divorced women would be covered. Two-earner
and one-earner families with the same incomes would receive
the same protection.

Under the second proposal, all current Social Security
recipients would be entitled to a minimum personal benefit,
which would then be supplemented in proportion to contributions
made to the system during an individual's working life.
Divorced spouses would be entitled to half of the supplemental
benefits earned during marriage. Survivors would inherit such
benefits from deceased spouses.

Health Care

An analysis of health care issues which specifically affect
women naturally finds a focus in a discussion of health services
and benefits regarding reproduction. Two issues which have been
the cause of widespread concern and controversy in recent years
at.e.pregnancy disability benefits and access to abortions.

.\
/ In a'1976 case, General Electric v. Gilbert, the U.S.

Supione Court ruled that employers may legally exclude pregnancy
benefits from company disability.plans. This ruling, and a
similar one in Geduldig v. Aiello, et al, were based on the
Court's finding TEat companies with dis..ability plans excluding
pregnancy benefits did not disqualify prospective recipients on
the basis of sex, but merely removed one condition, pregnancy,
from the roster of campensable disabilities.

This decision brought an outcry from women's and civil
rights groups who found a certain logical inconsistency in the
Court's non-discrimination argument. It was obvious that only
one sex could became pregnant. To argue that exclusion of preg-
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nancy coverage from disability programs affected both sexes
equaLly -- as the Court's decision seemed to Imply -- was'

. questionable.

In an action which served to reverse 1he Court's ruling,
Congress, in 1978, passed the Pregnancy Disability Benefits Act.
The Act amended.Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to
declare discrimination based on pregnancy, childbirth oe related
medical conditions illegal in all aspects of employment, includ-
ing hiring, promotion, seniority rights and fringe benefit pro-
grams such.as disability plans. Thus, Congress' action brought
U.S. performance in providing equal access to health coverage
into line with Final Act commitments to ensure equal social
rights.

Perhaps the women's issue which has aroused the greatest
controversy in recent years abortion. The right to abortions
was Upheld by the U.S. Supreme Court on January 22, 1973, but
has since came under considerable attack on religious and moral
grounds. Responding to moOnting pressure from "Right to 12ife"
Iroups, Congress acted reCently to limdt the ease with which
abortions can be obtained by imposing bans on the use of Medi-
caid funds for such p'uposes.

Critics of these Congressional actions have charged that
they deny poor, rural and young Women a right easily enjoyed'
by others -- the right of privacy in matters of reproduction.
Cohversely, their opponents have raised the issue of the rights
of the unborn, asserting that everyone, including unborn babies,
has a right to life.

Whether or not wommn should be granted the right to
terminate'unwanted pregnancies is admittedly a serious moral"'
and ethical question. The Final Act, however, states only that
the human rights of all without distinction.ds to sex should
be res.pected. It does not address the complex-issues
surrounding the problem ofabortion.

Conclusion

Full equality for women -- particularly for women in the
labor force -- remains a goal towards which the United States
Government, American society and, in fact, most modern societies
in the world must continue to strive. The qttaimment of full
equality for women requires that attitudes and patterns of
behavior developed over the course of many centuries be rever-
sed.

Nevertheless, the U.S. Government ha actively pursued
policies which have not only improved the status of women's
rights, but which have facilitated the implementation in the
U.S. of the provisions of the Final Act. U.S. legislation has

,T4.11ft .
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specifically prohOited sex discrimination and stereotyping
in employment. The Cartee Administration has ImOroved the
enforcement capabilities of the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission,abd HEW's Office of Civil Rights. It has addressesi
the problems inherent in the Social Security System and adopted
programs to faailitate loans to women business owners. Finally,

women in the United States' have been accorded civil rights equal.
to those enjoyed by men and are beginning to make inroads into
the political establishment. .

On the other hand, further improvements are still needed
in many govetniment programs. The Commission believes, for
example, that additional efforts must be made to ensure that

women of all ages have access to the type of education and
training that will prepare them adequately for careers outside
the home. Of primary importance for young women is improved
enforcement of Title IX of the 1972 Education Amendments.
Improved follow-up mechanisms, including morefrequent on-site
inspections and more specific reporting requirements, would
be advisable.

While recognizing that several federal programs have sought
to meke day-care facilities more widely available, the Com-
mission believes that a much greater commitment of funds and
resources will be necessary before U.S. performance in this,
sphere will match that of some other CSCE.states. It should,
therefore, become a high priority of Congress, and the Adminis-'
tration to, increase the level of federal assistance to state
and local programs in providing day-care facilities to working
parents.

Clearly, the U.S. record leaves room for improvement. How-
ever, U.S. policies and wamen's programs do represent a good
faith effort to comply with the Final Act's equal rights provi-
sions.

AMERICAN INDIANS
21

American Indians have much in common with other U.S.
minority groups. However, it would be extremely misleading
to view the rights of American Indians solely in terms of their
status as a racially distinct minority group, while neglecting
their tribal rights. The Indian tribes are sovereign, domestic
dependent nations that have entered into a trust relationship
with the U.S. Government. Their unique status as distinct
political entities within the U.S. federal system is acknow-

21. Unless otherwise indicated, background information in this
section has been provided by.the Office of the Assistant
Secretary for Indian Affairs of the U.S. Department of the

interior.
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ledged by the U.S. Government in treaties, statutes,", court
decisions and executive orders, and recognized In the U.S. Con--
stitution. This ma.tionhood status and trust relationship has led
American Indian triliti and organizations, and the U.S. Govern- .

ment to conclude that Indian rights issues fall under both
Prineiple VII of the Helsinki Final Act, where the rights of
national minorities are addressed, and under .Princip i VIII,
which addresses equal rights and the self-de1enminat on of
peoples.

The U.S. commitMent to Indian self-determinatio is

articulated in'the Indian Self-Detenmination and Education
.Assistance Act that became public law in early 1975. The
policy of the U.S. Government, articulated in this law, is

designed to put Indians, in the exercise of self-government,
into a decision-making position with respect to their own lives.
The United States has recognized that it has not always lived
up to its obligations in its protection of the rjghts of Native
'Americans to a continuing political existence, to land and
,natural resources and to cultural distinctness. The U.S.
'Government, however, is improving its performance and attempting
Ito close the gap between policy and practice.

At the CSCE hearings in April of 1979 on U.S. domestic
compliance with the Helsinki accords, criticism was directed.
toward U.S. treatment of Indians -- both as citizens of Indian
nations and tribes, and as individual minority group members.
Other criticisms have been brought to the Commission's attention
by the U.S. Cammjssion on CivillUghts, which ha§ solicited
opinions from such sources as tribal organizations and Indian
interest law firms. In addition, the Commission has noted
criticism from other signatory states. The allegations and
criticisms concerning Indian.rights cover a broad spectrum:
administrative and institutional conflict of interest; coordina-
tion and funding problems at the federal level; insufficient
opportunity for efjective Indian involvement in the federal
decision-making process; inadequate protection of tribal rights
by the Federal Gove.rnment; discrimlnation against Indians as
a minority; the poor socio-economic profile of Indians; pur-
ported sterilization of Indian women against their wishes;
Indian prisoners of conscience and accusations of police miscon-
duct; forcible assimilation of Indians into white society and
removal of Indian children from their home or tribal environ-
ment; and insensitivi.ty to Indian cultural needs. The remainder
of this section of the report addresses these criticisms and
will attempt to assess Indian rights within the context of the
Helsinki Final Act.
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The Federal Administration of Indian Policy

The Federal Government's trust responsibilities and special
relationship extends to Indian nations, tribes and individuals.
The major federal departments with programs relating to Indians
are Interior; Health, Eduction and Welfare; Agriculture; Housing
and Urban Development; and Commerce. The Departments of Labor,
Transportation, Treasury, State and Defense also have programs
important to Indians. The Department of Justice handles mmst
of the legal problems affecting Indian,rights. Other agencies
such as the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights and the Equal
Employment OpportunityCammission have functions of consequence
to Jndians.

The Interior Department is the agency which has the
greatest impact on Indian affairs. Interior is explicitly
charged with the task of protecting Indian lands and resources
and has specific statutory responsibility for ensuring the
continued well-being of .Indian tribes and people. The Bureau
of Indian Affairs (BIA) is the main agency within the Interior
Department that deals with Indian affairs.

The dual role df the BIA as an advocate of Indian interests
and principle agent of the trustee (the United States) has-given
rise to a large measure of Indian mistrust. The BIA has been
accused of paternalism and mismanagement in the past. The

present BIA administration has acknowledged past problems and
has taken steps to resolve them, recognizing that lt has often
implemented negative policies too vigorously, while positive
policies have been carried out less vigorously. The BIA is
now improving its management structure and system, and it is

moving to facilitate greater.coordination and cooperation with
the other agencies on program and policy matters.

Civil, Political and Tribal Rights

While Indians in off-reservation areas may seek protection
as members of a national minority under the civil rights laws,

.
Indians on and near reservations are entitled to additional
protection through specialized statutes delineating tribal
rights.

Indians constitute less than one-half of one percent of
the U.S. population and are widely disbursed throughout the
country. Hence, they are not a particularly effective political

force. Therefore, historically Indians have depended greatly

on their unique legal status to protect them from the erosion
of their rights by non-Indian private interests and state and

local government.
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It iS paradoxical that,classic civil rights arguments on
equal protecOon are often Invoked by non-Indians in this ,

country as ameans of limdting the implementation of Indian
yights. Same non-Indlansimaintain that the 'the accordance of
Aribal rights by the*Federal Government is tantamount to racial
discrimination against non-Indians. Actually, the U.S. -

Government entered into a trust relationship with the s'eparate
tribes in acknowledgement not of their racial distinctness,
but of their political status as s'Overeign nationt.

Role of the Justice Department

The Department of Justice has the responsibility to liti-
gate Indian interests in the courts. Two sections of the
Justice Department fulfill these functions: the Office of Indian
Rights of the Civil Rights Division and the Indian Resources
Section of the Lands Division.

The Office of Indian Rights was established in.1974 to
enforce all federal civil rights provisions as they apply to
Native Americans as well as the provisions of the Indian Civil.
Rights Act of 1968. This office was created as a result of
a study of the Civil Rights Division which found that iacial\
discrimination was a significant contributing factor to the
social and economic problems faced by American Indians. Since
its establishment, the Office of Indian Rights has engaged in
litigation involving voting rights cases, discrimination cases
concerning access to state and local services, and improvement
of conditions in detention facilities with predominantly Indian
inmates.

The Indian Resources Section of the Lands Division is
responsible for Indian-related, non-civil rights litigation
such as lands, natural resources, tribal government and treaty
rights issues.

Tribal Interest Law Firms

To help defend their rights, Indians Ahemselves have
established tribal interest law firms, such as the Native
American Rights Fund (NARF) founded in 1970. These organiza-
tions supplement the work of the Justice Department, which
Indians assert has inadequately enforced and protected their
rights. Furthermore, Indians assert that conflicts of interest
arise within various departments with divergent agencies' per-
spectives on Indian interests. For example, disputes over land
and resources in Indian country sometimes bring into play the
BIA, the Bureau of Land Management, and the Fish and Wildlife
Service of the Interior Department. Moreover, in cases where
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there are no Airect conflicts of interest, Indians assert that
political factors and the personal biases of JusAlce Department
functionaries against.taking the Indian side in disputes hinder
the enforcement of Jndian rights.

Law Enforcement on Indian Reservations

Four law enforcement agencies have jurisdiction on Indian
ieservations: the FBI investigates, and the U.S. Attorney
'prosecut.es, violations of federal law that are desigRated to
be Major Crimes (murder, kidnapping, rage and II other serious

crimes); BIA police and tribal police are responsible f9r

policing, investigating minor crimes, and maintaining law and

order on a day-to-da, basis; and, state police have authority

in situations when both the offender and the victim are non-

Indians.

The degree of confidence Indians have in the criminal jus-

tice system varies from reservation to reservation and from

state to state. Indians complain that some U.S. Attorneys have

not established effective prosecutorial guidelines for Major

Crimes offenses, causing delays in processing cases. BIA police,

tribal police and federaj investigators often duplicate investi-

gative work. On some reservations, law enforcement and court

facilities are qadequate and tribal police and tribal judges

are insufficiently trained. Some of the non-Indian law enforce-

ment and prosecutorial personnel that operate on reservations

are not sensitive to Indian customs and needs.

The U.S. Government is aware that these factors tend to

shake Indian confidence in the criminal justice system, and

is working to increase the effectivene§s of police and

prosecutors in Indian country. Much work remains to be done,

however.

Allegations of Police Misconduct

Over the years, mutual resentments have built up between

Indians and various governmental authorities. As Indian people

have become more assertive, and sometimes militant, in demanding

their rights, these resentments have increased. Racist state-

ments and actions of some authorities have cause many Indian

people to allege that they cannot receive fair trials and that
certain Indian activists are now in prison not because of the

criMes they have committed but because of their political

activism.
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Domestic groups have charged -- and same CSCE signatories,
the USSR in particular) have echoed these charges -- that law-
enforcement officials have engaged in'systematic harassment,
surveillance and other extra-legal activity against Indian
activists. These,critics further asset that leaders of the.
American Indian Movement (AIM), such as.Russell Means, Dennis
Banks and Leonard Peltier, are exaMples of activists who have
ended up as_political prisoners. (Further information on Means
and certain other activists is contained in the section on
Alleged Political Prisoners). Critics charge that police and
prosecutors increased their alleged harassment of AIM leaders
and other activist Indians following the widely-publicized 1973
armed takeover of Woun4d Knee, South Dakota, by Indian
mdlitants. The ocupation of Wounded Knee produced a
complicated situation involving several law enforcement
agencies, including tribal police from Pine Ridge Reservation.
When such controversial confrontations occur, the potential
for conflict and misunderstanding is considerably heightened.

Judicial Decisions and Trends, 1975-1979

Trends in the courts,must be reviewed within the context
of the three judicial systems that apply. The federal courts,
Indian courts and state courts are distinct systems, deriving
theiT powers from separate authority and retaining their own
peculiar jurisdictions to try to punish crimes by or against
Indians and to determine the nature and extent of Indian treaty
and other federally reserved rights.

The trend .in the decisions of these systems is an effort
to clarify which court system has jurisdiction over a cause
of action under the circumstances. Particularly in this decade,
these court systems, with the federal courts in the lead, are
defining where, when and over whom Indian tribes or states have
jurisdiction, and which governmental system has jurisdiction
to act with respect to Indian boundaries, Indian resources,
tribal members and non-members, and with respect to who can
control the exercise of tribal rights off-reservation.

The present activity of the federal courts and their
increasing deference to tribal courts and tribal authorities
tend to support the view that the Indian policy of the United
States is designed to give wide latitude to Indian tribes in
the exercise of self-government. This appears to be particular-
ly true when the principal tribal activities are in the areas
of controlling their citizenry on the reservation and asserting
governmental taxing and regulatory control over Indians and

Indian property. There seems to be a tendency by the ocurts
to avoid strong statements of Indian self-government only where
the property or the reservation is largely out of Indian con-
trol. The courts also receive policy guidance from Congress
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and from the executive branch in these areas; as they interpret
the law and review the actions 'of the Congress and the Executive

. Branch 'to assure compliance with the U.S. Constitution.

A telling measure of the real successes Indians have scored
,in-the courtS in defense of their rights was seen., oddly.enough, .

in the proliferation of "backlash" bi14s that were.put before
the 95th Congress. By means of these bills, anti-Indian politi-
.cal interests hoped to weaken the solid legal basis upon which
Indian rights cases were being successfully won in the courts.
These lobbying g'roups pushed Congress tO tenminate the trust,
responsibility altogether, abolish the reservations, institute
state tegulation of hunting and fishing on Indian lands and deny
due process rights of tribes pressing claim in court. This
attempt so alanmed Indian people that many undertook an arduous
journey, "The Longest Walk," from California to Washington, D.C.

. in the summer of 1978 to voice their concern to the Congress.

For a variety of reasons, none of the "backlash" bills
was ever heard of.or referred out of committee, expiring with
the adjournment of the 95th Congress. However, bills of a
similar nature are pending before the present Congress And are
still the focus of much concern for Indian people. Should these
bills be enacted into law, the cause of Indian rights in the
U.S. would suffer a serious setback.

Power of the Congress

Federal courts have consistently ruled that Congress has
the plenary authority to fix the terms of the U.S. Government's
trust relationship with the Indians. Indians assert, given
the historical precedent, that the breadth of this Congressional
plenary power to, legislate in their regard'carries with it the

potential danger that such power will be misused to deprive
Indianskof their rights, since Indians are not as strong in

numbers as the non-Indian voting public in the states.

It is not the existence of the power that should be the'
focus of the discussion but how and when it is exercised. More
than one hundred measures expressly affecting American Indian
and other Native peoples have'been enacted since 1975. The

95th Congress alone created 79 new laws pertaining to Native

Americans. While some of these laws affect only one or a few

tribes or individual Indians, many Congressional acts during
the past four years represent policy statements of major
significance affecting Native governments and people in the

U.S. Two of these acts -- one establishing the Nnerican Indian
Policy Revi'...w Commission and the other setting forth an Indian
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self-Aetermin4;ion operating policy -. were passed in the first-
days of l975.'' Subsequently,\ the Congrest pasted Important
legislation addressNg bisic human rights and needs of Indian
people in the areas of health, education, child welfare,
religious freedom, economic development, land and natural
resources and tribal recognition and restoration. Legislation
enacted during this period follows'a consistent policy'llne
repudiating terminatioriist and assimilationist policies of the
1950s-, removing barriers to Indian self-determination'and local
level control and enhancing the basic quality of life of Native
American peoples.

Balanced against this progress, the House Interior
Committee, in January of 1979, voted to abolish its Indian
Affairs Subcorrmittee, which can be credited with drafting and
reporting legislation affecting'Indian interests in recent Con-
gresses. As a result, Indian legislation will now be one of.
the many contending areas of legislative responsibility of the
full Interior Corrmittee, increasing the likelihood that fewer
Members of Congress will be well versed in Indian matters.
The Select Committee on Indian Affairs of the Senate, estab7
lished in the 95th Congress primarily to consider over 200 pro-
gressive legislative recorrmendations made by the American Indian
Policy Review Commission, will continue to function Ln the 96th
Congress. These recommendations, however, remain to be con-
sidered within this Committee, and the Committee's existence
in the 97th Congress is uncertain.

Socio-Econanic Profile

Federal Assistance Programs

Under Principle VII, the U.S. has pledged to promote and
encourage the economic and social rights of its people. Offen,
the U.S. has been called to task by Indians, Indian advocates,
and other CSCE countries for failing to act to improve the
socio-econanic situation of Indians.

22. The Congress.created the American Indian Policy Review
Commission in 1975 and mandated it to conduct a "com-
prehensive review of the historical and legal develop-
ments underlying the Indians' unique relationship with
the Federal Government in order to determine the nature
and scope of necessary revisions in the formulation of
policies and programs for the benefit of Indians." The
Commission reported its findings and recommendations to
Congress on May 17, 1977 and expired on June 30, 1977.
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Native AMericans, on the average, have the lowest per
capita income, the highest unemployment rate, the lowest level
of educational attainment, the shortest lives,.the worst health
and housi-ng condition's and the highesl suicide rate in the.
United States. The poverty among Indian families is nearly
three times greater than the rate for non-IndLan families, and
Native people collectively rank at the bottom of virtually eVery
social and economic statistical indicator.

When the federal government negotiated treaties with
various tribes, it promised them that the Indian.people would
be provided a permanent and economically viable and self-
sustaining homeland, that the reservations would be Made to
bloom, that the Federal Governmmnt would assist the tribes
transforming their way of life.

The U.S. has acknowledged-that it has not yet lived up

to this promise. However, over the past five years important
steps have been taken to improve the situation of American
Indians.

Federal Assistance Programs

An overall strategy is just developing to deal with the
problem of Indian poverty, the- basis of many other problems.

Native people are citizens of both their tribes and the
United States. As U.S. citizens they are entitled to federal,
assistance available to the general public, and, like other
U.S. citizens, Indians may turn to the courts for redress if

they believe they frave been denied dccess to such federal

services.

At the level of local service delivery systems, the Federal
Government has extended recognition to tribal governments, and
the Congress has repeatedly included tribes per se in such pro-

grams of general application as General Revenue Sharing, the
ComprehenRive Employment and Training Act and the joint Funding
Simplification Act. Yet, tribal eligibility for participation
in federal domestic assistance programs to state and local
governments is not uniform. In some instances, program eligi-

bility is defined, in an apparent oversight, as intended for

"state and state subdivisions," a formulation which seems to

exclude tribes. In other instances, where eligibility provi-
sions do not specify "state and state subdivisions" only, the
provisions have been incorrectly interpreted by Some adminis-
trators to exclude tribal governments.
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Conigress has created a number of programs 1.1.thiCh are
.intended, specifically for Indians, both as tribes and Indiv-
idUals. These programs generally are in fulfillment of the
Federal Government's trust responsibility and many of them are
derived from specific treaty obligations of the U.S.

Tribal Recognition and,Restoration Legislation

The past policy of terminating Federal-tribal status'
was intended by the Congress to assist Indian people into the
mainstream by seiiering all federal ties and ending federal
servi.ces in one cash payment. The consequences of terminations
have proven tragic for the kndian people and against the
national interest. Congress repudiated this practice.when it
examined the case of the Menominee Tribe of Wisconsin and
restored their political relationship with the United States
in 1973. Since 1975, the Congress has recognized or restored
to recognized status six tribes, making members eligible to
benefit fram special federal programs that are designed to
assist Indian tribes.

Federal Acknowledgement Project

The'Federal Acknowledgement Project was undertaken because
there may be Indian tribal groups which should but do not
receive the benefit of the special federal-Indian relationship.
In September of 1978, the Secretary of the Interior published
final rules setting criteria for determining whether such groups
qualify for this 'special relationship with the U.S. Government.
These criteria were developed after extensive consultation with
Indian groups and became effective October 2, 1978.

At the present time, there are nearly 500 governmental
entities, including Indian tribes, pueblos, balnds,"rancherias,
communities and Alaska Native villages and coriporations which
are recognized as eligible for BIA trust services.' Thus far,
more than 50 other Indian groups have petitioned the Secretary
for acknowledgement of their status as Indian tribes.

23
The Role of the Indian Health Service

The Indian HeF,Ith Service (IHS) of the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare is the primary federal health
resource for approximately 760,000 Indians and Alaska Native
people living on or near Federal Indian reservations or in

traditional Indian country such as Oklahoma and Alaska. It

provides a comprehensive program of preventive, curative,

23. The information found in this portion of the American
Indian section has been provided by the Indian Health
Service of the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare.
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cfidoli Itative and environmental services. The Service also
provides llMited assistance to approximately 274,000 of the
507,000 urban Indians to enable them to gain access to those
community health resources available to them in areas where
they reside..

Indian health advisory boards have played an important
role in developing IHS policy and allocating resources. ,Tribes
also have been actively involved in program implementation.
As a result of, new laws enacted in the last five years, the
number of tribes managing health services has increased. The
scope of tribally managed activities is broad, ranging fram
the provision A outreach services in the community to the
planning, construction, staffing and operation of health care
facilities.

The Indian Health Care Improvement Act, which authorizes
higher resource levels for a seven-year period, beginning in
Fiscal Year 1978, ,seeks to increase the number of Indian health
professionals for Indian communities. It also authorizes IHS
to set up programs with Indian urban organizations to improve
Indians' access to health services.

Indian Health Developments

The health of Indian people has improved significant-
ly. This gain is due, in part, to the overall expansion of
health service and the construction of better health care and
sanitation facilities. Since 1955, hospital admissions have
more than doubled; outpatient visits increased seven-fold and
dental services six times. Partly as a result of the increased
use of hospitals, the infant mortality rate has been reduced
by 74 percent and the maternal death rate by 91 percent. During
'the smme period, the death rate for influenza an pneumonia
dropped 65 percent; certain diseases of early inf ncy, 72 per-
cent. Tuberculosis, once the great scourge of the Indian's, in
1955 struck eight out of.every 1,000; now it strik s fewer than
one. An Indian child born today has a life expecta of 5.1
years, an increase of 5.1 years over a child born in 1950.
Progress and improvements do not mean that the U.S. has suc7
ceeded in raising the health status of Indians to the high level
that it seeks. Further efforts will be required.

Sterilization

An allegation persistently raised by some American Indians
and echoed by several CSCE states is that the U.S. Government,
under IHS auspices, is coercing large numbers of Indian women
to be sterilized. This alleged governmental sterilization
policy is perceived as a manifestation of a far more monstrous
govermnental policy -- that of genocide. Those who make this
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very serious allegation often cite slatistics from'a 1976 U.S.
Government Accounting Office (GAO) report regarding the IHS.

IHS attributes these allegations to misinterpretations
of the GAO report, and says there are no suggestions in the
report that the IHS has undertaken any activitieS to sterilize
Indians without their consent. IHS states that is has yet to
receive a single documented case of coerced sterilization or
failure to obtain informed consent for performance"of a
procedOte that could result in sterilization. However, IHS
acknowledges that the GAO study cites procedural deficiencies
in obtaining informed consent. After hese defidiencies were
detected by GAO, IHS initiated several actions to correct them.
Furthermore, HEW drew up new sterilization regulations and
improved'sterilization reporting and monitoring requirements,-
which are now being carried out by IHS and other health
services. IHS categorically denies that its aim is Ao control
population size in any,way, and insists that its goal is to
enhance and expand the life of the Indian and Alaska Native.
Statistics show that the Indian population served by IHS has
twice the birth rate and over three times the population growth
rate of the U.S. population as a whole.

Economic Development Efforts

Many reservation lands are rich in natural Tesources, which
can be used by the tribes to lift themselves out of poverty.
Some tribes are actively pursuing economic self-reliance through
the development of their oil, gas, coal, uranium and other
energy resources. Other tribes have not made final decisions
regarding development of their resources and still others have
decided against development at this time. If there is to be
development, it is a function of the Federal Government to
assure that the best and most economically and environmentally
sound arrangements are made. In addition, the government is
to provide technical and financial assistance to ensure that
the tribal decisions will be based on an expert and experienced
evaluation of the technical and factual data.

Help has been provided from the White House or federal
agencies when tribes have requested it. In 1977, five federal
agencies gave the member-tribes of the Council of Energy
Resource Tribes more than two million dollars for this
endeavor. Two agencies, the Community Services Administration
and the Administration for Native Americans, have ear-marked
their funding for a human needs assessment of the impact of
energy development on the affected Indian people. And, the
Department of the Interior has an ongoing responsibility to
assert the Indian interest in resource protection and develop-
ment of related policies.
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Legislative Actions

During 1977 and 1978, Congress passed about 50 bills
which expressly benefit tribes and individual Indians. The

most.hotly debated Indian issues in the Congress Iluring 1977
and 1978 were Indian Ueter rights in the Southwest, Indian
fishing rights in the Northwest and Indian land 'rights in the

East. Despite controversy, the 95th Congress passed mutual-

consent agreements achieving settlement of a water rights case
in Arizona and the first of the Eastern Indian land claims cases

in Rhode Island. By an Act of July of 1978, the Ak-Chin Indian

ConTnunity's longstanding water claims were settled, enabling
the tribe to continue their profitable tribal agriculture pro-
grams, thus avoiding years of economic hardship in litigation.

Similarly, the Rhode Island Indian Claims Settlement Act
of September of 1978, sponsored and vigorously supported by

CSCE Commission Co-chairman Claiborne Pell, ratified a
negotiated settlement of to the.case brough.eby the Narragansett
Indians under the Indian Non-Intercourse Act of 1790. The Act

cleared title to acreage in the state authorizing federal funds

to reimburse the tribe for lands lost and to purchase lands.

On August 20, 1979, the Administrtion and the Cayuga Nation
of New York arrived at a land claim settlement that will involve

the establishment of a trust development fund for the tribe.
The settlement will soon be sent to Congress for ratification.

Federal Involvement in Land and Resources

Tribal Land Acquisition Acts

Recognizing that the futures of Indian tribal governments
and tribal economies are largely dependent on a sufficient land

base to support their populations, it is a continuing United

States policy to assist tribes with land acquisitions and land

consolidation programs. During the years from 1975 to 1978,

Congressional legislation has authorized acquisition by tribal

groups of about 400,000 additional acres of land, assisting

same 30 tribes to expand their land base.

Eastern Land Claims

The issue of land claims brought by Indians against states,

municipalities and private landowners in federal courts in the

eastern U.S. has received national attention. The claims are

against states, cities and individuals, rather than against

the Federal Government; they are based on the allegation that

the Federal Government did not approve transfer of these lands

by Indians to non-Indians, which is required by a statute first

enacted in 1790 as the Indian Trade and Intercourse Act.
Following the ratification of a mutual consent agreement by

the 95th Congress, the first Indian land claims court settlement
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was reached betweeh the state of Rhode Island and the arragan-
sett tribe. In May of 1979, the state returned 1,800 cres
to the tribe. A similar approach will facilitate the settlement
of the claimm of some 3,000 Indians camprising the Pasilamaquoddy
and Penobscot tribes in Maine to a land in that state.

Now that the Narragansett/Rhode Island settlement is con-
cluded (and a major step toward resolution of the Maine case
has been taken) other Indian land claim may be examined in
an atmosphere conducive to fruitful negotiation.

Water Polfcy

Conflicts over water rights in the Southwest constitute
some of the most intense disputes between the states .and
Indians. Many are the subject of ongoing litigation in both
state and federal court. For years, the states pursued a policy
of homesteading on arid western lands, while the Federal Govern-
ment was designing and constructing water projects with little
regard to the needs of Indian communities or to the potential
negative impact such projects could have on the ecological
condition of reservation lands. The U.S. Supreme Court acknow-
ledged Indian water rights early in this century in a decision
known as the Winters Doctrine.

In his water policy message on June,17, 1978, President
Carter announced a new water policy. Implementation of the
policy is to be conducted in consultation with the Indian
tribes. The Presidential directive calls for negotiations when-
ever possible to resolve conflicting water claims. Should
negotiations fail, litigation in federal/ as opposed to state,
courts is favored.

Fishing Disputes

Over the past five years, Indian fishing has been the
subject of serious public and political controversy. The
Federal Government -- despite tremendous opposi'ion from non-
Indian communities -- has used its authority to .1-:,sr?rt the full
range of fishing rights reserved to the tribes when the reserva-
tions were created. The government also recognizes the need
to protect the resource. The government recognizes the right
of these tribes to fish for commercial, as well as for
ceremonial and subsistence purposes.

The United States Government has acti-vely sought to protect
Indian fisheries from environmental degradation, from the
potential negative consequences- of non-Indian diversion of
waterways for agricultural and industrial purposes, from exces-
sive non-Indian commercial and sport fishing, and from other
dangers,to the resource. For example, in the State of Cali-
fornia .the govermment is addressing these problems as it
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attempts to put the Hoopa and Yurok tribes' fishery resource
in good order for their future use and self-management. As
yet, the United States has avoided going to.court to determine
the extent oL the tribal fishery right. The California Depart-
ment of Natural Resources is taking a similarly positive
approach, working with the federal agencies and the Indians
to iriOrove the fish stock and to lay a basis'for coordinated
tribal/state/ federal management of the resource in the future.

However, when litigtion cannot be avoided, the Federal
Government often assumes trustee responsibility for the defense
of Indian treaty rights in the courts. The Federal Governmen,t's
commitment to protect Indian rights -- even if this would mean
confrontation with a state -- is exemplified by an emotionally
charged fishing rights dispute in* Washington State.

In 1974, a landmark cour,t decision (U.S. v. Washington) was
announced, affirming the treaty fishing rights i'of 19 Northwest
Indian tribes. The decision declared these tribes entitled
to catch up to half the harvestable fisn and to participate
jointly with the State of Washington in the management of their
fishery resources. State officials, institutions, couris and
non-Indian fishers refused to accept and abide by the decision
and court orders.

Finally, in the middle of the 1977 fishing season, the
federal courts, at the recommendation of the Administration,
were forced to take over management of the fishery. Rising
to the challenge in the face of massive illegal fishing by non-
Indians, strong public emotion and legal obstacles in the State;
the federal agencies pooled their resources to aid the federal
court in managing the fishery. Cn July 2, 1979, the Supreme
Court ruled that Indian tribes in the Northwest are entitled
by treaty to half the harvestable catch,, warning State
authorities to comply.

Culture and Education

Until a few years ago, many policy makers viewed education
as a key to Indian assimilation and often regarded Indian
culture and history as impediments to the full participation
of Indians in American life. The excesses of thik period
resulted. in great damage to Indian people, producing statistics
of low educational achievement and a host of related problems,
including the disruption of Indian families and cultural and
tribal life styles.

-)

The old6T policies were phased out in the early 1970's
and were replaced with the more enlightened policy of today.
Under the current policy, assimilation is a chbire for the

individual Indian to make. Indian history and culture are
viewed as positive assets, rather than negative impediments
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to Indian adjustrrmnt to contemporary American life, and the
control of Indian education is in the hands of the people most
directly affected by the educationbeing provided, the Indian
tribes and Indian people.

The intent of this policy is not only to increase Indian
participation and involvement in the educational process but
also to improve the quality of Indian education through the
development of programs designed to meet the unique educational
needs of Indian tribes and corrmunities.

The Indian Child Welfare Act

In response to valid criticism that it has not adequately
been protecting the integrity of the Indian family and cammunity
over the years, Congress passed the Indian Child Welfare Act
of 1978. The U.S. has recognized tha Indian children lost
ties with their extended families and cultural heritage through
adoption into non-Indian families,or placement in non-Indian
foster homes and institutions.

The Indian Child. Welfare Act eliminates umwarranted Indian
parent-child separation; it ends discrimintion that has
prevented Indian parents fram qualifying as foster or adoptive
families; and it provides Indian cammunities with comprehensive
child-welfare and family service programm.

The American Indian Religious Freedom Act

The religious practices of American Indians are an integral
part of their culture, tradition and heritage and form the basis
of Indian identity and value systems. To guarantee Indian
rights in this regard, the American Indian Religious Freedom
Act was signed into law in August of 1978. The Act proclaims
that it is the policy of the U.S. to protect and preserve for
American Indians their inherent right of freedom to believe,
express and exercise their traditional religions, including,
but not limited to, access to sites, use and possession of
sacred objects and the freedom to worship through ceremonies
and traditional rites.

Conclusion

A review of U.S. policies and practices with respect to
Native Americans shows that they are neither as deplorable as
sometimes alleged, nor as successful as one might hope. In
some areas, federal policies and programs have failed to achieve
permanent solutions to the serious problems facing tribes and
their citizenry. In other areas, appropriate remedies have
achieved notable progress in meeting the unique needs of Native
American governments and individuals. The efforts to find
solutions to Indian problems is rrode more difficult by the
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highly complex governmental, economic, social and/olitical
context surrounding Indian life. The important con'sideration,
especially in termm of U.S. obligations under the Helsinki Final
Act, is that serious efforts are being made. /

The funding for Indian programs has risen dramatically
in the past 20 years, and the educational, kocial and economic
conditions are imptoving. In line with the government policy
of putting Indian people into determinate roles, Indians are
managing their own resources, controlling their own assets and
administering their own programs to a greater degree than in
the past.

Resolution of problems in the future will require continued
and intensified cooperation between concerned government
agencies and the Native peoples themmelves. More oppor...tuntlies
should be provided for Indians to share in tb.e.--folwrilidlation of

federal policy and the development otfetteThl'programs t.hat
will significantly affect their interests.

The growing cooperation between the Federal Government
and Indians in defense of their civil rights and tribal rights
to land, resources and self-government is sometimes perceived
as a threat by some segments of thedAmerican population, who
argue that the unique legal status of American Indians consti-

tutes special, preferential treatment oL them by the U.S.
Government. However, in g'eneral, public reaction to the new
policies of greater equity toward Indians has been favorable.
The BIA has established programs to assist the tribes and Native
peoples to better present their diverse histories, cultures
and goals to other Americans through the media, school curri-
cula, and othel channels of communication. In addition, various
citizens groups comprised of Indians and non-Indians alike,
such as the American Friends Service Committee, are helping
to educate the public about the respective rights of Indians
and their non-Indian neighbors.

To further fulfill U.S. obligations under the Helsinki
accords regarding the rights of American Indians, the Comnission
believes the U.S. Government should energetically pursue the
more equitable policy lines established in recent years and
should continue to help increase public awareness of the unique
nature of American Indian rights.

RELIGIOUS LIBERTY

The issue of religious liberty is addressed in Principle
V11 of the Helsinki Final Act in two references:

"The participating states will respect huMan
rights and fundamental freedoms, including the
freedom of thought, conscience, religion or
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belief, for all without.distinction as to race,
sex, language or religion.

"Within this frameWork the participating states
will recognize and respect the freedom of the indivi-
dual to profess and practice, alone or in community
with others, religion or Velief acting in accordance
with the dictates of his_pwr. conscience."
(Principle VII)

In signing the Final Act, the 35 signatories committed
themselves not only to a broad pledge to respect freedom of
religion as a fundammntal human right, but also to observe
specific guarantees for the right of the individual to practice
religion according to the dictates of his or her own con-
science.

In the United States, such guarantees for individual
freedom of conscience have been inscribed in the Constitution,
elaborated in numerous court decisions and confirmed by tradi-
tion and practice. Testimony tb this fact is the diversity and
vitality of religion throughout the United States: In aadition
to formal religious organizations, there are numerous religious
groups. According to the recently published Encyclopedia of
American Religionst there are 1,187 primary religious denomina-

ottions in the United States.J An equally important aspect of re-
ligious life in the United States is that an individual is free
to choose which religious group, if any, he or she wants to
join.

Under the First Amendment of the U.S. Bill of Rights-,
religious freedom is guaranteed: "Congress shall make no law
respecting an establishment of religion or prohibiting the free
exercise thereof." In a provision known as the Establishment
Clause, no law may be passed which favors one church over
another, or which establishes an official church to which all
Americans must belong or support, or which requires religious
belief or non-belief. And, in a provision known as the Free
Exercise Clause, no law gan interfere with the "free exercise"
of one's religion, guaranteeing that each citizen is free to
worship as he or she wishes. In recent times, the Supreme Court

' has interpreted the Establishment Clause through two concepts:
"neutrality," which prohibits the government from advancing
or inhibiting religious activities, and "voluntarism," which
is mainly aimed at restricting governmental jurisdiction over
private elementary and secondary schools.

The Establishment Clause has been held by the Supreme Court
to prohibit:

24. A list of 161 major religious bodies in the U.S. appears
in Appendix IV; Chart 1.
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(1) Mandatory religious exercises such as Bible readings
or even non-denaminational prayers, in the public elementary
and secondary schools;

(2) Promoting religious creeds through the structuring
of curricula in state-supported schools; and

(3) Providing financial support through such measures as
grants, loans and tax credits to non-public elementary and
secondary schools affiliated with religious institutions, or
for secular courses of study and_the maintenance of facilities.

On the other hand, the clause has been held not to
prohibit:

(1) Providing a service such as bus transporIation to
children in both religious and public schools;

(2) Loaning secular textbooks to children attending
religious schools;

(3) Making direct general grants to religious-affiliated
colleges and universities, depending on the character of the
college and its ability to separate secular and religious
functions; and

(4) Releasing public school children to attend a religious
period of instruction at places away fram schools.

Further, the Supreme Court has held that granting tax-
exempt status to church property used solely for worship does
not contravene the Establishment Clause.

In regard to the Free Exercise Clause, the Supreme Court
has ruled that if the purposp or effect of a statute is to
impede the observance of religions, or to discriminate among
them, then the free exercise of religion is abridged.

One of the most important conditions for any religion is
the right to seek converts. This right has long been upheld
by the American legal system. Cme early ruling on this issue
was handed down by the Supreme Court in 1940 (Cantwell V.
Connecticut) in which it was decided that a Jehovah's Witness
F3T07FOTUT prosecuted for breach of the peace by playing a
promotional record to passersby.

Soon after this decision, the Supreme Court held that it

was unconstitutional to tax religious evangelists who sold
religious tracts and books on the streets or door-to-door.
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In Murdock v. Pennsylvania (1943), the Court held'that hand
distributIon of religious tracts, even when accompanied with
requests for payment or a contribution:

...is an age-old form of missionary evangelism
-- as old as the history of the printing presses.
It has been a potent force in various religious move-
ments down through the years... It is more than ,

preaching; it is more than distribution of religious
literature. It is a combination of both. Its
purpose is as evangelical as the revival meeting.
This form of religious activity occupies the same
high estate under the First Amendment as do worship
in churches and preaching from the pulpits .."

/ In a more recent case, International Society for Krishna
Consciousness, Inc. v. Collins (1977), federal courts have
struck down state oraT71.177Z777,hich forbid proselytizing and
the sale of religious literature in public places. The courts
'have uniformly held that the Hare Krishna practice of "Sankir-
tan" (dancing, chanting, distributing literature and soliciting
contributions) is a protected religious activity. As a result,
numerous courts have ruled unconstitutional licensing statutes
which give the licensing officials "unbridled discretion" to
grant or deny a permit (People v. Fogelson , 1978). The courts
have uniformly struck down liceriTirTF statutes which contained
standards so broad or vague as to give no firm guidance to
licensing officials (Levers v. City of Tullahoma, Tennesee,
1978) and statutes which plaEFYUrTnecessary.restrictions on
religious activities (International Society for Krishna
Consciousness of Western Pa., Inc. v. GETTTin, 1977).

Furthermore, the Supreme Court has ruled that types of
conduct based on religious belief should receive special protec-
tion. Thus, the Court maintained that Amish parents could
refuse to send their children beyond'the eighth grade in the
public school system, since the state interest in requiring
two more years of schooling failed to outweigh Amish religious
tenets. Similarly, when a Seventh-Day Adventist was fired for
refusing to work on Saturdays (her holy day), the Court ruled
that she was fully entitled to unemployment benefits.

Although the Supreme Court held the state statute
forbidding religious solicitation to be unconstitutional, it

did explain what type of regulation is permissible. In Cantwell
v. Connecticut (1940), the Court held that:

"A tate may by general and non-discriminatory
legislation regulate the times, the places and the
manner of soliciting upon its streets, and of holding
meetings thereon; and may in other respects safeguard
the peace, good order, and comfort of the community
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without unconstitutionally invading the liberties

of the Fourth Amendment.

"Nothing we have said is intended even remotely

to imply that, under the cloak of religion, persons
may, with impunity, commit frauds upon the public.
Certainly penal laws are available to punish such

conduct ..."

In its decisions, the Supreme Court consistently has
balanced the right of expression against countervailing public

interests. Public regulation, however, cannot control either .

the right to proselytize or its message -- only its time, place

and manner. Furthermore, such regulations should be narrowly
drawn in order to avoid any "chilling" effect on Constitu-
tionally protected rights and to avoid discrimination of any

form. But, all activity cannot be protected under the claim
of religious belief. Religious conduct such as polygamy, snake

handling or the ceremonial use of drugs'is not protected Under
the Free Exercise Clause because the Supreme Court has held
that strong societal interests in safety and morality justify
the prohibition of such conduct.

The concept of freedom of religion in U.S. law and practice
is so basic that the courts have ruled that even parents do

not have the right to force their children to abandon a religion

with which the parents do not agree (Katz v. Supgrior Court
of the State of California for the CITFincinunty of San
rrancisco, 1977). Religious laws and practicesin IFF7UTited
TfaTes appear to conform with both the spirit and the letter

of the relevant provisions of the Helsinki Final Act.

I NT E RNAT I ONAL COV E NANT S ON HLMAN R I GHTS

One of the major criticisms of the United States' human
rights record, voiced both by other CSCE countries and private
domestic organizations, is the nation's failure to ratify the

International Covenants on Human Rights. The Covenants, which
were'signed by President Carter and are now before the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee, were adopted by the United Nations
in 1966 and brought into force in 1976. They codify -- in

treaty form -- universally accepted standards for the achieve-

ment and protection of human rights and legally commit ratifying

states to adhere to those standards. Although American failure
to ratify the Covenants is not a violation of the specific

language of the Helsinki Final Act, it is clearly contrary to
the spirit of the document. Furthermore, this failure excludes

the U.S. from partiCipating in other international human rights

structures only open to those states which have ratified the

Covenants. The sincerity and credibility of the United States

in the field of human rights are seriously impaired by the fact

that we have not yet ratified the Covenants.
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The reference to the Covenants in the Final Act is con-
tained in the last paragraph of Principle VII. . The CSCE states,
in addition to pledging theameives to "act in conformity with
the purposes and principles of the Charter of the United Nations
and with the Universal Declaration of Human Rights" also
reaffirmed their commitment to "fulfill their obligations as
set forth in the international declarations and agreements in
this field, including inter alia the International Covenants
on Human Rights, by which they may be bound." Indirect reference
to the Covenants is made in Principle X which commits partici-
pating states to fulfill in good faith their existing obliga-
tions under international law. Clearly then, the Final Act
does not oblige any country to become a party to any interna-
tional agreement., but rather to fulfill those international
obligations it has already undertaken.

Background

Promotion of human rights and fundamental freedoms for
all was included in the Charter of the United Nations' statement
of basic purposes. In the early days of the United Nations,
the Economic and Social Council and its Commission on Human
Rights decided that an international document on human rights
should be drafted and that it should consist of a declaration
of general principles, having amral force; a separate covenant
.legally binding on those states ratifying it; and measures of
implementation.

Within a relatively short time, the Commission drafted
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, an hisforic document
that set the standards for the achievement and protection of
hunan rights in the post-war world. The Declaration is an
internationally endorsed statement of principles and an
authoritative guide to the interpretation of the U.N. Charter.
Although the Declaration does not have the force of law, it

'has had some legal impact in that it has inspired human rights
clauses in national constitutions and international conventions
on specific rights since its adoption by the General Assembly
in December of 1948.

Having proclaimed the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, the U.N. turned to transforming those principles into
treaty provisions which establish legal obligations on the part
of each ratifying state. Eventually, it was decided that two
covenants were needed: one dealing with civil and political
rights; the other with economic, social and cultural rights.
The prevailing view was that separate covenants should be
adopted because civil and political rights could be secured
irrrnediately whereas adequate economic, social and cultural
rights could only be achieved progressively, according to each
nation's available resources.
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_It took 18 years before a majority of the U.N. members
agreed on the wording of the documents. In December of 1966,
the General Assembly adopted the International Covenants on
Human Rights. Another decade passed before they were ratified
by the required 35 states necessary to bring them into force.
The International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural
Rights entered into force in January of 1976 and the Interna-
tional Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.became effective
in March of the same year. To date, 62 nations have ratified
the economic, social and cultural treaty, while there are 60
parties to the Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.

While the Universal Declaration is essentially a global
bill of rights which proclaims and affirms certain "equal and
inalienable rights of all members of the human family," the
Covenants legally commit each nation to guarantee those rights
to their citizens while establishing a minimum standard of
governmental conduct.

The Covenant on Economic, Social and CulturaL,Rights
assures the right of citizens to emplorment, safe working
conditions, social security, education, health care, participa-
tion in trade unions, cultural life, scientific research and
creative activity, and commits governments to guarantee the
progressive realization of these rights..

Under the Civil and Political Covenant, state parties are
obligated to ensure that the individuals within their jurisdic-
tion cnjoy a number of rights, including the right to life,
liberty, security of person, equality before the courts, pre-
sumption of innocence when charged with a crime, freedom of
thought, conscience, religion, assembly, expression, associa-
tion, movement and residence, and the right to participate in
voting and public affairs. The treaty also prohibits torture,
slavery and cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.

The Covenant on Civil and Political Rights further provides
for the establishment of a Human Rights Committee which may
receive and consider communications from one state party
alleging that another state party is violating the provisions
of the Covenantl Furthermore, under the Optional Protocol to

the Covenant, which 23 countries have ratified, theCormlittee
may also receive and consider communications from individuals
claiming to be victims of violations. The Committee is also
empowered to review and coninent on reports required from each
ratifying nation which detail that nation's implementation
record. Although far from a fool-proof enforcement mechanism,
the Coirmittee provides an increasingly important international
forum to focus attention on the problems of human rights
violations.
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U.S. Attitude Toward Covenants

The United States voted for both of the Covenants at the
United Nations in 1966 but, at the time, expressed concern that
they "do not go far enough.in protecting the rights of all
individuals." Up until a few years ago, the official American
position was that the Covenants do more harm than good since
they provide a dangerous legal basis for the restriction of
human rights. This position was based on the fact that the
rights enumerated in the Covenants are not absolute; there are
clauses which permit a ratifying state to limit the rights and
freedoms of individuals within their jurisdiction. However,
restrictions may not be imposed arbitrarily, but only i'nsofar
as they are necessary to protect "public safety, order, health,
or morals or the fundamental rights and freedoms of others."
Additionally, limitations on these rights must be prescribed
by domestic law. The Covenants also specifically prohibit
interpreting any language in the treaties as justification for
the denial or further limitation of individual rights. Many
Western countries, apparently regarding international recogni-
tion of human rights in a legally binding document as outweigh-
ing the potential risks of abuse presented by these clauses,
have become parties to the Covenants. These include the CSCE
signatory states of Canada, Denmark, West-Germany and Great
Britain.

American Views on Ratification

Opinion in the U.S. has been divided on the merit and
utility of the International Covenants on Human Rights. In

Nhe 1950's, some claimed that mmltilateral human rights treaties
infringe upon the powers and rights of the states in the

federal system. Others opposed the treaties alleging that
under the Constitution) the Federal Government lacks the power
to enter into treaties of a human rights nature. Others allege
that specific provisions of the Covenants conflict with substan-
tive articles of the Constitution. Isolationists and opponents
of the United Nations viewed the Covenants and other interna-
tional treaties as attempts to interfere in the domestic legis-
lative process. Conservatives believed that U.S. adoption of
the economic, social and cultural treaty would make "Marxism
and socialism the supreme law of the land."

In 1954, a Consti,tutional amendment proposed by former Ohio
Senator John W. Bricker which would have prevented the U.S.
Government from entering into any international agreement that
might infringe on the powers of the states or be self-executing
(i.e. enforceable by the courts without implementing legisla-
tion) was defeated in the Senate by one vote. In order to
ensure the amendment's defeat, Secretary of State John Foster
Dulles was forced to pledge that the United States did "not
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intend to become a party to any such covenap or present it as a
treaty for consideration by the Senate." The Dulles Doctrine,
as it becarrie known, remained in effect throughout the next two

decades.

In the past few years, especially since the signing of
the Helsinki Final Act, the climete for ratification of inter-
national human r4ghts treaties has greatly improved. The

passage of time has done much to allay many of the more extreme
fears about ratification. The enactment of civil rights legis-

lation and the effect *such legislation had on the debate over
state versus federal authority has helped to defuse many of
the Constitutional issues. The increased interest in interna-
tional human rights promoted by Congress and the Carter Adminis-
tration has also contributed to the general change in attitude.

In September of 1976, then-presidential candidate Jimmy
Carter a.t.ecr.that the United States should "move toward Senate
ratifi:574ti'6n, Of several important treaties drafted in the United

Nations' lor ibe protection of human rights" including the Inter-
national Covenants on Human Rights. Six months later, in a

major address to the United Nations General Assembly, President

Carter pledged to sign the Covenants and to "seek Congressional
approval" of them.

In August of 1977, the CSCE Commission issued a comprehen-

sive report on the status of implementation of the Helsinki
Final Act two years after its signing. In that report, the
Commission noted that President Carter's pledge was "overdue."

"Until it is fulfilled," the report said, "the United,States

is at a disadvantage in pursuing respect for the Covenants'
provisions frmn those Helsinki signatories which -- on the basis

of the Commission's findings -- are honoring neither the
Covenants they ratified nor Principle VII..." The Commission
recannended that "those Final Act signatories which have not

yet signed and ratified the International Covenants on Human

Rights -- especially the United States -- take prompt action
to do.so."

On October 5, 1977, a day after the CSCE review conference

opened in F)elgrade, President Carter signed the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and the International
Covenant on Economic:, Social and Cultural Rights.

25. Hearings before a Suhconmittee of the Comnittee of the
ludiciary, H.S. Senate, 83rd Congress, 1st Session, on

S.J.Res. 1 and S.3.Res.43, 1953, page 825.
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In Februry of 1978, President Carter submitted the two
human rights Covenants, along with the International Convention
on the Eliffdnation of All Formm of Racial Diperimigation and
the American Convention on Human Rights, to the Senate for
advice and consent to their ratification. The President
observed that "while the United Stales is a leader in the reali-
zation and protection of human rights, it is one of the few
large nations.that has not became a party to the three United
Nations human rights treaties. Our failure to become a party

' increasingly reflects upon our attainments, and prejudices
United States participation in the development of the interna-
tional law of human rights." The Covenants are presently before
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, w ich has scheduled
public hearings for mid-November.

Although the great majority of the substantive provisions
of theCovenants are entirely consistent with the letter and
spirit of the U.S. Constitution and !a,4is, the President retom-
mende.d reservations, understandings o declarations wherever
a provision is or appears to be in c nflict with United States
law. Amnesty International USA, the American Association of
the International Corrrnission of Jurists and the International
League for Human Rights -- In a joint statement endorsing
ratification -- took the position that, "...as a matter of
policy, reservations should not be used to limit freedoms and
rights but only to expand them," However, if the proposed
reservations are necessary in order to ensure the two-third
majority necessary for passage by the Senate, most advocates
probably would rather have the Covenants ratified with reserva-
tions than not at all.

. Conclusion

The Commission believes that ratification of the Interna-
tional Covenants on Human Rights .and the Optional Protocol
should be given the highes.t priority by both the Adninistration
and the Congress. The ComMission also belieVes that a minimum
number of reservations, consistent with the U.S. Constitution,
should be attached.

The Commission strongly urges the Administration to
encourage the Senate to ratify the Covenants. The Commission
recommends that the Senate Foreign Relations Committee report
favorably on the Covenants so they may be brought before the
full Senate during the 96th Congress. The Commission further
recomnends that the Senate ratify the Covenants and that the
President sign the Optional Pro,tocol and submit it to the Senate
for advice and consent to ratification. The Corrrnission
reiterates its 1977 recommendation that:
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"The act of ratification...would be a positive
step toward compliance with Principle VII and
creating mechanisms to ensure international respect
for human rights within and beyond the Helsinki
states."

CONCLUSION - CHAPTER 3

The Commission has tried to interpret Principle VII in
the broadest possible way in order to address the various
criticisms directed toward the United States by other signatorY
states and by private groups and individual citizens both here
and abroad.' Although a concerted effort has been made to cover
as much ground as possible, there a're certainly some_aspects
which may have been overlooked or not given the attention they
deserve. It should be pointed out, therefore,, that this report
-- like the Helsinki Final Act itself -- is a first step in
a long process. The Commission will continue to monitor and
encourage compliance -- both in the United Sta'tes and inother
signatory states -- with the human rights provisions of the
Helsinki Final Act.

Human rights are fundamental to our verY existence/ as a
nation. Enshrined in our Constitution and Bill of Rig ts,
upheld by our courts, improved and enhanced by our law and
stoutly defended by our people and our elected leaders -- the
human rights issue is a central theme of our history, ur

society and our future. Although we are not perfect, we are
proud of our record and proclaim it 'second to none as far as
individual freedum is concerned. While, as se,veral parts of
the human rights section demonstrate, we still have to make
improvements in the area of economic and social rights, we can
take pride in the ongoing American struggle to build a society
in which poverty, discrimination, disease, crime and corruption
are kept to a minimum if not eliminated altogether. And, again,
the Commission believes that our record is as good, if not
better, than any other Helsinki signatory country.

The Commission has tried to-look at U.S. performance both
broadly and specifically, giving attention to continuing efforts
to improve, pointing out areas of deficiency, and suggesting
positive steps toward fulfillment of the human rights promises
of the Helsinki Final Act. We Kope that other participating
states, particularly those which are so frequently critical
of our society, will follow our example and take a serious look
at their own performances, especially in the important and sen-
sitive areas of human rights and fundamental freedoms. At
Madrid -- as at Belgrade -- the United States will be prepared
to discuss the status of implementation in the field of human
rights as well as in other areas, both here and in other signa-
tory countries.
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As this report seeks to point out, U.S. performance in
the field of human rights is gOOd yet we have recognized that
there are somm are'as where performance can and should be
improved: there a need for individual Americans and their
governmmnt to continue to be cognizant of our international
commitments in the field of human rights. If human rights are
to continue to be -- as they should -- a central part of our
foreign policy, then we cannot fail to examine our own
performance at home. This section is a paNt of that continuing
self-examination.
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CHAPTER FOUR

BASKET II - ECONOMIC AND SCIENTIFIC COOPERATION

'INTRODUCT ION

'The political detente which began in the early 1970's
brought with it the Iteady expansion of East-West commercial

relations. Two-way trade has increased significantly. Various

governmental and commercial agreements have been/signed between
the countries of East and West. Industrial coopferation agree-
ments. have been entered into by private Western firms and their

E'astern counterparts. The result has been a steady movement
toward normalization of commercial relations.

The Final Act recognized the important link between polit-
,ical and economic coexistence and devoted its largest section
to "Cooperation in the Field of Economics, of Science and Tech-

norogy and of the Environment," _commonly known as Basket II.

The main premise undeHying the six major provisions of this
"Basket" is that "efforts to develop cooperation in the fields

of trade, industry, science and technology, the environment
and other areas of economic.activity contribute to the rein-
forcement of peace and security in Europe and in the world as

a whole." The participating states, therefore, rehoffirm "their

will to intensify such cooperation between one another, irre-
spective of their systems...." This will be achieved, in
particular, by facilitating the expansion of corrrercial cx-

changes, of industriel cooperation and projects of common inter-

est and of cooperative scientific and technological projects,
particularly in the areas of the environment and transpOrta:-

tion. \

In one sense, the Basket II provisions of the Final Xct

reaffirmed activities and trends that had been in progress
before the Act's signing and which would have undoubtedly con-
tinued h-ed there been no CSCE. They have, nevertheless, helped

to pinpoint the major problem areas in East-West trade and to
help achieve a normal trading pattern between nations with
differing social and economic systems. Four years after the
signing of the Final Act, most of the major difficulties in
East-West economic ccoperation still stand as restraints to
the full development of that cooperation. However, almost all

the signatory states have taken Some small steps forward to
j
improve their compliance with these provisions.

The major portion of this section will focus on U.S.

efforts to improve commercial ties and to encourage economic
and sci.entific cooperation with the member countries of the
Council of Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA) -- Bulgaria,
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Czechoslovakia,1 the Gerrnan Democratic Republic, Hungary, Poland,
Romania and the USSR. The United States has consistently and
traditionally maintained its closest trading relations with
the other signatory countries of Canada and Western Europe.

.
U.S.-West European trade flourished decades before the Final Act
and expanded on the basis of normal commercial channels with
minimal- government involvement. U.S. two-way trade with NATO'
countries, for example, mmounted to over 100 billion dollars
in 1977 -- Which represented 44.9 percent of total U.S. exports
and 36.17 percent of total U.S. imports.

The Final Act's provisions in this area are more di'rectly
applicable to trade between the Eastern and Western countries
than they are to trade between the Western countries alone.
U.S. trade with the CMEA countries operates under more variable
conditions due to two divergent economic systems and a
relatively new trading relationship. Therefore, the basis of
this report will follow the expected development of U.S.-CMEA
relations rather than Western trade relatiops.

The United States, since the beginning of this decade,
has actively promoted East-West commercial ties largely as a
way of easing international tensions and improving the U.S.
trade balance. As a result, two-way trade with the countries
of Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union, in general, has risen
steadily since 1970. While East-West trade still accounts for
a 'small percentage of overall U.S. trade, total trade turnover
with the Flst rose from a modest 59j million dollars in 1970
to over 5 billion dollars in 1978. Present trends indicate
that trade with these countries is likely to continue to expand,
though at a somewhat slower pace.

The growth of U.S. trade with the European GMEA countries
has been a steady but slow process because of the differences
between the two economic systems and the relatively recent
development of the trading relationship. The United States
Government, within the limits of its competence, has actively
addressed many of the issues contained in Basket II by promoting
and facilitating East-West trade.

Change, as the Final Act recognizes, must come gradually.
The Helsinki accord's most valuable contiibutiun is that it

serves as an added impetus for that change and as the "con-
science" of improved East-West relations. It made the

26. See Appendix IV, Chart 2.
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concerned U.S. agencies more aware of the problems that exist.
Gradually and within the limits of U.S. interests and the
American system, they ,tiave begun to modify and resolve those
problems.

COMMERCIAL EXCHANGES

General Provisions

The Fin,. Act's provisions regarding the promotion of
commercial exchanges, one of six major Basket II sections, were
designed to form the framework for the participating states
to seek improved trade and economic relations with each other.

The introduction to this first section, "Genefial Provi-
sions," calls on the signatory states to encourage the expansion
and diversification,of the structure of trade. Specifically, .

that trade should be expanded, accordi_ng to the Final Act, by
improving economic and commercial arrangements, by negotiating
loog-term bilateral and multilateral agreements, and by
r.!cognizing the beneficial effects of the granting of most-
favored-nation treatment. Also noted in this section is the
importance of favorable monetary-firancial pollcies, of removing
other trade problems, and of avoiding domestic market disruption
to ensure the growth and diversification of trade.

The United States has frequently voiced its comnitment to
an open and equitable world trading system in the belief that
the expansion of trade can contribute significantly to the wel-
fare of each country's citizens ,and to a better climate of over-
all relations. The Multilater44 Trade Negotiations (MTN) which
have just been concluded refl)e/ct U.S. inAerest in reducing,
as much as possible at the pr'esent time, both tariff and non-
tariff barriers to trade. Under the new trade agreements,
tariffs will be reduced and new standards for the conduct of
trade -- designed to.eliminate many non-tariff barriers to trade
-- will be in effect. The decisions reached during the MTN
negotiations -- in which the U.S. played an active role -:- will
hopefully- lay the basis for a significant expansion of world
trade in future years.

However, because the Hnited States is a free market
economy, the U.S. government is limited in its ability to
increase corunercial exchanges which are conducted solely b}
private enterprises. Nevertheless, the c;overnment has organized
numerous progranm to facilitate M.S. businessmen's entry into
specific contractual relations and, of all the other signatory
states, has consistently maintdined among the lea,,t restri(tive
conditions for foreign businessmen (Terdting within thi!;

country. Detail,, of these various initiatives are outlined
in the ,,ections which follow.
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Criticisms which have been raised about U.S. compliance
in the Basket II area have largely centered around- allegations
of non-compliance with the "General Provisions" introduction
to Basket II's first section. The main thrust of these criti-
cisms, which have repeatedly been raised during bilateral' and
multilateral discussions by the Eastern CSCE states, is that
U.S\trade policies in four specific areas discriminate against
the CMEA states, violate the relevant Final Act provisions-and
S.tand )as sbstacles to the development of trade between the
United States and the CMEA nations. These four areas, and their
related Final.Act provisions, are: the granting of most-
favored-nation trade status ("the participating States...recog-
n ize the benefiCial effects which can result for the development
o f trade fram the appl.ication of most favored nation treat-
ment"); the extension of governmmnt and government-backed
credits ("the participating States...nole the importance of
monetary and financial questions for the development of inter-
national. trade"); export control restrictions ("the partic
pat.ing Stats...will endeavor to reduce or progressively el' 'n-

ate all kinds of obstacles to the development of trade"); and
market disruption and antioumping regulatio;q-s- (",i-f. the partici-
pating states resort to safeguard mmasures, they will do so in
conformity with their commitments in this field arising from
international agreements.").

Most-Favered-Na.tion Benefits and Trade Agreeme4s

Prior to the signing of the Helsinki Final Act in August of
1975,/ the United States had extended non-discriminatory tariff
treatment (mosj-favored-nation) to Canada, the countries of
Western Europe, Poland'and Yugoslavia. Since that time, the U.S.
has implemented commercial agreeme-n-ts, .whi-chFnclude
MEN tariff treatment, with Romania and Hungary. The Agreement
on Trade Relations with Romania was negotiated during 1975 and
entered into force on August 3, 19.75, two days after the signing
o f the Final Act. It was renewed in 1978 for an additional
three year period. The l!nited States also negotiated a trade
.i'greement with Hungary in 1978, and the agreoment entered into

/force on :July 7, 1978, for an initial three year terrn.

The Pnited States does not extend MFN treatment to the
6erman Demmratic Republic, flulgaria, Czechoslovakia and the
LSSR. Extension of MFN to these countries must be done within
the frdmewnrk of the 1974 Trade Act which provides the legisld-
tive authority for the granting of most-favored-nation stdtus
to non-market economies. Section 402 of the Act links the
e xtension ot MFN to a country's emigration practices and
requires annual Congressional review of those practices.
tipecificallv, the Act allows the President to waive the A( t's

prohibitions against extending MFN and entering into d trade
ogre enle f 1 t 1 th t :10 n -f t rket (.0 11 ()IP% ( out) t r v.hi( h does not grant
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its citizens the opportunity to emigrate if he: (1) determines
that such a waiver will substantially promote the objectives

of freer emigration and (2) receives assurances from the loreign

govermment that its emigration practices will, in the future,
lead substantially to the objectives of freer emigration.
Furthermore, MFN can be extended only as part of a bilateral
trade agreement, which is limited to a three year, renewable
tenm. Section 405 of the Act outlines certain minimum
provisions which must be contained in a trade agreement. If

these conditions are satisfied and a trade agreenent is nego-
tiated, MFN is extended to the other party. It should be noted
thatwhile trade agreements mey be extended under the Act for
enewable three year periods, the Presidential waiver.authority
required for MFN to non-market economies (except Poland. and
Yugoslavia) must be renewed annually. While the U.S. has
recognized the principle that the application of most-favored-
nation treatment can have beneficial effects, the Trade Act
acknowledges that such effects can be lasting only if MFN is
granted on the basis of effective reciprocity and in conjunction
with efforts to reduce serious political differences.

Both the Romanian and Hungarian Agreements were concluded

in accordance with these requirements and include substantive
provisions designed to promote trade and economic cooperation.
These include non-discriminatory trade relatiOns; principles
governing the expansion of trade; facilitation of business con-

tacts; market disruption safeguards; rights relating to
financial transactions; rights relating to patents, trademarks,
copyrights, and other industrial rights and processes; the
establishment of government trade offices; and settlenent of

commercial .disputes..

With resp-ect to Czechoslovakia, the Trade Act contains

a separate provision (Section 408, The Long-Gravel Amendment),

which requires that the U.S. and Czechoslovakia renegotiate
their agreement of July 5, 1974, concerning the settlement of

the claims of U.S. citizens against the Government of Czecho-

slovakia. The renegotiated agreement must be submitted to

Congress for approval at the same time as any proposed trade

agreonent. The claims agreement has not yet been renegotiated.

Other Government-to-Government Agreements

The United States has also entered into nunerous other

government-to-governriient agreements with the CMEA nations, each

of which has helped contribute to an expansion of trade and

economic cooperation. Three significant economic agreements

'ave been signed with Romania. The Long-Term Agreement on
Fconomic, Industrial, and Technical Cooperation, implemented
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in 1977, contains deta'lled provisions governing equity invest-
ment, joint ventures, and other types of cooperation agree-
ments. The Convention between the United States and Romania
with respect to taxes on income was entered into force February
26, 1976 and became effective January 1, 1974. This convention
is designed to eliminate double taxation and to lay down princi-

o ples*relating to taxation of foreign business. The Maritime
Transport Agreement of 1976.sets out maritime transport princi-
ples. Other commercial-related agreements signed with the
Romanian government include; a Fisheries Agreement (1976), Air-
worthiness Agreement (1976), Textiles Agreement (1978) and an
Agreoment on Atomic Energy.

As a representative sample, the U.S. has negotiated and
signed further agreements on: Fisheries (1976), Grain (1975),
Copyright License (1978) and Maritime Affairs (1975) with the
Soviet Union; Fisheries (1976) and Culture and Science (1977)
with Bulgaria; and a Fisheries Agreement (1976), a Cooperative
Funding Agreement in Science and Technology (1975), and a Tex-
tile Agreement with Poland. The U.S. and Hungary, in addition
to the 1978 U.S.-Hungarian Agreement, have also signed a bi-
lateral income tax treaty (1979), Parcel Post Agreement, an
Agreement on Cooperation in Culture, Education, Science and
Technology (1977), and one on Visa Facilitation (1976).

Monetary-Financial Questions

Private Credits

All countries have access to U.S. private banks and finan-
cial institutions in order to arrange private loans and credits,
which are extended on the biasis of prevailing commercial rates
and terms. Substantial amounts of private credit have been
extended to the Eastern countries through these channels and
many of these credits are available in the form of Eurodollar
loans. Hungary has recently completed arrangements with U.S.
banks for the direct borrowing of 300 million dollars on the
H.S. market. The Federal Reserve has estimated that H.S. banks
had claims of 4.4 billion dollars on CMEA countries in December
of 1976, ahd another source notes that 11.S. banks hold 12.3
percent of all bank (Aairns in non-market countries.

Non-discriminatory restri(tions on borrowing in the t!nited
c;tates are contained in the lohnson Debt Default Act of 1934,
\11 I ( h prohibits ,i private person f r OM piiruhasing or selling

e'A

the ha,ck, securities, or other obligatiorilisi o , or loan money
to, d fOrrIgH governnient whiuh is In def On its obligatiow,
tfl the Lnited `It.i.ter', Goverment. Ponmnia, liungatv Lind i.\111g,irid
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are not in default on such obligations and thus are not affected
by the Act. However, thrOSSR, Poland and Czechoslovakia are
potentially affected. The applicability of the Act with regard
to the German Democratic Republic has not been clarified.
Nevertheless, exceptions to the Act and interpretations by the
Attorrey General have so narrowed the scope-of the Act that
a significant amount of financing directly fram private U.S.
sources, including export financing, is still possible even
to those countries directly affected.

Government and Government-Backed Credits

The major U.S. Government financing institutions are the
Commodity Credit Corporation (C(D2), which finances agricultural
exports, and the Export-Import Bank, which finances other export
transactions. Between 1975 and 1978, the CCC extended over
one billion dollars in agricultural credits to the eligible
countries of the CMEA. In Ahe same period, the Export-Import
Bank authorized approximately 237 million dollars in financial
support (loans, guarantees and insuranCe) to Poland and Romania,
including over 179 million dollars in direct credits. In the
spring of 1979, Hungary completed arrangements with the Export-
Import Bank that would allow it to receive export financing
support.

Unlike private credits, the extension of U.S. Government
credits is governed by specific provisions of U.S. law. Section
402 of the Trade Act prohi.bits the extension of government or
government-backed credits to non-market economy countries, other
than Poland, unless they,have implemented trade agreements under
the terms of the 1974 Trade Act. Romania and Hungary have
implemented such agreements and are ther'efore eligible for U.S.
government credits.

The Export-Import Bank Act of 1945, as amended, also con-
tains certain provisions governing the extension of financial
support. Such support may not be granted to Cornnunist countries
-- as defined in the Foreign Assistance Act.of 1961 -- unless
the P ssident determines that it would be in the national
interest to do so. These determinations have been made for all
CMEA countries that are otherwise eligible for Eximbank financ-
ing. In addition, the Act requires a separate national interest
determination by the President for any transaction with a
Conumnist country in excess of 50 million dollars.

Se(tion 7(h) of the Export-Import Rank Act also imposes
the following limitations on financial support for the

A 25 million dollar ceiling on the export of goods or
services involving research, exploration or production of fossil
fuel energv resouces, unless the Rank makes a detailed prioi

report to the ConOess.
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- - A 40 million dollar.ceiling on the purchase, lease or
procurament of any product or service which involves research
or exploration for fossil fuel energy resources.

- - No financial support for the purchase, lease or
procurement of any product or service for production (including
processing and distribution) of fossil fuel energy resources
(the Church Amendment).

- - A 300 million dollar ceiling on aggregate financial
support extended after the date of enactment of the Export-
Import Bank Amendments of 1974, unless the President determines
that a higher ceiling is in the national interest, and Congress
adopts a concurrent resolution approving such determination.
Under this procedure, restrictions may be waived on financial
support for the research, exploration, and production of fossil
fuel energy resources (the Stevenson Amendment).

Approximately 455 million dollars in Export-Im6ort Bank
financial support to the Soviet Union, extended before the
Stevenson Amendment.restrictions became effective, is being
repaid.

Presently pending before Congress is a bill introduced
by Senator Adlai Stevenson (D.-Ill.) to revise his original
amendrrent and certain provisions of the Trade Act, and a similar
Amendment by Rep. Les AuCoin (D.-Oreg.). Their bills would
essentially substitute limitations imposed on credits to the
Soviet Union wit'. a two billion dollar limitation on bank loans
to any non-mark ..conomy, would eliminate the other credit
restrictions fk le Soviet Union, and would revise Section
402's waiver pi ions to empower the President to make his
own determinatiu., without requiring formal assurances from the
foreign government.

Other Trade Questions

General

In the context of the Multilateral Trade Negotiations in
Geneva, the U.S. negotiated separate bilateral agreements with
Romania, Hungary and Poland covering tariffs and non-tariff
measures not dealt with in the multilateral context. These
agreements will lead to the removal of several obstacles to
trade. They will result not only in lower tariffs but also
will address such non-tarift barriers as a lack of commercial
and economic information and statistics, import quotas, exchange
rates, and restrictions on hiring of personnel.

rxport Controls

The Lnited 'Itares, like all cimntrie., with an inherent
interest 111 promoting exports, MW't conc,istently strive to main-
tain a proper balance between the need to increase rxports
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generally and to control those expprts which might harm national
,security or foreign policy interests. The two concerns are
often contradictory, and both the legislative.and executive
branches of the U.S. Government strive to periodically review
and,reviS-e the laws and procedures governing U.S. export con-
trols to ensure that -they best meet the requirements of both
these interests. Such a review is presently underway in the
Congress, which is examining ways of reforming the legislation
authorizing export controls for national security, foreign
policy and short supply purposes.

Basic statutory authority for controlling the export of
most products with both civilian and military applications from
the United States is contained in the Export Administration Act
of 1979, which recently replaced the Export Administration Act
of 1969. Controls on all exports to communist countries were
originally established in the Export Administrtion Act of 1949.
The 1979 Act emphasizes the need to encourage trade. It also
sets criteria by which exports may be controlled: to protect
UnitedOtates national security interests, to further U.S.
foreign policy objectives and international responsibilities,
and to protect the domestic economy from exports of scarce
materials.

Responsiblity for administering the Act has been delegated
by the President to the Department of Cammerce, with the support
and consent of the Department of Defense (which evaluates the
military applicability of proposed exports) and the Department
of State (which reviews control for foreign policy purposes
and coordinates multilateral export controls).

The great majority of U.S. manufactured exports -- 95
percent -- fall under a "general license" category which does
not require a specific license application by the exporter.
Only specifled conmodities to particular countries require so-
called "validated licenses" which U.S. companies inust obtain
from the Commerce Department and which specify the type,
quantity and destination of the export. The categories of goods
which require these licenses and the countries to which these
exports are restricted are published in a Conmodity Control
List. Such products include:

1. Civilian products "with significant potential military
applications, whose use for militdry purposes...is judged to
endanger H.S. security."

2. Thirty-eight high technology items which are not
available elsewhere.



3. Goods relating to nuclear facilities and weapons, and
crime control and detection equipment, that are controlled
for foreign policy reasons. Procedures and criteria for control
of nuclear Items are contained in the Nuclear Non-Proliferation
Act of 1978.

4. Short supply products, such as petroleum.
5. Recenti, petroleum equipment has been controlled for

foreign policy considerations.

In addition, technical data relating to the production
of these items are subject to controls.

Government procedures for reviewing validated license applica-
tions, particularly to East bloc countries, are complex and involve
several government agencies. The exporter submits his application
to the Cbmmerce Department's Office "of Export Administration.
There it is reviewed by the Operations Division, which numbers
each application and the Licensing Division which decides whether
applications should be sent to the Policy Planning Division.
Policy PlanHing decides whether to issue final approval or to refer
the application to individual agencies, to the Defense Department
or to a multi-agency Operating Committee. The Operating Committee,
composed of representatives from the Department of Commerce,
Defense, State, Treasury, Energy, National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, the National Security Council, the.Arms Control
and Disarmament Agency, and the CIA (as advisor), meets weekly
to review license applications. All decisions must be approved
unanimously. In the case of an impasse, the application is re-
viewed by a Deputy Assistant Secretary-level Advisory Committee
on Export Policy. If that Committee fails to reach a unanimous
decision, the decision is appealed to an Assistant Secretary-level
Advisory Committee and then to a Cabinet-level Export Administra-
tion Review Board and finally to the President, if necessary.

In general, the principal criteria for reaching a decision
on controlling a product have been: the nature of the export; its
real or potential military uses, the end-user, its suitability
for the proposed use and the risk of its being diverted for other
purposes; the consequences of diversion should it occur; the
advanced technology incorporahted within the product; its avail-
ability within the country of destination or abroad; and the
economic and conmerci al benefits of the transaction.

There have been, since Helsinki, a number of well-publicized
decisions in the area of national security export controls,
especially regarding computers and oil field equipment. In June
of 1977, the U.S. Department of Conmerce denied a license to a

H.S. firm seeking to sell an advanced computer to the Soviet
i!nion. Denial was based on potential military applications for
the equipment. Also in :luly of 19781 after the trials of Helsfnki
monitors Shcharansky, Orlov and Ginzburg in the Soviet Union,
another U.S. firm wa,, denied a license to sell a computer to the
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Soviet news .agency TASS on the grounds that the computer had excess
capacity which could be diverted to other uses. That decision
has since been reversed. In August of 1978, the U.S. announced
a new special control procedure governing sales to the USSR of
items used for exploration or production of petroleum or natural
gas. Under the new procedures, the U.S. exporter must obtain a
validated license from the Commercd-Department, but no such cases
have yet been disapproved under the new tegulations. In December
of 1978, during the meeting of the joint U.S.-USSR Cmnmission,'
then Commerce Secretary Juanita Kreps announced the. approval of
22 deals for sales of oil field equipment to the Soviet Union
valued at 65 million dollars.

While procedures are sometimes cumbersome due to efforts to
!ffmke the best decisions regarding critical national questions,
attempts have been made to expedite the process. Despite an
ever-growing workload (65,000 validated license applications
were received in 1978 compared to 54,000 in 1977; applications
are being received at a current rate of 77,000 for 1979), the
Commerce Department has been processing 75 percent of all appli-
cations in 10 days or less; 96.7 percent are being processed
in 90 days or less. This is a significant improvement over last

year's processing times, but still indicates that exporters had
to wait over three months for decisions on several thousand
applications.

The Commerce Department has also attempted to decrease
the need for interagency review of certain cases and to insti-
tute administrative deadlines for case review. In 1978, for

example, 7,823 cases out of 65,432 received,'required an inter-
agency review. Out of those interagency cases, 2,435 involved
exports to countries of Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union,
out of which only 374 required a full multiagency review by
the Operating Coranittee. The Office of Export Administration
ha, also been reorganized and its staff increased to enable
a more rapid handling of license applications.

Congress has also attempted, in its periodic reviews of
the rxport Administration Act, to improve the decision-making
procedures involved in L.S. export control policies by clarify-
ing and limiting specific licensing criteria, bv reducing

dekiv,, and by minimizing unilateral P.S. controls. The
1977 .Ainendment,, to the Act called for limitation of export

regulations and cmtnoditv (ontrol lists. for a periodi( r e a '. -

OS ',Men t of export 1)01 ICH", tOward individual ntr ies, and for

nmry expedititm,, handling et individiial applications. The
1979 onien6nents to thy Lxport Adininistration Act have recently

the Senate and House (introduced bv CSur. Cmtnisioner
lonathdn l';ingham Pini,hain's bill is

the first mafot reform of enort (ontrol legislation In If)
it mends the Fxport Administc,ition Act to ( t) ,o make

( tear I I s I tt( I (In be I V.(-(11 foie i ' .11 p() I I ( I Mid ',(' Ii r I I \
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criteria; (2) reduce the number of categories requiring
validated licenses by encouraginglthe periodic removal of goods
as they become obsolete and by alplawing one application.for
multiple exports; (3) improve the efficiency of the licensing
process by setting time limits on n agency's decisions, by
continuously reviewing items contr Iled for.national security
reasons, and by requiring greater onsideration of foreign
availability; and (4) strengthen c ordination of controls
with other countries.

1

The voluntary, multilateral e4ort Control Coordinating
Committee (COCOM) was formed in 1940 to coordinate the national
export controls of strategic commodi.l.ties from member countries
-- in recognition of the fact that e'ffective controls required
the agreement of the major producing states. COCOM periodically
reviews and updates an embargo list it maintains of tems which
are mutually agreed to be of strategi.c signficance. Individual
transactions of items on the embargoed list mOf be approved
for export after raiher lengthy consultations with, and tt:le
unanimous approval of, the other member states. The present
List includes 149 items divided under \three categories --
international, international atomic energy, and international
military. AU transactions are secret't and there are no multi--
lateral enforcement mechanisms. Each Country unilaterally
decides whether to submit an export request for COCOM approval
and what enforcement measures to take.

Market Disruption and Othet\ Safeguards

U.S. trade with the Sovlet Union and Eastern Europe has
generally increased (with a small decline in 1977) without
serious or abrupt fluctuAtions. The greatest variation has been
in U.S. agricultural exports, particularty,wheat and corn, which
depend on the needs of the importing countries. In order to
ensure stability in international grain riarkets, the U.S. and
the USSR, in October of 1975, signed an agreement on the supply
of grain and informal understandings have also been reached
with Poland and tINe German Democratic RepUblic on the purchase
of U.S. agricultural commodities.

Because most Eastern European countries and the Soviet
Union maintain complex import licensing and foreign exchange
allocation systems to regulate imports, it is unlikely that
a surge in U.S. exports could he interpreted as leading to
market disrupfion in those countries. For its part, the United
States maintains laws to safeguard a-ainst market disruption.
dumping, and foreign subsidies. Tit( e laws are in keeping with
the spirit of the Helsinki Final Act and are within our General
Agreements on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) obligations.

F')ur basic legal provisions govern the investigation of
market disruption ot iniurv complaints against imports fiom
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non-market economies: the Anti-Dumping Act of 1921, the market
disruption provisions and the escape clause provisions of the
1974 Trade Act, and the countervailing duty provisions 0 the
1930 Tariff Act. Except for the market disruption provisions
of the Trade Act, these laws are non-discriminatory and may
involve imports from any country. While the market disruption
provisions apply only to Communist countries, they are generally
consistent with the measures permitted under the GATT protocols.

(The following sections are taken primarily fram analyses
provided by the U.S. International Trade Commission):

Antidumping

The Antidumping Act of 1921, as amended, is intended to
counter unfair foreign competition created by price discrimina-
tion. Whenever the Secretary of the Treasury determines that

a class or kind of foreign merchandise is being imported into
the United States at less than fair value, thereby injuring,
threatening injury to, or preventing the establ'shment of, an
industry in the United States, a special dumping duty, equal
to the amount by which the imported merchandise is sold below
"fair value," is levied and paid on all such imported merchan-
dise. This is apolicable to.all countries.

Normally, sales at Aess than fair value are determined to
exist.if the price of goods exported to the United States is
less than the price at which such or similar goods are sold
in the exporting country for internal consumption. Where there
are insufficient home market sales, fair value determinations
are based on sales for expvt to countries other than the United

States or sales outside the exporting country by facilities
of a related company, as appropriate. If there is insufficient
or inadequate information to determine fair value under one
of the above methods, fair value is based on a "constructed
value" of the products' costs, expenses and shipping fees,
determined in accordance with Section 206 of the Act. Secticn
205(b) of the Act, added by the Trade Act of 1974, provides
that sales in the hone market at less than the cost of produc-
tion are to be disreacded in determining foreign market value
where such sales have been made over an extended period and
in substantial quantities and are not at prices that permit
recovery of all costs withio a reasonable period of time in
the normal course of trade. If there are insufficient home
market sales above the cost of production, constructed value
must he used.

Aithin six months after the lilltl,'t1M1 of ,I1 irive,,tigatibn

(nine in complicated cases), a preliminar, determination dS

to Mlether sales at less than Ihir value exist is made hy the
Secretary of thq Treasury. If the determination affirmative,

aprraisement of 11111) or I i s withheld, and future shipments nr.iy
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eilie1 only Under a bOnd Sufficient to cover posilble future
dumping.duties. The. final determination is .madelwithin three
months thereafter. If the final determination U affirmative,
the case'is forwarded to the U.S. International TradeComassion
(USITZ) for a determination of whether the Imports at less than
fair value are injuring, threatening injury to, or preventing
the establishment Of a U.S. Industry. \An affirmative determina-
tion of injury by the USITC Is followed by a formal Dumping
Finding, after which all imports covered by the Finding are
subject to the assessment of duties to offset any dumpinumer-
.gins, thit exist on each entry of the merchandise foljowtng the
date at which appraisal watwithheld.

In April of 1978, the Treasury Department issu new regu-
lations on theicalculation of fair vaLue of imports.f state-
controlled ecoriomies -- imports which 6ause particular Problems
because prices lof goods in such economies are determinedeby the
state and not by free market forces. In general, the determina-
tion of fair value will be made on the basis ofthe normal cost,
expense and profit as reflected by either (1) prices at which
such or similar merchandise of a non-state-controlled economy
'country or countries is sold either for home consumption or to.
other countriesror (2) the constructed value of such or similar
merchandise in a non-state-controlled-economy country or
countries.

'19%!

Since Helsinki, several cases Wave been brought to the*
International Trade Commission charging' that CMEA. countries have
been selling goods at less than fair 1),,alue. Given the size,of

,the trade, however,, relatively few findings of injury have been
made and only rarely have duties been assessed. Since 1970,
only four antidumping cases were initiated against CMEA coun-
tries, and pnly one resulted in the final assessment of duties.
On September 16, 1975, the USITC notified the'Secetary of the
Treasury that an indAtry in the United States was being injured
by reason of imports fkom Poland of electric,golf carts sold
at less than fair yafue. As a resplt of that determination,
special dumping duties were impos0 by the Treasury Department'.

On April 12, 1977, the International Trade Commission
reported to the Secretary of the Treasury that no domestic
industry was being or was likely to'be injured 1, imports of
clear sheet gla.ss from Romania found',by Treasury to be sold
at less lhan fair value, and dumping duties were not imposed.

On August 7, 1978, the Department of the Treasury insti-
tuted an antidumping investigation with respect to standard
household incandescent light bulbs from Hungary. Treasury,
doubtful that an industry in the United States was being, or
was likely to be, injured by the Hungarian imports, referred
this question to the USITC, and on September 5, the Commission
found that there was no reasonable indication of injury, or

189
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gation. An investigation was also Instigated with respect to
the dumping of;carbon steel plate from Poland which resulted
in a finding di no injury on June 18, 1979. ,

Market Disruption

The market disruption provisions (Section 406) of the Trade
Act give the President authority to restrict imports from non-

, market economy countries If such Imports cause or threaten to
'cause material injury to the U.S. domestic industry. The

provisions apply only to commurilst countries and were Included
in the Act in order to provide an alternative means of dealing
with the problem of applying existing safeguards, such as the
Anti-Dumping Act, to the products of communist countries. Pro-

cedutes and criteria used by the International Trade Commission
to make a detenmination of market disruption with regard to
imports from non-market economy countries parallel those used
to determine domestic injury in escape clause cases by imports
from both market and non-market economy countries.

Under Section 406 of the Act, in order to conclude the
existence of market disruption, imports must be: (1) the
products of a Communist country, (2) increasing rapidly, and
(3) a significant cause of or threat of material injury to the

industry. Similar provisions apply to all countries under the

escape clause mechanism of the 1974 Trade Act. When,determina-
tions of market disruption are made, the President may take
immediate actions to restrict imports or he may decide to take
no action if he determines that such relief would not be in

the national economic interest.

Fi.om 1976 to the present, two investigations with respect
to two CMEA countries have been conducted under Section 406
of the Trade Act, neither of which has resulted in the limita-
tion of imports.

Cm May 16, 1978, following the receipt of a petition for

relief from clothespins imported from Poland and Romania, the
International Trade Commission determined that these imports
did not disrupt the market for clothespins produced by a

domestic industry.

In July of 1979, U.S. ammonia producers filed a petition
with the USITC for relief from Soviet ammonia imports, which
increased rapidly in 1978 as a result of a compensation agree-
ment between Occidental Petroleum and the Soviet Union.

The USITC has recommended that the President impose a three

year quota on the importation of anhydrous ammonia. If

accepted, the quota would limit imports to one million tons
in 1980, 1.1 million tons in 1981 and 1.3 million in 1982.
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eliminated quaniIiitIve restrictions againsf Hungary and
Czechoslovakia in'return for commitments from each country to
consult with the U.S. In the event of rapidly rising U.S.
hnports and possible market disruption.

Escape Clause

Section 201 of th4 Trade Act of 1974 ("escape-clause")
provides a means whereby relief may be sought for the purposes
of facilitating orderly adjustment to Import competition. When
petitioned, or on-their own Initiative, the Commission is
required to determine whether an article is being Imported into
the United States in such Increased quantities as to be a sub-
stantial cause of serious injury, or the threat thereof, to the
domestic kndustry producing an articlt similar to or directly
competitive with the imported article. This provision clopely
parallels the market disruption provisions of the Trade Act
except that it applies to imports from all countries.

Countervailing Duty

Pursuant to Section 303 of the Tariff Act of 1930 ("Count-
ervailing Duty Law") as mnended, the International Trade Commis-
sion determines with respect to any duty-free article on which
the.Secretary of the Treasury has /determined that a bounty or
grant is being paid, whether an industry in the United States
is being or is likely to be injured, or is prevented from being
established, by reason of importation of such article, If an
affirmative determination is made, duties, in the amount of the
bounty or grant are assessed and collected except where the
Secretary of the Treasury detenmines that adequate steps have
been taken to reduce or eliMinate the adverse effect of Ihe
bounty or grant, or that the imposition of an additional duty
would not be in the national interest of the United Staes.
In recent years there have been n6 countervailing duty investi-
gations with respect to any of the nOn-market ec.onomy signa-
tories to the Helsinki Final Act.

Conclusions

U.S. restrictions on granting the USSR and several other
East European nations most-favored-nation treatment and an
offering of U.S. Government credits under the conditions set
forth by Section 402 of the 1974 Trade Act are, strictly speak-
ing, not a violation of Basket II provisions. The Final Act
states only that signatories shouid "recognize the beneficial
effects" of granting MFN treatment, which the United States
does by granting MFN to almost all the signatory states. Sec-
tion 402 of the Trade Act was voted into law in 1974, before
Helsinki, in an effort to encourage greater compliance by
certain CMEA nations with key human rights and emigration
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policies later embodiedin Principle VII ane Basket III of the
Final Act. By doing so, U.S. law sets basic condltions.fof the
extension of non-discringhatory trading status and government-
backed credits -- conditions which, since Helsinki, both Hungary
and Romania have met. As a result,bilateral trade agreements
have been concluded with these nations, which have thereby
received both MFN benefits and official government credits.

Same members of Congress and key Administration officials
have recently been.advocating the granting of MFN status to
certain xountries on the basis of improvements in emigration
performance and oral assurances that these improvements will
continue. In keeping with their international commitments and
with the requirements of U.S. law, those signatory states which
do not have a preferred trading status with the U.S. may move
significantly,closer to acquiring such preference by substantial
compliance with the provisions of Principle VII and Basket III
of the Final Act.

The United States, like any'other nation, can and should
exercise export controls over items that affect national
security. Nothing in the Final Act suggests otherwise. How-
ever, the CSCE Commission suggest, to further our canmitment
to the trade promotion sections of the Final Act, that Congress
continue to reexamine existing export control legislation with
an eye toward reducing present controls and streamlining the
procedures which goliern these controls. Since only less than
one-half of one percent of all export control applications
received in 1978 were rejected, it becomes clear that too many
items are subject to review. For exmmple, curbs on exports
of items which are found to De readily available elsewhere ought
to be removed or reduced to an absolute minirrmm. In these cases
we are, for no practical reason, inhibiting substantial export
sales while givingethe impression that the U.S. may be an
unreliable supplier. The Commission also notes that our allies
in COCOM, one or more.of which would be the probable cqmpetition
for these sales, are much less zealous than we in withholding
their high technology products fram Eastern markets for security
reasons. The Commission generally believes that exports should
be controlled only for important national security or foreign
policy considerations and we should continue to deny export
licenses to American products that are indeed unavailable else-
where and critical to our national security.

The Congress also should continue to examine ways of
streamlining the export control bureaucracy to ensure that such
decisions are made as expeditiously and as predictably as
possible. Long, indefinite waiting periods for export licenses
harm present and future sales and make it more difficult for
U.S. industries to compete with foreign firms.
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. and the Administration, of U.S. export control laws and .

lrocedures to ensUre that both national security and national
cammercial interests are met.

The Comnission has noted previously that criticimms raised
against U.S. anti-dumping laws, as they are applied to non-
market economies and market disiuption provisions Ao, In fact,
create same difficulties for CNEA states attempting to Increase.
exports to the U.S. The Final Act doeS, .hov.mver, recognize the
principle that trade should mot be conducted In a Manner which
could cause injury .to domestic markets. Under U.S. procedures,
no hmports from CNEA states have yet.been limited under the
Trade Act's market disruption provisions and in only one case
have duties been assessed under U.S. antlAumping laws. As
Karen Taylor and Deborah Lamb from the Department of Commerce
noted in a recent article: "In the U.S., in 1977 and the first
six nvnths of 1978, some 168 escape clauses, anlidumpipg, coun-
tervailing duty, unfair trade practices and market disruption
.cases were under active investigation. Cmly 5 percent of these
cases involved communist countries as contrasted to the fact
that 56 percent of the cases Involved Industri-Oized countries
and 39 percent involved developing countsles." In all cases,
the Department of Treasury and the In/irnational Trade Commis-
sion give careful consideration to the evidence submitted by
both sides and reconsider decisions in light of new evidence.

Business Contacts and Facilities

The text of the Final Act calls on the signatory states
to take measures designed to promote the expansion of business
contacts, especially between sellers and users, in order to
improve the development of commercial and economicNTelations.
Specifically, the 35 states agreed to take measuresthat would
encourage firms to accelerate Ahe conduct of business negotia-
tions, that would improve vital information on domestic
legislationsand would facilitate the provisiOn of permanent
representation offices, hotel accommOdations and residences,
and.necessavy means of communication.

The United States, both privately and officially, has
consistently supported the Basket II concept that improved
business contacts and facilities are of vital importance to
the development of trade between nations, particularly 'nations
with differing social and economic systems. In the U.S. view,
personal contacts between businessmen who negotiate contracts
are the most effective means 9f ensuring successful trade

27. Karen Taylor and Deborah Lamb, "Communist Exports to the
West in Import Sensitive Sectors," Issues in East-West
Commercial Relations: Joint Economic Committee (GPO, Jan.
1979), p. 129.
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t these provisions, particularly in the granting of U.S. entry
visis, significant progress has been made by the United States
since the signing of the Final Act.

Business ''ontacts: Corrmercial Comissions

Because of their frequency, it Is virtually impossible
to report the exact number of trade contacts made betweeniU.S.

businessmen and their East European counterparts since the Con-

ference on Secmrity ang_Cooperation in Europe. There can be

little doubt, -h-oi,ever, that this largely unofficial and private

network of tiade contacts -- which, because of the free enter-
prise nature of the American economy, continues and expands
primarily.on the basis of private initiatives -- has increased
since August of 1975 and has been one indication of the positive

U.S. attitude toward East-West trade.

A further indication of that positive attitude in Official

U.S. policies may be found in the Jour joint CommercialCammis-
sions which the United States has established with the USSR,

Poland, Hungary and Ramania. Three of these Commissions --
with the Soviet Union, Poland, and Romania -- wete established

as a result of summit meetings with the respective leaders in

the early 70's and were viewed as a way of expanding trade by

creating an institutionalized, governmental framework for

resolving mutual economic problems. The U.S./Hungarian Economic
Committee was formed as a result of the Trade Agreement signed

in March of 1978 by the two countries to meet the same purposes

as the other Commissions. The Commissions essentially set trade

goals, facilitate commercial relations and open significant
channels for the expansion of business contacts and industrial

cooperation. They are chaired by senior officials on both

sides, and include lower-level working groups operating in
specific problem areas. Each Commission meets annually, alter-

nating between Washington and the foreign capital, where discus-

sions are held at the cabinet level.

The joint Commissions have been especially active in
examining problems regarding the availabilility of business

facilities and improved operating conditions in the CMEA

nations. They also have been responsible for improvement5 in

bilateral exchanges of commercial information. Foreign trade

laws and regulations on both sides have been studied and

explained, as have foreign investment conditions, tariff struc-

tures and domestic regulations and standards. The Commissions

have, in addition, served as channels for relaying information

on specific trade and investment opportunities. They have also

considered questions of trade agreements, trade targets, trade

promotion and industrial cooperation,
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Highlights of the activities of the various joint
Commissions since the signing of the Helsinki Final Act includer

U.S.-USSR Joint Commercial COmmi ss I on

- - A seminar on the organizational and legal aspects of
U.S.-USSR trade, initiated under the auspices of the Joint
Commission, was held in Moscow In December of 1975. The U.S.
side made presentations on export controls, tariffs and customs,
market disruption, Food and Drug Administration requirements,
financing regulations, laws governing foreign investments in
the United States, U.S. commercial law, product liability and
contract problems. .

i
-- During the fourth quarter of 1975, the Commission's

Working Group of Experts instifuted an exchange of information
on economic, 'industrial and trade trends in the United States
and the USSR for the first half of that year.

- - The Sixth Session of the Commission was held in tshing-
ton in June of 1977. Prospects for greater use of medium and
short term credit and possible cooperation in large-scale
industrial projects in the USSR were reviewed. Members con-

''l,:
sidered ways to facilitate the work- businessmen and agreed
to conduct regular informal meetings I hk ashington D.C1 and
Moscow. In addition, Vie Commission's Working Groupof Experts
exchanged information on plans and projections for the U.S. and
Soviet economies. Both sides agreed to continue to exchange
economic, commercial and trade data, and to hold two seminars
on trade-related subjects.

- - The Seventh Session of the Commission, co-chaired by
then U.S. Treasury Secretary Michael Blumenthal and then U.S.
Commerce Secretary Juanita Kreps, met in Moscow in December
of 1978. Participants reviewed implementation of-the long-term
Agreemmnt of 1974, which called for economic, industrial and
technical cooperation between the United States and the USSR.
They also considered possible U.S.-USSR cooperative project,s
and discussed problem* of financing-and buSiness facilitatibn.
The Working Group of Experts discussed further exchanges of
economic information and continuation of seMinars on economic
cooperation. At the session, then Commerce Secretary Kreps
announced the approval of 73 outstanding export license requests
for oil and gas production equipment.

U.S.-Polish Joint Trade Commission

-- At the October of 1975 meeting, the Polish delegation
submitted a specific list of projects offering the best oppor-
tunities for joint cooperation which was subsequently dis-
seninated to the American business community.

-- The 1976 Commission discussions held in Washington D.C.
identified areas of Polish industry deemed highly suitable for
industrial cooperation.
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power, food.and WOod,processing'projects was discussed. The
American tide subsequently publicized these opportunities for
American business.

- - A Working Group on Industrial Cooperation was estab-
lished, by theComnisslon and It plans to mmetAn 1979.

- - At the conclUsion'of the Eighth Session of the Corrmis-

sion In Washington, then Commmrce Setretary'Kreps and Polish
.Vice Chairmen Mieczyslaw 3agielski signed an agreement On the
Participation of Smali and Medium-sized Firms and Economic
Organizations In Trade., Economic and. Industrial Cooperation.

U.S. -Hungar I an Economi c Conmi ttee

-- he United States and Hungary established a Joint
Economic and Commercial Comnission which mmt fb.r the first timm
in March of 1979. As In other such groups, theCommission Is

designed to provide a Jorum for the discussion of possibilities
and problem in the future development of U.S.-Hungarian trade.
U.S. Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Industry and Trade
Frank Weil (and a ffmmber of the U.S. Helsinki ComnissIon) and'
Deputy Minister of Foreign Trade Istvan Torok served as co-

chairmen. Industrial cooperation, business facilitation', trade
relations and agricultural trade were discussed, with the
Hungarian side providing a list of areas for potential
cooperation with U.S. firnm.

U. S. -Roman i a Economi c Corrmi s s i on

- - The Second and Third Sessions of the Joint Commission
(November of 1975, November of 1976) set and reaffirmed specific
trade targets for bilateral trade.

- - The 1976 Session also reviewed a study of Romanian joint
venture regulations and their practical applications for .

interested businesses.
- - The 1979 meeting of the Joint Commission, attended by

then Secretary of Commerce Kreps, explored questions of trade,
industrial cooperation and business facilitation at plenary
and special, working group sessions. Four contracts and agree-
ments between U.S. and Romanian firms were signed at the session
totaling 35 million dollars worth of business.

Business Contacts: Trade and Economic Councils

In addition to the four joint governmental Commissions,
seven private bilateral trade and economic councils have been
established to assist in problemm of trade development between
the U.S. and the CMEA nations. These councils, which on the
U.S. side are mede up of leading businessmen, actively seek
to improve commercial relations and contacts between the U.S.
business community and that of the CMEA states. They carry
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out a broad range of activities to meet these goals, Including:
annual meetings of all members; smaller meetings and srnposla
on individual topics or specific problem areas; guldance'and
logistical support for Individual'businessmen; advice on doing
business in each other's countries; assisting In contracts, neg-
otiations and disputes settlement; supplying economic data and
information on regulations and procedures; developing lists of
common commercial terminologyridentifying trade opportunities;
researching trade-related issues; participating In exhibitions
and fairs; and liaison services with the respective govermnents.

Edward T. Wilson and Donald J. Hasfurther of the U.S.
Chamber of Commerce remarked in an article on the councils:

"The 'councils are...demonstrable evidence that -

American business, despite other pressures and
conflicting worldwide commitments, is actively
interested in maintaining the dialogue with
Eastern Europe -- that it wants to pursue not jusf
specific deals but an improvement in the entire
framework of cormnercial relations with eco2smic
systems radically different from our own."

Trade and economic councils are presently in effect between
the U.S. and the USSR, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, the German Demo-
cratic Republic, Poland, Bulgaria and Ramania. All councils,
except those with the USSR and the GDR, operate under the admin-
istrative aegis of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, but retain
autonomy in questions of policy. U.S. government agencies, prin-
cipally the Department of Corrrnerce, advise and assist the coun-
cils on request. They provide speakers for meetings, informa-
tional materials and an Honorary Director, the Secretary of
Treasury for the U.S.-USSR Council. They do not, however, seek
to sei council policy or influence council operations. The
councils, in turn, supply advice on East/West trade policy ques-
tions to both the executive and legislative branches of govern-
ment.

Major undertakings and accomplishments of tliese councils
since the signing of the Helsinki Final Act include:

U.S.-USSR Trade and Economic Council

(Established in 1973 to facilitate expansion of U.5.-USSR
trade. Membership includes 250 U.S. companies and 114 Soviet
organizations. U.S. Secretary of the Treasury is an honorary
director).

28. Edward T. Wilson and Donald J. Hasfurther, "Bilateral
Business Councils with East European Countries," East
Euro ean Econamies Post-Helsinki: Joint Economic COTn-
mittee , Aug. 1977), p. 1346.
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- - At the 1976 Annual Directori Meeting, council committee
members discussed new formm of economic cooperation, sale of

Soviet licenses, means of promoting tourism and expansion of

---. financing for bilateral trade. ,Semlnars were also held on
scientific and technological subjects.

-- The Council's meeting of directors andpembers in tos

Angeles in November of 1977 reviewed questions of trade oppor-
tunities, new forms of economic cooperation, financial aspects

of U.S.-USSR .trade, legal problems and the development of
scientific and technological cooperation.

1- At-the Council's 1978 annual\ExecutiveCommittee. meeting
in New York, the committee discussed the future work of the

Council in actively promoting Soviet-American business coopera-
tion and developing trade and economic relations. .

- - The Council held its sixth annual meeting of directors
.and members in Moscow In December. of 1978 which Treasury Secre-

tary Blumenthal attended. Council participants discussed tech-

nological cooperation between U.S. and Soviet organizations,
financing of U.S.-USSR trade, problems of smaller U.S. companies

1

in trading with the Soviet Union and proposed major projects

involving cooperation between U.S. and Soviet organizations.

- - The Council has established offices in New York and

. Moscow offering a wide riange of business facilitation services

to its members. Services include counseling businesmmen,

scheduling appointments', arganging seminars, and assisting with
special events and delegatibn visits.

Czechoslovakia-U.S. Economic Council

(Created on October 17, 1975, by an agreement between
presidents of the U.S. and Czechoslovak Chambers of Commerce).

- - The first council meeting took place in Prague in,
mid-19,6 and reviewed ways of resolving outstanding legal nd

structural issues restricting bilateral trade.

-- In April of 1979, a council-sponsored seminar, "Trade

and Industrial Cooperation with Czechoslovakia," was held in

Boston. The meeting, attended by leading Czechoslovak bankers
and foreign trade officials, was designed to acquaint American
business with gooperative and trade opportunities in

Czechoslovakia. A meeting of the Council's Working Group on

Industrial Cooperation was held following the semipar.

U.S.-Hungarian Economic Council

(Established by an agreement between the two chambers on

March 14, 1975).

-- The first two council meetings focused on possibilities
for industrial and technical cooperation and on procedures for

improving bilateral commercial communications.
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Hungarian-U.S. Economic Council assisted the Hungarian Chamber
of Commerce In prganizing a series of promotional seminars In

Novembir of 1,977.. The seminars, titled "Hungary, 1978 -
ExpandIng Tfide and Cooperative Ventures," took place in
Washington, Chicago, San Francisco and New York ind featured
leading Hungarian government officials, bankers and bus.iness

leaders. Trade opportunities with Hungary were discussed.
The Commerce Department's Bureau of East-West Trade and District
Offices assisted in the planning, scheduling and execution of
the events.

-- In Ottober of 1978, a council seminar titled "Trading
and Investing in Hungary: Opportunities Under MFN," was held
in Chicago. The seminar publicized trade and investment oppor-
tunities in Hungary in light of the mutual extension of most-
favored-nation tariff freatment.

U.S.-GDR Economic Council

(A 15-rrember*Councll created in June of 1977).

,-- In May of 1978, the Council aided the GDR in staging
the first GDR Economic Technological Congress, which was pre-'
sented in New York, Chicago and Los Angeles. Economic, scien-
tific and technological progress in the GDR and its relation
to U.S.-GDR trade prospects were-discusped. Presentations on
various key high technology industries in the German Democratic
Republic were also featured.

U.S.-Polish Economic Council

-- A May of 1976 work'shop titled "Doing Business with
Poland," provided 83 American firms with information from Polish
authorities and East-West trader.s.

--'Another seminar was held in Chicago during April of
1979, co-sponsored by the U.S.'!-Polish Council and the Illinois
State Chamber of Commerce.

U.S.-Bulgarian Economic Council

(Created by the two Chambers of Corrrnerce on September 24,
1974).

-- The Council has held annual meetings, the last of which
took place on. March 5, 1979. A delegation of 16 U.S.
businessmen visited Bulgaria this year under the aegis of the
council and held prothictive meetings with Bulgarian Chief of
State Zhivkov and Minister of Foreign Trade Christov.
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tkomin I a.U. S. E-Conoml c Counci1

(Created on December 4, 1971bY_Ihe two Chambers of
Commerce). n

- - Council meetings have been held annually since the first

session in'1974. The bilateral Council has been able to pl:ay
a central role in securing Congressional approval of Ow
Romanian Trade Agreement In July of 1975 and In the growth In
U.S.-Romanian trade that has followed.

- - In December of 1976, the Council co-sponsored a
workihop on U.S.-Romanian trade and\ on the problems that have
arlisen In the course of that trade.

Yet another indication of the U.S. business community's
active interest in furthering business contacts with their
couflterpartt in the CMEA nations is the cOmmunity's effectivi
participation in the work of the International ChaMber of

Cornerce's (ICC) East-West Liaison Cormiittee. The Committee
is a unique mul.tilateral forum which alloWs non-goernmental-
business circles from the industrialized market and mon-markct
economy states to meet regularly and discuss mmtual proMeum
in their trading,relations. The Committee has been discussing
issues such as financing, marketing, trade facilitatiorl and
industrial cooperation in East-West trade and is currently
seeking ways to facilitate MC arbitration of disputes involving
firm in member staies.

Trade Promotion

Since the signing of the Helsinki Final Act, the U.S.
Government has been carrying out an active program of official
trade promotional events ranging,in scope from major commercial
exhibitions, technical sales seminars, catalogue shows and
seminar exhibits.

The U.S. Department of Commerce, since A,ugust of 1975, has
sponsored official AmeriCan participation in 36 major commerciat
exhibitions in every CMEA country -- many in traditional East
European marketplaces such as Poznan, Plovdiv, Brno and Leipzig.
Still other events were staged in Moscow, Bucharest and Buda-
pest. These exhibits brought over 600 U.S. exhibitors to
Eastern Europe, many of them for the first time. Show themes
were technical and provided opportunities for new and signifi-
cant contacts and exchaues of information in their respective
areas.

Official American commercial events in Eastern Europe and
the USSR since Helsinki have included the organization of 36
technical sales seminars, covering each country of the region.
Here again, the emphasis has been on high-technology products
and the promotion of commercial and technically oriented con-
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Official trade promotion efforts during the post-Helsinki period ..,

have also included 13 exhibits of American industrial and scien-'
tific catalogues. 'They were presented as a way of acquainting
Soviet and Eas-t European ministriess-purchasing organizations
and enterprises with U.S. products and technology.'

, In addition, the'U.S. Government continues to operate a
0.S. otommercial Office in Moscow, a Trade Development C n er

il
in Warsaw'and a BusinessTacilitation Center in Prague to pno-
vide businessmen with on-the-spot information and assistance,
tecKnica) support serVices, liaison aisistance with government
officials and facilities for staging small sales presentations.
Since 1975, 33 seminar/vxhibits have been held'in the Commercial

. Office in Moscow, while nearly one hundred firms have presented
their products at the Warsaw Trade Development Center. U.S.
trade promotion events in Eastern Europe were attended by
approximately 2,650 American firms during the period under dis-
cussion.

Additionally, as part of its domestic activities, the U.S.
Department of Commerce has organized an Advisory Committee on
East-West Trade, composed of leading members of the business
and academic communities. It meets quarterly Ao advise the
/Commerce Department on ways tp facilitate the expansion and
/promotion of East-West trade.

(

Visa,fisuance

While no provision in this Basket II section speaks speci-
fically to the question of entry-visa issuance, the question
does naturally arise in the "spirit" of promoting individual
contacts among businessmen. Criticisms have been raised regard-'
ing U.S. visa laws anq procedures which, it is alleged, discri-
minate against busineOsmen from the CMEA natIons making,it
more difficult 'and time-consuming for them to obta.in U.S. entty
visas and thus impairing conditions for the expansion of indivi-
dual contacts and the development of trade. Specifically, in
addition to broader U.S. visa restrictions\on the ehtry of
Communist Party members, Basket II-related vsoznplaints have
focused on U.S. Final Act non-compliance in refusing vqsas to
several businesmmen from CMEA countries on nauional security

, grounds and in the lengthy delays many Eastern businessmen have
experienced in obtaining entry visas. (See Basket III section
on U.S. vjsa policies for more detailed discussion of the
problem)f

29. See AppenJix rv, Chart 3 for a ne year summary example
of these various events.
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In fikit, severea busInessmen from the CMEA states su
had previously entere4 the U.S. on numerous occasions -- have
been denied visas on nat\ional security grounds over the past
yeareprimarily as a result of new stricter U.S. procedures
recently established to review such pases. There also have
been, In same instances, lengthy derays in reaching decisions

on particularly difficult cases.

All countries, of course, maintain the right to refuse
entry penmission co individuals whose presence may damage
national security interests. The occasional delays same
businesmmen'experience marbe attriliuted to the fact that the
procedures are still new and to the fact that prudent decisions
rnusl be carefully considered. For the large majority, of Eastern
businessmen,/ U.S. visas are granted proniptly and with few or
no difficulties. The United States has attempted to ease that

process by proposing the extension of mmltiple entry visas to
resident businessmen from the CMEA states on a'reciprocal basis
-(agireements have already.been s/igned with the Soviet Union and .
ROmania in 1977 and the GDR in 1978). The U.S. also.has pro-
posed thp reciprocal abolition of restricted travel are'as.

Nevertheless, for those few who must wait months
icir a response to their visa request or who are suddenly denied
a visa when they had had no prior difficulties, U.S. visa
policies may appear to delay the flow of trade and the expansion

, of business contacts. Under existing legislati.on regarding
those.policies, however, economic or foreign policy concerns
may not be considered in making decisions on visa applicants
.who may pose a national security risk. The Commission therefore
-recommends that the appropriate bodieS in Congress re-examine
the relevant legal provisions (Sections 212(a) (27) and (29)
of Ahe Immigration and Nationality Act) and amend the law to
allow for consideration of other criteria in decisions rendered
under those provisions. The Commission also recommends that
the relevant 'government agencies work to streamline present
procedures to ensure that visa requests from applicants who
may fall under Sections 27 or 29 are, processed as'expeditiously
as possible and that applicants are informed as soon as possible
of the status of their cases. (See Basket III visa section
for more detailed discussion of recommendations).

Business Facilities and Working Conditions

Few, if any, otherigignatories of the Helsinki accords
offer comparable opportunities for the favorable working condi-
tions and 4acilities called for in Basket II of the Final Act.
The same laws apply to firms from any foreign nation wishing
to establish representation offices in the United States. Over

20 Soviet and East European-owned companies currently operate
in the United States, most of them out of New York City.
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Since the signing of the Final Act, the United States has
acted favorably on several requests by East European commercial
organizations to expand and facilitate their operations in the .

U.S., both in termm'of personnel and scope of accivity. For
example, the U.S. ha's allowed the foreign partners of Soviet-
U.S. contracting or joint venture fimms, such as Belarus
Machinery and the U.S.-USSR Marine Resources Company, to reside
and work in the United States. The U.S. has also granted 20
other Soviet requests for long term commercial visitors. In

addition, the Soviet Union was recently invited to establish
a representative banking office in New York to improve mutual
banking and commercial interests.

The U.S. Government has ,also granted approval to Hungary
to establish a branch office of its New York Commercial Office
in Chicago, and to open an office of the Hungarian National
Bank in New York, to the GDR foreign trade organization WMW
Export-Import to open a commercial office in New York, and to
Bulgaria to establish a branch of its commercial office in San
Francisco. Approval was given for the Romanian Bank of Foreign
Trade Ao establish an office in New York this year. Romania
also plans to apply for permission to open commercial offices
in Atlanta and Houston. To date, 10 offices outside Washington
,have been established to promote Eastern commercial interests
in the United States. In addition, because there is no tax
discrimination to impede their activities, these firms and
offices face the .same tax laws as any other foreign office or
firm. Similarly, .there are no restrictions on use of telex
or other normel business communication practices by these
firms. As in the case of other countries, few restrictions or
limits are placed on rental or purchase of.office or Awelling
space by these firms.

In addition to commercial offices, the United States has
assented to the establishment of a number of official trade
and tourist promotion offices representing the various CMEA
states. Both governmental and non-governmental offices must
comply with all U.S. laws and regulations, such as the Foreign
Agents Registration Act. These laws are applied on a non- -

discriminatory basis, as are applicable state and local laws.

Economic and Commercial Information

Basket II commits the Final Act signatories to "promote
the publication and dissemination of economic and commercial
informetion at regular intervals and as quickly as possible"
in order to contribute to "the continuing flow of trade and
better utilization of cannercial possibilities." Specifically
noted in this section is the need for the dissemination of data
on the national economy (production, national income, budget,
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consumption and productivity); foreign trade 'ttatistics and
laws; Information on national economic plans arid forecasts; ,

and foreign trade organizational data.

The availability of relevant, detailed and widespread
economic and commercial information has always been comsidered
by the U.S. as a cornerstone for the long-term, stable and
mutually beneficial development of East-West trade. U.S. firms

are accustomed to operating on the basis of easily accessible
information detailing all aspects of a proposed transaction.

e.?-The frequent dearth of such information in me of the signatory
countries has been a problem of increasing c ce .0 U.S.

businessmen and the U.S. Govermment, especia Ly since same
countries, in particular the Soviet, Union, have significantly
reduced their output of 'economic data in recent months.

.
To help fill that information gap, the U.S. CoMmerce

Department's Bureau of East-West Trade publishes numerous
pamphlets and monthlies to assist U.S. businessmen in their

Eastern transactions. The Bureau disseminates monthly trade
statistics, semi-annual analyses, market surveys and annual

reports on East-West trade, as well as special reports on
specific topics of mutual interest. These include, since the
signing of the Helsinki Final Act: country background reports,
selected market surveys, analytical studies, monthly summaries
of "U.S. Trade Status with Communist Countries," 13 guides in
the "Overseas Business'Reports" series on specific countries
and on trading in the CMEA countries, a regular flow of economic
trends reports intended to inform American business of commer-
cial conditions and opportunities in these countries, and
periodic publications such as "The Helsinki Final Act - A Guide

for the U.S. Business Camunity," "Foreign Trade Organizations
in the USSR" and "U.S.-USSR Trade: Selected List of Sources."

The U.S. East-West Foreign Trade Board, created as a, result

of the 1974 Trade Act, also publishes a quarterly report on
the status of U.S. trade with non-market economies, as does

the International Trade Commission in its "Report to the Con-
gress and the East-West Foreign Trade Board on Trade BetWeeh

the u.s. and Non-Market Economy Countries."

In addition, the U.S. Government publishes a vast quantity
of information regarding the U.S. economy30foreign trade
statistics and foreign trade regulations.

Basic sources for statistical information on the iJ.S1

economy are available to those living in the United Sa-te.A,
as well as to foreigners, and include:

30. See Appendix V for examples of types of publications
issued by one agency, the Department of the Treasury.
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- - Survey of Current Business_E published monthly by the
U.S. Depirrthent of Commercer7-57-Tal of Economic Analysis.
The Survey. contains approximately 2,:500 statistical series on
all irgrets of the U.S. economy.

-- Business Statistics published by the U.S. Department
of Commerce's Bureau of Economic Analysis. This source contains
detailed notes on the.statistical series found in the Survey
ol Current,Busibess.

ManufactuLtrILArylual Survey of
ManufaCtrinsr-717rrent 1r-austeTirR-4-6ff-s-7iTT-170blished by
1.17777577Wartment of Corrrnerce's Bureau...of Census.

- - U.S. Industrial Outlook for 1979L published annually
. by the U.S. Department ofT3MaTerrIllidrEsyy and Trade

Administration. It analyzes trends in production in over 200
U.S. industries.

- - Foreign Trade of the U.S. series, published by the U.S.
DepartmeWT-61-(2ammerces Census Bureau.

- - Business Conditions Digerl a monthly issue of economic
indexes most useful to business orecasters and analysts.

Federal.Reserve BulletinL% Monthly publication of the
Federal Reserve Systen77WWFEFiiiEs monthly informatitin on U.S.
finances and capital markets.

- - Bureau of the Census Cafalo&L published by the U.S.
Departmer-7-47 Commerce.

In the area of 'foreign trade data, the United States
provides extensive:trade statistics in nomenclatures which are

. convertible into many other classification schemes, including
the Standard International Trade Classification (SITC). Monthly
data to the seven digit level on exports and imports by com-
modity and country are published by the Census Bureau as series
FT 410 and FT 135 'respectively. Detailed annual data are avail-
able in seven different publications.

U.S. foreign trade regulation's are published by a variety
of sources and are all publicly avOlable; they are 9ot,
however, collected-in pne central publication. The sources
include: the Federal Register; administrative guidelines
published by federai, state and local governments; trade and
professional 'journals; Tar`iff Schedule of the United States
Annotated; U.S. Food and Drug AdWiFistration; National Bureau
of Standards; U.S. Department of Agricuiture; Internal Revenue
Service; Office of Export Administration; Customs Bureau; U.S.
Patent Office; and the Securities and Exchapge Commission.
All sources are widely available, antmany are on hand at U.S.
commercial libraries throughout East and West Europe.
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A-great deal of economic infoimallon Is also gathered and

distributed through the bilateral joint commercial commissions

and economic councils.

The United States has pursued its goal of hmproving the

flow of commercial Information In mmltilateral forums as well,

particularly through its efforts within the United Nation's
Economic Commission for Europe (BCE). In 1977, the U.S.

developed and provided the BCE Trade Committee with a comprehen-

sive liSt of data needed to improve conditions.for East-West

trade development -- an BCE project which the U.S. Initially

proposed. The U.S.i\submission Included an illustrative list

of\sources of U.S. statistical information on production,

nati\onal income, budget, consumption, productivity, agriculture

and finance, as well as foreign trade. An addenduM to the BCE

document provided an organizational chart of the U.S. Department

of Commerce, outlining the structure of the bureaus responsible

for'East-West and West-West trade, and a list of widely avail-

able\trade directories.

Also within the framework of the WE, U.S. delegates to

the Seriior Economic Advisors and the Committee on the Develop-

ment of Trade have participated in seminars designed to develbp

long-tenm forecasts for the economic growth of the BCE region

in general, and specifically, long-term trade aspects of the

region's development.

The U.S. has supported the BCE's mandated study of possi-

bilities for establishing a multilateral system of notification

of foreign trade laws and regulations (MUNOSYST). Unfortunate-

ly, lack of an effective definition of "laws-and regulations'

affecting trade has kept the U.S. from participating directly

in the trial runs. The Uri.S. has, however, actively participated

in the Conferences of European Statisticians for more than two

decades, and in March of 1977, the U.S. hosted a seminar for

the Chief Statisticians of the ECE member countries on statis-

tics of the coming decade. The U.S. has strongly supported

the work of the Conference, as well as the OECD and the GATT,

on harmonization of statistical nomenclature and development

of national statisics in important fields.

Marketini

The importance of "adapting production to the requirements

of foreign markets" is highlighted in this Basket II section

by calling on the signatories to encourage trade promotion

efforts in the areas of marketing techniques and knowledge.

Market research and advertising, establishment, of a spare parts
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and supply network, after sales.servlces and the training of
technical personnel are cited mmong the specific areas where
trade promotion efforts could be improved. Encouragement of
multilateral cooperalion in trade promotion, including
marketing, is also specified, particularly within the ECE.

Implementation of this.section is closely tied to the pre-
vious two sectioni, since solid knowledge of a particular market

:

requires solid inf nnation about, and good contacts in, that
market.. The U.S. Government, through the Bureau of East-Weit
Trade (BEWT), has teen actively involved, sjnce the signing
of the Final Act, in organizing marketing seminars, promotional
events and facilitative services to acquaint U.S. busiRessMen
with the Eastern market and Eastern businessmen with the U.S.
market.

Within the period under discussion, the Bureau of EasfWest
Trade sponsored 14 outreach seminars in various American citIei
to inform U.S. companies, Mainly exporters, of trade opportur4c
ties, markets and business practices in Eastern Europe. There
has also been a measure of official assistance for promotional
events staged by East European governments in the United States,
'such as "Hungary 1978" and the GDR Economic-Technological Con-
gress.

Additionally, the U.S.-USSR Joint Commercial Commission'
in 1977 and 1978 sponsored two seminars on marketing in the
United States and the Soviet Union respectively. The 1977
seminar, "How to Market An the USSR," was held in Washington
and.Chicago and was attended by approximately 250 American
businessmen. 'The "Hovito Market in the.United States" seminar
held in Moscow during May of 1978 reviewed advertising, market
research, U.S. import laws and regulations and other topics of
interest to Soviet exporters. The other joint Commissions and
Councils have, as well, sponsored-humerous workshops and semin-
ars relating to questions of marketipg research and techniques.

BEWT also provides extensive facijitat!ve services for
U.S. businessmen who need advice or informatiOn on the markets
of the CMEA states and for visiting Eastern trade mission dele-

. gations who need to arrange appointmentts with U.S. buyers and
sellers. \

Moreover, the U.S. has been very supportive of multilateral
ECE projects to improve marketing knowledge. The EGE sponsors
annual seminars aimed at increasing East-West trade by improviq
marketing knowledge,, and the U.S. has been an active participant
in there activities. Five such seminars have been held to
promote better marketing arrangements, closer business contacts,
broader business representation and a more extenive exchange
of trading information. U.S. participants at the most
recent seminar, held in April of 1979 in Poznan, Poland, on
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methods and techniques of market entry for industrial products,
presented a paper on "Advertising as a Technique to Introduce
New Products Into the United States."

I NOUS TR I AL, COOPERAT ION -AND PROJECTS OF COMMON . I NTERES T

The Final Act explicitly encourages the participating CSCE
states,to facilitate and further all form of industrial cooper-
ation arrangements, as they are deemed Instrumental in strength-
ening economic cooperation, expanding internationat trade and
contributing to economic growth. Such encouragement shodld
include: the conclusion of bilateral and multilateral agree-
ments; the provision of necessary information, such as full
project details, economic plans and technical-economic data;
and the improvement of conditions for and contacts wmong part-

ners in industrial cooperation projects. The facilitation of-
a special subset of arrangements, "projects of canmon interest,"
is specifically noted in the areas of energy and transportation.

Industrial Cooperation

Whilethe U.S. Government has gemerally supported long-tei;m
industrial cooperation and viewed it as a useful means of
expanding trade, it has also stressed that industrial cooper-

/ ation must-have a valid economic/commercial basis and must be
treated as only'grie of several types of economic interthange.

Althougt: the United States, because of its economic/legal
system and business/govtrnment relationship, cannot commit its
firms to undertake specific industrial cooperation arrangements,
considerable'progress has been made in compliance with those'
portions of the Final Act which.call for encouraging East-West
indUstrial cooperation projects. Recognizing the essentially
private nature of industrial cooperation arrangements and bear-
ing in mind that such transactions must be commercially justifi-
able, the U.S. Government has since HerSInki, taken a number of
steps to make American firms more aware of business coopera-
tion opportunities in the CMEA nations. These have included:
concluding intergovernmental agreements, assisting the joint .

commissions and councils, and publishing business guides. Over
the past few years, more than 30 industrial cooperation arrange-
ments have beep negotiated between American companies and their
CMEA partners.

31

Detailed below are a sampling of the programs the U.S.
Goverment has undertaken to create a positive framework for
these investments and to provide assistance for businessmen
contemplating industrial cooperation arrangements in the GMEA

states:

31. A table describing a representative sampling of these
arrangements is in Appendix VI, Chart 1.
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Intergovernmental Agreements

The U.S. has concluded several bilateral agreements
designed to facilitate and encourage industrial cooperation.

In November of 1976 the U.S. and Romanian governments
signed a 10-year, Long-Term Agreement on Economic, Industrial
and Technical Cooperation. This Agreement provides an extended
framework for developing economic and industrial cooperation
activities. It fonmalizes and sets forth the rules of the game
for the U.S. business community and provides protection against
both expropriation and impairment oi contractual rights. An
annex to the Agreement is designed to facilitate the
establishment of U.S.-Romanian joint ventures, and other forms
of business cooperation.

The U.S. also signed a Small Business Agreement in November
of 1978 with Poland which provides the framework for addressing
problems experienced by small and medium sized companies wishing
to engage in bilateral trade. This Agreement, which was.signed
at a meeting of the joint American-Polish Trade,.Corrmission,
is specifically designed to.promote and ease cooperation between
mnall and medium sk-zed firms in both countries.

The U.S.-Hungarian Trade Agreement of 1978, in addition
to extending most-favored-nation treatment to Hungary, ,contains
features which improve business and other conditions for U.S.
firms cooperating with Hungarian enterprises.

A significant forum for the expansion of industrial cooper-
ation between the U.S. and Soviet Union'was provided by the
U.S.-USSR Long-Term Agreanent for Econorhic, Industrial and Tech-
nical Cooperation signed in June of 1974. Since Helsinki, annual
meetings of experts have been held to exchange economic data
and forecasts in areas which have included industry, foreign
trade, and agriculture. In addition, specialized seminars have
examined specific aspects of U.S.-Soviet economic cooperation. .

In December of 1975, the "Joint Seminar on the Organizational
and Legal Aspects of U.S.-USSR Trade" was held under Article
I.II of the Long Term Agreement. Both delegations presented
and analyzed industrial cooperation, credit and finance, and
other questions related to common ventures. In 1977 and agaib
in 1978, two seminars on marketing in the U.S. and the USSR
were held under the aegis of the Long-Term Agreement.

The U.S. has also concluded, since Helsinki, double
taxation treaties with Hungary and Poland. These agreements
are generally considered to have improved the investrrmnt climate
for prospective U.S. partners in industrial cooperation
arrangements.
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(Lanni s s on and Counc i 1 s

The official joint commissions between the U.S. and four
East European nations have also been instrumental in promoting
conditions for industrial cooperation, primarily by serving as
a clearinghouse for infonmation on industrial cooperation
projects. The Soviet and Polish Commissions, for example, have
prepared specific lists of potentially fruitful sectors for
industrial cooperation projects which the U.S. Department of

Commerce received and subsequently publicized and disseminated
among the American business community. The U.S.-Polish Commis-
sion has discussed possible cooperation in thiTd countries and
has established a special working group on industrial coopera-
tion. The Commissions .have also provided a Jorum for detailed
discussidns of projects already negotiated (U.S.-USSR) and of
regulations and conditions for joint ventures in respective
countries (U.S.-Romania). Government-to-government arrangements
which facilitate cooperation have been another important item
on the agenda of most of the CoMmissions.

The quasi-official business councils have played an added
role in furthering the goal of increased industrial cooperation.
Discussions of extended cooperation efforts have, in various
ways, became a regular feature of the U.S.-USSR Council session.
Seminars on industrial cooperation prospects in Czechoslovakia,
Poland and Hungary have been organized within"the framework
of the Councils and the Czechoslovakia-U.S. Economic Coundil
has formed a working gToup on industrial cooperation.

U.S. Government Publications

The U.S. Department,of Commerce, since the signing of the
Final Act, has published several studies concerning East-West
industrial cooperation, including:

- - "Joint Venture Agreements in Romania," a 97-page
comprehensive study and practical guide for American businessmen
contemplating joint ventures with Romanian enterprises.

- - "American-Soviet Trade," an 118-page compendiu-n of the
presentatiOn made at the "Joint Seminar on Orwizational and
Legal Aspects of U.S.-USSR Trade."

- - "East-West Counter-trade Practices," a general guide

for U.S. businessmen considering counter-trade arrangements
in Eastern Europe. 4

-- "East-West Trade Financing," a 25-page introductory
guide.

-- "Working On-site in Eastern Europe an& the Soviet
Union," a 29-page guide for those companies planning to send
residcnt businessmen to the USSR and Eastern Europe.

Within the multilateral ECE forumt U.S. participants have
encouraged the various studies the ME Secretariat has
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undertaken concerning the "Promotion of Trade,,Through. industrial
Cooperation." Al a recent WE'Tiade Coratittee meeting,:the U.S.

. delegate proposed a further large-scale study, presently beihg
written of current counter-trade policies and practices In
BCE member states.

Projects of Common Interest

Although scime projects of common interest.to the United
States and the Eastern countries are progressing in various
stages of implementation or negotiation, activity In thes*Areas
since August of 1975 appears to be on a downward trend.

The past four years have not seen 'economic conditions in
either the Eastern countries or the U.S. which have been partic-
ularly favorable for undertaking such projects. Political
factors have also affected both the trading atmosphere and the
possibilities for increased government-backed credits. The .

U.S. Government has continued, however, to support existing
cooperation projects and to lend assistande to U.S. companies
where appropriate and useful.

Specific Projects

As the Final Act suggests, most of the projects of common
interest concluded. between U.S. firmm and the CMEA signatory
states have.been in the areas,of energy resources and transpor-
tation. As some examples of these projects, A.I.L., a subsidiary
of Cutler-Hammer, is installing a complete air traffic control
system covering the threemajor cities in Bulgaria and-has pro-
vided a mmaller one for the Prague area in CzechoslovAkia.

Island Creek Coal Company, a subsidiary of Ctcidental
Petroleum Corporation, has concluded a long-term purchase
agreement with the government of Romania for the supply of up
to 27.3 million tons of high-grade metallurgical coal over the
next 40 years. .The coal, which will be supplied to the
Romanians by Island Creek from a mine now under development
in western Virginia, is valued at 840 million dollars and will
be used to supply Romania's expanding steel industry. First
deliveries are expected at the end of 1979. The new mine's
'total 'output is'estimated at between 43,and 50 million tons,
14011lion tons of which the Rananians are buying at cost and
on which Romania is making an advance parment of 5.3 million
dollars. The Romanians also have an option to buy an additional
13.3 million tons, with the remainder of the coal to be sold
by Island Creek.

American firma have discussed a number of major projects
of common interest with the Soviet Union. Only two major com-
pensation projects, however, are in progress at the present
time and both of these pre-date Helsinki: Occidental ,Petroleum
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fertilizer agreement under which two-way shipments of feltstil-

Izers would begin shortly and the Yakutsk liquefied natUral

gas project for which reserves are currently being confirmed

in the USSR.

In.1973, Occidental PetroleumCorporation and the Soyiet
Union signed a general agreement which provided for the estab-'

lishment of a complex in the USSR for production of ammonia

and urea. The agreement also called for long-tenm purchases

by Occidental of Soviet ammonit, urea and potash, and for long-

term exports by Occidental to the USSR of superphosphorlc acid.

A 180 million dollar Eximbank loan was obtained In support of

the sale of the two ammonia plants, which were constructed in

the USSR.by Chemical Construction Corporation. The.two-way

shipments of fertilizer may amount to as much as 20 billion -

dollars over a 20-year period, with the first deliveries already

completed.

Since 1972, a consortia of AMerican firms.have been

discussing two large liquefied natufal gas (LNG) projects with

the Soviet Union. Each project would involve development of

natural gas resources in the USSR and shipment of LNG to the

United'States, thus requiring Federal Power Commission

approval. The USSR is currently confinming gas reserves for

the Yakutsk LNG project, a Soviet-Japanese-American undertaking;

the three parties are carrying out on-going discussions concern-

ing the development phase of the project to determine its feas-

ibility. The North Star LNG project is currently in abeyance,

but there is some chance that it might be included in future

Soviet economic development plans. Also postponed is a plan

to develop the large reserves of copper ore at Udokan.

Projects of common interest in the fields of electrical

.generation and transmission and in surface transportation offer

great potential for the nearby states of Western Europe, but

U.S. officials are unaware of any major new initiatives in these

fields since Helsinki, er,

PROVISIONS CONCERNING TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL COOPERATION

This section of Basket II concerns the more technical

aspects of international trade and recommends that the 35

signatory states take steps to encourage: (1) internatio.nal

cooperation in the harmonizatiom of standards and regulations;

(2) the inclusion of arbitration clauses in contracts and

agreements; and (3) the conclusion of specific bilateral

arrangements concerning specific mutual trade problems.

Harmonization of Standards

Since 1970, the U.S. has participated in ECE-initiated

meetings of Government Officials Responsible for Standardization
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Policies. *These biennial mietings and Intersesslonal experts'
meetings are aimed at promoting the use of international stan-
dards and harmonization of national standards. As a result
of these meetings, lists have been developed of products which
should receive priority treatment from insternational stlndard-
writing organizations. In addrtion, rosters of central govern-
ment bodies having authority to prescribe mandatory regulations
governing quality, performance, safety, dimensions, and other
characteristics of various products have been compiled. The
Fifth Meeting of Government Officials Responsible for Standard-
ization Policies, held June 9,.13, 1978, adopted a new and ex-
panded program of work toward hanmonizing of standards.

The United States has also consistently supported efforts
to negotiate an international standards code in the Multilateral
Trade Negotiations conducted under the auspices of GATT.

Sacific Bilateral Arrangements

The U.S. Government has concluded numerous bilateral agree-
ments with the various signatory states on a variety of trade-
related issues, the bulk of which are reviewed throughOut this
Basket II section. The provisions of this specific section
refer, however, to agreements in the areas of.double taxation
and the transfer of profits and return of invested assets.
Double taxation agreements have, in fact, been concluded with
Poland in 1979 and with Hungary in 1978. Previous agreements
with Romania and the 'Soviet Union, both signed in 1973, are
still in effect for the period since August of 1975. As to
bilateral arrangements regarding the transfer of profits and
the return of assets, both the 1975 U.S.-Romanian Trade Agree-
ment and the 1978 U.S.-Hungarian Agreement in Trade Regulations
contain provisions regarding these questions, as does the U.S.-
Romanian Long-Term Agreement in Economic, Industrial and Techno-
logical Cooperation.

SCIENZEs AND TECHNOLOGY.

Highlighting the important contribution that cooperation
in the fields of science and technology can make "to the
strengthening of security and cooperation mmong" states, Basket
11 of the Final Act details the forms, methods and fields of
cooperative efforts that should be expanded. While recognizing
that potential partners must themselves determine the feasi-
bility of specific cooperative projects, the Final Act also
outlines the kinds of measures governments and organizations
should take to facilitate such cooperation. These measures
include: the improvement of opportunities for information
exchanges, the expansion of organizational structures such as
conferences and visits, the wider use of commercial channels
for research, and the utilization of bilateral and multilateral
agreements and organizations to further the aforementioned
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almm. Fourteen areas.are specifically mentioned as examples
of subjects which could be fruitfully explored through expanded
cooperative projects in order to assist in "the effective solu-
tion of problems of common interest and the improvement ot the
conditions of human life."

As a country with a large and active community of scien-
tists, the United States has always maintained.a particular
interest in expanding international scientific 'and technological
cooperation and has sought to increase the scope of interna-

---Uonal activity and direct contacts among the world scientific
establishment. As a result, a considerable number of positive
steps have been taken by the United.States within these specific
fields and methods of cooperation. For example, there are at
present over 60 scientific and technical agreements in effect
between the United States and the countries of Eastern Europe
and the Soviet'Union, many of which were negotiated after the
signing of the Final Act. Activities encouiaged under those
agreemens signed before Helsinki have, in-many cases, increased
in frequency, quality, and scope over the past four years. As
one example, over twice as many Soviet and Amer,ican scientists
participated in exchange programs under the auspices of the
eleven scientific and technical agreements signed with the
Soviet Union fram 1975 through 1978 as participated.from 1972
through 1974. Closeto 10,000 Soviet and American scientists
have participated in the six years that these agreements have
been in effect and about 300 cooperative projects have been
operating annually. Similar advances have taken place in offi-
cial bilateral exchanges with certain of the East European
states. There has also been a corresponding increase in the

work of and U.S. participation in multilateral facilitation
of scientific exchanges and cooperative research, particularly
within the ME.

Much of this increase would have taken place had there
been no Final Act since the U.S. Government recognizes that
in today's world mutually shared problems require mutually
shared solutions. The Final Act has, however, provided a
detailed framework and added impetus for overcoming many of
the obstacles which may hamper cobperative efforts in these

areas.

Fields of Cooperation

Indiyidual departments within the U.S. Government have
been involved in the funding and organization, in their respec-
tive areas of expertise, of the 14 technical fieLds ennumerated
in the Final Act. The following is a summary of some of these

initiatives in selected areas. It is by no means a comprehen-
sive listing of all the activities initiated by the U.S. public
and private sectors, but it highlights the major government-to-
government and noteworthy private activities which have taken
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place between the U.S. and the signatory states of the East
as well as the MDOt important Multilatmal activities In which
t.he U.S. Government has been involved.

Agriculture

Joint cooperative piojects.in the field of agriculture
should, as suggested in the Final Act, be encouraged ip .the
specifkc areas of.improving the productivity of crop cultiva-
tion, the application of chemistry to agriculture, the desjgn
and use of agricultural-machinery, and the technologies of irri-
gation. These and other topics have formed the specifics of
U.S. cooperative agricultural arrangements initiated with all
the countries of Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union, and nego-
tiated and implemented by the U.S. Department of Agriculture.

Bifateral Cooperation

Bulgaria

In April of 1979, the U.S. Department'of Agriculture
in'tiated an agency-to-agency Joint Statement on Development
.of Agricultural Trade with its counterpart body in Bulgaria.
Prior to the signing, the Department of Agriculture participated
in Joint Council meetings in both countries and hoSted several
official visits to farms and agro-business industries in the
United States. The Department also participates in those joint
agricultural activities called for in the science, educational
and technological agreements between the two governments.

The Joint Statement on Development of Agricultural-Trade
is expected to facilitate cooperation and expansion of commer-
clal agricultural relations and research in the areas called
for in the Final Act. These include the exchange of germ plasm
and breeding materials, exchanges of agricultural specialists
and trainees, and the exchange of agricultural and statistical
information. Team exchanges will be expanded under this new
mechanism, as will the development of joint projects.

Czechoslovakia

There is no official government-to-government protocol
on scientific cooperation with Czechoslovakia. However,
initiatives to explore technology exchanges have been taken
recently by representatives of the agricultural community. In

April-May of 1978, a U.S. market development team (cooperators)
visited Czechoslovakia and held discussions with the Minister
of Agriculture. The team expressed an interest in dairy improve-
ment programs, soybean meal and corn imports, organization of
livestock production seminars, and exchanges of scientists and
students from respective universities and institutions.

32. A Summary of U.S. Cooperative Activities in Science and
Technology appears in Appendix VI, Chart 2.
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In the summer of 1978, the U.S. side also proposed holding
seminars on livestock breeding and feeding with the participa-
tion of several U.S.-FAS cooperators in Czechoslovakia. The
seminars were hel-d in 3une of 1979.

Activity continued in the fall of 1978 when the U.S.
National Renderers Association visited Prague to discuss and
review possible exchange proposals. The U.S. Feed Grain Council
has expressed a continued interest in lending its technical
expertise for projects of mutual concern.

GDR

Agreements between U.S.'bodies and the GDR in science and
technology include an exchange agreement between the Interna-
tional Research and Exchanges Board (IREX) and the GDR National
Academy of Sciences and one between the U.S. National Academy
of Sciences and the same GDR body. The agreements provide for
the'exchange of U.S. and GDR scientists and scholars to lecture

and conduct seminars and research; Among other technical
exchanges was a highly successful seminar conducted by U.S.
Department of Agricultural -- affiliated cooperator organiza-
tions at the GDR's "AGRA" agricultural demonstration fair near
Leipzig in June of 1979.

Hungary_

In 1976, Hungary and the U.S. first exchanged letters on
the initiation of agricultural cooperation between the two

countries. it4

Subsequently, an Agreement on Cooperation in Culture,
Educatioo, Science and Technology was signed in April of 1977.
The agreement was created to facilitate exchanges and coopera-
tion in the fields of art, culture, education, the humanities,
literature, social sciences, and pure and applied sciences by
encouraging the relevant agencies and institutions of the two
countries to establish direct contacts with each other. As a

result of the agreement, exchanges of agricultural scientists
were initiated -- the first of which the U.S. side hosted in

1977.

The USDA and the Hungarian Ministry of Food and Agriculture
also began direct negotiations at the initiative of the Hungar-

ians. As a result, a Joint Statement on the Development of
Agricultural Trade and Cooperation was signed in May of 1979.

The Statement calls for the mutual promotion of trade, informa-

tion exchanges and cooperation in agricultural science, tech-

nology and education.
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Exis.,ting Independently of thIs'arrangement Is an agreement
with the'4-H Youth Program, to develop exchanges between the
two sides. Additionally, there have been technical exchanges
and semdnars between USDA Cooperators and thq Hungarian Ministry
of Agriculture. ;

In July of 1978, the U.S.-Hungarian Trade Agreement entered
into.force. As part of the agreement, a Working Group on Agri-
cultural Trade was formed and met for the first time in Budapest
in March of 1979.

Poland

The U.S. has been involved in a long, mutually advanta-
geous, dctive research program with Poland for over a decade.
Topics of cooperation have included plant science studies,
insecticides and soils, nitrogen fixation, entimology and
forestry.

From 060 until 1974 cooperation was based on a special
'Foreign Currency Research Program, i.e. research was funded
by excess U.S....owned Polish currency resulting from the .saltis
of U.S. agricultural commodities in Poland.

In 1974, on the basis of the U.S..-Poljsh Agreement.on Fund-1
ing Cooperation in Science and Technology, a joint fund was set
up.to support further cooperative activities, to which each
side contributed approximately 558 million zlotys (approxi-
mately 30 million dollars). A U.S.-Polish.Joint Board was
formed to administer the program. The Board meets annually
and held its most recent meeting in April of 1979 in Warsaw.

As of September 30, 1978, USDA was working on 62 active
research projects in Poland which cost 9,828,946 dollars.
Out of this number, 30 are Joint Board projects approved since
1974. In addition, USDA has.obligated funds for seven addi-
tional proposals totaling 753,337 dollars Which are pending
approval by the U.S.-Polish Joint Board. An additional 36
researchyroposals totaling approximately five million dollars
are being revised, negotiated or prepared. It is anticipated
that these can be funded during Fiscal Year 1979 and Fiscal
Year 1980 by the Joint Board utilizing the remaining Polish-
owned zlotys.

A total of 35 Polish scientists participated fram 1974-1978
in the Foreign Research Associate Program of the Science and
Education Administration (SEA) of the Department of Agricul-
ture. The program allows foreign scientists to participate
in on-going research work and to use the facilities of SEA at
no cost if their other expenses are covered by a sponsor.

There has been an active exchange of young agricultural
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experts and specialists within the framework of the Youth

Program. This program allows participants to observe and study

the practical applkcation of agricultural technology nd to
promote cross-cultural understanding between the people of the

U.S. and Poland. Since 1975 approximately 400 young people

have participated init!te program..

Initiatives have also been taken to facilitate direct agri-,
cultural contacts between U.S. and Polish universities. In

1976,- for example, Iowa State University and the Warsaw Agricul-

tural Unlversity established a faculty exchange program.

In additi,on, a (-Joint Statement on the Development of Agri-

cultural Trade, signedbreOctober of 1974 with Poland, is still

in effect. The Statement calls for the formation of a Working

Group on Agricultural Trade which meets no less than once a

year. The last Working Gropp meeting took place in Warsaw in

May of 1979. Among the Group's activities are exchanges of

economic informetian, consultations on the state of agricultural

trade and credit facilities, and problems of scientific techni-

cal cooperation. Technical exchanges and joint agricultural

trade promotion projects have also increased since the Statement

was signed. 1

Romania

Agericultural cooperation with Romania was somewhat limited

4\i 1975-76 but accelerated with the signing of the Protocols

oivDevelopment of Agricultural Trade and Cooperation in Agricul-

ture between the U.S. Department of Agriculture and the Ministry

of Agriculture and Food Industry of Romania. The Protocols

provide for the exchange of agricultural economic information

on a regular basis, including stocks and forward estimotes on

supply and demand and trade in major agricultural commodities;

cooperation on the basis of mutual advariage in the fields of

plant, animal and soil sciences and mechanization, including

exchanges of germ plasm; and cooperation in methods for the

application of agricultural chemicals and use of mathematical

models in agriculture. The Protocols a)so call for facili-

tating direct contacts between governmental organizations,

research institutes, universities, firms, enterprises, and

individuals, as well as of the exchange of ffmterial and infor-

mation and the organization of symposia and conferences.

There have been some problems with Romania's implementation

of the Protocol in the area of information exchange, but

progress was made in 1978, and a H.S. request for expanding

available data is being considered.

Hniversity exchange programs were initiated at the end

of 1976 between the Romanian Academy of Agriculture and Forestry

Scienc( s and Iowa State University and the University of
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Nebraska. -Based ond"twó, two-year Memoranda of UndetstandIng,
exchanges have taken place in the areas of.plant breeding,
animal sciance and swine research. In 1977, one Romanian parti-
cipated in the Iowa University program and in 1978, 'two special-
ists from each side took part in the Nebraska exchange. Other

. U.S. universtties have, in the meantime, expressed an interest
in arranging similar exchanges.

An active and successful farm training program has been
in effect since 1972 under the sponsorship of the International
Farmer Association for Education in Berkeley, California. The
program offetA participaVs direct fanm experience, university
instruction and opportunities to meet with specialists from
universities, experiment stations and extension services. From
1972-1977, 225 Romanian.farm specialists participated in the
program; in 1978, 59 Romanian specialists took part; and recent-
ly, the Romanians have indicated that they would like to
increase the program to 60-70 specialists .annually.

The Future Farmers of America have also started an explora-
tory exchange of experts on vocational education in agriculture
with the Romanian Ministry of Agriculture. . In addition, the
International Research Exchange Board (IREX) provides'assistance
to Romanian scientists for three-month agricultural programs,
and the Fulbright-Hays scholarships offer annual grants to four
Romanian agricultural scientists for three-month studies in
the U.S.

USSR

Cooperative agricultural ventures between the United States
and the Soviet Union have been notably facilitated by the Agree-
ment on Cooperation in Agriculture, signed by representatives of
both governments, in Washington on June 19, 1973, and extended
in June of 1978 for an additional five years. Under the terms
of the Agreement, a Joint Committee was formed and split into
one Joint Working Group on Agricultural Research and Techno-
logical Development and one on Agricultural Lconomic Research
and Information. Cooperation has included the exchange of
scientific information, publications and scientists, and the
organization of joint rosearch projects, semihars and symposia.

Joint Working group on Agricultural Research and
Technological Development: 1973-1978

Plant Science

Considerable exchanges of seed samples and agricultural
plants have been carried out during this period. From 1974-
1977, both sides introduced over 5,000 samples of plants which
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will be used for develciping new varietiei and should be of great
interest for genetic, biochemical phytopathologicel research.
Positive results were also achieved In work on problems of'
ionetic engineering, grain quality, Immunity, and winter hitedi-
ness of cereals. Wide-ranging cooperation took place In ihe

fields of breeding and the growing of soybean.and sunfloWers.

In 1978, the U.S. received five Soviet.tearns and the U.S.
sent two delegations 'to stildy recent achievements in molecular
biology, genetics and methods of, bteeding, and cotton pest and

ditease control. During the first five years of the Agreement,
2,029 Soviet publications on introduction'of agricultural 'plants
were sent to the U.S. and 1,534 pieces of AmePican literature
were sent to the USSR.

Sbil Science

Effective bilateral programs have been implemented in the
areas of the theory and control orwind erosion of soil; the
study of water, gas and salt movements in soil; the utilization
of saline soils, and Mathematical models for predicting wind
erosion.

A delegation of.Soviet scientists was sent to.the U.S, in
1979 to discuss their research results, to exchange data, and
to participate in the American Soil Science Society Meeting
at Fort Collins, Colorado. Both sides agreed to convene a
symposium in Leningrad in 1980 on heat exchange in soil.

Animal and VeterinarY Services

Cooperation has taken place in the fields of animal hus-
bandry, veterinary sciences and animal waste utilization on
large farms. The program has been developing satisfactory,
and the exchange of publications has generally been more
complete than in the past.

Mechanization

Numerous teams have been exchanged as part of a joint pro-
gram for the development of mutually acceptable standards and
methods of testing of agricultural machinery. Soviet "study
of experience" teams were sent to the United States to study
the management of agricultural science, the mechanization of
apples, technical servicing of machines and tractors, and water
erosion control; U.S. teams were sent to the Soviet Union to
study sheep breeding, management of agricultural science, and
the technology of growing sugarbeets.
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Joint Working Group on Agricultural
Economic Research and Information: 1973-1978

Only limited progress has been made in the area of joint
research and the exchange of yconomic and statistical inform-
tion: data exchanges on agricultural production in the U.S. and.

USSR and the inter-library/book exchange were expanded and
cooperative programs wyre revIewed and implemented in four
project areas.

Agribusiness Project

This project is the most active of the four, focusing on
the major dii-ections and organizational schemes of agro-indus-
trial integration. Both sides have agreed to hold a seminar on
the topic in the Soviet Union in 1980. In addition, a Protocol
on Scientific and Technological Cooperation in the Field of
Application of.Computers to Agriculture was signed in Match of
1978.

Forecasting Prioject

Soviet delegations have been able, under this project,
to study U.S. methods of forecasting production and demand
of agricultural commodities and the organization of the Statis-
tical Report Service.

Agricultural Economic Information Exchange Project

This project has led to the promotion of a a systematic
eixchange of agricultural economic and statistical materials
and has encouraged periodic discussions on the outlook for agri-
cultural production and trade, livestock and feed utilization.
U.S. teams have been studying crop productioh, storage, process-
ing and livestock and feed utilization, while Sovi(t teams have
been interested in capital investment and in location and
specialization of agricultural production.

In 1978, both sides expressed their satisfaction with the
exchange of scheduled data; however, the U.S. side noted that
additional requests were not met in full and expressed the
desire to improve and expand the exchange of information by
including forward estimates of production and trade of agricul-
tural commodities.

Inter-Library Exchange

The exchange of books under this project has doubled since
1973. In 1978, a total of 276 titles (1,160 pieces) were
received by the U.S., and the USSR received 1,670 pieces of
USDA and non-USDA publications.

Forestry Activities

The USDA has, in addition, participated in several forestry
exchanges under the Environmental Protection Agreement, and
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(i-ftrForestrif Act Liles.

The USDA has, in :Idition, 'participated in several forestry
exchanges.under the EnOronmental Protectión Asreement, and.
the Agreement for Cooperation in the Fields .of Science and Tech-

nology. 'Under the forestry working group,of the laiter agree.!

ment, five active projects are pending in the fields of fire,
insect,and diseases, biogeoceriosis, harvesting, and reforesta-,

tion. Under the Environmental Protection Asreement, USbA Forest
Service scientists have participated ln projects on biosphere
reserves, on the interactions betwen forests; plants and pollu-

tion, and on the.structure', function; and productivity of the .

taiga and tundra ecosystems.

Multilateial Cooperation

Cooperation betwe*..privat,e and agricultural trade associa-
tions of the U.S. and respective Soviet organizations has also
*expanded durinS this period. Groups of young experts have been

exchanged under the 4-H Council Progrwn in order to gain scien-
tific and practical experience in both couhtries. Between 1974

and 1977, approximately 500 scientists and'specialists partici-
pated in these exchanges under an agreemmnt of cooperation.

International Institute for Applie'd.Systems
Analysis (IIASA), Austria

IIASA, a non-governmental, multi-di.sciplinary international
research institution, was founded in October of 1972 by the
academies of sciences'and equivalent scientific organizations
of 12 nations fram both East and West. Its goal is to bring
together scientists fram around the world to work on scientific
and technological problems of Common interest.

USDA's Economics, Statistics and Cooperative Service (ESCS)
has developed close liaison and expanding cooperative relations

with IIASA. B6th groups share similar interests in global model-

ing activities and economists from ESCS have visited IIASA on
several occasions to exchange information and technical advicet

Orpnization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD)

In May of 1978, ESCS analysts participated in the OBOD's
agricultural subcommittee meeting which reviewed the development
of indicators of rural social and economic well-being.

Energy, New Technologies, Rational Use of Resources

The importance of cooperation in the field of energy is
underscored in several Basket II provisions which place
particular importance on cooperation in research for new sources

of energy and new technologies to reduce energy consumption.
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The United States Government, through the Department of.
Energy (DOE), has actively pursued the f.urtherance of these

'goals in the energy-related activities of the U.N. Economic
Commission for Europe (EE) and through separate bilateral
agreembnts on.-energy co erat.Lon wilt') both Polatid and the Soviet
Union.

Bilateral Cooperation

Poland

Energy cooperation with Poland takes place Under a 1974
Coal Research Agreement with the U.S. Bureau of Mines. The
general areas of cooperation covered by the agreemen't and, '

following its creation, with the U.S. Department of Energy
(DOE), includes: coal extractie4 and utilization, including
coal liquefication and gasification; automated longwall minibg;
coking methods; and magnetohydrodynmmics. The.Coal Research
Agreement has lead to specific cooperative projects in coal-
related research, the costs of which are shared equally by the .

two partners (total U.S. funding has amounted to 10 million
dollars in excess Polish currency).

One important project under these agreements is the "Coal
Combustion and Gasification for Magnethydrodynamics Method of
Power Generation.".The original thrust of this project was to
use the exhaust gases from a MHD (rregnetohydrodynamics) genera-
tor for the chemical regeneration of coals, but efforts have
since focused on joint coal combustor development while continu-
ing, but de-emphasizing, coal gasification activities.

During President Carter's December of 1977 visit to Poland,
Secretary of State Cyrus Vance and Polish Foreign Minister Emil
Wojtaszek agreed to conduct a high-level review of the 1974
Agreement to explore possibilities of expanding the joint
studies covered under it. Follow up discussions took place
in March of 1978 between the Deputy Minister of the Polish
Miniitry of Mining, Dr. Glanowski, and DOE officials. The U.S.
expressed its concern that it had not yet received certain
information called for under the existing Agreement. U.S.
officials noted that, while the U.S. maintained a strong
interest in pending cooperative arrangements, any proposed
future activities would have to prove beneficial to the techni-
cal programs of both countries.

USSR

Energy cooperation with the USSR is governed by two
government-to-government agreements, one oUtlining cooperative
efforts in the field of energy, and the other involving atomic
energy cooperation:
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a. U.S.-USSR Agreeffmnt on Cooperation in the Field of Energy

The U.S.-USSR Agreement on Energy, signed by then President'

Nixon anctNPresidiumChairrhan Podgorny on June 28, 1974, remained
in force until June of 1979, when it was renewed for another
three years plu.s two more il leither side notifies the other
30 days before June .of 1982 that it does not wish the Agreement
to continue.

The main objectives of the Agreement ate to use the
scientific and technical potential of 094 United States and
the Soviet Union to accelerate, 1:4 cooperative efforts, research
and development in the areas of existing and alternative sources
of energy-as well as to increase effedtiyeness in the use of

energy and its conservation, and to achieYe a.better mmtual
understanding of each country's national,energy programs and.

outlook.

There are currently 14 joint projects under the Energy
Agreement, most of which involve periodic meetings and exchaliges

of information and statistics. The'Departme0 of Energy has
lead responsibility for 10 of them. They include Heat Rejection
Systems; Oil Technology; Gas Technology; Coal Technology; Solar
Technology; Geothermal Technology; Enerely Information and Fore-

casting; MHD (Magnetohydro-dynamics, a ptocess involving the
rflrect generation of electricity from combustion -- a field
1 which thb Soviet Union is highlyUxanced; Superconducting

Tranmmission; and Ultra-High Voltage Transmission.

The Tennesiee Valley'Authority (TVA) has lead responsi-
bi.lity for three prorects. They include Thenmal Power Stations;

Electric Power Stations; and Air Pollution Reduction.

The Department of Interior has lead responsibility for
the Hydropower project and the Army Corps of Engineets has lead

responsibility for the Hydropower sub-project on Cold Weather
Construction Techniques.

b. U.S.-USSR Agreement on Cooperation in the Peaceful
Uses of Atomic Energy.

This bilateral Agreement on Atomic Energy was signed by
President Nixon and General Secretary Brezhnev on June 21, 1973,

for a period of 10 years. It provides for cooperation in three

major areas: Controlled Thermonuclear Fusion, Fast Breeder
Reactors and Research in Fundamental Properties of Matter.
Working Groups have been established in each of these areas.
Cooperative efforts in the areas of nuclear spent fuel storage,
thermionic energy conversion and light water reactor safety

are just getting under way.
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Recognizing the ncreasing hmportance of the energy problem
in today's world and he fact that its member nations consume
close to 80 perOnt of the world's energy supply, the U.N.
Ecbnomic Cornnission for Europe ,has been devoting an Increasing
proportion of its time and resources to the problems of energy

. supply, demand an4 dooperatioh. The U.S. has been an active J

participant in these discuasions.which have taken place largely
within the three energy-felated bodies of the E. t

Coal .Corrrni t tee/
.

The Coal Corrrnittee concentrates dn studies of the future
, role of coal and methods of increasing current coal production
and utilization. The U.S. _ha; participated in the activities
of the Annual Coal Committee, and the group of Experts on Coal
Statistics and Coal Trade. In addition, DOEls staff has parti-,
ckpated in study tours of the coal operations In several ECE
countries, including a study tour of Coal Facilities in the
FRG in September of 1978. The DOE aissists in providkng statis-
tics published by the U.N./BCE and is currently recommending

computerization of the coal statistics data base to expedite/
'publication of these reports.

In addition to scheduled meetings of the Coal Committee
and its group of experts, the Corrrnittee has initiated a number
of specialized seminars and symposia on specific topics to
encourage a discussion among OCE countries on coal-related tech-
nology and information. The Symposium on Coal Liquefaction and
Gasification met on April 23, 1979, in Katowice, Poland, to
which the U.S. provided a rapporteur for one of the specialized
ses.sions and a number of technical papers on coal gasification
technology.

Gas Committee

The Gas Committee was established in 1963 to analyze the
natural gas market situation, its long-term trends and the
potential problems involved in integrating the flow of natural
gas within the current energy system. The Corrrnittee's world
program includes an ecopomic analysis of the gas situation and
its short and long-term prospects; the economic and technologi-
cal aspects of the use of gas by various branches of industry;
and the transport, storage and environmental aspects of gas
consumption.

Electric Power Corrrnittee

The Committee on Electric Power was established in 1947
to eliminate power shortages and bottlenecks in the generation
and transmission of electricity and to publish a periodical
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, report on electric pbwer statistics. The current focus of,the,
Electric Power Committee Is the effectiVe btllization:of elec-
tric.power.through the interconnection of national power systems
and the reduction of problems 'attociated with the interthange
of electricity within digferent powet systerrm. The U.S. con-
tinues to follow with interest the activities of this Power

Corrmittee. Although currently financial constraints preclude
participatipn in the Committee,s activities,-it is anticipated
that the U.S. will became more intensiVely involved inethse near

future.

Transport Technology

(See the'Development of Transport Section for a detailed
discussion of cooperative efforts in the field of transporta-

tion).

Physics and Chemistry

Cooperative research projects in specific areas of physics
and chemistry are also called for in the Final Act; those areas
include high energy and nuclear physics, electrochemistry and
the chemistry of polymers, and the practical application of
chemistry to differing economic sectors.

Several agreements, all signed prior to the Final Act but
mandating programs which are continuing through the period under
discussion, have been negotiated by the United States to.encour-

age greater scientific cooperation in these specific areas.
With Hungary, for example, an Agreement on Cooperation in Cul- .

ture, Education, Science and Technology mandates that the U.S.
and Hungarian governments encourage exchanges and joint
activities in the fields of pure and applied sciences. Current
joint programs include subjects such as ion-implantation in
semi-conductors, cationic copolymerization and Mosbauer
spectroscopy of passive films.

A similar Agreement, signed in 1974, is in force between

.
the U.S. and Romanian governments and has led to projects in
areas such as the transformation of carotenoids and atomic and

molecular physics.

Under the U.S.-Polish Agreement on Funding of Cooperation
in Science and Technology, cooperative projects have been
approved by the Agreement's Joint Board in areas.which include
reactions of carbonions, crystallization of polymers, mathe-
matical physics, ribonucleic acids and the study of close binary

systems.

U.S. scientific cooperation with the USSR takes.-place under
the bilateral Agreoment on Scientific and Technical Cooperation,

renewed in July of 1977, for an additional five years. Two
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working geoups formed as a result of the AgreementOone to
encourage research in chemical catalysis and the other In
pKysics, have been developing program for numerous specifics,

s

projects.
_

Meteorology and Hydrology

Cooperative research in the areas'of hydrology and meteor-
ology, particularly in the collection of data and their use
for weather and hydrology forecasting, is another example con-
tained in this section of the*types of joint projects the CSCE
states should be encourTng.

Most international cooperative work in these fieldi is
taking place within various multilateral forums. Nevertheless,
the United States is also actively involved in bilateral
research projects in these areas, principally with the Soviet
Union. Tfie Wor.king Group on Water Resources, one of several
groups formed under the U.S/USSR Agreement for Cooperation in
the Fields of Science and Technology, signed in 1972 and renewed
in 1977, has been working ob projects whfch include plastics
in hydrotechnical construction, planning utilization and
menagement of water resources and methods and means of autana-
tion and remote control in water resource, systems.

Under the U.S.-USSR Environmental Protection Agreement,
one working group devotes its efforts to questions concerning
the influence of environmental changes on climate. This group
has arranged for numerous exchanges of scientists, meetings
and symposia, data exchanges and the Intercalibration of

s environmental monitoring instruments.

Oceanography

Basket 11 endourages the participating states to promote
cooperation in oceanographic research, particularly the study
of air/sea interactions. In keeping with that commitment, the
United States is participating in several multilateral ocean-
ographic programs, in addition to five bilateral programs
initiated with the Soviet Union, Poland and the German
Democratic Republic.

Bilateral Cooperation

USSR

Three major programs form the basis of U.S./USSR coopera-
tive efforts in the area of oceanographic research. The la.rgest
is a result of the U.S./USSR Agreement on Cooperation in Studies
of the World Ocean, signed in Washington, D.C. on June 19, 1973,
and extended until December 15, 1981. A Joint Committee on
Cooperation in World Ocean Studies was created to implement
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the Agreement and it established five working grouRs to develop
and realize cooperative activities'. The-se Working groups are

on large-scale ocean-atmspheric interaction; ocean currents-

and dynamics; geology, geophysics and geochemistry of the 'world

ocean floor; intercalibration and standardization of oceano-
graphic instruments and methods; and biological productivity
and biochemistry. Each of these groups has actively pursued
mutually beneficial exchanges of experts and infonmation, as
well as extensive joint research projects.

Another important example of joint U.S.-Soviet cooperation
in oceanographic research is the Marine Mammal Project which
has evolved out of the U.S./USSR Agreement on Environmental
Protection. The objective is "to develop collaborative research
into the biology, ecotogy and population dynamics of marine
marrrnals of inIerest to both countries and thus contribute to
sound management and conservation of these animals," and it
is being.realized through the exchange of information and
current data, coordinated and shared national researchiprojects,

and joint research projects. Most of the cooperative itudies

have concentrated on mammal activities in the North Pacific
area.

In A(third major oceanograp.hic program with the Soviet
Union, U.S. scientists from the Northeast Fisheries Center of

the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration's
(NOAA) Nat-Lonal Marine Fisheries Services have.been conducting
joint fisheries research with Soviet scientists fran the USSR
Atlantic'Scientific Research Institute of Marrne Fasheries and

Oceanography (AtlantNIRO). The main focus of the joint research

has been to cooperate on life history studies and assessments
of major commercin fish species in the fisheries' zone of the

Northeast Atlantic U.S. coast, as well as on extensive eco-
system studies.

Poland

A similar program has been established between U.S. and

Polish fisheries' scientists who meet periodically to review
joint projects in such areas as herring studies, environmental

assessment programs, and lining and patch studies. The U.S. has

also helped fund and operate a Plankton Sorting and Identifica-
tion Center in Poland.

GDR

Scientists from the German Democratic Republic's Institute
for Deep Sea Fishing and Fish Processing and from NOAA's North-

east Fisheries Center in Wood.i Hole, Massachusetts are involved

in a program of cooperation to investigate marine resources
within the 200-mile fishing zone of the United States. Planned

activities for the next two years will include herring and
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plankton surveys, herring stock samplings and mackerel feeding
investigations.

Bilateral 'fisheries programs have also been implemented
between the U.S. and both Spain and the Federal Republic of
Germany.

Multilateral Cpoperation

Within the United Nations, the U.S., through the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, has taken an active
role in oceanographic-related groups including: UNESCO's Inter-
governmental Oceanographic Commission (IOC); the United Nations
.Environment Program; and the Intergovernmental Maritime Consul-
tative Organization, which deals primarily with international
maritime safety. The U.S. has also iarticipated in the Interna-
tional Council for the Exploration of the Sea (to encourage
and cpordinate investigations for the study of the sea), and
the Ipternational Hydrographic Organization (to make world navi-
gation safer by improving nautical charts). Within NATO, the
U.S. has initiated oceanographic programs with France, Canada
and the United Kingdom.

Seismological Research

Earthquake studies have been singled out as another area
of potentially valuable international cooperation. Joint
projects on the study and forecasting of earthquakes, and
research on the technology of seism-resisting constructions
particularly are highlighted.

Several U.S. Government agencies are involved in encourag-
ing international seismological research, but primary respon-
sibility rests with the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS). The
USGS participates, for example, in a worldwide seismic net-
work of stations, and through that network exchanges seismic
records with several of the signatory states, including
Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, the German Democratic Republic,
Hungary, Poland, Romania and the IISSR. Bulgaria, Poland,
Romania and the USSR also exchan seismic risk mapping with
the USGS and have been involved (with the exception of Bulgaria)
in additional joint research proje-:ts with the USGS. Since its
1977 earthquake, Romania has recei\ed earthquake assistance
and will be procuring seismological equipment through the U.S.
National Bureau of Standards and the Agency for International
Development.

The United States' most detailed formal cooperative seis-
mological research agreement with the CMLA countries is with
the Soviet Union. Under the joint Agreement on Environmental
Protection, a special working group was established to study
problems of earthquake prediction. The main directions of the
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group's-cooperative efforts have been in developing reliable
methods of earthquake prediction and tsunami warnings (long-
period gravity waves which travel through the Pacific); estimat-
ing seismic risk; pre'dicting strong ground motion as it relates
to earthquake resistant design and planning; and understanding
the physical and mechanical processes of earthquakes and
tsunamis. Both the U.S. and USSR will be publishing and dissem-
inating a collection of papers which will intorporate\the
results of the joint work at the end of 1979, in addiiion to the
regular publication of separate papers in scientific jOurnals.

`The United States has also been pursuing joint solutions
to the problems of construction of buildings in seismic areas
wifh the Soviet Union under the U.S.-USSR Agreement on Coopera-
tion in the Field of Housing and Other Construction, signed-
in June of 1974 and renewed for an additional five years in
June of 1979. Under that Agreement, the working group on tech-
niques'for construction in areas of frequent seismic activity
has been involved in a regular exchange of data, information
and spdCialists. Mention should also e made of U.S. partici-
pation, through the National Academy of Sciences, in the Inter-
national Geodynamics Project which was created to study shifts
in the plates which form the earth's large land masses. Begun
in 1974, the Project is continuing through 1979.and is particu-
larly concerned with earthquakes and the effects on volcanoes.

Research on Glaciology, Permafrost and Problems
of Life Under Conditions of Cold

In the areas of glaciology as well, the Final Act
recognizes that countries must work cooperatively to resolve
problems which are mutually shared, particularly problems
relating to cold weather construction and permafrost-related
environmental difficulties.

The United States has been pursuing cooperative Ventures
with the Soviet Union in these areas under the terms of three
separate agreements. For example, under the'bilateral U.S.-USSR
Housing Agreement, one of six working groups concentrates on
the question of Building for Extreme Climates and Unusual
Geological Conditions. The group has been encouraging exchanges
of specialists, joint publications and cooperative research
efforts in three fields, two of which involve design solutions
and building construction under cold climatic conditions, and
the other, foundations in permafrost and supporting sciences
dnd technology.. A joint sominar on "Construction in Permafrost"
was held in Leningrad from June 25 to July 2, 1979, in which
both U.S. and Soviet specialists exchanged and published
technical research papers.

Permafrost-related environmental problems caused by the
construe tion and operation of pipelines, roads and engineering
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difficulties are studied as part of the U.S.-USSR Envirommental
Agreement. Joint research called for by the Agreement largely
concerns developing techniques to predict the environmental
impact of such construction projects and to monitor changes
at control points in Alaska and Siberia. An additional topic
of bilateral cooperation in the area of cold weather construc-
tion is contained within the joint Energy Agreement and has
lead to a mutual exchange of data and research on problems of
constructing dams and hydropower stations in cold weather
conditions. The Soviet Union has made advances in the design
of embankment dams on permafrost which should be helpful in
planning several projects in the United States.

Computer Communicativn and Inforrretion Technologies

The growing importance of computers and telecommunications
in today's world led the negotiators of the Final Act to
include, within these provisions, a section on information
technologies and their application in various production,
management and research pro"Cesses. 4

The United States has been actively involved in official
cooperative projects in the computer area with the Soviet Union,
principally under the U.S.-USSR Science and Technology Agree-
ment. The U.S.-USSR Joint Working Group on Scientific and Tech-
nical Cooperation in the field of the Application of Computers
to Management, established in October of 1972 as a result of
the Agreement, has intensified its activifies over the past
four years. Those activities have revolved around five major
topic areas under which specific project activities have been
carried out in various sub-topics. The five areas include
econometric modeling; computer analysis applied to economics
and management of large systems; application of computers to
the management of large cities; theoretical foundations of soft-
ware applications in economics and management; and the use of
computers in decision-making and the advanced training of high-
level adminit-trative personnel. An indication of the recent
increased activity in these fields is the fact that 18 meetings
under the joint working group program were held from October of
1972 through February of 1976, while 65 meetings have already
been held f-rom February of 1976 to June of 1979. As a result of
these meetings, 10 long-term joint research projects have been
initiated, 15 seminars have been organized on a broad range of
topics within these fields, 150-200 specialists from each coun-
try have been exchanged and a considerable amount of material
has been published, disseminated and shared. The net effect of
these cooperative efforts has been to allow specialists from
both countries to review current computer problems in both the
11.S. and Soviet Union and mutually to arrive at possible solu-
tions. The U.S. National Science Foundation, the implementing
agency for the Application of Computers to Management area,
ha', recently conmissioned a study involving a Retrospective
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Analysis of the Computer Program which will prelient a detailed
historical record of the program and its resulAs. The U.S. has
also been,involved in several commercial computer sales to the
Soviet UnFon, including INV and Sperry Univac computer sales.

Space Research

In line with BasketilI's commitment to expadd cooperation
in the area of space expJoration and satellite studies of the
earth's resources, the .0nited States is presently engaged in

cooperativeNpace actiNities with both the Soviet Union and
Romania. The U.S. has generally attempted in these activities
to concentrate on specific projects of mutual interest and
benefit, rather than on generalized exchanges, and these goals
have, on the whole,; been met in existing cooperative ventures..

Bilateral Cooperation

USSR

An "Agreement Between the United States of America and
the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics Concerning Cooperation
in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space for Peaceful Purposes"
was first signed on May 24, 1972, and renewed in 1977. To

implement the Agreement's provisions, six joint working groups
were establiShed in the areas of space science, earth-resource
sensing of the national environment, space biology and medicine,
space meteorology, search and rescue, and a study group on the
feasibility of joint U.S. Space Shuttle and Soviet Salyut Space
Station experiments. These groups have arranged for the
exchange of infonmation, lunar samples, soil moisture measure-
ments and satellite data as well as joint seminars and joint
search and rescue projects.

Romania

There has been a moderate level of contact with Romanian
space officials, including exchange visits of specialists.
Ir 1977, for example, a U.S. space specialist hosted a round-
table discussion on the U.S. space shuttle program in Romania's
Space Council and National Council for Science and Technology.

Several cooperative activities have developed from these
interactions including the selection of a Romanian scientist
as a Landsat-2 principal investigator and the selection of a

Romanian proposal for flight on the Shuttle-borne Drop Dynam
Module. Additionally, negotiations are underway which are
expected to lead to the establishment by Romania of a Landsat
ground station with Romanian funding and a payment of a 200,00e
dollar, one-year access fee to the U.S.
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Other
-

In addition, the U.S. National Aeronautics and Space
Administration sends announcements on a regular basis to Soviet
and East European scientists concerning space researcK.oppor-
tunities within the United States.

Mul ti lateral Cooperation

As one of the two largest world space powers, the U.S.
plays a prominent role in the work of the varied multilateral
organizations involved in this area. U.S. participants in the
United Nations Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space
have constructively worked to reach agreement on several
treaties regulating outer space activities and are presently
pursuing an international legal regime to govern the use of
direct broadcasting and remote sensing. The U.S. is also an
active member of organizations such as the International
Telecommunications Satellite Organization. Six U.S. agencies
are taking part in the 1976-1979 International Magnetospheric
Study designed to investigate properties of the earth's magnetic
field in space.

Medicine and Public Health

The Final ct notes lhat medical research, development
of new drugs, the study of.contemporary problems of pediatrics
and gerontology, and the organization and techniques of medical
services are subjects where,international cooperation could
be most beneficially expanded in the areas of medicine and
public health.

Within the United States, the Public Health Service (PHS)
and National Institutes of Health (NIH), both contained within
the Departmmnt of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW), have
sought to promote international biomedical cooperation in the
belief that the exchange of data among scientists throughout
the world is fundamental to scientific progress and the growth
of international understanding.

To meet such gOals, the National Institute of Health has
fostered a number of programs -- in which scientists from the
signatory states have participated -- designed to promote
advanced study in the biomedical and related sciences and to
develop practical methods for utilizing the knowledge thus
gained. These programs were established to encourage exchange,
interaction, study, cooperation and collaboration within the
international biomedical community and have provided opportuni-
ties for in-depth studies and discussion of significant
research, public health and biomedically-related social and
economic issues. Additionally, NIH awards individual foreign
grants and contracts, publishes biomedical data from scientists
abroad and disseminates information from participants in inter-
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national scientific conferences and symposia... OverNthe past
four years, it has been estimated that close to 1,000 scientists
have traveled between the U.S. and CMEA nations under NIH-
sponsored programs.

HEW's Center for Disease Control (CIDZ) also provides
specialized training, work experience and consultations for
foreign scientists and health officials who visit the Center.
The Center funds a Service Fellowship Program which awards
fellowships to scientists who have unusual medical knowledge
and experience. CDC also collaborates on disease-related
projects in five countries of the world, including Yugoslavia
and Poland, with a total budget of $12,970,776.

Bilateral Cooperation

The United'States is presently involved in cooperative
bilateral programs, formally or informally, With 27 of the 34

4 signatory'states. Cooperative biomedical agreements have been
signed with 11 countries including Belgium, Canada, France,
the FRG, Italy, Netherlands, Poland, Romania, Sweden, the USSR
and Yugoslavia. Some level of formal cooperatiop is being
considered or negotiated with Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia,. the
GDR, Greece, Hungary and Spain. Informal research activity
through exchanges of scientists or NIH grant awards is being
conducied with Austria, Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Ireland,
Norway, Portugal, Switzerland, Turkey and the United Kingdam,

Two of these bilateral agreements for cooperation in health
deserve special mention.

Poland

The first is the Cooperation in the Field of Health Agree-
ment, signed in 1974, between the U.S. Department of Hedlth,
Eduction and Welfare and the Polish Ministry of Health and
Social Welfare. The objective of this Agreement is to combine,
where possible, the resources of the governments of Poland and
the United States in joint efforts towards the solution of
health problems of mutual interest. More specifically, the
Agreement provides for cooperative activities with two possible
sources of funding: a Joint Fund and "those other resources"
which may become available from public and private institutions
which agree to cooperate.

Additionally, the Agreement establishes a U.S.-Polish Joint
Committee for Health Cooperation to oversee implementation of

the program. Specifically, the Joint Committee is charged with

the responsibility for: (1) determining policy relating to the
Agreement; (2) identifying the priority areas and programs;
(3) establishing the mechanisms and practical aspects of cooper-
ation; and (4) reviewing and evaluating the progress of activi-
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ties under the Agreement.

/Since the Agreement was signed, the U.S. has contri-
buted approximately eight million dollars to the Joint Fund.
Matching contributions fram Poland is on-going. Forty-two
projects are actively engaged and 12 new project proposals are
currently being reviewed at NIH for scientific mrit and
personnel competence. The research and exchanges conducted
under the Agreement have,sit is agreed, been professionally
and personally beneficial to both countries.

USSR

Another agreement of major interest and significance has
been the one negotiated between HEW and the Ministry of Health,
USSR. The two organizations negotiated twa separate agreements
which have formed the basis of U.S.-USSR cooperative activities
in the field of health research: the Agreement for Cooperation
in Medical Service and Public Health, signed in 1972 and renewed
in 1977 for a second five-year period, and the Agreement for
Cooperation in Artificial Heart Research and Development, signed
in 1974 and ,renewed in 1977 for five years.

Both Agreements call for the establishment of a U.S.-USSR
Joint Committee for Health Cooperation, charged with implement-
ing the practical aspects of health cooperation including the
oversight of policy and administrative logistics. Additionally,
the Agreerrents committed both sides to conducting cooperative n

efforts in the biomedical field through joint research projects
and the individual exchange of scientists.

While activities under the program have generally pro-
gressed in a saJisfactory manner, the Joint Committee has
recognized an unevenness in the progress. Some areas move
rapidly to intensive joint research, while others remain in
the preliminary stages of exchanging background information
and exploring the potentials of joint work. To the people
involved in this work, slow progress has sometimes been a source
of personal disappointment and dissatisfaction.

In some measure, the U.S.-USSR Program for Health Coopera-
tion has served as an experimental model for future internation-
al programs of the Public Health Service. Although it is not
unique in its fundamental design, it is the largest and most
thoroughly evaluated and centrally administered cooperative
international health program. Broad areas of interests, major
administrative considerations, and a yearly evaluation are over-
seen by the binational Joint Committee. The scientific aspects
of the program remain, however, the prerogative of working level
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scientills and institutions. The prograM has been unique .

because the coUntries,haVe.shared benefits and costs equal-ty.
Unlike many international'health programs, no funds and very

little technical hardware change hands. Each side basically
underwrites the costs of its participation in cooperative
projects with full and timely sharing of scientific data and

results.

U.S. scientists and coordinators have,had to learn to
accommodate great disparities with their Soviet contacts in

political, cultural and economic institutions as well as in

the technical and scientific capabilities of both countries

as they sought to define specific Activities where both sides

could cooperate for mutual benefit. The results have been of

notable benefit to both countries.

Multilafteral Cooperation

T e United States has worked closely with the various

health related multilateral agencies, particularly the World

Health Organization (WHO) and UNICEF, to help in resolving

specific global health p.roblems. The U.S. has supported and

partiçHpated in programs concerning, mmong other issues, mater-

nal a d child health care, research and training in tropical

dise ses, improvement in the status of nutrition, disease

control, heaJth manpower development and promotion of environ-

mental health. Additionally, 'the United States has actively

cooperated with the WHO Regional Office for Europe on activities

relating to maternal and child health care, health services

research, environmental health and cancer research.

Environmental Research.

(U.S. activities in cooperative research projects on

specific scientific and technological problems related to the

environment are covered in detail in the "Environment" section

of this report).

Forms and Methods of Cooperation

The Final Act specifically outlines the types of activities

which should govern international cooperation in the scientific

and technological fields discussed aboVe. These activities

are, in fact, the specific forms of cooperation the United

States has been pursuing with the Eastern signatory nations:

exchanges of information and publications; exchanges of and

direct contacts among specialists; international conferences

and meetings; joint research programs and projects; u.e of

commercial channels; and full use of bilateral and multilateral

cooperative arrangements.
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Sinc\a special aMphasis Is made Under Aheie proviiIons on
the improved,exchange. of sclentific.and technological Informa-
tion, mentlbn should be made-of a special branch of the U.S.
Government created for that purpose -- the Nati6nal Technical
Informatibn Service (NTIS). NTIS was created in 1970 to sim-
plify and improve public access to U.S. Department of Commerce
publications, data files, patents, and.Federal Agency technical
reports. It also coordinates the publishing and technical
inquiry functions of different Spec.ial Technology Groups. NTIS
publishes 26 abstract newsletters of new information items and
an all-inclusive biweekly journal. It also provides NTIS' Bib-
liographic Data Base to a computer network serving customers
worldwide. NTIS has, in addition, received the rights Ao pub-
lish and sell English translations of six copyrighted Soviet .

scientific journals and selected articles from more than 500
Soviet journals and books. -The Infonmation Service also
provides most U.S. reports announced in Ahe INIS (International
Nuclear Infonmtion System) Atomindex and most non-U.S. reports
abstracted in the ,Atomindex 71773TT976, almost 4,000 Soviet
reports have been iFFYYFEFU, all for U4S. sales only). The
entire NTIS inventory is available to all the signatory
countries -- a service which has not been reciprocated by all
the Eastern signatory states. Thus far, 4,400 reports have
been sold to Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union by NTIS.

The National Science Foundation is another agency active
,in the area of improving technical information exchange. The
Foundation coordinates and administers the Special Foreign
Currency Science Information Program in which U.S. government
research scientists select materials of East European.technology
to be translated for the Federal government. NSF also
periodically publishes reports which aim at expanding.and
improving scientific and technical communication.

This section of the Final Act also suggests that the United
Nations Economic Commission for Europe study possibilities "for
sponsoring conferences, srmposia and study and working groups
such as those which would bring together younger scientists
and technologists with eminent specialists in their field."
U.S. delegates to the BCE Senior Science Advisors supported
a proposal that the Snior Advisors incorporate projects into
their working program which would bring such younger scientists
together to meet with well-known specialists. The advisors
passed a resolution that called on government to enco,urage the
participation of younger scientists in ECE Science seminars.

The United States has, in addition, assisted in the work
of international programs, such as UNE9CO's World Science
Information System, which are concerned with information policy
guidance, as mandated in this section of the Final Act.
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ENVIR NT

In Section five of the CSCE Fi
states affirm the importance of clos
for "the protection and hnprovament
as the., protection of nature and the ra
its resources..." The signatory states
to pursue "every suitable ociportunity to
control of air pollution, water pollution
water utilization, protection of the meri
utilization and soils, nature conservation
improvement of environmental conditions in
settlement, fundamental research, monitoring
assessment of environmental changes, and lega
trative methods. The participating states fu
implement this cooperation on both a multilateral and bilateral
basis through a wide variety of forffm and methods, such as the
exchange of informetion and specialists, organization of sym-
posia and joint projects and consultations with other states.

al Act, tile participating
international cooperation

o the environment,'as well
ionil utilization of
eclare their intention
cooperate" in the
control and fresh

environment, land
and nature reserves,
reas of human
forecasting and
and adminis-
ther resolve to

The U.S. has a long history of concern for its national
environment. In many respects, the country has been a world
leader in efforts to cohtrol and abate pollution and preserve 4
the ecological balance within its territorial boundaries. For
example, in 1970, an executive order created the independent
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) within the Executive
Branch to spearhead the government's integrated, coordinated'
attack on environmental pollution. Since 1976, Congress has
passed major environmental legislation such as.the Toxic Sub-
stances Control Act and the Resource Conservation and Recovery
Act, as well as amendments to the lendmerk Clean Air and Clean
Water Acts. Additionally, the Environmental gesearch, Develop-
ment and Demonstration Authorization Act of 1978 mandated a
separate program to insure continuing environmental research
and development.

Presently, 40 federal agencies, including cabinet-level.
departments, are involved in the broad effort to prevent pollu-
tion in all environmental fields. In his May of 1977 environ-
mental message to Congress, President Carter re-emphasized the
U.S. commitment "to protect our most important resource -- human
health -- from...hazardous substances in the environment."

On an international scale, the United States has also
officially affirmed its commitment to cooperation on environ-
mental issues. As stated in the 1969 National Environment
Policy Act of the United States:

"The goals of our international activities
are to recognize the worldwide and long-range
character of environmental problems and, where
consistent with the foreign policy of the United
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States, lend. support to Initiatives, resolutions,
and program's designed to improve international
cooperation in antictpating and preventing a
decline in the quality 'of our.global environment."

Several U.S. Government agtpcies currently conduct a high
level of cooperative environmental research with other nations
and international organizations. The U.S. -Departments of State,
Interl'or, Commerce and Agriculture as well as other government
offices. are involved in this effort. The U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA), however, has been the chief vehicle in
U.S. efforts to comply with the Final Act's provisions on envi-
rommentAl'cooperation. Most of,the project descriptions and
statements on U.S. environmental policy included in this rsiort
are directly from the EPA's June of 1978 Reserach Outlook.

Forms and Methods of Cooperation

The United States participates in working groups on the
environment assoCiated with numerous multilateral organizations
suCh as the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Develop-
ment (cam), NATO's Comrnittee on the Challenges of Modern
Society (MMS), the United Nations Environment Program (UNEP),
the World Health Organization (WHO), the Commission of European
Communities and the Economic Commission.for Europe (ECE). The
United States Government also supports the principal inter-
national conventions on environmental issues. Recemtly, the
U.S. was an active participant in the April of 1979 plenary
sessions of the ECE and played an important role in laying the
groundwork for the high-level meeting on environmental issues
scheduled for November of 1979. Participating governMents at
the meeting will discuss, and perhaps approve, a Long Range
Transboundary Air Pollution Agreement and a Low and Non-Waste
Technology Agreement.

U.S. specialists are also engaged in many bilateral pro-
jects with Helsinki signatory states under agreements that
either deal exclusively with environmental issues or'are part
of broader. accords on scientific and technological cooperation.
The U.S. has concluded com rehènsive bilateral agreements on the
environment with Canada, t e Federal Republic of Germany, France
and the United Kingdom, Po and, Yugoslavia and the Soviet Union.

Ongoing international operations by U.S. representatives
include, among other forms of cooperation outlined in the Final
Act, participation in lact-finding missions and international
conferences, initation of joint programs and ventures, and
providing advice to countries that request assistance in solving
their own environmental problems.

7r3. An overview of EPA's international activities appears in

Appendix VI,Chart 3.
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For example, joint activity under the UcS.-USSR Environ-
mental Agreement, one of the first of 11 such scientific-
technical agseements between the two countries signed In May

of 1972 and renewed for five years In May of 1977, encompasses
all the formm set forth In the CSCE Final Act. These Include:
exchange of scientific and technical documentation and data;
conferenceS, symposia, and working group meetihgs; exchanges
of trained personnel; planning and implementation of joint pro-
grams and experiments; intercalibration of measurement instr4,-
mentation; publication of bilingual technical glossaries, and
other appropriate efforts in the direction of hanmonlzing
standards. Additionally, annual joint committee meetings -- co-
chaired, on the American side,.by the administrator of EPA --
permit regular high-level U.S.-Soviet consultations on new
environmental topics of international Importance. In 1978,

a total of 1,62 Americans and 134 Soviets visifed each other's
country to discuss the above activities.

The U.S.!-USSR Environmental Agreement specifically author-
izes the two sides, upon mutual consent, to share the results

\ of their cooperation with other countries. Same projects in
the area of nature conservation are closely associated with
programs operating under the auspices of UNESCO and the UN
Environment Program (UNEP). U.S.-Soviet collaboration on pre-
vention and clean-4p of marine pollution from shipping is
explicity.tied Into the activities of the Intergovernmental
Maritime Consultative Organization (IMCO) and appropriate inter-
national conventions.

Fields of Cooperation

Air Pollution Control

According to EPA, research on air pollptants is a central
aspect of U.S. international cooperative prlograms. EPA, there-

fore, has been working under bilateral agrements and programs
with the Helsinki signatory states of France and the United
Kingdom to combat air pollution. These agreements include joint
studies on the potential hazards of the large-scale release
of carbon dioxide into the earth's atmosphere and on the halt
of ozone depletion. The EPA and the U.S. Department of State

have been working with Canada and the International Joint
Commission to resolve the increasing number of cross-boundary
air pollution problems between the two nations.

The U.S. is engaged in cooperative efforts to assess the

enviromental consequences of coal conversion technology with
the Federal Republic of Germany and Yugloslavia. The U.S. and

the FRG agreed in 1977 to exchange information and, in certain

cases, to work together to assure efficient development of
technologies to burn coal in an environmentally acceptable
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manner. A study presently underWay with Yugoslavia will provide
a fUll evaluation of the Kosovo Coal GassIficatIon Plant.
Simdlarly, the U.S. and Poland have donducted a joint study
-of environmental control on coal combustion and Its by-products
in Polish plants.

The U.S.-USSR Environmental Agreement incorporates seven
projects on topics of air pollution modeling and measurement,
stationary source air pollution control technology and Mobile
source emissions. A joint wind tunnel experiment is planned
to simulate the distribution of air p011utants over specified
complex terrain and a joint field experiment will be conducted
in the USSR to study the formation and transportation of natural.
aerosols. These two activities will aid both countries in
understanding basic air pollution processes. Another joint
program is under-way on the development of safeguards against
pollution from coal processing facilities.

On a multilateral level, the EPA represents the United
States in air pollution research programs with 11 separate
international agencies.

The U.S. has participated in discussions about problems
concerning the earth's protective ozone layer in the United
Nations Coordind,ting Committee on the Ozone Layer whIch reviews
ongoing research, identifies research and monitoring needs,
recommends (with priorities) needed research projects and
attempts to influence nations and international scientific
organizations-to conduct such studies. The EPA presented the
United States' position on stratospheric ozone in these
discussions. The U.S. is also a signatory to the Tripartite
(France, United Kingdom and the United States) Agreement on
Stratospheric Monitoring, which provides a coordinated program
of stratospheric monitoring.

An excellent example of the U.S. commitment to cooperation
on a multilateral basis is the ongoing Isotopic Lead Experiment
sponsored by the Common Market, Italian Federal Hydrocarbon
Authority and International Lead and Zinc Research Organi-
zation. Under this study, gasoline stations in Torino, Italy,
converted to a different lead isotope ratio in gasoline. The
amount of lead in the human blood actually coming from automo-
tive sources will be determined by measuring blood lead levels
during the use of this special gasoline and after the Torino
area returns to the original gasoline.

The U.S. has also been involved in the meetings of ECE
experts and of the Senior Advisors to ECE Governments on Envi-
ronmental Problems which helped prepare a Long Range Trans-
boundary Air Pollution Agreement to be approved at the ECE
Committee on the Development of Trade's annual session in
November of 1979.
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Water Pollu

t(

ion Control, Fresh Water UtIlizatIon, and
Mar ne Environment Protection

A landmark of inte national cooperation in the Helsinki

spirit regarding improved water quality is the 1972 United
States-Canada Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement, under which

the two countries operate through the International joint
Commission to support a water quality monitoring program and

'Tvdevise a necessary research program to guide And support

surveillance activities. The EPA atso provides expert consul-

tation on a variety of issues related to U.S.-Canada cross-
boundary water pollution problems and participates in large-

scale, long-tenm ecasystem studies with its Canadian counter,.

part. The Great Lakes Agreement is one of the few ongoing

ecosystem studies.

Besides the Great Lakes Agreement, the U.S. has separate

water pollution control agreements which include marine
environment protection provisions with the Federal Republic
of Genmany,-France and the United Kingdom. The U.S., through

the EPA, is conducting research with Yugoslavia on water
pollutants such as silicates, heavy metals and acid dust.
Additionally, the U.S. and Polish governments are collaborating

on renovation and recycling projects in Poland. Based upon

findings from combined projects, American and Polish specialists

have developed new techniques of removing pollutants from

textile industry wastewater.

The U:S.-USSR Environmental Agreement embraces three joiht

projects on fresh water quality monagement. Cne of these in-

volves comparative on-site analogies of water protection
programs in selected river basins. A joint srmposium on the
subject was held during the fall of 1979. U.S. and Soviet

experts collaborated in developing mothenatical models of pollu-

tion transport in lakes and inland seas. A follow-up symposium

on the use of this research for planning purposes is also

sched-Oled for the latter part of 1979. Active bilateral
r!c1w4tsh is in progress on the behavior of toxic substances

irk acitiitic ecosystems.

The U.S.-USSR working group on prevention of water

pollution fram industrial and municipal sources has held
discussions on various phases of new Soviet water pollution

technologies. Such activities should, in the near future,

provide additional benefits, not only in terms of cleaner
processes and more effective control technologi.es, but also

in terms of a vastly improved understanding of the systems

involved.

U.S.-Soviet cooperation in the protection of the marine

enviromnent operates on two tracks: prevention and clean-up
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of pollution,from shipping and effects of pollution on marine
organisms. Combined activities have occured in several differ-
ent ocean regions, including the Bleck Sea, the Mediterranean,
the North Atlantic and North Pacific. According to the details
of the 'agreements, by the end of 1979, two types of Soviet oil
skimmers will have been shipped to the U.S. for tests at an
EPA facility in New Jersey, the Soviets will have hosted a joint
symposium on biological effects of marine pollution and Soviet
specialists will have visited the U.S. for purposes of inter-
calibrating methods to determine the presence of oil and
petroleum products in ocean water.

To improve knowledge of wastewater treatment and disposal
methods, the U.S. is participating in international research
involving sources of pollution, advanced wastewater treatment
technology, process modification and analyses of sludges .and
their environmental effects. One of the most important Of these
efforts is the study of advanced wastewater treatment being
conducted under the auspices of NATO's Cammmittee on the
Challenges of Modern Society (CCMS) in which the United States,
United Kingdom, Canada, Italy, France and Germany are studying,
among other topics, the standardization of formats for inter-
national information exchange.

Improvement of Environmental Conditions in Areas of Human
Settlement, Nature Conservation, and Land Utilization

Issues relating to the improvement of environmental
conditions, multimedia exposure to environmental chemicals and
related health effects, significant changes in ecosystems, and
disposal of toxic substances are of primary concern to environ-
mentalists worldwide. Therefore the U.S. is working on several
international initiatives in this area.

Implementation of the U.S. Toxic Substances Control Act
requires cooperation in establishing international agreements
on regulatory procedures, such as consistent testing require-
ments, agreed quality control procedures and standard methods.
The U.S. is concentrating its efforts in this area within major
international organizations such as the Chemicals Group of the
Organization for Econamic Cooperation and Development (OECD).
EPA ia_participating actively in the chemical testing program
of the Chemicals Group to harmonize test methods and systems
to predict the effects of substances on humans and the environ-
ment before substances enter the marketplace. EPA's focus is

on methods for testing the long-term effects of chemical
substances on human health.

The U.S. is discussing with the Europen Cmriliss ion the
administrative details of toxic substances control. Also in
cooperation with the World Health Organization, the H.S.,
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eisruugn tne EPA, will help develop an international plan of
action to improve the evaluation of health risks from-exposure
to chemicals.

Thus EPA is working with,various countries to assess risks
and benefits associated with various methods of hazardous waste
disposal. Of key interest is a NATO Committee on Challenges
of Modern Society pilot study on the disposal of hazardous
wastes which is now entering Phase II of its operation. Phase
I of the study provided valuable insight into mine and landfill
disposal practices and produced recommended procedures for
hazardous waste management. Phase II will include analyses
of other thermal treatment systems.

The U.S. is taking steps on other problems relating to
the improvement of environmental conditions in settled areas.
One such problem, underscored in the CSCE Final Act, is that
f the harmful effects of noise. The U.S., primarily through
EPA, is cooperating on noise abatement research, along with
the OECD, the International Civil Aviation Organization, the
World Health Organization, and the U.N. Environment Program.
The U.S. also has an agreement with France on regulating "noise
pollution."

U.S.-USSR cooperation on improving environmental conditions
originally fell under the authority of the multifaceted U.S.-
USSR Environmental Agreement. It has now been transferred to
the purview of the U.S.-USSR Housing Agreement of 1974. As
outlined in the Helsinki accords, an active information exchange
continues in projects relating to environmental aspects of urban
transportation, solid waste processing, urban land use and the
planning and management of urban recreation zones. Addition-
ally, in 1978 Soviet and American agencies conducted an exchange
of exhibits on the preservation and restoration of historic
sites and structures.

The U.S.-USSR Environmental Agreement also contains an
extensive program of bilateral cooperation in the realm of
nature conservation and reserves management. Related activities
include: implementation of the US-USSR Migratory Bird Convention
of October of 1978, study and conservation of rare species of
cranes, protection of northern ecosystems, and study and propa-
gation of endangered plant species. Soviet and &nerican
specialists are actively involved in joint research into the
biology, ecology and population dynamics of marine mantnals.
The two sides are e\ploring the possibility of concluding a
formal convention on the conservation of north Pacific marine
PlataWils. Another neW initiative (urrently under discussion
concerw, aquaculture technology and fisher-le', management.

-Joint activity between the !Lc). and the l!')SP in the area
o f o I r -a t i on is implementcd tindrr Projects con( erned
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with biological approaches to agricultural pest management and
transptrt/transformation of pesticides. A separate effort is
also under way on techniques of reclamation and revegetation
of disturbed land, a-topic of special interest to industrial
nations engaged in interis-ive energy-related development (strip
mining, pipeline construction, etc).

Likewise, the United States, through the Fish and Wildlife
Service of the Department of Interior, has a valuable bilateral
agreement with Spain on protection of nature and nature
reserves, and on wildlife and park management. The United
States is involved in several combined activities with Poland
and Yugoslavia aimed at more effective land utilization and
the protection and recultivation of soils.

Moreover, the U.S. Government maintains a close working
relationship. with the International Union for Conservation of
Nature and Natural Resources (IUCN), a worldwide association
established to promote research on the natural environment.
The United State has joined the IUCN's member governments and
international organizations in a broad array of projects
designed to preserve natural wildlife habitats, to ensure the
perpetuation of wildlife species and to protect the ecological
balance in general. The U.S. is a signatory to one of the
largest and most important conventions on wildlife protection
in the world -- the 51-nation Endangered Species Convention of
1973.

Besides subscribing to the principal international conven-
tions on wildlife protection and nature preservation, the U.S.
is active in research and development programs under the
auspices of a number of multilateral agencies. For instance,
U.S. specialists on pesticides.are continuously involved in
work with the U.N. Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO),
the World Health Organization, the Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD) and the U.N. Environment
Program.

Research, Monitoring, Forecasting, and Assessment of
Environmental Changes and Legal and Administrative Methods

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency believes that
"a comprehensive environmental monitoring program is a pre-
reTiisite for complete United States participation in the
establishment of a global monitoring system. This international
coordination, as well as the development of a national
monitoring capability, will increase the base of knowledge on



9
pollutant build-up in the enyAronmeskbefore that bulld-up
reaches crisis proportions."'

In keeping with this view, many of the bilateral environ-
mental agreements that the U.S. has negotiated with partici-
pating stateS incorporate the monitoring and forecasting of
environmental changes. Long-term monitoring is a significant
feature of the U.S.-Canada Great Lakes Agreement. Similarly,
joint research projects with other nations often call for the
development of regulations and administrative devices to protect
the environment and assess potential hanmful consequences. For
instance, the fundamental challenge of monitoring, forecasting
and assessing environmental change is attacked in many of its
facets under the U.S.-USSR Environmental Agreement. One joint
project seeks to clarify the effects of pesticides and fertili-
zers on aquatic and terrestrial fauna. Another focuses on the
impact of pollution on forest systems. A third study is the
biological and genetic effects of particular forms of pollu-

tion. A working group of several projects provides for a rich
program of joint research into the influence of environmental
changes on climate. One of the most consistently valuable areas
of cooperation under the Environmental Agreement involves field
and theoretical investigations of earthquake precursors and
seismic risk. In a separate project, Sovi.et and American scien-'
tists recently pooled resources in an open ocean experiment on
the formation and propagation of tsunamis in the northern
Pacific.

Still other projects aim at the sharing of insighta and
dpproaches to the legal/administrative side of envir'onmental
protection and the harmonizing of pollution control standards
in the two countries. Teams of U.S. and Soviet observevs will

visit specially designated reas in each other's country to
initiate comprehensive regional analyses of environmental
quality, including aspects of ecology, economics and public
health. The American side will host a follow-up symposium,
with the ultimate purpose of developing a mutually useful
program of environmental quality monitoring and control.

The U.S. also actively contributes to the work of inter-
national organizations such as the Stratospheric Ozone Monitor-
ing Program and the United Nations Environment Program's Global
Environmental Monitoring System. Primarily concerned with air,
this system will link existing national monitoring activities.
United States cooperation in the global water quality monitoring
network is expected to increase as a result of EPA's role as a
World Health Organization Collaborating Center for Environmental

34. U.S. Evironmental Protection Agency, Research Outlook,
3une of 1978.
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Pollution Control. The data from joint surveillance and moni-
toring in the Great Lakes will also be incorporated into the
Global Environmental Monitoring System.

Over and above these commitments, the U.S. has taken the
initiative in establishing legal and administrative procedures
for worldwide environmental impact assessments, a measure speci-
fically advocated in the CSCE Final Act. In April of 1979 the
U.S. Department of State expressed before a meeting of the U.N.
Environment Program U.S. interest in developing international
arrangements for the use of environmental impact assessments
and consultations. Senator Claiborne Pell of Rhode Island,
co-chainman of the U.S. Commission on Security and Cooperation
in Europe, sponsored the initial resolution in the U.S. Senate
that outlined the details of a far-reaching treaty on the issue.
The U.S. Senate approved the treaty resolution unanimously.
The U.S. plan would call on signatory governments to prepare
an environmental impact assessment statement for any major
project that woutd afiect the environment of another country
or "the global commons." The signatory government would then
transmit the assessment and consult with the affected country
or in the case of "the global. commons," the U.N. Environment
Program.

Conclusion

Most of these programs were initiated before the signing
of the Helsinki accord. But in compliance with the Final Act's
provisions, the United States has continued to pursue, inter-
national cooperation with the Helsinki signtory states in every
field of envi.ronmental concern specified in the Final Act and
by every method and form recommended. The bilateral and multi-
lateral agreements,highlighted here comprise only a portion
of U.S. international environmental cooperation relating to
the CSCE accords.

COOPERATION IN OTHER AREAS

.The sixth and final Rasket II section deals with four
specialized and differing areas of economic cooperation which
have not been covered in great detail under any of the previous
Final Act provisions: development of transport, promotion of
tourism, economic and social aspects of migrant labor, and
training of personnel.

Development of Transport

These Final Act provisions outline the importance of
encouraging the international improvement of transportation
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conditions and problems. The signatory-states to tlieTinal
Act should, according to these.clautes, Increase their level
.of cooperation and information exchanges; work towards the har-
monizing of administrative formalities and safety provisions
in transportation; improve international inland transport,
particularly within inland waterways and railroads; and inten-
sify their work in international organizations, particularly
the ECE's Inland Transport Committee, and their accession to
international transport conventions.

The U.S. government, through the Department of Transpor-
tation (DOT), has been actively and visibly involved in promot-
ing cooperative ventures in the areas of transport technology
and conditions through bilateral progtams and through participa-
tion in the transportation work of various international organi-
zations, particulatly the ECE.

The United States is presently participating in bilateral
programs with five CMEA st es (Czechoslovakia, Hungary,
Poland, Rumania and le SR) and seven West European
countries (Canada, France, FRG, Italy, the Netherlands, Spain
and United Kingdom); ad hoc cooperative arrangements are also
in existence with Bulgaria, Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland,'
Norway, Sweden and Switzerland. j ese programs are promoted
principally for the purposes of at uiring and sharing useiul
technology and experience and incr entally, for promoting sales
of U.S. technology and equipment.

U.S. participation in the activities of various multi-
lateral organizations is focused on their work in developing and
adopting international transportation standards and regulations,
in considering regional transportation problems, in discussing
shar'ed problems and national experiences, and in disseminating
technology and the results of multilateral research work.

While there has been no significant increase in bilateral

or multilateral activities with the CSCE signatory countries
since the signing of the Final Act (most of these programs were
iegotiated prior to August 1, 175), the cooperative ventures
called for in these agreements have been progressing satisfac-
torily during the period. Two bilateral cooperative agreements
have, however, been concluded since 1975: a Memorandum of Under-
standing with the Dutch Ministry of Transport and Public Works

in the fall of 1977 and one with the Hungarian Ministry of

Transportation and Postal Affairs in the fall of 1978.

Mlateral Cooperation

Czechoslovakia

H.S.-Czechoslovak exchanges are based on a fklernorandum of

Lnderstanding signed in lune of 1968, which calls for both
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countries to exchange.informatIon and"speclalIsts In specific
subject areas. Most of the agreed exchanges have been
completed, and the U.S. 1.s looking to continue cooperative
research projects, particularly in the areas of highway, rail
and urban goods, after a government-level bilateral agreement
for scientific and technological cooperation is approved.

HunRary

After several years of exploratory visits ahd ad hoc
exchanges of information between DOT officials and the Ministry
of Transportation and Postal Affairs (MOTPA), a Memorandum of
Understanding was concluded between the two,organizations in
October of 1978. DOT specialists are particularly interested
in Hungarian research on rail track deformation and their bus
development and testing program.

The Hungarian Ministry of Transportation and Postal Affairs
has been slow to respond to proposals for visits and tours of
laboratories where research and developmeot work is being
realized. This may be due, in part, to the fact that the U.S.
program is administered by only a few officials of MOTPA's
international staff who are frequently traveling and thus react
slowly to making arrangements for U.S. delegations. Since 1970
approximately 15 U.S. specialists have visited Hungary and four
Hungarian specialists have visited the U.S. for discussions on
transportation issues and to explore possibilities for coopera-
tive work.

Poland

U.S. cooperative work with.the Polish Ministry of Transport
is based on the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) signed in
November of 1971 between the Department of Transportation and
the Polish Ministry of Transport (MOT), informally extended
by correspondence in 1976, and formally extended in Warsaw in
October of 1978. The Memorandum is in the process of being
further amended at the request of the Poles side throuz:1 the
exchange of diplomatic notes.

Under the Memorandum, research projects have been developed
in the areas of driver habits and training, pedestrian behavior,
use of coal fly ash in highway 'construction, rail safety, rail
track structure improvoment, and human factors (aging and shift
work) rail research. The first three projects have been suc-
cessfully (:ompleted and the others are in their final phases.

Romania

Cooperative exchanges With Romania are based on a
Menmrandum of Hnderstanding concluded in November of 1971
between the H.S. Department of Transportation and the Romanian
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Ministry of Transport and TelecommunkcationsAMOTT); .1.1milted

exchanges of information have reSulted from the agreern'ent as

the two sides have only recently been able to Identify on-going
. research work of mmtual interest and potenIlal benefit. The

U.S. has been particularly interested In cooperation In the
rail area and the work now begun at the new Romanian rail test
ring at Faurei. A three-man rail delegation visited Bucharest

in April of 1979 for discussions regarding cooperative proposals,.
discussed by the DOT-MOTT progrmm coordinators in Bucharest

last fall.

USSR

Cooperation in transportation between the United States
and the Soviet Union, which began with exploratory exchanges
of technical delegations in the areas of bridge construction
and tunneling, high-speed rail and containerization, and'urban
transport and environment, was formalized by the conclusion
of the U.S.-USSR Agreemeht on Cooperation in the Field of
Transportation, signed in June of 1973. The agreement was
renewed in June Of 1978 for two years, extendible for another
three years unless either side gives at least 30 days notice
of its intent to withdraw.

As the Agreement specifies, Executive Agents (coordinating
bodies) have been appointed for each side: DOT serves in this
capacity for the U.S. and the State Committee on SCience and
Technology (SCSI) serves for the Soviet side. A U.S.-USSR Joint
Committee on Transportation, also provided for in the Agreement,
was established to oversee implementation of the Agreement
through annual meetings, alternating between Moscuw and Washing-

ton. A U.S.-Section of the Joint Committee was established
(composed of DOT Assistant Secretaries, the General Counsel,

Modal Administiators, the Chairman of National Transportation
Safety Board, and representatives of Commerce (MARAD) and State)

under the chairmanship of the Assistant Secretary of Transporta-
tion for Policy and International Affairs. The chairmen of
the Soviet section is a Deputy Chairman of the SCSI.

The Department of Transportalion is involved in two working

groups under the U.S.-USSR Environmental Agreement: DOT Office
of the Secretary personnel in work on urban environment, and

Coast Guard personnel in work on prevention and cleanup of ship

pollution. The objective of the urban environment project is

essentially to examine each country's practices and problems in

the area of urban transportation and to cooperate on projects
that would help ease some of those problems. Since the project

first began in 1)73, there have been numerous exchanges of
specialists and information, and the drafting of two joint

reports.
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Multilateral Cooperation'

International organizations have been active In the
promotion of specific cooperative transportation 'projects to
which the United 5tates has been a notable contributor. There
are, for example, five different international organs Involved
in the problem of the-transport of dangerous goods: the U.N.
ECOSOC Committee.of Experts on the Transport of Dangerous Goods;
the Economic Commission for Europe's (ECE) Committee on the,
same subject; the Inter-Governmental Maritime Consultative
Organization (IMC0); the International Civil Aviation Organiza-
tion (ICAD); and the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA).
Each group is working on codifying safety standards and 's

increasing cooperation, the further exchange of information
and the implementation of conventions on the transport of
dangerous goods in their respective areas of competence.

Other organs of multilateral cooperation in which the U.S.
has taken a leading role include the Economic Commission for
Europe's Inland Transport Committee; the International Civil
Aviation Organization (ICAD); Intergovernmental Maritime ConsuF-
tative Organization (IMC0); European Conference of Ministers
of Transport (ECMT); Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development q0ECD); International Standards Organization (ISO);
International Union of Public Transport (UITP); and the Inter-
national Union of Railways (UIC).

Promotion of Tourism

Recognizing "the contribution made by international tourism
to the development of mutual understanding among peoples" and
"the interrelationship between the development of tourism and
measures taken in other areas of economic activity," Basket
II includes a special section in which the participating states
"express their intention to encourage increased tourism" by
encouraging improvement of the tourist infrastructure, joint
tourist projects, the exchange of tourist-related information,
the facilitation of the activities of foreign travel agencies,
the exchange of specialists and the promotion of conferences
and multilateral tourist studies.

While the tourist industry in the United States is not
centrally controlled as it is in the Eastern CSCE states, the
U.S. Government has taken several measures to encourage and
facilitate tourist travel to the United States. In the area
of tourist data exchange, the United States Travel Service
(created in 1961 within the Department of Commerce to prOmote
international travel to the United States) has conducted numer-
ous research surveys within the United States and abroad and
publishes a bibliography of all available tourist publications.
The USTS has, in addition, been urging countries such as the
Soviet Union to work with the U.S. on harmonizing tourist data
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andsexpects to'send a representative to Moscow .in September
of 1979 to discuss the question of statistic harmonization.
It has, additionally, urged the formation of a "Visit the USA"
center at the U.S. Embassy In Moscow. Every five years the \

Census Bureau conducts a National Trivel Survey -- "thelkargest
survey of travel activity conducted in the world today''"--
collecting detailed information. on the volume and character-
istics of American travelers and the nature. Of their trips,
including overseas trips tb Canada and Europe. ALsol numerous
private orgah.izations conduct their own market surveys and
analyses. In 1973, the United States Travel Data Center was
created exclusively to improve the data base on travel to, from
and within the U.S. The Discover America Travel Organization
(DATO) was also formed to deal with the needs of the U.S.
tourist industr.y.

To facifitate, in the Final Act's language, "the activities
of foreign travel agencies and passenger transport companies
in the promotion of international tourism," the USTS organizes
an annual convention called "Pow Wbw," which brings foreign
tour operators together with U.S. suppliers and helps acquaint
the foreign organizations with U.S. tourist attractions, hotel
accommodations.and other facilities. Close to one thousand
travel promoters participate. in these conferences annually.
The USTS also participates in other international tourist meet-
ings such as the International Tourism Bourse, held annually in
West Berlin. An international symposium was also rectntly held
in Washington, D.C., called "Tourimm in the Next Decade," in
which numerous organizations fram the CSCE states participated.

The U.S. Government has alsa been promoting tourist travel
to this country by "dealing in a positive spirit with questions
...connected with the formalities required for such travel."
Both the Congress and the executive agencies concerned have
been working to revise U.S. visa laws and procedures to make
it easier for foreigners to visit the U.S. (See Basket III,
Visa Section).

The U.S. has been actively pursuing tourist agreements
with the Eastern signatory states and has urged the inclusion
of clauses relating to tourism in various bilateral cultural
agreements. Such clauses exis.t in agreements signed with
Romania and with the Soviet Union ("the parties will encourage
the expansion of tourist travel between the two countries and
the adoption of measures to satisfy the requests of tourists

35. Douglas Frechtling, Director, U.S. Travel Center.
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Ao acqualp themselves with the llfe, work and culture of each
country." Negotiations have begun on a separate tourist agree-
ment with Poland and on the possibilities for one with the
Soviet Union.

As honorary co-chairmen of the Tourimm Committee of the
U.S.-USSR Trade and Economic Council, the U.S. Assistant Secre-
tary for Tourism has actively contributed to the work of this
Committee. Several cooperative projects the Committee has
initiated include an experimental program on reciprocal non-
currency exchanges of travelers, work on uniform tourist
statistics, and a U.S. proposal on cooperation in hotel manage-
ment and personnel training.

, As part of kts muliiliteral implementation efforts, the
U.S. has been a notably active member of the World Tourimm
Organization (WTO), headquartered in Madrid, Spain. U.S. defe-
gates have proposed that the WTO draft a tourist bill of rights
and code of conduct, and have been instrumental in the creation
of a Facilitation Committee which hopes to reach agreement on
the outlines for a possible international convention on the
facilitation of tourism.

These varied governMent activities in the field,of tourism
should be encouraged to continue and expand, despite the
scheduled dissolution of the U.S. Travel Service, with particu-
lar attention to increasing tourism between the United States
and the Soviet Union.

Training of Personnel

This final section of Basket II, "Cooperation in Other
Areas," requests the participating states to encourage exchanges
of information and of professional staff and technicians that
would further the training and advanced training of these
professional technicians."

As a way of encouraging U.S. compliance in this area, the
CSCE Commission recently recommended that the U.S. International
Communication Agency (ICA) provide the CSCE signatories with a
special collection of American educational counseling materials
which include the major reference sources for educational oppor-
tunities in the United States.

36. Paragraph 14 of the U.S.-USSR General Agreement on Con-
tacts, Exchanges and Cooperation in Scientific, Techno-
logical, Cultural and Other Fields.
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CONCLUS ION CHAPTER 4

The continued efforts and Interest of private firms,
governments and multilateral organizations have contributed
to the transforming of East-West economic and scientific
cooperation from a variable and fragile series of edonomic
interchanges to a more stable, regular and growing economic
interdependence. The Final Act has been an admittedly mall
factor In that evolution. The Act's Basket II provisions have,
however, provided governments and individual enterprises with a
well-defined chart of problem areas and suggested remedies for
these problems, thus spurring the concerned organizations'In the
signatory states to work toward implementation of these sugges-
tions and the gradual strengthening of East-West commercial
ties.

Four years is a relatively short time to assess progress
made toward essentially long-range goals. United States
implementation of these Basket II proyisions has generally been
exemplary in some areas, sporadic in others and limitedin a
few. Even though the.U.S. govermment plays a minimal role'
in the workings of the economic and trade system, the
Government has made notable efforts to facilitate the develop-,
ment of commercial and scientific relations with the Eastern
CSCE states. These include the negotiation of two trade agree-
ments and numerous other related commercial agreements; active
participation in the creation and work of bilateral trade coun-
cils and commissions; dissemination of voluminous information
on the U.S. economy, the Eastern.economies, and specific topics
of interest to U.S. and Eastern businessmen; the organization
of trade centers, commercial fairs,s symposia and meetings to
facilitate the work of businessmen here and abroad; the more
widespread granting of multiple-entry visas and commercial
offices to businesmmen from the Eastern CSCE states; the signing
and funding of cooperative agreements in various fields of
science and technology; and active involvement in the important
multilateral activities of such groups as the Economic Commis-
sion for Europe. Again, most of these efforts would have been
pursued without a Final Act because of U.S. stated interests
in the expansion of world trade. Taken together, however, they
comprise an impressive record of compliance with most of the
major provisions of Basket II.

In areas where U.S. compliance has been most frequently
criticized, the government has taken modest steps to ensure
greater compliance without substantially altering previous
practices. Most-Favored-Nation (MFN) and government credit
qualifications still remain in effect, but MFN and government
credits have been extended and Trade Agreements negotiated with
Romania and Hungary. Export control procedures remain lengthy
in certain cases, but recent legislative and administrative
initiatives have attempted to minimize the procedural difficul-
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ties. Anti.durnping and market disruption legislation is still
in effect, but the agencies Concerned are conscious of carefully
reviewing and.reconsidering each decision on a non-discrimina-
tory basis. Eastern businesmmen are still, on occasion, denied
U.S. entry visas for security-related reasons, but the Depart-
ments of Justice and State have tried to streamline and expedite
the decision-making process.

The Commission has recommended that U.S. Government and
private interests continue the positive efforts that each has
made in expanding their network of'commercial and scientific
interchanges with Eastern CSCE states and enterprises. In
areas where U.S. implementation could be improved, such as
export control and visa issgbance procedures, the ComMission has
recommended that the relevant government agencies take further,,
steps to ensure greater U.S. Final Act compliance. The
Commission also hopes that the other signatory states make
similar reassesmments and improvements in their implementation
record. Such constanI attention and concern for the principles
and practical steps outlined in Basket II will help ensure the
continued success of the "process" which began four years ago
at Helsinki, as well as the success of the expanding East-West
economic relationships wtich began prior to Helsinki. In turn,
the Commission hopes that economic ties, in time, will con-
tribute to the Final Act's long-range goals of reinforcing
"peace and security in Europe and in the world as a whole."
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CHAPTER FIVE

-COOPERATION IN HUMANITARIAN AND OTHER FIELDS

INTRODUCTION

In Basket III of the Helsinki accords the CSCE states
concentrated their efforts to give detente a "human face." With
Basket III, the West insisted that detailed humanitarian provi-
sions be jncluded In a document the East had originally hoped
would deal onlY with political-security issues: In order to
reach agreement at Helsinki, the East acceded to a view long
held by the United States and the Western countries that
improvement in relations between states must be accompanied by
hnprovement in the daily lives of the citizens of the respective
signatory states. Basket III also recognizes the important part
individuals have to play in building the mutual understanding
and.csVidence that will make detente a successful undertaking.

Basket III is essentially about international movement
-- of individuals, infonmation and ideas. It is divided into
four sections which teflect those three "movement" areas. The
first section, Human Contacts, covers the specific provisions
for implementing the Rrinciple of freer movement of people by
reducing restrictions on family reunification and travel.
Section two expands the principle of freer movement of informa-
tion by outlining specific measures to Increase the dissemina-
tion of and access to information. The final two sections on
the freer movement of ideas contain measures to encourage'
increased cultural and educational contacts and exchanges.

Because the United States ha.s traditionally imposed few
barriers to the free movement of citizens, information and
ideas, Basket III requires few changes in existing U.S.
practices. This is not to imply, however, that U.S. compliance
has been above reproach. The United States has been criticized
both at home and abroad for maintaining visa policies which
place a difficult burden on travelers from other nations. The
U.S. government plays a limited role in the nation's cultural
and, to a lesser extent, educational life. While this ensures
that individual scholars and audiences have freedom of choice
in these fields, it has also given rise to complaints that the
U.S. has not done enough to pramote exchanges.

In scrutinizing the U.S. Basket III record of compliance,
the Commission has placed special emphasis on criticisms and
complaints. Since much of the criticism lodged against U.S.
performance in this sphere has come from either East European
states, or critics of U.S. policies towards those states, the
focus of much of this report is on the East-West aspects of
Basket III interaction. Many of the policies examined here
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focus on the way the United States treats.its own citizens\.
This is again a recognition of the fact that individuals and
their concerns should not be forgotten in the interplay of
governments and nations.

HUMAN CONTACTS

The need to improve the lives of individual citizens is
most clearly highlighted in the first Basket III section, Human
Contacts, which deals exclusively with the facilitation of the
freer movement of people across borders, particularly for the
purposes of family roinification, family visits, marriage and
tourism. In detailing these provisions, the Final Act recog-
nizes "the development of contacts to be an important element
in the strengthening of friendly relations and trust amomg
peoples" and commits the signatory states "to develop, with
the continuance of detente, further efforts to achieve
continuing progress in this field."

The United States -- one of several countries which
insisted on inclusion of these provisions in the Final Act
-- has always recognized and supported the principles contained
within them. As a nation founded by inTnigrants, the U.S. has
throughout its history affirmed the right of everyone to leave
any country and return to his or her own country -- a human
right.later recognized in the United Nations! Universal Declara-
tion of Human Rights and the International Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights. It is U.S. policy to grant citizens the
exit documents required to leave and return at will. This right
is restricted only for specific and sharply limited criminal,
medical or national security reasons. Previous restrictions
on travel to certain countries by American citizens were remo7ed
by President Carter in 1977. Therefore, in this respect, the
United States is in compliance with the Human Contacts section
of Basket III. The Commission is not aware of any criticisms
of U.S. practices in this area from other CSCE countries or
domestic sources.

Like virtually every country in the world, howevr the
United States controls and restricts the entry of fore:vners.
These restrictions have been criticized both at home and abroad
as impeding the development of human contacts which the Final
Act mandates and circumscribing the principle of free movement
which the United States espouses.

U.S. Entry Policies

It may safely be said that few single issues concerning
U.S. compliance with the Helsinki accords have received more
criticism from a broader range of sources than the one concern-
ing U.S. visa policies, particularly as they apply to citizens
from Easter.) CSCE states. The major focus of that criticism
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as It relates to the Final Act has been on.a provision of the

1952 U.S. !migration and Nationality Act which denies members
of proscribed organizations, including the Communist Party,
entry into the United States without a special waiver.

There have been a number of critics of that provision in

U.S. law.

-- President Carter: "We are ourselves culpable in some

ways for restricting unnecessarily, in my opinion, visitation
to this country by those who disagree with us politically" -
February of.I977 press conference.

-- U.S. press: "The beginning of a new Administration is

a goodmoment to dump overboard the law that prohibits
Communists from visiting the United States. It was a foolish
law when it was enacted two decades ago. In recent years it
has beLame a constant embarrassment. Worse, it is open to
exploitation by precisely the people at whom it WAS aimed."
- February of 1977, a Washington Post editorial.

-- U.S. Congressmen: "These sections of the McCarran-Walter
Act,.enacted over the veto of President Truman, are violations,
not only of the Helsinki Final Act, but also of America's
traditional commitment to the unfettered exchange of Ideas and
the right to move about freely, without fear of discrimination
based on past or present political beliefs." - Oune of 1977,
Rep. Robert Drinan (D.-Mass.).

Seviet and East European press: ','The legalized practice

in the United States of not giving access to the United States
to people holding progressive views is not only contradictory
to the highly publicized Washington statemen'ts but represents
a flagrant violation of the Final Act of the European conference

which bears the signature of the American president. And what

is more, ruling circles in the United States, breaking all
records in hypocrisy, try to accuse other countries of not
observing the Final Act clauses" - March of 1977, Moscow
domestic services.

Other provisions of the Immigration Act have been
criticised as being contrary to the spirit of U.S. Helsinki
promises, particularly those dealing with the entry of
foreigners whose admission may be detrimental to U.S. national

security interests. While not denying the obvious need for
such restrictions, critics contend that the present wording
of the statute is both too inflexible and too broad to allow
for a fair and objective interpretation.

The procedures associated with these provisions have also
been a major source of criticism by both domestic and foreign
critics. The length and nature of the application forms, the
often extended delays associated with the application process,
the frequent need for a personal appearance and interview by

a U.S. consular officer, the number of visa refusals, the need
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itself for a visa to enter the United States when other
countries have abolished the visa requirement --- all have been
cited as examples of the complexities of U.S. entry procedures,
creating obstacles to the free muvement of people called for
in the Final Act.

The Final Act specifically mandates the participating
states "to facilitate freer movement and contacts, individually
and collectively..." in particular "gradually to simplify and
to administer flexibly the procedures for exit and entry" and
"to promote visits to their respective countries by encouraging
... the-simplification and expediting of necessary formalities
relating to such visits." In addition, the Final Act's language
details the specific measures states should adopt to facilitate
family visits, family reunification and marriages. These
include expeditiously issuing entry and exit documents, charging
acceptable fees for those documents, and favorably considering
application requests.

The following section of the report will examine these
allegations by reviewing.the relevant provisions of U.S. visa
laws, recent practices in U.S. visa formalities, changes that
have been enacted in either law or procedures since August of
1975, and recommendations suggested in light of those findings.
The examination will concentrate on U.S. entry procedures which
have been criticized as violations of the Final Act. In viewing
U.S. visa policies, practices and procedures, it must be remem-
bered that U.S. officials must be particularly concerned with
carefully screening the entry of foreigners -- perhaps more so
than officials of other countries. The U.S., unlike other
countries, maintains virtually no internal controls over
foreigners once they enter the country. Entering foreigners
are expected, of course, to comply with the specific terms of
their entry, but no nationwide mechanism exists to enforce that
compliance.

U.S. Visa Laws

In its first one hundred years as a nation, the United
States encouraged and promoted the unrestricted movement of
people into the country. The process of controlling the flow
of foreigners into the United States first began a few years
before America's centennial when Congress adopted legislation
excluding aliens for "qualitative" reasons of health, morality,
etc. Several years later, in 1882, the first general irrrnigra-
tion legislation was passed which barred the entry of aliens
from certain countries. In 1921, a "national origins" quota
system was established which limited the number of inTnigrants
permitted to enter fram Eastern hemisphere countries. In 1952,
the Immigration and Nationality Act, conTnonly referred to as
the McCarran-Walter Act, passed Congress over President Truman's
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P.
, veto. It bect.rm the basic(law -- with significant mOindments

over the years -- governing U.S. entry policies td the present

day.

The Act was, to a large extent, a recodification and

revision of existing immigration laws. But it was severely
criticized during its passage as restrictive legislation which
reflected too clearly the times in which it was drafted -- the
height of the Cold War, the Korean War and MtCarthyism. While

abolishing the provisions excluding irrrnigrants from Asian

countries, the McCarran-Walter Act retained the national origins
quota system until 1965 when mmendments to the Act replaced
the country quotas with hemispheric ones. No more than 170,000
persons may be admitted in one year from the Eastern hemisphere
and 120,000 from the Western hemisphere. Since then, amendments-
to the Act have reflected more humanitarian concernsispeci:
fically regarding family reunification and celase-6--admissions.

...

The Immigration and Nationality Act (INA) places two types
of general restrictions on persons wishing tO enter the United
States: numerical and qualitative. The INA also differentiates
between two types of entering aliehs: irrmigrants (aliens who

wish to settle permanently in the United States) and nonimmi-
grants (aliens who are granted temporary admission for specific

purposes).

As is true in most other CSCE states, regulatioAgoverning
the admission of inTnigrants are, of political, economic and
social necessity, more restrictive than those which apply to
nonimmigrant aliens. Numerical restrictions apply only to immi-

grants and consist of an annual worldwide ceiling of 290,000,
with a 20,6610maxii1um from any country. Consistent with the
Final Act, faMily reunification is the primary objective of
these immigration provisions. Within the numerical restric-
tions, for example, visas are distributed according to a seven-
category preference system which gives priority to specified
family members (four out of the seven categories, involving
74 perceni of the hemispheric totals). Spouses and children
of U.S. citizens and parents of adult citizens are not subject

to the numerical limitations.

Persons applying for nonimmigrant visas are granted tempor-

ary entry into the United States for 12 specific purposes out-
lined in Sec,tion 101 (a)(15) of the INA. Although entry
restrictions for nonimmigrants are fewer than those for immi-
grants, temporary visitors are subject to greater limitations,
particularly regarding emplornent, while in the United States.
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Both inrnigrants and noninrnigrants are subject to the
qualitative restrictions contained within the INA. An alien
may be refused entry into the U.S. on the basi, of 33 economic,
moral, health, political or security grounds. Some of these
exclusionary grounds may be excused for inrnigrant applicants
in particular circumstances, and all the grounds (except (27)
and (29) involving national security restrictions) may be waived
for nonimmigrants by the Attorney General at t13! recommendation
of the Secretary of State or consular officer.

While the large majority of excludable grounds deal with
aliens who are judged seriously ill, criminal, immoral or likely
to become public charges, Section 212(a)(28) bars members of
certain proscribed organizations from entering the United
States. Subsection (c) specifically bars "aliens who are
members of or affiliated with...the Communist or any other
totalitarian party of any State of the United States, of any
foreign state, or of any political or geographical subdivision
of any foreign state." This section of the Act, together with
Sections 212(a)(27) and (29), were adopted from the Internal
Security Act of 1950 in which immigration legislation was used
as a means of controlling the "communist threatl9that figured
so prominently in U.S. public life at the time.

Relevant Changes in U.S. Law

When the INA was first enacted, exclusion under Section
212(a)(28) was the rule and waivers were the exception.
Throughout the past decade, the opposite situation has prevailed
and waivers have been granted more often than refused. As the
State Department's Bureau of Consular Affairs has noted:
"Consular officers should not hesitate to use the waiver recom-
mendation where appropriate. In practice, consular officers
are urged to recommend waivers for ineligible aliens unless
their presence in the United States would be harmful. The
utilization of this waiver authority in such cases demonstrates
that our basic immigration policy is compatible with general
freedam of travel, exchange of ideas, and humanitarian consider-
ations, while at the same time ensuring, through careful screen-
ing, that our internal security is being safeguarded."

To establish a still more liberal application of U.S. vise
laws, the "McGovern Amendment" to the Foreign Relat'ons
Authorization Act of 1978 was adopted on August 17, 1977, "for

37. See Appendix VII, Chart 4 for a listing of those grounds
and the number of aliens refused entry on those grounds in
Fiscal Year 1976.

38. See Appendix VIII for the waiver language of Section
212(d)(3).

39. See Appendix IX for full text of Sections 212 (a)(27)
(28) and (29).
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the purposes of achieving greater United States compliance with
the provisions of the Final Act..."

The amendment provides that within 30 days of receiving a
nonimmigrant visa application by any alien who may be excluded

from entering the U.S. solely because of affiliation with a
proscribed organizat.lon, the Secretary of State should recommend

that the Attorney General grant approval for his or her
admission, unless the Secretary determines and certifies to
the Congress that doing so would be detrimental to U.S. security

interests. The amendment did not change the basic provisions

of U.S. law. But it did have an important symbolic value In

demonstrating the gravity with which the United States views
its Final Act commitments and in supporting the Carter adminis-

tration's policy of encouraging greater movement and contacts

of people across borders.

The McGovern Amendment did not touch upon the exclusion

of possible foreign intelligence agents from the United States;

these provisions, . Sections 212(a)(27) and (29), have remained
unchanged from the 1952 Act and are not subject to a waiver.

The Amendment has, however, recently been revised and substan-

tially limited and linked to Final Agt implementation.

Another noteworthy attempt to change U.S. visa laws that

is in keeping with U.S. Final Act commitments has been a recent

amendment to the State Department authorization bill, introduced

by Senator and CSCE co-chainman Claiborne Pell (D.-R.I.). The

amendment would give the Secretary of State the authority to
abolish the visa requirement for temporary visitors (up to 90

days) from selected countries which extend reciprocal privileges

to American citizens and where the visa-refusal rate is very

low. Even without this mnendment, a large percentage of the
foreigners legally entering the United States did so without

the formal required visa. Nonimigrant visas are not
required of Canadian citizens and permanent residents of Canada

who are natives of Commonwealth countries and British subjects

who live in certain Caribbean islands. Mexican citizens require
only border crossing cards -- which serve many of the same
purposes as a visa.

Such a legislative change would make it considerably more

convenient for citizens from several CSCE states to visit the

U.S., and would be a striking example of U.S. good faith

efforts to improve compliance with the letter and spirit of

the Final Act and to realize the Administration's commitment

to greater freedom of travel.

These and other provisions of the INA will, it is assumed,

be reviewed and possibly revised when the Select Commission on

Immigration and Refugee Policy makes a final report of its find-
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Ings and recommendations in late 1980 or early 1981. The
Conmission is composed of 16 public, private and Congressional
members whose mandate is "to study and evaluate...existing laws,
policies and procedures governing the admission of immigrants
and refugees to the United States and to make such administra-
tive and legjslative recommendations to the President and to
Congress as, are appropriate." One of four particular concerns,
as detailed in the Commission's governing legislation, is to
"conduct a study and analysis of the effect of the provisions
of the hnmigration and Nationality Act...on the conduct of
foreign policy."

U.S. Visa Procedures

Those agencies responsible for admitting aliens into the
United States repeatedly emphasize that they must work within
the limits of U.S. irrrnigration laws. While those procedures
may appear cumbersome at times, these agencies have attempted
over a number of years to streamline their admission opera-
tions and "to be sensitive to the international community's
commitment to freedom of movement and to humanitarian princi-
ples" according to Assistant Secretary of State for Consular
Affairs Barbara Watson, who testified at a CSCE Commission hear-
ing on April 5, 1979.

The Irrrnigration and Nationality Act provides for a "double-
check" system of admission which is essentially controlled by
two government agencies: The Bureau of Consular Affairs of the
Departnent of State and the Irrmigrat ion and Naturalization
Service (INS) of the Department of Justice'. A foreign national
wishing to enter the United States must first secure from an
American consular officer abroad a visa which documents that
the alien is eligible to enter the U.S. The visa itself --
issued by the State Department officer -- establishes pre-
liminary eligibility but does not guarantee admission. After
arriving in the U.S., the alien must be interviewed by the
admitting INS official on his or her eligibility to enter and
the appropriateness of his or her visa classification.

To secure a visa, applicants must, in most cases, present
documentation demonstrating eligibility. Cbtaining an immi-
grant visa is more difficult and time-consuming than obtaining
a nonimmigrant visa. The processes involved in both are
described below.

In-migrant Visa Issuance

Section 222 (b) of the hunigration and Nationality Act
details the documents required for inmigrant visa applicants;
a valid passport or other travel document; certifications and
any existing records from the appropriate police authorities;
the applicant's military record, if any; and record of birth.
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The applicant mat also fill oui a.detalled application form.

In addition, the consular officer must obtain specific documents

supporting the visa-preference classification being sought,
such as a preference petition for applicants seeking a family-
related preference and an Alien Employment Certification for

an employment-related preference. Alter the required documents
are received, the applicant must undergo a medical examination
and submit to an interview by the consular officer to determine
his or her eligibility and appropriate visa classification.

The fees for immigrant visas arie standard worldwide and
have been set at 5 dollars for the dpplication and 20-dollars

for the visa. These fees have remained unchanged since they

were first applied in 1952, despite the fact that the costs
for processing the visas have risen more than three times the
amounts charged.

The immigrant visa process is lengthy and time-consuming
because of the need both to assemble the necessary documents
and to wait for the availability of visa preference numbers.
It becomes even more camplicated if the applicant is judged
ineligible under one of the provisions of 212(a) of the INA.

If an immigrant applicant is or was a member of the
Communist Party, as is frequently the case with nationals from
the Eastern CSCE stateS, his or her ineligibility -- as deter-
mined by 212(a)(28) -- may be overcome only by demonstrating
that such membership was involuntary or that the applicant is a
"defector." Involuntary membership must be demonstrated "to the
satisfaction of the consular officer" by proving that the appli-
cant was under the age of 16 at the time he or she joined the

Party or that he or she entered the Party only for the purposes
of securing employment, food or other essentials of living.
Applications by aliens who claim they are defectors must be
reviewed by the State Department and the Attorney General to
determine that the applicant's admission would be "in the public

interest."

These checks take time and necessarily delay the admission
process by several weeks. Assistant Secretary of State for
Consular Affairs Barbara Watson said at a recent CSCE hearing
that, "assuming no transmission delays due to staffing short-
ages, a case in which the factual presentation is reasonably
clear and complete should be completed in four to six weeks

if it is claimed that the membership is or was involuntary. In
similar circumstances, a case in which defectorship is claimed
would normally require about three months to complete..."

If the applicant is refused a visa for any reason, that
person has the right to be informed of the legal provision under

which the visa was refused and the unclassified facts upon which
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the denial was based. All denials are reviewed by a supervisory
consular officer, and the applicant may request reconsideration
of the case by the consular officer or the Department of State.

When they arrive in the U.S., all aliens mmst be inter-
viewed by an immigration officer at the point of entry to ensure
eligibility for admission. Anyone refused admission has the
right to a hearing before an immigration judge whose decision
may be reviewed by the Board of Immigration Appeals and
eventually the federal courts.

Nonimmigrant Visa Issuance

Because U.S. visa laws mandate that "every alien shall
be presumed to be an irmiigrant until he establishes to the
satisfaction of the consular officer...that he is entitled to
a nonimmigrant status" (Section 214(b) of the INA), it is
incumbent upon the vjsa applicant to demonstrate that he wishes
to enter the United States for a temporary visit and will abide
by the terms of his particular nonimmigrant visa classification.
Such decisions depend largely on the personal judgement and
discretion of the consular officer based on all the available
evidence. In the vast majority of cases involving most CSCE
signatory countries, applicants must simply complete a visa
application form and submit it, together with a photograph and
passport, to the consular officer by mail or, if they prefer,
in person. If the officer feels there is some doubt as to the
alien's qualifications to receive a nonimmigrant visa, the
officer may request an interview with the applicant or may
request additional documentation to support the applicant's
eligibility. Specific nonimmigrant visa categories require
specific additional documentation, such as an approved.INS
petition for temporary workers and fiances.

Assistant Secretary Watson has calculated that the -equire-
ment for a personal interview of applicants is waived for
"between 70 percent and 90 percent of nonimmigrant visa appli-
cants at consular offices in Western Europe and for up to 50
percent of applicants at offices in Eastern Europe."

Nonimmigrant visa fees are based on the principle of reci-
procity, as mandated by U.S. laws. According to Watson, the
State Department "actively undertakes to bring about mutual
reduction in fees or their outright elimination. Whenever the
United States does charge a fee for a nonimmigrant visa, it
is solely because the governmmnt of the country concerned
charges a like fee for an American traveling to that country."
Cm that basis, applicants from the Soviet Union, Yugoslavia
and Rumania are not charged a nonimmigrant visa fee; neither
are nationals from Western Europe, except certain applicants
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from Luxembourg, Norway, Spain and Switzerland. The U.S. has

recently proposed abolishing the fee reciprocally for visitors
from the German Democratic Republic (GDR), Bulgaria and Hungary.

The time involved In obtaining a visa varies with each
applicant and the workload of each consular section. Assistant

Secretary of State for Consular Affairs Watson has testified
that "nonimmigrant visas are Issued as expeditiously as
possible. Nonhnmigrant applicants who appear in person are
generally processed the same day." The Department has estimated

that the average worldwide prpcessIng time for nonimigrant
visas was 17 mdnutes in 1975, down from 18minutes in 1974 and
1973, and 21 minutes in 1972. It has been decreasing steadily

over the past three years despite a 40 percent increase in the
number of applications during that period.

That waiting period is extended, hov.ever, if the applicant

Is deamed to be Ineligible under one of the 33 grounds for
ineligibility set forth in the Immigration Act. Section 212(a)
(28), which denies entry to members or affiliates of proscribed
organizations, Including the Communist Party, may be waived,

as noted in the previous section, for nonimmigrant visa appli-

cants. Such waivers have been routinely granted in the large
majority of cases -- 96 percent in 1975 -- and in all cases

since 1977.

The granting of a waiver does, however, require additional
time and added procedures. The consular officer must interview
the applicant and must request a waiver from the Immigration
and Naturalization Service (INS). In some cases, the Department
of State makes the waiver recommendation to the INS. In all

instances, cases ineligible,under 212(a)(28) must be reviewed

by the appropriate security agencies of the U.S. Government.
Recommendations may be made by letter, by an exchange of tele-

gram or by a telephone call. "The procedures may be lengthy,
although in urgent cases they may be expedited... Every effort

is made in each case to complete the necessary steps in a timely

manner," Assistant Secretary Watson noted in prepared testimony
for a CSCE hearing on April 5, 1979. .

The nonimmigrant visa procedure may also be considerably
prolonged if an applicant is suspected of ineligibility under
212(a)(27) or (29) of the Immigration Act -- the only two

grounds of exclusion under the Act which may not be waived.
Under (27) an applicant will be excluded if "the Attorney
General knows or has reason to believe" that he will be entering
"the United States solely, principally, or incidentally to en-
gage in activities which would be prejudicial to the public

interest, or endanger the welfare, safety, or security of the

United States." Simdlar, more specific language is contained

in (29).
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Most countries have simdiar re$trictions* governing the
entry of suspected foreign agents. Queitions have been ralstd
over the past year, however, about U.S. Final Act compliance
in this regard because of a recent shift in U.S. policies
relating to the enforcement of these laws.

Responsibility for determining an applicant's ineligibility
under these two provisions rests with both the Departments of
State and Justice. The consular officer, upon receiving a non-
immigrant visa application from nationals of Eastern states,
must request a security name check from the FBI, particularly
when a waiver of paragraph (28) is required. If the security
check does, in fact, reveal evidence of an applicant's possible
affiliation with a foreign intelligence service, the FBI
generally recommends that the visa be denied on the basis of
(27) or (29). When there is a difference of opinion mmong
agencies as to whether to grant the visa, "In 1976, according
to the rundown, the FBI's recommendations for exclusion of a
temporary visitor were overruled (or Ignored) by the State
Department 87 percent of the time; in 1977 they were overruled
99 percent of the time; and in the first quarter of 1978, they
were overruled 100 percent of the time." (Washington Post, July
4, 1978). Since early 1978, however, after Congress passed
legislation requiring the Attorney General to submit a list
to Congress of all aliens admitted into the U.S. over FBI
objectiqms and the Senate Appropriations Committee directed
that the INS "under the guidance, control and supervision of
the Attorney General deny entry and enforce expulsion of hostile
intelligence service personnel irrespective of visas issued
by, or policies of the Department of State," Justice Department
decisions have been given greater weight in this aspect of the
visa-issuance process. In an effort to resolve differences
between them, the two departments have since established consul-
tative arrangements and have formed a small interdepartmmntal
committee to review disputed cases of fact, with final decision
to'be made by the Associate Attorney General. According to
Assistant Secretary Watson: "The Cbmmittee has succeeded in
developing criteria for adjudicating these cases which have
markedly reduced the instances of divergent views in subse-
quent cases...Continuing review of divergences as they may arise
will further refine those guitelines and thereby further reduce
the number of cases over which the two agencies disagree."

Only a small number of applicants fall under these provi-
sions. Since January of 1975, the FBI estimates that 13 East
European and 31 Soviet nationals have been denied entry into
the U.S. as a result of FBI visa denial requests on the basis
of 212 (a)(27) and (29)). But those who are affected have
complained of the delays and uncertainties connected with their
applications. Former Associate Attorney General Michael Egan,
in his testimony before the Helsinki Commission, agreed that
"there have been same lengthy delays in the processing of some
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applications. We have, however, worked out Informal procedures
whereby urgent cases can be handled on an expedited basis."
Former. Deputy Legal Advisor, of the State Department Lee Marks
also testified that "the bulk of cases are handled in a timely
manner; with the difficult cases, you have delays. V* are sorry
about that, although it Is the product.of trying to do this
in a responsible and careful way."

Criticisms concerning these procedures, however, have been
raised because of recent visa denials to East European nationals
who had previously been granted entry permission on several
occasions, whose families mere residing In 'this country or whose
presence In the U.S. served Important commercial or foreign
policy interests. Mr. Marks explained U.S. policy on this
question: "There was a time when the State Department argued
that in making the judgements that are required under (27) and
(29), you could balance foreign policy reasons against national
security reasons. 1 must say It is the present view of the
Cdfice of the Legal Advisor that you cannot do this anymore,
and, in fact, the law says that if you have reason to believe
that somebody Is coming here to engage, even incidentally, in
prohibited activities, you've just got to keep them out."

As is the case with immigrant visa denials, nonimmigrant
visa applicants mmst be informed of the provision of U.S. law
under which they were refused a visa. Applicants whose refusal
is based on paragraphs (27) and (29), however, are not usually
given the facts supporting the decision on their case because
the information is classified.

Relevant Changes in Procedure

Although the complexities of U.S. admiskion procedures are
determined to a large extent by the laws governing those pro-
cedures, the executive agencies involved in the process have
taken positive steps to simplify and streamline the proceedings.
The Bureau of Consular Affairs says they "are sensitive to the
needs to facilitate travel" and are trying, in terms of

concept and implementation to facilitate that particular need,
within the balance of other considerations." As previously
noted, the need for a personal interview of nonimmigrant visa
applicants may, for example, be waived'at the:dIscretion of
the consular officer and waiting periods for ttfe issuance of
visas have been shortened, despite a considerable increase in
the number of applications. To further expedite these
procedures the Department of State is working with the Depart-
ment of Justice to develop three compatible computerized
programs: an automated nonimmigrant visa issuance system -
(ANVIS); a travel document and issuance system - (TDIS); and

an automated system of alien documentation, identification and

telecommunication - (ADIT). These systems would computerize
most of the mechanical processes involved in admission pro-
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cedures and would hnprove cOnsiderably the efficiency of-those
proceduris. The ANVIS system Is already operating at several
consular offices* abroad.

The INS is also attempting to expedite its*checks of aliens
at points of entry: Pre-clearance procedures, wthereby visitors
are cleared by INS officials when they depart, have been
initiated on an experimental basis at several airports abroad.
The inspection periods at points of entry have already been
minimized for all entering aliens to an average of 60 seconds
per passenger, thereby allowing the ratio of inspector to
arriving passenger to be reduced. In addition, the process-
ing of vis-a.petitions for immigrant applicant1 has decreased
to one month in most cases and five months in the more difficult
ones.

Conclusion

Both the administrators and critics Øf U.S. visa policies
agree that U.S. admission laws and proce ures are complex. That
complexity must, however, be viewed in e context of the par-
ticular national circumstances!which have governed the formu-
lation of those policies. As former INS Commissioner Leonard
Chapman said in testimony in 1976: "The United States remains
a large, attractive magnet to people from all over the world
who seek, not merely to visit, but to work and remain here
permanently. The high standard of living, the perceived oppor-
tunity to better one's station in life, and the relative ease
in finding a job, all contribute to the enonmous pressure that

, is placed upon the enforcement mission of this Service."

Such pressures are greater in the United States than in
most other countries of the world because the U.S. maintains
virtually no internal controls over the movement of foreigners
once they enter the country, and numerical restrictions on
entering irrmigrants often tempt aliens to enter as visitors
and remain illegally. Visitor passports are not registered
by hotel administrators or police authorities. 'Prohibitions
on the hiring of foreigners are loosely enforcea, thus making
it relatively easy for an alien to violate his visitor status
and contribute to the significant illegal alien problem which
exists in the United States. The ease with which an alien may
move throughout the country also creates various security
problems.

These particular difficulties, coupled with the growing
problem of aliens obtaining fraudulent entry documents, force
limitations on President Carter's stated goals of liberalizing
"almost completely travel opportunities to America." They also
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41

put great pressufe ca-consular'and INS officials to closely
examine-nonhmmigrant visa applicants to ensure they will abide

by the terme of their visas.

Despite these limitations, both the Congress and the Admin-

istrat.on have publicly stated their support of a U.S.,policy

committed to easing travel restritions to this country, and

each has attempted, legislatively'and administratively; to

modify existing restrictions and to streamline existing pro-

cedures to mmet those goals. In fact, foreigners have been

visiting the United States In record numbers during the past

few years. In Fiscal Year 1978, the number of.times foreigners

entered the United States exceeded 272 million and there has /

been a steady tricreas of visitors 4&am all the signatiiry states

since the signing of the Final Act.".. The number of,visitcyrs 1

from the Soviet Union, for example, has almost doubledflufing
the past 8 years.

These are encouraging trends which provIde Concrete

evidence that progress is being made to remove pr,ocedural

obstacles which hinder the movement of people to the United

States. Nevertheless, there is a widespread recognition within

the country that more comprehensive changes need to be ma

in U.S. Immigration policy. The Select CommissIon on Imm gr'a-

tion and Refugee Policies has been specifically created t

recannend comprehensive changes. In view of the criticisris

and discussion contained in this section, the CSCE Commis Ion

hopes that the Select Commission will review specific asp cts

of U.S. law in light of U.S. Final Act canmitments.

For example, Section 212(a)(28) of the II-migration and

Nationality Act, as it presently stands, contains discrimanatory

features which unnecessarily impede the movament of people

called for in the Final Act. Legislation prohibiting the entry

of Communist Party members into the United States was a logical

result of the.public mood of the 1950's; it mmkes little sense

today, given the United States' inteinational and.national

commitments to the-free movement ofTleople. The existence of

this prohibition in U.S. laws, despite the waiver provisions

used in virtually all cases, makes the U.S. vulnerable to criti-

cisms at hame and abroad. It creates additional administra-

tive delays and procedures with minimal perceived benefits to

the United States since the exclusion of persons who mmy pose

national security risks are adequOely covered by other legal

safeguards. In the case of nonirrmigrants, waivers are currently

40. See Appendix X.
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granted to all vlsa applicants who may be ineligible solely
for reasons of membership in a proscribed organization. Never-
theless, consular officers, INS officials and prospective
visitors must follow the time-consuming process of requesting
a waiver which is routinely granted. In several instances,
delays in the process have led to a cancellation of the pro-.
posed trip because the meeting the visitor wished to attend
had taken place in the interim. In most instances the delays
and additional procedures have fostered unnecessary resentment
toward the United States.

In the case of irrrnigrants, waivers may not be granted for
persons who are voluntary members of the Conmunist Party. As
David Carliner, General Counsel for the American Civil Liberties
Union (ACLU) and noted irrrnigratir lawyer, stated in his testi-
mony before the CSCE Commission: "These requirements exalt
political doctrine above the principle of family reunification.
Even as to persons who are able to meet the onerous requirements
of the present law, the procedures are overwhelming and favor-
able decisions are a long time cornlilg...As a result (of this
law), numerous spouses of American citizens have been faced
with the alternative of living in separate countries, relieved
by the temporary visits of American spouses abroad, or of having
the Ametican spouse living, in effect, permanently abroad,
separated from close family members who remain in the United
States." This provision also makes it necessary to ask such
exhaustive questions on the immigrant visa application form
as question number 30: "List all organizations you are now or
have been a member of or affiliated with since your sixteenth
birthday."

The language of Sections 212(a)(27) and (29) regarding
national security restrictions of the INA should also be
reviewed. As former President Harry Truman noted when discuss-
ing the wording of these sections: "No standards or definitions
are provided to guide discretion in the exercise of powers so
sweeping. To punish undefined 'activities' departs from tradi-
tional American insistence on established standards of guilt.
To punish an undefined purpose is thought control." Associate
.Attorney General Michael Egan has complailed of the difficulties
in executing the law: "We are not permitted under :.his law to
take into account the economic interests or the foreign policy
interests of the United States in making these decisions. I,

for one, would like that flexibility in this law, which does
not,now exist. It was passed in the early '50's, at a time
when 'we were much more nervous about Communist influence than
the trend is in the country today. But we have serious problems
of feared retaliation, whether it be damage to some trade nego-
tiations or something else... If we have same discretion in
the language of this statute, I think it would be helpful in
the overail interests of the United States and I assu-e you that
that discretion would be used wisely by the Attorney General."
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Consideration should also be given to adopting, during

the 96th Congress, the Pell Amendment which would abolish the

visa requirement for foreign visitors from selected countries.
The bulk of aliens who enter the U.S. come from Western
Hemisphere contries (mainly Canada and Mexico) and do not
require visitor visas. Unfortunately, the remaining five

percent includes nearly all visitors from CSCE states (except

Canada),. Consequently, even a partial walver'of the

nonimmigrant visa requirement appliable to selected CSCE
countries would be a visible forward step in U.S. compliance
with the'Helsinki Final Act. American Express has estimated
that visa requirements deter close to 180,000 tourists from
visiting the United States annually, and the International Air
Transport Association has stated that "there is no doubt that

in Europe the development of tourism has been due in part to
the widespread abolition of visas for tourists." Foreigners
entering the U.S. without visas could still be cleared or
checked for eligibility by INS officials either at pre-clearance
points abroad or at their point of U.S. entry.

The CSCE Commission believes that the Select Commission on
In-migration and Refugee Policy should take particular care to
reexamine and reevaluate Section 212(a)(28) of the Irrmigration

and Nationality Act. The Select Commission should also seek

to define the national security standards of Sections 212 (a)

(27) and (29) of the INA more clearly and consider language
under those provisions that would allow non-security factors

to be taken into consideration in deciding visa requests.

Both the Bureau of Consular Affairs and the Immigration and

Naturalization Service should examine ways of streamlining and

expediting the admissions process to facilitate freer movement

and contacts among citizens of all CSCE states. Specifically,

the Bureau of Consular Affairs should continue to seek ways to
shorten the waiting periods for U.S. visas and to simplify

the application foms, well as continue to liberally apply

the waiver provisions for visiting foreigners who are Communist

Party members. The INS should continue to expand its preclear-

ance procedures and should look to other imaginative ways of

easing clearance procedures at U.S. points of entry.

The reaiization of these suggestions would bring the United
States into a position of fuller compliance with the Final Act's

Human Contacts provisions and would deflect many criticisms of

U.S. cmpliance with the provisions of the Helsinki accords.

Responsibilities of the Receivin& State for Immigrants

The Helsinki Final Act recognizes that the rights and re-

settlement of imnigrants should be of serious humanitatian con-

cern to the participating nations. The last paragraph of sub-
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seci.ion (b) of the Human Contacts section of.the Final Act
refers to the commitments "receiving states" have to persons
from other CSCE states who irrrnigrate to their country.
Specifically, the Final Act obliges the receiving states to:

...take appropriate care with regard to employment
for persons from other participating states who
take up permanent residence in that state in
connection with family reunification with its
citizens and see that they are afforded oppor-
tunities equal to those enjoyed by its own
citizens for education, medical assistance and
Social Security."

Soviet critics contend that life in the West -- in

particular, the United States and Israel -- is hell for emi-
grants. Articles in the Soviet press detail the tragic plight
of naive Soviet emigrants who, lured by Zionist propaganda,
foolishly left their homeland and now clamor to return to the
USSR. Characterizing life for the Soviet emigrants in the U.S.
as filled with "unemployment, social inequality, humiliation
and family tragedies," a Soviet commentator alleged that "the
politicians who advocate emigration from the USSR view with
indifference the shattered fate" of those who leave.

This section of the report will attempt to respond to such
charges by detailing the steps the U.S. has taken to fulfill its
pledge in the Final Act to guarantee the rights, and ease the
settlement, of irrrn:grants from CSCE states. It will also recom-
mend action to improve the U.S. performance in this regard.

The Flow of ftanigrants

In 1977, over 460,000 people immigrated into the United
States. From 1972 until the end of 1978, over 40,000 indivi-
duals from the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe resettled
in this country. Many were admitted as refugees, defined under
present law as those who have fled from a communist country
or the Middle East because of persecution or who have been
uprooted by natural di3aster.

The rate of Soviet and East European refugees has inpeased
dramatically in recent months, as the USSR has allowed more
Jews to migrate. An increasing number of Soviet Jews -- close
to 65 percent are choosing not to go to Israel but rather
to come to the United States. In the first few months of 1979,
nearly 4,000 Soviets arrived in the U.S. each month. State
Department sources estimate that approximately 36,000 Soviets
and East Europeans will resettle in the H.S. during Fiscal Year
1979 and during the next two fiscal years.
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Because the number of refugees admitted to the United
States is restricted by law to 17,400 per year, the vast
majority of Soviet and East European refugees enter the U.S.
under the parole provision of the Immigration and Nationality

Act. The parole provision authorizes the Attorney General to
allow any alien into the U.S. temporarily, at his discretion
and under conditions he prescribes, in emergencies or for
reasons in the public interest. While parole itself does not
constitute permission for permanent resident status, under
certain circumst es a parolee may adjust his status to that
of an in-migrant -- an alien lawfully admitted for permanent

residence. In fact, most of the Soviet and East European
refugees are allowed to settle in the U.S. permanently and
eventually become legal residents. Those who enter the U.S.
under the 17,400 quota for refugees are known as conditional
entrants and are eligible for permanent resident status only
after two years. A permanent resident becomes eligible for
citizenship in three to five years.

Rights of Aliens

Nearly all the protections guaranteed in the U.S. Consti-

tuti n apply to both citizens and aliens. These include freedom

of r ligion, speech, press, the right of assembly, public and

spe dy trial, and trial by jury, as well as the prohibitions

ag,inst unreasonable search and seizure, double jeopardy, and

Under both the Fifth and 14th Amendments, the Constitution
guarantees that no "person" shall be deprived of life, liberty
or property without due process of law. The 14th Amendment
further guarantees that no "person" shall be denied the equal
protection of the laws. According to legal experts, "it is

clear...that the twin safeguards of due process and eqy41 pro-
tection generally shelter both citizens and aliens..." -I-

The assurances of the Fifth and 14th Amendments are further
bolstered by the Civil Rights Acts of 1886 and 1964. Referring

to the 1886 Act, an immigration law specialist wrote: "Since

the language of the statute relating to 'persons' includes
aliens, it provides a remedy for persons who4ave been dis-
criminated against because they are aliens." 4 The Civil Rights

4 I. Charles Gordon & Harry N. Rosenfield, In-migration Law and

Procedure Volum: I, 1979 (New York, Ma'thew BendeTT,

pp. 1-163.
2. r)avid Carliner, The Ri8hts _of.n.st, (New York, Avon

Books), p. 130.



Act of 1964 prohibits discrimination against aliens "in consti-
tutional rights, privileges and immunities and assures them
security of their persons and property. These constitutional
and statutory mandates mean that aliens in the United States
are protected against Arbitrary deprivation of their property
and that they are entitled generally to the same procedural
safeguards as citizens in criminal prolicutions, civil litiga-
tion, and administrative proceedings."'

Employment

In general, a permanent resident alien in the United States
is entitled to pursue any employment or occupation he wishes.
According to Gordon and Rosenfield, "the resident alien's right
to earn a livelihood is assured by the Fifth angal4th Amendments
and by treaty provisions with various nations." '

In the past, however, ates have placed significant
limitations on An alien's employment opportunities, excluding
him from many occupations. These restrictions were not uniform
and, in many rnstances, the rationale behind the limitation
was obscure. The U.S. Supreme Court ruled in the early 1970's
that restrictions based on alienage "are inherently suspect"
and, in effect, invalidated a number of restrictive state laws
which indiscriminately barred permanent residents from public
employment and numerous other professions. Mlofre recently, the
Supreme Court has ruled that states fray impose narrowly defined
restrictions on the employment of resident aliens, such as a
citizenship requirement for public positions which involve the
formulation and execution of state policy. States may not,
however, arbitrarily restrict employment opportunities for
permanent residents.

Although the Constitution does not outlaw discrimination
against irnmigrants by private employers, such discrimination
is generally prohibited by state and federal fair employment
laws.

Education

Permanent resident aliens are on equal footing with U.S.
citizens in terms of the right to public education. A 1971
Supreme Court ruling held that discrimination between citizens
and permanent resident aliens in public educational institutions
is unconstitutional.

43. Charles Gordon & Harry N. Rosenfield, Immigration Law and
Procedures,_ Volume I, 1979 (New York, Matthew Bender),
pp. 1-163.

44. Ibic pp. 1-163.
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Furthermore, refugees are also eligible to apply under
the regular programs of ald to students in Institutions of
higher education, administered by the U.S. Office of Educa-
tion. These Include the guaranteed student loan program, direct
student loan program, basic educational opportunity grants,

and supplementary educational opportunity grants.

Social Security and Medical Assistance

Aliens in the U.S. are generally entitled to receive
government benefits, subject to the same.eligibility qualifica-
tions as citizens. Allen eligibility for benefits varies in

accordance with the authority administering the benefits. State

and local governments, however, may not deny government benefits

to U.S. permanent residents. The Supreme Court has ruled%that
individuals "lawfully in this country shall abide 'in any 'state'

on an equality of legal privileges with all citizens under non-
discriminatory laws." The Court also detenmined that state
legislation denying welfare benefits to aliens was unconstitu-
tional "on the ground that such restrictions were a denial of

equal protection and an infringement of the exclusive federal
authority to control the irrrnigration of aliens."

According to the Department of State, "practically all
basic federally aided assistance programs are available to
refugees if they meet the regular requirements for the
program...including aid to families with dependent children
(AFDC), Medicaid, social services, Food Stamps, and Supplemental
Security Income (SSI)." In addition, all eligible aliens,
regardless of their status, may receive same Medicare benefits.
However, other Medicare,benefits are limited to residents who

are either citizens or permanent resident aliens who have lived

in the U.S. for five years. The constitutionality of this resi-

dency requirement was challenged, but the Supreme Court ruled
in 1975 that "it is unquestionably reasonable for Congress to

make an alien's eligibility depend on the character and the

duration of his residence..."

Migration and Resettlement Programs

Despite the Constitutional and statutory guarantees, it

is often difficult for irrmigrants -- particularly refugees - -

to be in a position where they can take advantage of their

rights. The process of leaving one's homeland and resettling
in a new country can be confusing and frightening for any
individual; for those uprooted by war or natural disaster or

fleeing persecution, it is especially so. In order to acclimate

the refugee to American life with as little trauma as possible,

speciRl services are often required. The United States Govern-

m-nt, together with various private voluntary agencies, under-
takes to provide these services.
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United States Government appropriations for programs for
regugee and migration assistance totaled 559.7 million dollars
for Fiscal Year 1979. This includes the American Contribution
to various multilateral bodies such as the International Commit-
tee of the Red Cross, the United Nations High Commission for
Refugees and the Intergovernmental Committee for European Migra-
tion, as well as the administration of varied refugee relief
programs here and abroad to assist In the care, maintenance,
transportation and resettlement of refugees.

Intergovernmental Committee for European Migration (ICEM)

The Intergovernmental Committee for European/Oigration
is an agency comprised of 33 member governments which has as
its principal task the processing and movement of refugees and
migrants for permanent resettlement. Initially, ICBM funds
reduced cost transportation for refugees and migrants for per-
manent resettlement. Additional services include medical
examinations, documentation and the payment of other expenses
connected with their resettlement. The United States pays one-
third of ICEM's administrative budget and approximately one-
fifth of its operational budget. Since ICBM was formed in
December of 1951, it has moved a total of 2,400,000 persons
for permanent resettlement, 500,000 of whom were refugees
resettled to the United States. The organization expects to
move approximately 35,000 to 40,000 Soviet and East European
refugees in 1979.

United Nations High Commission for Refugees (UNHCR)

The general program of the United Nations High Commission
for Refugees covers refugee assi,stance activities worldwide.
The form of assistance varies depending on geographical area,
but usually involves the provision of international legal
protection, resettlement and resettlement-related services such
as food, shelter, medical care, education and training. Approx-
imately 80 govermments contribute to UNHCR with the United
States paying nearly 25 percent of the total budget.

International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC)

In addition to its continuing role under the Geneva Con-
ventions of 1949 for the protection of prisoners of war and
other war victims and its newer programs designed to aid politi-
cal prisoners, the ICRC was given special recognition for its
efforts in behalf of family reunification as proscribed in
Basket III of the Final Act. Specifically, the Final Act calls
on CSCE states to "support the efforts of the Red Cross and
Red Crescent Societies concerned with the problems of family
reunification." At present, Swiss government contributions make
up half of the ICRC's budget, while the American contribution
is about 15 percent.
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United States Refugee Program (USRP)

The United States Refugee Program demonstrates the continu-
ing interests of the American people In the plight of persons
wishing to leave their homeland and in the principle of the
free movement of peoples. These Interests are consistent with
U.S. commitments to the CSCE Final Att.

Under USRP, assistance is provided to refugees from commun-
ist-dominated countries in Eastern Europe and Asia. The princi-
pal objective of this assistance program is to facilitate the
penmanent resettlement of the refugees. Services to refugees
under USRP are provided through U.S. Government contracts with
various private American voluntary agencies. Among these are
the Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society (HIAS), the International
Rescue Committee, the Tolstoy Foundation, the American Fund
for Czechoslovak Refugees, the American Joint Distribution
Conmittee, the International CaIholic Migration Commission,
the Polish-Americanlmigration and Relief Committee and the
World Council of Churches. Services available to refugees
through these agencies Include counseling, resettlement documen-
tation and processing, language training in the asylum areas,
transportation and reception and placement assistance. These
services are provided both in the country of first asylum, as
well as once the refugee arrives in the United States. The

voluntary agencies, In addition, provide considerable financial
support fram their own funds to the refugee resettlement
process.

Damestic Assistance Program

Since the early 1970's, the U.S. Government has spent
approximately 20 million dollars annually for the resettlement
of Soviet and East European refugees in Israel and only a small
amount for this purpose in the U.S. In recent years, however,
more and more Soviet and East European emigrants --
approximately 65 percent of those coming out -- eventually
come to the United States. As a result, in 1978, the U.S.
Congress al'ocated 20 million dollars for Fiscal Year 1979 under
the Foreign Assistance and Related Appropriations Act for re-
settlement of Soviet an0 East European refugees in the U.S.

As set up by Congress, these funds are dispersed on a
matching basis to private voluntary organiztions through the
Department of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW). These
agencies are then responsible for administering a variety of
refugee programs, specifically for those coming from the Soviet
Union and Eastern Europe, including language and professional
training and emplorment counseling.
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This step taken by the U.S. Congress is clearly represen-
tative of the U.S. Government's determined effort to comply
with CSCE Final Act provisions calling for the easing of refugee
resettlament. In addition, the government resources now avail-
able are extremely useful to the administering private agencies
which previously had to assume the major financial burden of
resettling and integrating Soviet and East European refugees
in the United States.

The first grants issued under this new program included
one for eight million dollars provided jointly to the Hebrew
Immigrant Aid Society (HIAS) and the Council of Jewish Federa-
tions, Inc. Refugees resettled by HIAS local cooperating re-
settlement agencies are offered the following services:
financial support, housing, general orientation to life in the
U.S., family counseling, English training, Jewish religious
and cultural orientation, vocational counseling, job training
and job placement. The ultimate aim of the local cooperating
agency is to assist clients so that they may become productive,
enployed and well-adjusted new Americans. Statistics show that
the majority (over 80 percent) of HIAS-sponsored clients are
employed and self-sufficient by the eighth month after arrival.
Another 10 percent are employed by the ena of the twelfth month
after arrival. A HIAS survey of two of its major resettlement
communities -- New York and Chicago -- determined that in 1974
and 1975 only 2.5 percent of its clients needed to receive
public welfare assistance. exclusive of Medidaid.

New Measures

The United St commitment, both public and private, to
welcoming the homei...4 to our country and offering help to
refugees is long-standing. Our responsibilities to immigrants
from other CSCE states has been -- and continues to be -- met.
Yet there is room for improvement in organizing these activ-
ities. For example, the practice of allocating funds for
migration and resettlement assistance on a piecemeal basis and
creating new programs for specific groups of refugees as a need
develops constitutes neither a camprehensive nor uniform policy.
The U.S. Government needs a comprehensive refugee policy in
order to meet the needs of the growing number of refugees in
the world.

The creation by President Jimmy Carter in early 1979 of
the Office of Coordinator for Refugee Affairs in the State
Department and the March of 1979 appointment of members to a

Select Commission on Immigration and Refugee Policy are impor-
tant steps toward developing that comprehensive policy. In
addition, the Administration, in consultation with the Congress,
has drafted specific legislation designed to improve the present
situation.
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Introduced into the Congress ip March of 1979 by Senator
Edward Kennedy (D.-Mass.) and Repretentatives Elizabeth Holtzman
(D.-N.Y.) and Peter Rodino (D-N.3.), the pendipg legislation
establishes an overall U.S. refugee resettlement and assistance
policy. Senator Kennedy, commenting on the need for the legis-
lation, said: "For too long our policy toward refugee assistance'
has been ad hoc with refugees being admitted in fits and
starts, and after long delays and great human suffering, because
our existing immigration law is inadequate, discriminatory,
and totally out of touch with today's needs. The Refugee Act

(S. 643) will update our law governing the admission and
resettlement of refugees. It will help insure greater equity
in our treatment of refugees."

Specifically, the Refugee Act of 1979 provides for the

regular admission of 50,000 refugees annually, Instead of the
current level of 17,400. In addition, the proposed law enables
the President to exceed the level of 50,000 if he specifies
the extra numbers needed prior to the beginning of the fiscal
year an0 after consulting with Congress. In unforeseen
emergent), situations, that level can be lifted and the Presi-
dent, again after consultation with the Congress, can allow
an additional number of refugees to be admitted.

This legislation, in the words of Ambassador Dick Clark,
formmr U.S. Coordinator for Refugee Affairs, "acknowledges the
size and diversity of the current refugee population by
extending the definition of refugee beyond narrow geographic
and ideological criteria. It essentially adopts the definition
of the U.N. Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees...It
defines a refugee as someone outside his or her country who
is unable or unwilling to return to that country because of
persecution or a well-founded fear of persecution for reasons
of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular
social group, or political opinion. This definition corresponds
more closely to the situation that we now face."

Another major component of the legislation deals with refu
gee resettlement. The bill provides for uniform federal assis-
tance for the refugee resettlement process and extends coverage
to all refugees entering the United States. It specifies that
the Federal Government will bear the full cost of resettling
new refugees for the first two years after their arrival in
the United States. This assistance will take the form of grants
to public or private voluntary agencies for the placement, care
and resettlment of refugees; funds for special project grants
to assist adult refugees with English language training, voca-
tional training and social services; and funds for special
educational services for school-age refugees. The proposed
Act provides for full federal support for a complete range of
child welfare services -- available until the child reaches
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18 -- for children who enter the U.S. without a close adult
relative. Other children would be eligible for such federally
supported child welfare services during their first two years
in the U.S. The legislation also provides for full federal
reimbursement to the states for caih and medical assistance
given to needy refugees during the first two years.

Another significant aspect of the legislation is the
elimination of the two-year conditional status for refugees.
Except for those admitted under the emergency provisions, all
refugees will enter the United States as legal permanent
residents from the day of their admission. This provision will
also help eliminate discrimination against refugees in the job
market and put them on equal footing with other irrrnigrants in
regard to eligibility for public services.

Conclusion

The CSCE Commission feels that the proposed Refugee Act
of 1979, an amended version of which passed the Senate in
September and is now before the House Judiciary Committee, is

an important and timely reform and urges its early passage and.
enactment. Furthermore, the Commission urges that adequate
levels of funding be appropriated to ensure that all provisions
of the bill can be fully implemented. In light of the
increasing .number of refugees coming to the United States from
the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, such action would enable
the United States to better fulfill its responsibilities to
in-migrants and refugees from other CSCE signatories, as well
as help to relieve the suffering of thousands of individuals
from both CSCE countries and other nations.

INFORMATION

The section of Basket III dealing with the flow of informa-
tion focuses on two related themes. First, in order to further
improve their relations the signatory states recognize the need for
an untrammeled flow of information among them. It is assumed that
the knowledge, familiarity and understanding gained through such an
exchange will lessen tensions and reduce the danger of conflict.
Thus, the Final Act calls upon signatories "to facilitate the freer
and wider dissemination of information of all kinds kinds."

Secondly, the information section of Basket III deals with
a topic inextricably linked to the goal of increasing the
exchange of information: the improvoment of working conditions
for journalists-. If they are to pursue their work in the most
efficient manner, foreign reporters must have freedom of move-
ment, both within their host country and across its borders;
they must have access to a variety of sources, both public and
private; and they must be free to workiwithout interference
should their articles meet with official displeasure.
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SIth these goals inmind, the CSCE states agreed to unde'r-

take measures aimed at easing the travel of journalists In their
host country and at Increasing the opportunities for journalists
to communicate directly with thelr,sources. They further agreed
to grant resident journaliSts multiple entry and exit visas
to facilital* travel Into and from their respective countries.
Finally, the signatories "reaffirmed that the legitimate
pursuit of their professional activity will neither render
journalists liable to expulsion nor otherwise penalize them."

U.S. perfonmance in meeting Final Act standards In this
as in other areas by Soviet and East Eurapean CSCE states has

been severely criticized.

One line of argumentation charges that Basket III's
information provisions oblige the U.S. to import as many
information materials, such as newspapers and magazines, from
East European countries as these nations import from the United
States.

Because the.U.S. allegedly fails to meet this obligation,
East European states suggest that an unfair advantage is being
sought. On one hand, Americans use the Final Act to justify
flooding East European countries with "U.S. p'opaganda
materials," but on the other refuse to allow a reciprocal flow
of Eastern media into the U.S.

The basis for a second major criticism of U.S. compliance
be found in the varying interpretations given to Basket III
information provisions. The Soviet Union and its Eastern allies
point to Basket III preambular language which notes that the
participating states have entered into their Basket III commit-
ments out of a desire "to contribute to the strengthening of
peace and understanding among peoples and to the spiritual
enrichment of the human personality." As a result, Eastern
countries insist that all activities in the area of information
exchange be conducted with a view to promoting these more
"noble" aims.

This interpretation gives rise to the only major criticism
lodged against U.S. compliance with Final Act provisions
relating to the activities of journalists. Western journalists
and their iSublications are repeatedly criticized for printing
articles which, it is alleged, present a warped and biased view
of life in the East. These journalists' repeated references to
human rights violations in Eastern nations is not only unwar-
ranted interference in Eastern internal affairs (See Principle
VII) so the argument goes, but also part of a concerted propa-
ganda campaign to discredit communist societies in the eyes
of the world. Consequently, U.S. and Western journalists are
said to be failing in their responsibility to further the aims
of the Final Act as enunciated in the Basket III preamble.
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U.S. compliance with the information provisions of the
Final Act must be examined in the light of three issues,
First, how accessible is foreign information-to U.S.
citizens? Is there a statistical iMbalance that constitutes
a U.S. failure to comply with the Final Act? Second, is
the U.S. Government's record of CSCE compliance affected by
what American journalists write andlby what there papers
print? Finally, how free are forei n journalists in the U.S.
to pursue their professions without fear of interference?

Exchange of Information

U.S. performance in providing itjs citizens access to
"infonmation of all kinds" as called for in the Final Act is
second to none. U.S. policy in this siohere -- grounded as it
is in the constitutionally guaranteed ireedans of speech and'
the press -- ensures that U.S. citizens have access to virtual-
ly any information they desire. The United States Government
imposes no artificial or political Impediments to the import
and dissemination of printed and other ntetter from other
countries, and citizens have the opportUnity to read, buy and
subscribe to jouritaols and newspapers regardless of their origin
or political orientation. 1

This does not mean that there is abOlutely no limit to the
number and types of printed materials which Americans may find
at their local newsstands. Such materials\are distributed in the
U.S. in accordance with the free market system of supply and
demand. Private publishers and distributo6s, who are the impor-
ters and sellers of information productsl the U.S., purchase
such materials only in proportion to the p blic's demand for it.
When East European states complain that their national media are
not widely available in the U.S., they arein effect complaining
that their material holds little interest fpr U.S. citizens.

Distribution problemm notwithstanding,lany person who
wishes to read East European publications i campletely free to
obtain them in public and university libraries or through sub-
scriptions. The Library of Congress, for eiample, makes avail-
able a wide variety of materials from countries of Eastern
Europe, .often in greater quantity than it does materials fram
other signatory states with whom the U.S. enjoys traditionally
closer cultural and political ties. To illustrate, the Library's
holdings of Bulgarian newspapers include 32 eparate publica-
tions from 20 cities. This compares to 24 French newspapers from
20 cities. Figures for other East European countries include:
15 Czechoslovak newspapers, published in four cities; 12 GDR
papers fram four cities; 24 Hungarian palers fram 18 cities;
42 Polish papers fram 17 cities; 28 Rama ian papers from 16
cities; and 103 Soviet papers from 17 cities. In addition, the
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Library receives 1,394 journals and magazines from the Soviet

Union, 918 from Poland and 238 fram Bulgaria, to mention a few.

Probably the most efficient means of obtainLng regular

access to such materials Is by using the many opportunities

available for arranging subscriptions. East European exploita-

tion of this possibility Is evident In the direct-mall advertis-

ing campaign the Soviet Union has recently launched for several

of Its"English language magazines. Coffering "a chance to win

an exciting, all-expense paid trip to Moscow" and "Soviet-made

radios, watches and cameras," 200,000 letters have gone to U.S.

recipients urging them to subscribe to Moscow Newl a Soviet

news weekly. Igor Preferensky, Soviet commercial representative

in charge of the campaign, says the mailtng has been successful

over the past few years in increasing414S. subscriptions to

the journal from only a few to 3,000.

While the absence of centralized record-keeping facilities

makes it virtually impossible to determine the exact number of

subscriptions U.S. citizens and institutions hold to East Euro-

pean publications, an approximation can be made from U.S. Pcst

Office statistics. These figures reflect by piece and weight

tount the amount of printed matter sent from and received in

the United States in any given year.

Post Office tallies iklicate that in most cases the statis-

tical imbalance referred to in East European criticisms is

either exaggerated or nonexistent. In only two instances, BifF

garia and Czechoslovakia, does the United States send more

printed matter than it receives. With two Warsaw Pact nations

-- Hungary and Poland -- the balance of exchange is roughly

equal, and fram thn USSR and Romania the United States receives

a significantly greater amount of printed matter than it sends.

The data by country are as follows:

Surface and Air Printed Matter Volumes for 1977

Outbound from U.S. Inbound to U.S.

Kilograms Pieces Kilograms Pieces

USSR 349,589 1,091,767 1,083,056 3,741,465

Bulgaria 41,337 li,952 17,661 61,595

Czechoslovakia 512,999 1,716v430 66,146 230,508

Germany (GDR) 27,768 94134 110,208 374,064

Hungary 156,969 507,431 163,334 586,636

Poland 266,424 779,767 247,045 803,977

Romania 41,686 128,920 71,659 228,724

45. New YorWfimes February 3, 1979.
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r'''')
.Pitase note also that Ihe outboand volume figures for the

German Democratic Republic do not inchide'airmal4 volumes, for
sthich data aresnot available.

While.such statistical comparisons may be an Interesting
exercise, they tend to obscure the tleal issue. While the Final
Act seeks to facilitate the freer frow of information. of all
kinds, It does not suggest that this flow should take the form
of government assured statistical reciprocity In the numbers
of newspapers, books or film exchanged. NO international
agreement can provide newspapers or magazines guaranteed. reader-
ship; It can, however, promote the removal of artificial
obstacles to obtaining materials in which citizens demonstrate.a
genuine interest. Uhlted States perfonmance in thIkarea

1

complies ful y with the Final Act.

Working_Cond tions for Journalists
..

In attempting to hmprove working conditions for journal-
ists, the Final Act focuses on measures to be taken by govern-
ments. Because It Is a government-to-government accord, it does
not attempt to set a standard of behavior for journalists, who,
at least In the West, are private citizens. Thus, the Eastern
claim that the Final Act prohibits journalists from writing
on certain 'topics has no basis In the text of that document.

,

Basket III does, however, require nations to provide
foreign journalists with as unrestrIctive a working environment
as possible. That the United State& successfully meets this
stahdard Is apparent not only in the,openness and flexibility
of the U.S. news gathering system, Ink also In the host services
the U.S. Government provides interested foreign journalists. ,

/

U.S. procedures regulating.the movement of foreign
journalists in the U.S. are detenmined on a basis of strict
reciprocity. If foreign governments restrict the movements
of U.S. journalists in their cOqntries, the United States
responds by imposing similar reitri3Olons on the countries'
journalists in the U.S.

It is indicative of the good relations existing between
the U.S. and most CSCE participating states that few such
restrictions'remain in effect. In fact, the signing of the
Final Act in 1975 provided the impetus for the United States
to conclude with Czechoslovakia and Bulgaria agreements removing
reciprocal controls on the movement of these countries' journal-
ists. The Soviet Union is the only East European Final Act
signatory which continued to restrict U.S. reporters' freedom
of movement. In response, the U.S. has continued to impose
analagous restrictions on Soviet correspondents in the U.S.
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The United States has also acted -- again, on a reciprocal
basis -- to facilitate the travel of foreign journalists into
the U.S. In conformity with Final Act commitments to grant

penmanently accredited journalists mmltlple entry and exit
visas, the U.S. and USSR agreed In September of 1975 to Issue
reciprocal one year multiple entry/exit visas. MMltiple entry
visas (the U.S. does not require exit visas) are also extended
to resident journalists fron Clechoslovakia and Poland.

Although the German.Democratic Republic, In 1977, proposed
the reciprocal issuance of ohe year multiple entry visas to
permanently accredited correspondents, GDR's unwillingness to
accredit U.S. journalists residing In Bonn and West Berlin has
delayed conclusion of an agreement. With correspondents from
other Eastern participating states, the U.S. continues to

require limited one-entry visas, a procedure that is most often
followed when the two countries have not exchangegl resident
journalists.

Reciprocity also serves as the basis for establishing the
cost of American visas. While the U.S. preference is to require
no fee for the issuance of visas to foreign correspon nts (a
system that is in effect with Czechoslovakia and the US ),

journalists from some East European states continue, on he

basis of reciprocity, to be assessed amounts ranging from $3

to $21.

Upon entering the United States, the foreign journalist
is free to pursue his or her profession as he or she chooses.
Additilnally, the U.S. Government tries to facilitate this work
in a variety of ways, inctuding many not specifically called

for in the Final Act. The U.S. International Communication
Agency maintains two foreign press centers -- one in New York
and one in Washington, D.C. -- which are designed to provide
a wide variety of services to visiting correspondents. Among
other things, the press centers set up interviews with represen-
tatives of both the private and public sectors (center staffs
report few problems in arranging interviews with high government
officials); arrange visits and tours around the U.S. on either
an individual or group basis; organize periodic news conferences
and background briefings by government officials and private
personalities; and provide a wealth of resource materials.
In addition, "live" coverage of high level Washington news con-
ferences (those where seating may be limited), is facilitated
through audio transmisions to the centers.

Finally. U.S. compliance with the Final Act provision re .
affirming that journalists will not be expelled in "the legiti-
mate pursuit of their professional activity" has met little
criticism. Since the Final Act was signed, only one CSCE
journalist -- a Soviet TASS correspondent -- has been asked
to leave the United States. This action was taken in retalia-
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tion for a Soviet move expelling the Associated Press' Moscow
bureau chief, allegedly for engaging In Illegal currency
transactions. Prior to hls expulsion, however, the AP corres-
pondent had been the target of a press campaign denouncing his
contacts with Soviet human rights activists.

. RADIO BROADCASTS

The activities of Radio Free Europe and Radio Liberty
(RFE/RL) and the Voice of America (VOA) have long been the
target of Soviet and East European criticism. The attacks
against these radios essentially boll down to the general themes
that U.S. broadcasts to the USSR and Eastern Europe violate
the Helsinki accords by interfering in the Internal affairs
of those Countries through the dissemination of hostile, subver-
sive and slanderous reportage and information and by falling to
promote the CSCE goal of mutual, understanding between peoples.
Soviet General Secretary Leonid Brezhnev personally charged,
in June of 1976, that the existence of RFE/RL "is a direct
challenge to the spirit and letter of the Helsinki accords."

More recently, the Soviet media'have increased the attacks,
emphasizing that the activities of the radios are part of the
Car.ter Administration's human rights offensive and as such are
an integral part of the "ideologial offensive" and "psycho-
logical warfare" being waged against the socialist bloc. More
detailed charges are also made. According to the Eastern media,
hundreds of "notorious fascists" are employed by the radios,
which incite subversive activities, including terrorist and
other illegal actions. Another common theme which recurs
frequently is that,RFE/RL are still closely linked with the

CIA. Finally, the presence of RFE/RL broadcast stations on
the territory of other countries Is characterized as an
infringement of the national sovereignty of those nations.

Although most of the charges bear no relafion to the
Final Act, a comprehensive examinatkon of the allegations
produces same needed clarity in this area. First, it should
be beyond dispute that the radios serve the Final Act's goal of
achieving freer and wider dissemination of information of all

kinds, especially in light of the restrictive controlled nature
of the media in the countries to which they broadcast. The
charge that RFE/RL broadcasts interfere in the internal affairs
of the receiving countries relies on a one-sided interpretation
of Principle VI of Basket l's Declaration of Principles, which
is in no way supported by the actual text of that Principle.
The language of Principle VI clearly refers to armed interven-
tion and acts of military, political and economic or other
coercion.and does not refer to legitimate radio broadcasts.
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RFE/RL are recognized by the worlW commmnity as legitimate
radios. The World Administration Radio Conference (WNRC) of
the International Telecommmnications Union (ITU), to which all
the Warsaw Pact states belong, has assigned RFE/RL specific
wavelengths on which to broadcast. In his report to the
Congress In March of 1977, President Carter noted that interna-
tional broadcasting is a key element of United States foreign
policy and emphasized that "our most crucial audiences for
international broadcasting ire In the Soviet Union and Eastern
Europe,where censorship and controlled media give the people
of the area distorted or Inadequate views of the U.S. as well
as of crucial events within their own countries and In the world
at large."

Radio Free Europe has been broadcasting to five East
European nations Poland, Romania, Czechoslovakia, Hungary
and Bulgaria -- since 1950. Radio Liberty began broadcasting
to the Soviet Union In Russian and other Indigenous languages
(presently 15) In 1953. Both organizations originally received
funding from the U.S. Government channeled through the CIA
and from some pcivate contributors., ,In 1971, all ties, finan-
cial and otherwise, with the CIA\were severed. Direct Congres-
sional appropriations were provided temporarily through the
Department of State until passage of the Board for Interna-
tional Broadcasting (BIB) Act of 1973 which provides for funding
through Congressional appropriations recommended by BIB. In

October of 1976, RFE and RL were formally merged and chartered
as a nonprofit educational organization. BIB, formally estab-
lished in April of 1.974, has been overseeing the activities
of the radios since that time.

RFE/RL differ markedly in origin, programming and function
from the Voice of America. VOA, as the broadcasting service
of the International Cbmmunication Agency (formally USIA), Is
responsible for presenting well-rounded news coverage as well

as projecting a balanced and comprehensive view of U.S. insti-
tutions, culture, society ard official policies to a worldwide
audience. RFE/RL, broadcasting solely to the Soviet Union and
Eastern Europe, devote the bulk of their programming to develop-
ments within those countries or to matters of direct concern to
them. Evidence that the peoples of the USSR and Eastern Europe
do not consider the broadcasts of RFE/RL and VOA as an unwelcome
Intrusion in their lives is reflected in the large number of
people who tune in to these broadcasts. In the course of an
average week, same 33 to 35 million persons in these countries
listen to RFE/RL broadcasts. On a typical day, approximately
14 to 16million people tune in, many on a regular basis. VOA,

which is not jammed, reaches about 40 million listeners a week
in this area. In Eastern Europe, where jamming is less preva-
lent than in the Soviet Union, more than 26 million people
listen to RFE in the course of an average week, or more than
12 million listeners on a typical day. In the Soviet Union,
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due to heavy/lamming and to the USSRIs own powerful transmit-
ters, RL's listening audience Is somewhat less .- about
6,868,000 (3.8 percent of the adult population) during an
average week, or 2,200,000 on an average day.

To ensure professional standards In their broadcasts, RFE/
RL are obliged to operate within strict guidelines set forth
In their.program policy guidelines. According to thls standard,
the radios are to espouse no single specific political, economic
or religious creed. They are to have no relationship to any
political party or exile organizatkon nor can they Identify
with any opposition groups or organizatIoni located In the
broadcast area. Broadcasts are to avoid emotionalism, vindic-
tiveness and belligerency In tone and sweeping generalizations,
propagandistic argumentation and unsupported criticism In sub-
stance. Furthermore, the radlcis are specifically forbidden
to broadcast any infonmation which could be construed as Incite-
ment to revolt, or as inflamnatory. No material containing
petty gossip or attacks on the personal 'lives of families of
government or party leaders Is to be used.

Overall, the quality of RFE/RL broadcasts appears consis-
tent with the guidelines governing the-tone and substance of
the reporting. There have, of course, been exceptions. No
radio enterprise broadcasting 980 hours a week, as do RFE/RL,
can avoid making an occasional inaccuracy. Such errors,
especially In reporting fast-breaking news events, are common
to all news agencies.

In an effort to give the Soviets and East Europeans a
chance to answer the broadcasts they find offensive, and as
a "civilized alternative" to jamming, John Gronouski, chairman
of the Board for International Broadcasting, suggested In 1978
that RFE/RL airtime be made available to officials of the Soviet
Union and Eastern Europe for response or rebuttal. This
proposal, however, was not taken up, possibly because it was
misunderstood or proved too embarrassing. Within 72 hours,
TASS, the Soviet news agency, dismissed it as a "deliberate
provocation" and other Soviet and East European sources quickly
followed suit. The situation therefore remains unchanged.

There is no objective evidence to support tFe accusation
that RFE/RL consciously employ fonmer members of fascist politi-
cal organizations. Admittedly, there appear to have been a very
few instances in which such individuals inadvertantly received
temporary employment with the radios but there is nothing in the
record to indicate that their backgrounds were known at the time
of employment. By and large, the employees of the radios in-
clude highly trained research and broadcast personnel, and
skilled emigrees, valuable for their language capabilities. The
radios are directed by professionals with commercial and public
service experience. The Board of Directors consists of distin-
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pashed people in such fields as journalism, broadcasting, dip-
lomacy, and law. The staff includes fonmer e'xecutives and staff
members of almost every major Western broadcast network and
numerous leading American and West European daily newspapers.

In the view of many CSCE signatories, the jamming of radio
broadcasts violates the spirit If not the letter of the Helsinki
Final Act, the U.N. Universal Declaration of Human Rights and
the Montreux Convention of the International Telecommunication
Union (ITU). However, all of RL's broadcasts to the Soviet
Union continue to be jammed, while RFE's broadcasts are jammed
heavily In Czechoslovakia and Bulgaria and to a lesser extent
in Poland. This is a costly enterprise involving approximately
3,000 transmitters jamming round the clock at a cost of over
300 million dollars a year. In 1977, the 23rd annual session
of the ITU passed a resolution which strongly condemmed jamming
as a flagrant violation of the Final Act.

The flow of radio broadcasts is by no means one way. Many
CSCE signatory states maintain official radios. Examples include
the BBC in Great Britain, Deutsche Welle in the FRG, Radio
Vienna and Radio Luxembourg. The Soviet Union, however, Is the
world leader in shortwave broadcasting. The USSR broadcasts
around the world for about 2,000 hours a week in 84 languages.
Radio broadcasts directed toward the U.S. from the Soviet Union
include more than 60 hours a week In English and additional
hours in Ukrainian, Lithuanian and Anmenian. Regardless of
the frequently blatant propaganda content of many of these
broadcasts, no Western governmmnt, including the U.S., has ever
jammed them. In light of this extensive activity, the Soviet
and East European claim that foreign broadcasting constitutes
interference in internal affairs takes on a hollow ring.

In addit.ion, Soviets have from time to time intimated that
the presence of RFE/RL transmitters on the territory of other
states is an infringement of the national sovereignty of
the countries involved. However, this allegation overlooks
the fact that each of the sovereign countries involved has
voluntarily admitted these transmitters to its territory.

A good example of the U.S. attitude to broadcasts of other
nations in light of the Helsinki Final Act is the decision of
radio station WSDR in Sterling, III., to carry the Radio Moscow
program, "Moscow Mailbag," hosted by Joe Admmov. This show
will be broadcast on a weekly basis and consists of a series
of human interest stories, including criticism of the way the
U.S. press handles news about Soviet dissidents.

Originally, it was feared that WSDR would be unable to
broadcast the Radio Moscow material because of a U.S. regulation
requiring registration of a foreign agent. The 1934 Federal
Communications Act does not permit foreign agents to hold a
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U.S. radio iltenie. The Issue Yins settled positively when the
3ustIce Department ruled that, since the Radio Moscow progrips
were being provided free, WSDR could not be considered a
"foreign agent." WSDR is only one of about 400 stations In the
U.S. which receive Radjo Moscow material.

The openness of the U.S. to printed and broadcast informa-
tion fram abroad, as well as the ease and freedom with which
foreign journalists pursue their prof,,Islon In the United
States, attests to the high quality of U.S. compliance with
CSCE Information provisions., Criticism of U.S. performance
In this sphere has COM only from a few sources and even then
it has been based largely on exaggerated charges and distorted
interpretations of the Final Act.

Consequently, the Commission finds that the U.S. government
is in essential compliance with the Information provisions of
the Final Act.

CULTURAL AND EDUCATIONAL EXCHANGES

The Final Act's provisions on cultural and educational
exchange call for increased personal and institutional contacts
by artists, students and scholars with their counterparts In

other CSCE states. It also calls for Increased access to one
another's cultural life. Sections Three and Four of Basket
III outline the basic goals contained in the Final. Act in the
areas of culture and education:

"The participating states...disposed in this spirit
to increase substantially their cultural exchanges...
jointly set themselves...to promote access by all to
respective cultural achievements (and) to develop
contacts and cooperation among persons active in the
field of culture.

"The participating states (are) prepared to facilitate
the further development of exchanges of knowledge

and experience as well as of contacts...among persons
engaged in education and science."

The cultural and educational sections of the Final Act
also contain qualifying language gives each state flexi-
bility in CSCE implementation, shielding them from obligations
-- moral, ideological, financial -- which they cannot meet.
For example, the Final Act recognizes the limited nature of
Western governments' participation in their nations' cultural
life when it calls upon them only to 'promote' or 'encourage'
greater exchanges of books, films and other cultural materials.
By the same token, the Eastern practice of conducting exchanges
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on the basis of governmental agreements is acknowledged by
language calling for the conclusion, "where appropriate," of
"agreements on a,bliateral or multilateral basis."

The difference In cultural systems and attitudes which
these formulations reflect Iles at the heart of the charges
Eastern CSCE states have lodged against U.S. compliance In this
sphere. At the Belgrade CSCE review meeting, Eastern delega-
tions claimed that In the exchange of cultural items (as In
that of Information materials) the U.S. exported more than it
received. As a consequence, Eastern publics are better
acquainted with U.S. and Western books, films end other cultural
items than are Western publics with Eastern culture. This
situation has been alleged to.demonstrate a U.S. failure to
meet Its Helsinki commitments.

In the education area, Eastern states have criticized both
the lack of financial resources available for educatiOnal
exchange activftles and U.S. performance In meeting Final Act
commitments to foster foreign language and international
studies. In view of these circumstances, Eastern states have
asserted that the United States should be doing more to
"promote" and "encourage" exchanges.

The nature of these charges draws attention to the non-
governmental character of the U.S. cultural and -- to a lesser
degree -- educational system. Culture In the United States
generally Is a matter of individual taste and selection -- a
private sector activity. While the role of government Is same .
what greater in the educational field (particularly that of
state and local government In primary and secondary education)
the type of educational exchange programs which the Final Act
stresses fall largely within the purview of the private sector.
Therefore, the Federal Government can truly do little more than
"promote, encourage" and try to persuade private groups, finms
and state and local governments to pursue various exchange
activities.

Role of the U.S. Government

The primary agent for cultural and educational affairs
within the U.S. Government is the International Communication
Agency (ICA). Formed in April of 1978 by the consolidation
of the Sta4e Department's Bureau of Educational and Cultural'.
Affairs (CU) and the U.S. Information Agency (USIA), ICA's
premise, to quote President Carter, Is "that it is in our
national interest to encourage the sharing of ideas and cultural
activities wmong the people of the United States and the people
of other nations." In establishing the new agency, the
President gave it five objectives:
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"1. To encourage, aid and sponsor Ihe broadest possible
exchange of people and Ideas between our country and other.
nations...

"2. To give foreign peoples the best possible
understanding of our policies and our Intentions, and sufficient
Information about American society and culture to comprehend
why we have chosen certain policies over others...

"3. To help Insure that our government adequately
understands foreign public opinion and culture for policy-making
purposes, and to assist Individual Americans and Institutions
in learning about other nations and their cultures.

"4. To assist In the development and execution of a
comprehensive national policy on international communclations,
designed to allow and encourage the maximum flow of information
and ideas =wig the peoples of the world. Such a policy must
take into consideration the needs and sensitivities of others,
as well as our own needs.

"5. To prepare for and conduct negotiations on cultural
exchanges with other governments, aware always that the most
effective sharing of culture, ideas and information comes
between individual people rather than through formal acts of
governments."

Two other federal bodies -- the National Endowment for
the Arts and the National Endowment for the Humanities -- also
play a major role in the cultural and educational life of the
United States. However, these agencies have traditionally been
involved in the support of creative and intellectual endeavors
within the U.S. Until recently, the legislation which created
NEi. did not provide for that body's participation in interna-
tional programs and projects. In 1976, however, Congress, in
growing recognition of the importance of international coopera-
tion as encouraged by the Final Act, broadened NEA's mandate
to include international arts activities.

The National Endowment for the Humanities, on the other
hand, has traditionally played a more active role in
facilitating international educational activities. In the last
six months, the Endowment has supported a variety of
international activities, including a Russian art exhibition;
a translation of Czech literature; the microfilming of Georgian
archival materials; and a series of workshops for Washington
state educators entitled, "Civic Issues in the Light of European
Experience."

Finally, the Office of Education (OE) in the Department
of Health, Education and Welfare, provides funds and grants
in support of international study and research projects. OE
monies support area studies centers in various universities
and make possibie the work of individual scholars.
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. Funding

Critics of U.S. compliance have charged that the United
States fails to provide adequate financial support to Eastern
exchange programs and activities. In fact, such detractors
have noted that overall funding levels have not increased but
decreased since the Final Act was signed in 1975.

While it is true that U.S. Government support for the
exchanges did experience a temporary cutback in 1976, the trend
since that timm has been decidedly positive. Budget figures
for the U.S. International Communication Agency (which ii
primarily responsible for supporting exchanges) show that funds
for East European programs rose roughly one and one-half million
dollars above previous levels in Fiscal Years 1978 and 1979. In

addition, in 1978, Congress -- citing expanded U.S. commitments
under the Helsinki accords -- directed the President "by a
process of gradual expansion during the four year period
beginning October 1, 1979, to increase significantly the
financial resources expended annually by the International
Communication Agency for exchange of persons activities."

Charges that the United States is providing increasingly
less support for exchange activities are often provoked not by
decreases in government spending, but by a reduction in monies
available fram another traditional source of funding -- private
foundations. Hard-hit by investment losses and motivated by
a desire to diversify their activities, the foundations have
withdrawn support fram some of the United States largest private
exchange programs. Although the U.S. Government has increased
its funding in an effort to compensate for these reductions,
administrators have nonetheless been forced to seek other, often
less generous, sources of support. Given the non-governmental
nature of these exchange programs, the search for non-govern-
mental sources of funding must continue. On balance, however,
the U.S. Government, with its efforts to sustain these private
programs, has exhibited a commitment to implementing the Final
Act.

Nature of the Exchange Relationship

U.S. cultural and educational exchanges with CSCE countries
fall primarily into two categories. Relations with West European
states and, to a lesser extent, with Poland and Yugoslavia,
are conducted in the absence of formal agreements and with a
maximum of flexibility and private initiative. With some East
European CSCE states, however, cultural relations are conducted
on *he basis of carefully monitored bilateral agreements. While
the U.S. favors the former mode of interaction, viewing it as
the more normal, open means of exchange (and thus more in con-
formity with the ultimate intent of the Final Act), it also
recognizes the utility of formal agreements in developing ex-
change relations with certain CSCE countries. Thus, the United
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States has entered into some type of formal exchange relation-
ship with most East European CSCE states. While two of these
agreements -- with the Soviet Union and Romania -- predate the
signing of the Final Act, the level of exchange activity with
each has intensified significantly since. Academic exchanges
with the Soviet Union, for example, have roughly doubled in
the post-Helsinki period.

In other cases, the Final Act has serVed as a catalyst
for the conclusion of formal agreements where none existed
before. The spring of 1977 saw the completion of negotiations
on a soon-to-be-ratified agreement establishing formal cultural
and educational ties with Hungary, and in March of 1978, the
first bilateral exchange agreement between the U.S. and Bulgaria
entered into force. Although similar negotiations were
undertaken with Czechoslovakia, these Aalks stalled just short
of agreement.

According to State Department officials, the Final Act
was also a positive factor in establishing cultural relations
with the German Democratic Republic. In 1976, the United States
proposed that a bilateral exchange program be developed, to
which the GDR responded favorably. The result has been a
significant development of exchanges with this East European
signatory.

Cultural Exchanges

In accordance with its Final Act obligations, the United
States has sought to support exchanges which not only bring
American citizens into personal contact with their counterparts
in other CSCE states, but which foster also better awareness
of the respective cultures of other states. While such contacts
have always been fairly easily and spontaneously carried out
between Americans and West Europeans, there have been few oppor-
tunities outsiue the context of formal programs for Americans
and East Europeans to meet. The large number of private U.S.
groups and institutions which have become involved in East-West
exchange programs provides at leas46a partial measure of the
successful impact of this support. Hence, the support the
United States gives to programs of East-West exchange forms
a particularly important element of U.S. CSCE compliance.

Exchange of Persons

fn the area of "citizens" exchange -- encouraged by the
Final Act under a commitment to involve the broadest possible
social groups in exchange activities -- the United States hag
facilitated meetings between U.S. and Eastern professional,

46. See Appendix XI.
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youth and civic groups. U.S. Government support has assisted
the Columbia University Translation Center in hosting Soviet
translators and has made possible exchangei between the American
Bar Association and Soviet jurists. The National 4-H Council
has received goverment funds for its exchanges of young
American, Hungarian, Polish and Soviet farmers, and the/YMCA
and American Council of Young Political Leaders (ACYPL) have
used government support to exchange delegations with the USSR's
Committee of Youth Organizations. ACYPL has also participated
in exchanges with counterparts in Poland and Romania. Coopera-
tion between persons active in the arts has also figured promin-
ently in U.S. Government supported exchanges. Writers, artists,
poets, film makers and musicians have received grants enabling
them to establish contacts and working relationships with East
European counterparts.

The development of contacts between U.S. and Soviet theater
directors provides a good example of the type of fruitful
cuoperation the U.S. Government has successfully prcq,loted since
the Final Act was signed in 1975. 'A government sponsored visit
of San Francisco's American Conseratory Theatre to Moscow in
1975 led Soviet and American directors to begin an active round
of exchanges. As a result, Soviet and American directors have
worked in one another's theaters and there has been an upsurge
in the frequency with which each country produces works from
the other. As an outgrowth of these contacts, the entire
corrvany of the Moscow Arts Theatre is expected to visit the
United States in 1980, and the American musical, "A Chorus
Line," will have its premiere on Soviet and East European
stages. Under an agreement being worked out between the Soviets

aAd U.S. impressario Joseph Papp, "A Chorus Line" will be
Lollowed by an exchange of 10 contemporary Soviet and American

productions. In all of these contacts, the U.S. Government has
played an important role, providing travel funds and communica-
tion services.

The mix of private initiative and government support which

the theater exchange reflects, represents the type of natural
cultural relationship which the United States believes the Final
Act seeks to encourage. This is a relationship that responds
to audience appreciation and which is marked by the active invol-
vement of the parties directly concerned -- be they theater
directors or young farmers.

Performing Arts and Cultural Exhibitions

Such qualities are characteristic of exchanges not only
of performing artists, but also of cultural exhibitions.
Perhaps not c,,incidentally, these have also been two of the
most active areas of post-Helsinki, East-West cultural coopera-
tion. Too numerous to be listed in entirety, a few examples
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of suet eitaintes-441Fellie tame-in4ftation of-the wide exposure
Eastern culture has received*In the United States during just,
a few months'in jate 1978 and ear,ly 1979.

-- Michigan State University's Seventh International, Season
featured a number of East European performers, including pianist
Andrzej DutkieWicz from Poland; organist Ferdinand Klinda and 4

pianist Klara Havlfkova from Czechoslovakia; and plan st Nally
Akdpian from the USSR.. Hungarian cellist Csaba Cmcz yl Polish
conductor Jerzy Salwarowskl and Ramadian conductor Eriil Simon
participated, and "The,Whlrlpool," an opera by C/ech slovak
composer Eugen Suchon, was performed.

-- Under the sponsorship of the Smithsonian Institution's
Traveling Exhibition'ServIce, a Hungarian exhibit.entitled "Art
Nouveau" was preiented In 10 U.S. cities between September of
1978 and the spring of 1979.

- - New York City was host to a Romanian Festival of Arts,
held December 12-16, 1978. The program, Which included films,
folk ensembles, the Romanian Madrigal Choir and vocal soloists,
was sponsored by the Romanian Embassy, the Romanian American
Cultural FoundatIon of New York and the Concert Arts Society.

- - Early 1979 saw Poland's avant-garde company, "The
Cricot-Two Theater," make its 11S. debut at New York's La Mama
Theater.

"Splendcr of Dresden: Five Centuries of Art Collecting,
an Exhibition from the Genman Democratic Republic" drew critical
acclaim and large crowds in its tour of the U.S. during J978
and 1979. The exhibit, the first major GDR presentation of
this type to be brought to the U.S., was also the subject of
a public television documentary shown throughout the United
States.

- - "Festival of Russian Dante," a collection of several
-Soviet folk troupes from Russia, Ukraine, Georgia and Moldovia'
arrived in January of. 1979 for a 72-day tour of the U.S. Under
the direction of Mikhail Godenko, director of the Krasnoyarsk
Dance Company of Siberia, the troupes included 115 dancers.

- - Romanian theater director Liviu Ciulei directed Molieres
"Don Juan" at Washington's Arena Stage in April of 1979.

-- April of 1979 saw a flourish of Bulgarian cultural
activity in the United States. Bulgarian visitors included a
folk dance ensemble, the Aprilov-Palauzov dancers from Gabrovo;
Emil Tchakarov, who conducted the National Symphony Orchestra
for three cOncerts in ftshington, D.C.; and mezzo-soprano
Marianna Paunova, who sang in "Eugene Onegin" at the Metro-
politaR4Opera.

- - A Bulgarian Cultural Month, held in Pittsburgh from
March'24 through April 29, 1979, featured Bulgarian music,
film, exhibits and lectures. Participating were the Bulgarian
National Folk Ensemble "Pirin," pianist Pavlina Dokovska and
Bulgarian Fulbright Lecturer Dr. Lyubomira Parpulova. Nine
Bulgarian films were shown, and four exhibits on Bulgarian
culture displayed.
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I--At the inv.itition of the U.S. Gymnastics Pederatfont'
a 14-member Soviet gymnastics team visited the United States
In March 'of 1979 for 10\days of exhibitions.

-- A 44.member Soviet Circus Company opened a threeamonth
U.S. tour in Februaiy of 1979.

- - The' C/echoslovakmixed media presentation by the
National.Theater of Prague, entitled "The Enchanted Circus"
(billed In the U.S. as "Coquelico"), opened a six-week run at
New York City's 22.Steps during February of 1979.

-- The Bulgarian Philharmonic Orchestra perf6rmed 40 ,

concerts on a nationwide tour during October and November of
1.978.

-- Soviet folk singer Vladimir Vysotsky made his American
debut during January of 1979 in New York City. He later
perfonmed lh Bostono/New Jersey and Philadelphia.

3anOary of 1979 also saw the Hungarian "Rajko" Gypsy
Orchestra, Dancers and Singers begin a nationwide tour.

-- The 21-member Polish National Acrobatic Team began a
national tour in January of 1979.

- - A Soviet company, "Stars of the Bolshoi and
Stanislavsky Ballet Theaters," toured the. U.S. for two weeks
during December of 4978, performing in New York City, Utica,
Tallahassee, Pittsburgh and Chicago.

-- An exhibition of contemporary Bulgarian paintings was
shown in Washington, D.C. during December of 1978.

- -. An exhibition of Polish posters opened its U.S. tour
at South Bend, Indtana in October of 1978.

-- "Treasures from the Kreml,in: An Exhibition from the
State Museums of the Moscow Kremlin" opened May 19, 1979, at
,the Metropolitan Museum of Art n New York. The shows-- the
fourth in a 1974 cultural exchange agreement between gle
Metropolitan and tfie museums of the Soviet Union in 19,7,4
was accompanied to the U.S. by a sister exhibit from Leri'twados
Hermitage Museum. The Leningrad exhibit, which opened in
Washington's National Gallery, included the Soviet Union's only
painting by master Leonardo da Vinci.

East European ethnic groups have made a major contribution
to this type of activity, frequently sponsoring folk festivals,
art exhibitions and cultural presentations fram their native
lands. SUch groups have alsoiturned their attention to another
aspect of educating Americans;about East European ethnic
cultures -- discouraging denigrating portrayals of various
ethnic and racial cultures in entertainment media. Long plagued
by the phenomenon known as 'Polish jokes,' Polish Americans
have became particularly active in this sphere, spurred on in
part by the recent release of the movie "The End." This film's
use of Polish jokes was found to be offensive not only by many
Americans, but by the Polish Government as well.
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Unfortunately,. while the U.S. Government does not condone
such questionable.humor, It has no legal authority to prevent
its use. The COmmilsion believes, however, that disparaging
portrayals of rac41 or ethnic groups -- whether in jokes or
in motion picturem-- reflect a cultural ,Ignorance and
insensitivity which the/Final Pict seeks to dispel!. The
Commission hopes that private efforts to eradicate sdch
phenomena will cOhtinue and that they will be successful.

Publishing

Charges that U.S. publishers do not publish as much East
European literature gs these states do U.S. literature, appear
to be fairly accurate. Certainly the national literatures of
Bulgaria or Romania, for example, are little known In the U.S.

The reasons for this apparent neglect, American publishers
maintain, can becfound in the'lack of success such publications
enjoy in the highly competitive U.S. book market. At the same
time, publishers have shown greater Interest In Eastern book
markets since the Final Act was signed In 1975. Evidence of
this interest can be seen in such developments as the Assocla-
tion of American Publishers' (AAP) decision in 1977 to establish
a Trade with Eastern Europe Comnittee or the prospectIve parti-
cipation of 153 U.S. publishers in the September of 1979 Moscow
Book Fair.

The role of.the U.S. Government in this type of activity
has increased substantiafly since the Final Act was signed in
1975. In 1976 and 1977, for example, the Government provided
assistance to the.AAP in arranging meetings with Soviet
publishers -- contacts which have led to the conclusion of-4
number of publishing contracts. The Government also funded
the travel of a delegation of Association of American University
Presses (AAUP) represen,tatives to the 1977 Moscow Book Fair
and in subsequent visits to Poland, Hungary and Romania. With
government support, the AAUP has announced its ineation to host
return delegations from these countries.

International Communication Agency support has also been
instrumental in broadening contacts between American and Easi\
European authors, in exchanges that have a direct impact on the
level of American awareness of, and interest in, East European
literature. For example, ICA assisted the University o'f' Kansas
in successful efforts to expand its writers' exchange program
with the USSR. Similar writers' exchange programs at the
University of Iowa and Merlin College have brought authors
from Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Poland, Hungary, Romania and
the GDR to the United States.
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Given the recent nature of most of.thett contacts, however,

it is not surprising that kignificant purchases of Eastern /

literature have not yet appeared to erase the statistical

imbalance Eastern states charge exists. The mere fact that

the U.S. publishing businesA is so much larger than,those In

Eastern Europe will undoubtedly serve to preserve some Sort

of statistical, inequality fcr years to come. Cm the other hand,

where publishing contacts have been particularly active -- as

between AAP members and Soviet publishers significant

progress has been made.

Since the Final Act was signed, for exampl,,, several U.S.

finms have announced plans to publish works by leeding

contemporary Soviet authors, among them Vasily ShUkshin and

Fasil Iskandr. Harper and Row has signed contracts tpublish
Troepoisky's White Bim Black Ear (also a motion pictute

recently nominated for a U.S. Academy Award) and Bulat
Okudzhava's Journey of the Dilletantes. Farrar, Straus and

Giroux will be publishing an anthology of contemporary Soviet

prose, including works by Abramov, Shukshin, Bitov, Bogomolov,

Tendryakov and Rasputin. Simon and $chuster has printed Leonid

Brezhnev's official biography.as well as another Brezhnev work.

Schuster has also contracted to publish two works by Yuri-

Trifonov, Another Life and The House on the Embankment.

Trifonov, cormenting on this rash of publishing activity,,

has noted that American publishers seem to be discove,ring

official Soviet authors, a development he attributes to the

spirit of Helsinki.

Although U.S. publishers appear to be displaying an 'ever

livelier post-Helsinki inlerest in works by Soviet authors,

complaints persist that the 50 or so Soviet titjes published

yearly in the U.S. seem meager in comparison with the 200 plus

American titles put out in the USSR in the same period.'

However, Professor Leo Gruliow, in a study prepared for the

International Communication Agency, urges a new perspective

on the problem.

Pointing to the differences between the U.S. and Soviet

book markets, Professor Giullow notes that when a book is

published in the Soviet Union, it is normally available only

as long'as the original printing lasts. Therefore,,4 listing of

new titles published in the USSR in a given year is; in effect,

a listing of the total number of titles available. !An.mrican

publishers, on the other hand, are more likely to maintain books

in print for long periods, with the result that a Osting of

one year's new titles usually accounts for only a small propor-

tion of the total market.
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When allowing for this discrepancy In publishing practices,
Professor Gruliow finds that in 1978, 230 American works were
available to Soviet readers, as compared to 494 Soviet and
Russian works available to American readers. Moreover, this
count of 494 titles does not reflect the 354 works the Soviets
thtmselves have translated and made available to Americans
through just one of a number of Soviet book outlets operating
in the U.S. In contrast, Soviet readers have no access to
American works in the original. There are no foreign book
outlets and foreign publications cannot be ordered directly.

Thus, two conclusions can be reached regarding the status
of U.S. compliance with CSCE commitments to increase book
exchanges. First, the Final Act calls on CSCE governments to
'promote' and 'encourage' publishing activities as well as to
provide unrestricted access to the written products of other
CSCE states. Both of these goals have been actively pursued
by the U.S. Government. The International Cbmmunciation Agency
has facilitated meetings and contacts mnong U.S. and Eastern
publishers and authors. The National Endowment for the Human-
ities, in a slightly different approach, has funded actual
translations of Eastern scholarly and literary works. Together
the two agencies have ensured that U.S. support of publishing
activities has been that required by the Final Act.

The second part of the Final Act's directive -- to provide
access to other CSCE states cultural products -- presents a
more complex problem. Eastern states, noting that U.S.
publishers purchase fewer East European works than East European
publishers do American works, assert that the U.S. is failing
to provide its citizens access to Eastern products. On the
other hand, the U.S. imposes no restrictions on iiKat its
citizens may buy or read. In addition', the American book market
is open to those with the desire and the resources to exploit
it. As a result, it can be fairly claimed that U.S. performance
in providing access is also in conformity with the Final Act.

Films

The exchange and greater dissemination of films remains
one area in which U.S. CSCE implementation does not appear to
rival that of Eastern states. Soviet and East European films,
although now appearing in U.S. cinemas in greater numbers than
a few years ago, generally continue to hold little appeal for
U.S. audiences. American films and TV programs, on the other
hand, enjoy considerable popukarity throughout the world. This
state of affairs has led again to cries of statistical
imbalance, and to charges of U.S. failure to cornply with the
CSCE Final Act.
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While, In general, there-does appear to be some substance
to these charges, the problem Is somewhat more complex than
depicted. The dIver'sifled nature of film distributing In the
United States makes It virtually Impossible to obtain an
accurate accounting of the total numbers of Soviet and East
European films available for theater showing In the U.S.
Partial tabulations Indicate, however, that the problem is not
.that such films are unobtainable, but that, for commercial
reasons, major theaters are unwilling to screen them. Thls
is a result, Easterners say, of the inadequacy of U.S. OistrIbu-
tors' advertising and promotional efforts. However, even when
distributors have mounted extensive, and expensive, advertising
campaigns -- as was recently the case with the Soviet production
The\Slave of Love -- the film have rarely recouped their
expenses,much less earned a profit. Industry sources report,
for example, that The Slave of Love, which/received more press
an0 media attention than perhaps any Eastern film to date, lost
seVerat hundred thousand dollars at the box office.

\To put the problem in perspective, however, U.S. distribu-
tors point out that it is difficult to sell any foreign film
(the rare French or Italian offering being the exception) to,,the
U.S. mass market. Cm the other hand, much East European cinema
is of high quality (six'such film have been nominated for
Academy Awards since 1975) and it enjoys wide exposure among
specialized audiences -- in museums, universities and arts.
theaters.

Since 1975, Washington's American Film In.stitute has, for
example, presented a number of festivals featuring films from
the Soviet Union (including a cycle fram Georgia), Poland,
Czechoslovakia and Bulgaria. On the Vest coast; Los Angeles'
Berkley Cinema recently ran a series of modern Soviet films
including, mnong others, "Sweet Woman," "The White Ship" and
"They Fought for their Motherland." The Kosciuzko Foundation,
a private organization devoted to promoting awareness of Polish
culture in the United States, is a frequent sponsor of Polish
film showings and cultural events, and recently sponsored a
festival of Polish director Andrzej Wajda films at Hunter
College in New York. A series of Bulgarian films highlighted
Dusquesne Unviersity's "Wgarian Cultural Month," held in
Pittsburgh March.24 - April 29, 1979.

In 1976, New York's Museum of Modern Art held a
retrospective of East German films and a series of Hungarian
films is planned for the fall of 1979.

The Pacific Film Archive in Berkley, California is another
frequent sponsor of East European cinema. Most notably, the
Archive co-sponsored a series, "New Filmm fram Eastern Europe,"
at the 1978 San Francisco International Film Festival. The
program included offerings from each East European CSCE state
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.; as well as especial tribute to GDR documentary directors Andrew
and Annelie Thorndike.

The foregoing is not, of course, a complete listing of
all such activities. However, these types of showings at
universities and arts centers -- ensure that East European
cinema reaches larger number of viewers than would seem the
case if one considers only the commercial film market On the
other hand, the bulk of American audiences do remain sadly
ignorant of East \Emropean

In an attempt to increase the market for such films, ICA
has proposed exchanges of Soviet and American filial festivals
and specialists, as a means of cultivating the interest.and
audiences necessary for increased film exchange. Althoughl the
Soviet response has bten lukewarm. ICA should continue 'togpiaCe
special emphasis on exchanges of this type and shouli expai0
its proposals to include other nations of Eastern Europe as\
well.

pucational Exchange

The U.S. Government provides support for a variety of
educational exchange programs involving citizens not only of
the United States, but of other CSCE nations as well. The
oldest, and most prestigious, government-financed program is
known popularly as the Fulbright, or Fulbright-Hayes,
scholarship program. The exchange. which had its beginnings
in limited legislative acts of.the late 1940's, has since
brought approximately 80.000 foreign and 45.000 American
graduate students. scholars, lecturers and teichers to
universities in the U.S. and abroad.

Until recently. East European exchanges made up only a
smell proportion of the total program. Since the Final Act
was signed, however, this percentage has increased steadily
-- from 13.4 percent of the worldwide total in 1976 to 17.9
percent in 1978. The total commitment of fundc to the East
Filronean exchanges has also shown a steady increase. In 1976.
the International Communication Agency spent $2.173.351 to
exchange 383 scholars and lecturers. In 1978, the figure was
$3.232,257. an amount that facilitated the travel and study
of 504 persons.

The U.S. Government has also p-ovided funds for a.number
of Projects involving educational themes. ICA's International
Visitor Program for example, has facilitated contacts and
exchanges among delegations of U.S. and East European librarians
and teachers, as well as specialists in vocational-technical,
early childhood and higher education. Grants awarded under
this program have been instrumental in effecting the conclusion
of direct exchange agreements between a number of U.S. and East
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European universities, mmong them, Rutgers, Kiev, SUNN, Moscow
State, Warsaw and Kansas. As a measure of the success of such
contacts, it Is worth noting that there are now four direct
exchange agreements between U.S. and Soviet universities and
ffmre than 30 between U.S. and Polish universities. All of the
Soviet and many of the Polish agreements have been concluded
since the Final Act was signed.

Finally, with grants-In-aid to private Institutions, ICA
gives support for exchanges organized and directed by private
organizations. Under one grant of this type, four U.S.
institutions (the National Council for. Social Studies, the
Council of Chief State School Officers, the American Association
for the Advancement of Slavic Studies and the Association of
American Publishers) have joined Soviet counterparts in a study
evaluating each country's textbook presentation of the other.

Perhaps the best known of these private exchanges is the
progrmm conducted by the International Research and Exchanges
Board (IREX). Cme of the most extensive educational exchanges
the U.S. maintains with Eastern Europe, IREX programs include
scholars from the USSR, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, the German
Democratic Republic, Hungary, Poland and Romania. As private
funding from the Ford Founda(tion for IREX has diminished,
government support through ICA has increased -- from $629,730
in 1975 to $1,151,827 in 1978-1979. Similarly, grants to IREX
from another government agency, the National Endowment for the
Humanities, have also increased.

Another academic exchange program which has begun, in the
face of increasing economic difficulties, to receive ICA support
is that of the Council on International Educational Exchange
(pCIEE). Also a recipient of Office of Education funds, CIEE
makes possible a semester or summer of study in the USSR for
approximately 215 American students a year. Since the Final
Act was signed, U.S. universities and'consortia have concluded
mmre than 20 new agreements with institutions in the Soviet
Union, Poland, Hungary and Romania. While these kinds of
exchanges are rapidly increasing, the U.S. Government cannot,
and should not, be expected to, support them all. As with
exchanges between American and West European universities, East
European programs must also be sustained by the interest and
support of the academic community itself.

Where it has been unable to provide program funds, however,
the U.S. Government has sought to help administrators with
technical assistance and advice. An official of the American
Council of Teachers of Russian (ACTR), a group which conducts
a program at Moscow's Pushkin Institute, recently said,
"Although the (ACTR) program is not in any sense governmental
and has qualified so far for no IREX or State Department (ICA)
support, it has enjoyed the moral support and advice of the
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Bureau of Educational ahd Cultural Affairs of the Departmmnt
of State and the International Communication Agency and has
worked in close cooperation with the Cultural Affairs Officer
of the American Embassy In Moscow."

Finally, the U.S. commitment to fulfilling CSCE provisions
calling for increased mutual understanding through educational
exchange is seen in the sheer numbers of American students who
have traveled to East European states on government supported
programs. Unfortunately, a smaller number of East European
students have made the return trip. Under the CIEE program
alone, 221 U.S. undergraduate and graduate students were able
to study in the USSR in 1978 for periods of longer than two
months. In the return direction, only 42 Soviet students
visited the U.S. in a delegation that stayed only a few weeks
and visited four different universities.

The fact that the U.S. Government has supported private
programs and activities at the same time it has been conducting
its own exchanges under the Fulbright-Hayes program is
indicative of the high priority the U.S. Government places on
international educational activity and on fulfilling its CSCE
commitments. Many of the private programs which form the
cornerstoilk of East-West educational exchange, however, are
severely Mreatened by funding shortages.. While it is not
recommended that the U.S. Government indiscriminately increase
its support of these programs -- some of which may not be
qualitatively deserving of such support -- the governmen1 should
work with administrators in seeking new sources and methods
of funding.

Foreign Language and International Studies

As critics, have charged, the current level of foreign
language and international studies in the U.S. indeed falls
short of CSCE standards. A few statistics illustrate the degree
to which the study of foreign languages and cultures has
declined in recent years:

- - Nine out of 10 Americans cannot speak, read or
effectively understand any language but English.

- - Only 15 percent of 1976 entering college freshmen said
their high school programs prepared them very well in foreign
languages.

One-fillh of public high schools offer no foreign
language at all.

- - American institutions of higher education requiring
a foreign language for admission or graduation declined from
73 percent to 53 percent between 1967 and 1974.
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The decrease in foreign language study in the U.S. has
affected all the major European languages -- Spanish, French,
German, Italian and Russian, although enrollments in Russian
have not dropped as severely as those in French and German.
Given the significant drop in enrollments in these 'commonly
studied' languages, it is hardly surprising that the study of
'less widely spoken languages' encouraged by the Final Act has
not increased.

On the other hand, U.S. Government efforts have sought
to maintain such studies at least at a constant level. Under
the National Defense Education Act (NDEA), the U.S. Office of
Education provides scholarship and institutional support to
centers devoted to the study of these lesser known areas. In

1977, for example, the Foreign Language and Area Studies
Fellowship Program supported the study of such less widely
spoken CSCE languages as Czech, Hungarian, Polish, Romanian,
Serbo-Croatian, Ukrainian, Armenian, Bulgarian, Greek, Estonian,
Finnish and Lithuanian. In Fiscal Year 1979, Congress increased
the NDEA appropriation to its highest level in the history of
the program.

It is evident, however, that thes&irarns alone are not
enough to reverse the trend toward declining enrollments. Many
factors serve to produce this state of affairs. The relative
geographic isolation of the United States and the dominance
of English as an international language have reduced interest
in strong language and area studies in the U.S. This, combined
with the difficulties language and area studies graduates
experience in the job market, has eroded both student interest
and public support for these fields of study.

The problem is one, however, that U.S. Government officials
and policymakers are taking steps to solve. For example,
efforts of the CSCE Commission, led by Commissioner Paul Simon,
resulted in the establishment of the President's Commission on
Foreign Language. and International Studies. The 25 Commission
members appointed by the President on September 15, 1978, were
charged with recommending ways to strengthen and improve the
study of foreign Jangauge and international studies in four
areas: public awareness; needs for language and area special-
ists; appropriate study programs for all educational levels; and
resources and legislation required to accomplish the task. The

Commission's Final Report, issued as this study went to press
on November 7, 1979, presented a comprehensive program for re-
juvenating U.S. language and area studies. Both the President
and Congress should place a high priority on implementing the
most practical and feasible of the Commission's recommendations.

In a related effort to develop global awareness in the
U.S. Congress established (with the Educational Amendments of
1976) Section 603 of NDEA, Title VI, to "...increase the
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understanding of students In the United States about the
cultures and actions of other nations in order to better
evaluate the international and domestic impact of major national
policies." Currently in its first year of funding this
program will support elementary and secondary school projects
designed to increase students' international awareness and
understanding.

Scientific Exchange

Although official U.S. scientific cooperation with Eastern
Europe has been treated at length elsewhere In this report, the
non-governmental exchange programs administered by the U.S.
National Academy of Sciences (NAS) are an important element of
U.S. cooperation under the Final Act. Exchanges between the
National Academy and its East European counterparts began in
1959 when NAS and the Soviet Academy of Sciences signed the
first scientific cooperative agreement between the United States
and an East European country. Since that time, agreements have
been concluded with the National Academies of all the East
European CSCE states. Exchanges under the most recent -- that
with the Genman Democratic Academy -- began in September of
1978.

The Interacademy exchanges have made it possible for
scientists from the U.S. and Eastern Europe to join efforts
in a number of basic scientific fields, among them mathematics,
chemistry, physics and biology. The scope of interaction has
ranged from exchanges of individual scientists and the sharing
of scientific information, to the holding of joint seminars
and srmposia. In 1978, for example, 185 American and East
European scientists engaged in exchange visits which lasted
a combined total of 505.5 months. (Interacademy exchanges are
administered under a system of quotas expressed in months rather
than participants). Also in 1978, the Soviet and American
academies conducted a joint symposium, "New Directions in
Biology: Biological Membranes," the fourth meeting in a series
begun in 1975.

The U.S. GovernMent's commitment to promoting scientific
cooperation is underscOred by the fact that the Academy
exchanges are funded by grants from the National Science
Foundation (NSF) -- the primary government agency for promoting
scientific research and education in the U.S. In addition to
the Academy exchanges, NSF funds a number of the official
bilateral agreements the U.S. has concluded with East European
CSCE states. This latter fact, coupled with a general falling
off in budgetary support for scientific research over the last
several years, has led the oundation to approach with caution
proposals to increase and :riodify the Academy's exchanges. As
a result, quotas under the agreements have, with one exception,
remained fairly constant since the Final Act was signed --
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despite the oft-expressed willingness of many of the East

European academies to increase the levels. In the one excep-

tion, U.S.-Soviet quotas underwent a 50 percent increase In

1975 which could not be sustained In subsequent years. Funding

problems made it necessary to return to the previous levels

in 1976.

Although the double burden the United States Government

has assumed in funding both the Interacademy and the official

bilateral exchanges speaks well for U.S. CSCE compliance, the

quality of this compliance has been damaged by U.S. funding

problems. Consideration should, therefore, be given to

providing more funds to the Academy programs.

Multilateral Activites

U.S. involvement in multilateral cultural and educational

activities mentioned in the Final Act is ensured by U.S. parti-

cipation in a variety of United Nations Educational, Scientific

and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) projects. Although UNESCO.

coordinates many such activities, two recent projects have

particular relevance to U.S. CSCE compliance.

In December of 1978, the U.S. participated in a UNESCO

Conference of Governmental Experts, held In Paris, to draft

a convention on the recognition of studies, diplomas and degrees

in higher education in UNESCO's European region (a region that

includes all CSCE states). Mutual recognition of diplomas and

degrees awarded by universities in the CSCE states has been

a subject of particular interest to Soviet and East European

educators whose students often face difficulties when enrolling

in Western institutions. Although the autonomous structure

of the American university system limits the degree of

commitment the United States Government can make in this sphere,

U.S. participation in December's conference signals a

willingness to develop solutions that will meet Final Act

criteria.

U.S. performance in meeting a second Final Act recommenda-

tion has been sporadic. The Cultural Exchange Chapter of Basket

III specifially calls upon CSCE states to convene meetings of

experts within UNESCO to consider the establishment of a CSCE

Cultural Data Bank -- a sort of cultural informetion clearing-

house which would further facilitate joint cultural activities.

The U.S. has not participated in either of the two meetings

UNESCO has convened on this subject as concerned institutions

and organizations felt that any outcome would have little or no

applicability to us, given the wide diversity of the U.S.

cultural scene. Nor has it been possible to supply data bank

organizers with all of the information they have requested due

to the fact that cultural activities in the U.S. are conducted

by a tremendous variety of groups and organizations, the major-
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ity of wham are In the private sector.. No central cultural
.coordinating body exists to provide the type of Information
UNESCO requires and private sector cooperation is often Imposs-
ible to obtain. In this instance, the U.S. decentralized systyn
diminishes the effectiveness of efforts to comply with this
particular Final Act recommendation.

Conclusion

The period since the CSCE Final Act was signed in Helsinki
in August of 1975 has witnessed a general expansion and
strengthening of cultural and educational relations between
the United States and other CSCE states. This expansiOn is
particularly striking in the case of the East European states
which have accused the U.S. of not living up to Its Helsinki
conmitments. Though there are still weak spots in the U.S.
performance, progress can nonetheless be seen in a variety of
developments.

Contacts between U.S. and Eastern publishers -- particu-
larly those from the USSR -- have expanded significantly, often
with concrete, long-term results. The post-Helsinki period
has seen the initiation of regular meetings between U.S. and
Soviet writers, the institution of Interacademy scientific
exchanges with the German Democratic Republic; and the conclu-
sion of official bilateral exchange agreements with Hungary
and Bulgaria. More East European films have been nominated
for U.S. Academy Awards since the Final Act was signed than
during any comparable period before or after the Prague Spring.
Finally, relations between U.S. and Eastern universities have
greatly expanded with the conclusion of direct exchange agree-
ments in unprecedented numbers.

The U.S. Government has been a strong pramoter of these
and other activities. Although several problen areas -- wmong
them the status of foreign language and international studies
in the U.S. -- remain to be addressed effectively, the trend
toward increased contacts and greater mutual awareness has
corresponded to the spirit of the Final Act.

This assessment does not imply, however, that further
efforts -- both public and private -- are not needed. Congress
and the Administration should give full consideration to
implementing the recanmendations to be contained in the Final
Report of the President's Commission on Foreign Language and
International Studies. In addition, the U.S. International
Communication Agency should turn more attention to increasing
film exchanges and ensuring continued adequate funding for
academic exchanges. ICA should also give consideration to the
prospects for expanding cultural exchange programs with Eastern
Europe to include the variety of activities currently observed
in the Soviet programs. Consideration should also be given
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to the feasibility of increeasing funding for the Interacademy
exchanges and the Department of State should improve the U.S.

record of participation in UNESCO activities endorsed by the
Final Act -- particularly U.S. involvement in the Cultural Data

Bank.

CONCLUSION - CHAPTER 5

U. S. Compliance with Basket III of the Final Act has been

marked by continuing adherence to the principles of freedom of

movement for people, information and Ideas. Like other CSCE

states, the United States cannot yet claim full implementation

of these provisions. On the other hand, its performance in

meeting Basket III goals has been among the best of the

participating states.

In the area of information exchange, the U.S. ranks second
to none in the degree to which its borders are open to news-

papers, journals and radio broadcasts fram other countries --

irrespective of their political systems or attitudes towards the

U.S. Moreover, cultural and educational exchanges with other

CSCE.signatories, particularly those in Eastern Europe, have

grown significantly since the Final Act was signed in 1975.

In the post-Helsinki period, American'citizens have
remained free to leave and enter the country at will as the
kast restrictions to travel to a limited number of countries,

Were removed in 1977. In addition, the U.S. has continued to

accept large numbers of refugees from all over the world each

year.

Yet it is in this area -- freedom of trav'el -- that the

U.S. record seems mmst in need of improvement. While every

country maintains controls on the entry of foreigners, specific

U.S. visa policies do appear to be somewhat more restrictive

than necessary. This is moreover, a view which has come to

be shared by a large number of policy-makers, both in Congress

and the Administration. Therefore, the Commission has recommended
that the Select Commission on immigration and Refugee Policies
take U.S. CSCE commitments into account when proposing reforms
for U.S. visa laws. In addition, speedy passage and enactment
of the Refugee Act of 1979 would greatly improve U.S. policies
toward prospective and actual immigrants.

With these changes, U.S. compliance with Basket III would
more fully correspond to the principles the Final Act has long

espoused.
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CHAPTER SIX

OVERALL CONCLUSION

Implementation of the Helsinki Final Act Is a continuous
process. None of the 35 Participating states are In total,
compliance with each and every peovislon of this unique p011tl-
cal agreement. Consequently, there will always be roam for
improvement, varying In subject and degree from country to
country. The level of compliance, therefore, is less important
than the effort each state makes to Improve Its record.
Countries sach as the United States, with a relatively high
level of compliance, are under no less obl igation to improve
than other countries. Improved compliance depends both on
expanded fulfillment of existing provisions as well as avoidance
of actions which would run counter to those provisions. Clearly
the most egregious violations are those which result from
deliberate, contemptuous disregard of the letter and spirit
of the Final Act.

As the United States willingly acknowledged at the Belgrade
review meeting, the U.S. Implementation record, like the records
of other CSCE states, is not perfect. However, it Is clear from
this comprehensive (although inevitably less than exhaustive)
study, that overall U.S. performance is very good. More
importantly, the efforts undertaken by the U.S. Government and
private groups since the Final Act was signed In 1975 reveal
a consistent striving for improvement. As one private civil
rights organization has pointted out: " There are limdtless
opportunities structured into American society and its institu-
tions to provide oversight, public criticism and governmental
correctives for practices deemed to violate the sense of the
Helsinki accords, There are-scores of private anepubl-ic
agencies in the United States monitoring, year-round, the degree
of compliance of American institutions.... There are also
governmental agencies that actively monitor with administrative,
judicial and legislative power, the'practices of both private
and public entities."

At the same time, there are areas where additional improve-
ment is needed to bring the U.S. closer to full compliance with
its obligations under the Final Act. This report has discussed
U.S. shortcomings, as well as improvements, in some detail and
has offered recommendations, where appropriate, for further
improvement. We trust that these observations and recommenda-
tions will be given careful consideration by responsible govern-
mental bodies. Of course, there are limitations on the Federal
Government's authority to order compliance with specific provi-
sions of the Final Act. One such limitation arises from the
American system of divided powers which, although designed.to
protect individual freedom, divides authority between the three

(4,
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4
branches of the Fedetal Government on the one hand and between
lederal, state and local government on the other. Another
restriction stemm from the limdted power of the U.S. Government

over private citizens and groups another Copstitutional
4guarantee'of individual liberty.

To make these observations. Is not to argue that the U.S. is

any less obligated to' fulfill its commitments under the Helsinki

Final Act. The American system is sufficiently flexible and
resilient to assure that the necessary improvements can be

accomplished. However, to overcome these obstacles, the Federal
( Government and interested private groups will need to make a,

special effort to develop greater public awareness and under-

standing for the goals of CSCE. The Commission is encouraged
that through the ifersonal efforts of the President, the work
of newly fonmed private monitoring groups and other develop-
gents, there is a growing sensitivity and willingness to,
jcboperate throughout the government and the private community
in fulfilling U.S. commitments under the Helsinki accords.
To foster this trend and to assist in future monitoring and
implementation of the Final Act, the Commission welcomes
comments and suggestions on pis report from other CSCE states,
from government organization% and priiiate groups and fron
individual citizens who, in the last analysis, should be the
beneficiaries of whatever measure of success CSCE Achieves.

4,

-

The Commission hopes that, at a minimum, this report will
serve three purposes. First, it will demonstrate the good faith

of the United States in conscientiously examining its own
hnplementation record, including shortcomings 'pointed dbt by

other CSCE participants.and domestic critics. Second, it will

encourage greater efforts at improved implementation in the

U.S. by various responsible parties. Third, it will stimulate
other Helsinki countries to undertake similiar public
assessments of their own performance records. If these three

goals are achieved, the prospects for Productive results at
the next CSCE review mmeting in Madrid,in 1980 will measurably
brighten and the CSCE process itself will be enhanced

accordingly.
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APPENDIX I

CHART I

U.S.-SPONSORED MILITARY MANEUVERS NOTIFIED IN 1973-1979
UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE HELSINKI FINAL ACT

=1.

Name of
the
Maneuver

IPOW

Type of
ManeuVer

Area PartI-
cIpating
Forces

Period
of the
Maneuver
(No. days)

1975 CERTAIN Ground/Air NW Bavaria FRG-CA-FR- 14th-23rd
TREK (I) (FRG) US October

REFORGER Ground/Air FRG US-CA-FRG Early Oct-
75(1) Late Nov

1976 GORDIAN Ground/Air Hesse US-FRG 7th-lith
SHIELD (I) (FRG) September

LARES Ground/Air Southern US-CA-FRG 13th-17th
TEAM (1) Germany September

1977 CERTAIN Ground/Air FRG US 1st-8th
FIGHTER (2) May

4-7IL

CARBON Ground/Air FRG US-BE-CA- ' 13th-23rd
EDGE (I) FEG-NE-UK September

1978 CERTAIN Ground/Air Bad BE-GE-LU- 18th-28th
SHIELD (1) Hessfeld- UK-US September

Schweinfurt-
Damstadt-
Monburg-
Limburg (FRG)

1979 CERTAIN Ground N. Baden- CA-FRG-LU- 30th Jan-
SENTINEL (1) WUrtenburg NE-UK-US 6th Feb

W. Bavaria
(FRG)

TiI Over 25,000 men involvea
(2) Under 25,000 men involved
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Notifi,
cation
Given

34 days

12 days

21 days

21 days

Countries
Notified

Invita-
tion to
Observers

All CSCE Participants

All CSCE
Participants

All CSCE
Participants

All CSCE Participants

21 days All CSCE
Participants

21 days All CSCE Participants

24 days All CSCE Participants

25 days All CSeE Participants
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APPENDIX

CHART 2

MILITARY EXCHANGE.BETWEEN THE U.S. AND WARSAW PACT COUNTRIES.-

1975-1978

SENIOR DEFENSE OFFICIALS
.1

VISITING COUNTRY HOST COUNTRY DATE PARTICULARS

Chiefs of Staff

1975 USA Romania September 15 General Weyand, Arm
Chief,of Staff

Other Visits

1975 Romania USA October General Tutoveanu,
.Commandant of the
Romanian Military,
Academy

1976 USA USSR May 9-20 Visit by BG. J. L.
Collins, Jr., U.S.
Anmy, in order to
improve relations
between military
historians

USA Romania April 28- U.S. National War
May 2 College

Romania USA July 3-23 Visit to New York
City, Baltimore and
Philadelphia by
naval training ship
Mircea

USA Romania September 13 Visit to Constanta
by USS Yarnel

1977 USA Romania May 1-6 Visit to Bucharest
by National Defense
University/ICAF
Delegation

Soviet Union USA May 5-6 Visit by military
attaches in Wash-
ington to selected
U.S. military units
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11.7 7 USA
(Con'd)

Soviet

USSR May 11-18 Delegation of Mili-
tary Representative
from National
Defense Universitk

USA\ July 19-20 Visit by Commander-
In-Chief of Soviet
forces in Germany
and members of his
staff to U.S. Army
Europe Headquarters
and a U.S. Army
training area

1978 USSR USA April 18-30 LTG Pavel Zhihn,
Director of the
Soviet Ministry of
Defense's Institute
of Military History

USA Hungary Spring Students from senior
service schools

USA Romania Spring Students from senior
service schools

USA Romania November
22-27

Visit to Constanta
by U.S. warship
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,APPaNDIX II

Statut Report - The Courts and Prisons

States in which there are existing court decrees, or

pending litigation, involving the entire state prison system

or the major institutions ip the state and which deal with

overcrowding and/or the total conditions of confinement (does

not include jails except for D.C.):

1. Alabama: The entire state prison syitem is under court order

dealing with total con,ditions and ove!crowding. Pugh v.

Locke 406 F.Supp. 318 (A.D.Ala. 1976), aff'd ih substance,

Newman v. Alabama 559 F.2d 283 (5th Cir. 1977), cert.

denied.

2. Arizona: The state penitentiary is being challenged on

total conditions and overcrowding, limiting prison

popul,ation and reclassification. August 1977-February

1978. Full, trial probably in Fall 1979. Harris v. Card-

C.A. No. 75-185 PHX-CAM (D:Ariz.).

3. Arkansas: The entire state prison system is under court

order dealing with total conditions. Finney v. Arkansas

Board of Corrections, 505 F.2d 194 (8th Cir. 1974).

4. Colorado: The state maximum security penitentiary is being

challenged on total conditions and overcrowding. Complaint

filed January 1978, case certified as a class action in

March 1978. Full trial probably in Fall 1979. Ramos v.

Lamm C.A. No. 77-K-1093 (D.Col.).
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5. Delaware: The state penitentiary is under court order dealing

primarily with overcrowding and some conditions.

Anderson v. Redmon, 429 F.Supp. 1105 (D.Del. 1977).

6. Florida: The entire state prison system is under court order

dealing with overczowding. Costello v. Wainwright, 397 F.

Supp. 20 (M.D.Fla. 1975), aff'd 525 F.2d 1239 and 553 F.2d

506 (5th Cir. 1977).

7. Georgia: The state penitentiary is being challenged on total

conditions and overcrowding. Trial held in 1977, pending

a decision. Guthrie v. Ault

8. Illinois: The state penitentiary at Menard is being challenged

on total conditions and overcrowding. Lightfoot v. Walker

9. Indiana: The state prison at Pendleton is being challenged .on
v

total conditions and overcrowding. Trial held late in 1978.

t
French v. Owens. A case was filed in J . 1979 against state

penitentiary at Michigan City on overcro ing and total

conditions. Wellman v. Faulkner, 1P79-37-C (S.D.Ind.)

10. Kentucky: The state penitentiary is being challenged on over-

crowding and some conditions. Kendrick v. Carroll, C76-0079

(W.D.Ky.)

11. Louisiana: The state penitentiary is under court order dealing

with overcrowding and some conditions. Williams v. Edwards,

547 F.2d 1206 (5th Cir. 1977)

12. Maryland: The 2 state penitentiaries are declared unconstitutional

on overcrowding. Johnson v. Levine, 450 F.Supp. 648 (D.Md.1978)

Nelson v. Collins, 455 F.Supp. 727 (D.Md.1978)
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13. Massachusetts: The meximum security unit at the state prison

in Walpole is being challenged on total conditions.

Blake v. Hall, C.A. 78-3051-T (D.Mass.)

14. Mississippi: The entire state prison system is under court

order dealing with overcrOwding and total conditions.

Gates v. Collier, 501 F.2d 1291 (5th Cir. 1974)

15. Missouri: The state penitentiary is under court order on

overcrowding and some conditions. Trial held in Oct. 1978.

Burks v. Graham 75 cv149-C

16. Nevada: The two major prisons are being challenged on over-

crowding and total conditions. Maginnis v. O'Callaghan

C.A. No. 77-0221 (D.Nev.)

17. New Hampshire: The state penitentiary is under court order

dealing with total conditions and overcrowding.

Laaman v. Helgemoe, 437 F.Supp. 269 (D.N.H. 1977)

18. New Mexico: The state penitentiary is being challenged on

overcrowding and total conditions. Duran v. Apodaca,

C.A. No. 77-721-C (D. N.Mex.)

19. North Carolina: A lawsuit was recently filed at Central Prison

in Raleigh on overcrowding and condiltions.

20. Ohio: The state prison at Lucasvillé-is under court order on

overcrowding. Chapman v. Rhodes, 434 F.Supp. 1007 (S.D.Oh.1977)

The state prison at Columbus is being challenged on total

conditions and overcrowding. Stewart v. Rhodes, C.A. No.

(S.D.Ohio). The state prison at Mansfield is being challenged

on total conditions. Boyd v. Denton, C.A. 78-1054A (N.D.Oh)



21. Oklahoma: The state penitentiary is under court order

on total conditions and the entire state prison system

is. under court order on overcrowding, Battle v. Anderson,

564 F.2d 388 (10th Cir.'1977).

22. Rhode Island: The entire state prison system is under court

order on overcrowding and total conditions. Palmigiano v.

Garrahy, 443 F.Supp. 956 (D.R.I. 1977).

23. South Carolina: The state penitentiary is being challenged

on overcrowding and conditions. Mattison v. So. Car. Bd.

of Corr. C.A. No. 76-318.

24. Tennessee: The entire state prison system declared unconsti-

tutional on total conditions. Decision in August 1978

with preliminary order closing one unit by state court

Judge. Trigg v. Blanton, C.A. No. A6047

25. Texas: The entire state prison system is being challenged

on some conditions. Ruiz v. Estelle, Trial began 10/78.

26. Utah: The state penitentiary is being challenged on over-

crowding and some conditions. Nielson v. Matheson.

27. Vermont: State prison closed.

28. Washington: The state reformatory is being challenged on

overcrowding and conditions. Collins V. Rhay, C.A. No.

C78-13-V (W.D.Wash.)

29. Wyoming.: The state penitentiary I.:3 being operated under

terms of a stipulation and consent decree. J3ustosv.

Herschler, C.A. No. C76-143-11 (D.Wyo.).



30. District of Columbia: The District jailq are under court

order on overcrowding and conditions. Inmates, D.C. Jail

v. Jackson, 416 F.Supp. 119 (D.D.C. 1976), Campbell v.

McGruder, 416 F.Supp. 100 and 111 (D.D.C. 1976), aff'd and

remanded, C.A. No's 75-1350, 75-2273 (D.C.Cir. Mar. 30,

1978).

31. Puerto Rico: The Commonwealth Penitentiary is under court

order on overcrowding and conditions. Martinez-Rodrigues.

v. Jiminez, 409 F.Supp. 582 (D.P.R. 1976).

32. Virgin Islands: Territorial prison is under court order

dealing with conditions and overcrowding. Barnes v. Gov't

of the Vir in Islands, 415 F.Supp. 1218 (D.V.I. 1976).
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APPENDIX III

Union Calendar No. 33

96TH CONGRESS H R. .101ST SESSION

[Report No. 96-80]

To authorize actions for redress in cases involving deprivations of rights of

institutionalized persons secured or protected by the Constitution or laws of
the United States.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

JANUARY 15, 1979

Mr. KASTENMEIER (for himself, Mr. RODINO, Mr. EDWARDS of California, Mr.
CONYERS, Mr. DANIELSON, Mr. DRINAN, MS. HOLTZMAN, Mr. MAZZOLI,
Mr. HARRIS, Mr. HUGHES, and Mr. RAILSBACK) introduced the following
.bill; which was referred to the Committee on the Judiciary

APRIL 3, 1F)79

Additional sponsors: Mr. GUDGER, Mr. MATSUI, Mr. MIKVA, Mr. BUTLER, Mr.
SAWYER, Mr. MOORHEAD of California, Mr. HYDE, Mr. HALL of Texas, and
Mr. NOLAN

Reported with an amendment, committed to the Committee of the Whole House
on the State of the Union, anll ordered to be printed

IStrike out all after the enacting clause and insert the part printed in italic)

A BILL
To authorize actions for redress in cases involving deprivations

of rights of institutionalized persons secured or protected by
the Constitution or laws of the United States.
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1 (1) the term "institution" means any facility or

2 institution,

3 (A) which 7 owned, operated, or managed by

4 or provides services on beLdf of any State or po-,
5 litical subdivision

,

;..of ittate; and

6 (B) which is-

7 (i) for persons who are mentally ill, dis-

8 abled, or retarded, or chronically ill or

9 handicapped;

10 (ii) a jail, prison, or other correctional

11 facility;

12 (iii) a pretrial detention facility;

13 (iv) for juveniles held awaiting trial or

14 residing for purposes of receiving care or

15 trea(ment or for any other State purpose; or

16 (v) providing skilled nursing, intermedi-

17 ate or long-term cure, or custodial or residen-

18 t ia l care;

19 (2) the term "person11 means an individual, a

20 trust or estate, a prtnership, an association, 07' a

21 corporation;

99 (3) the term "Stale" means any of the swreral

93

04

Slates, the District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of

Puerto Rico, or any of the territories awl possessions

of the United Slates; and



, .

1 (4) the term "legislative days" means any calen-

dar day an which either House of Congress is in

3 session.

4 SEC. 2. Whenever the Attorney General has reasonable

5 cause to believe that any State or political subdivision of a

6 State, any official, employee, or agent thereof, or other person

7 acting on behalf of a State or political subdivision of a State

8 is subjecting persons residing in or confined to any institu-

9 lion to conditions which cause them to suffer grievous harm

10 and deprive them of any rights, privileges, or immunities se-

ll cured or protected by the Constitution or laws of the United

12 States, and that such deprivation is pursuant to a pattern or

13 practice of resistance to the full enjoyment of such rights,

14 privileges, or immunities, the Attorney General for or in the

15 name of the United States may institute a civil action in any

16 appropriate United -States district court against such party

17 for such equitable relief as may be appropriate to insure the

18 full enjoymenl of such rights, privileges, or immunities,

19 except that such equitable relief shall be available to persons

20 residing in an in.;titution as.defined in paragraph (1)(13)(ii)

21 of Me first section of this Act only insofar as such persons are

22 subjected to conditions which deprive them of rights, privi-

23 leges, or immunities secured or protected by the Constitution

24 of the United States. The Attorney General shall sign the

25 complaint in such action.
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Or" ,

1 SEC. 3. (a) At the time of the commencement of an

2 action under section 2 of this Act, the Attorney General shall

3 certify to the court-

4 (1) that, at least thirty days previously, he has \

5 notified in writing the Governor or chief executive

6 . officer and attorney general or chief legal officer of the

appropriate State or political subdivision of the ,State

8 and the director of the institution of-

9 (A) the alleged pattern or practice of depriva-

10 tions of rights, privileges, or immunities secured

or protected by the Constitution or laws of the

12 United States;

13 (13) the supporting facts giving rise to the al-

14 leged pattern or practice of deprivations, including

15 the dates or time period during which the alleged

16 pattern or practice of deprivations occurred and,

17 when feasible, the identity of all persons reason-

ably suspected of being involved in causing the al-

19 leged pattern or practice of deprivations; and

20 (C) the measures which he believes may

21 remedy the alleged pattern or practice of depriva-

9 9 lions;

93 (2) that he or his designee lias nuule a reasonable

24 effort to consult with the Governor or chief executive

. officer and attorney general or chief legal officer of the
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appropriate State or' political subdivision and the di-

2 rector of the institution, or their designees, 'regarding

3 assistance which may be available from the United

4 States and which he believes.may assist in the dorrec-

5 tion of such pattern or practice of deprivations;

6 (3) that he is satisfied that the appropriate offi-

7 cials have had a reasonable time to take appropriate

8 action to correct such deprivations and have not ade-
.

9 quately done so; and

10 (4) that he believes that such an action by the

11 United States is of general public- importance and will

12 materially further the vindication of the rights, privi-

13 leges, or immunities secured or protected by the Consti-

14 tution or laws of the United States.

15 (b) Any certification made by the Attorney General

16 pursuant to this seetion shall be signed by hint.

17 SEc. 4. (a) No later than one hundred and eighty days

18 after the date of enactment of this Act, the Attorney General

19 shall, after consultation with State and local agencies and

20 persons and Oryani''atiOns having a background and expertise

21 in the area of corrections, promulgate minimum slumlords

22 714r/tiny to the development and implementation of ti plain,

23 speedy, and effective system for the resolution of grievances

94 of adult persons confiluql in any jail, prison, or other COITCC-

2.5 tional facility, or pretrial detention The Attorney
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1 General shall submit such proposed standards for puPication

2 in the Federal Register in conformity with section 553 of

3 title 5, United States Code. Such standards shall take effect

4 thirty legislative days aOr final publication unless, within
.1

5 such period, either.Hglise or the Congress adopts a resolution

6 of disapproval. The/minimum standards shall provide

(1) for an advisory role for employees and in-

8 mates of correctional institutions (at the most decen-

9 tralized level as is reasonably possible) in the formula-

10 lion, implementation, and operation of the system;

11 (2) specific maximum time limits for written re-

12 plies to grievances with reasons thereto at each decision

13 level within the system;

14 (3) for priority processing of grievances which are

15 of an emergency nature, including matters in which

16 delay would subject the grievant to substantial risk of

17 personal injury or other damages;

18 (4) for safeguards to avoid reprisals against any

19 yrierant or participant in the resolution of a grievance;

20 (5) for independent review of the disposition of

1 grierances, including alleyed reprisals, by a person or

9 9 other entity not under the direct supemision or dii eel

9:3 control of the institution.

(I) The Attorney General shall develop a procedure for

_d the prompt review and certification of SIMMS for the resolu-
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1

1 lion of grievances of adult persons confined in any jail,

2 prison, or other correctional facility, .or pretrial detention fa-

3 cility, which may be submitted by the various States and

4 political subdivisions in order to determine if such systems

5 are in substantial compliance with the minimum standards

6 promulgated pursuant to this section. The Attorney General

7 may suspend or withdraw such certification at any time if he

8 has reasonable cause to believe that the grievance procedure

9 is no longer in substantial compliance with the minimum

10 standards promulgated pursuant to this section.

11 (c) In any action brought pursuant to section 1979 of

12 the Revised Statutes of the United States (42 us.a 1983)

13 by an adult Arsqn convicted of a crime confined in any jail,

14 prison, or other correchonal facility, the court shall continue

15 Quch case for a period not to exceed ninety days in order to

16 require exhaustion of such plain, speedy, and effective ad-

17 ministrative remedy as is available if the court believes that

18 such a requirement would be appropriate and in the inlerest

19 of justice, except that such exhaustion shall not be required

20 unless the Attorney General has certified or the court has

21 determined that such administrative remedy is in substantial

29 compliance with the minimum acceptable standards promul-

23 gated pursuant to this section.

24 SEC. 5 The Attorney General skill include in his

25 report to Congress on the business of the Department of this-
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1 lice prepared pursuant . to sectzon 522 of title 28, United

2 States Code

3 (1) a statement of the number, variety, and out-

4 come of all actions instituted pursuant to this Act;

5 (2) a detailed explanation of the process by which

6 the Department of Justice has received, reviewed, and

evaluated any petitions or complaints regarding condi-

8 tions in prisons, jails, or other correctional facilities,

9 and an assessment of any special problems or coats of

1 0 such process, and, if appropriate, recommendations for

11 statutory changes necessary to improve such process;

1 2 and

1 3 (3) a statement orthe nature and effect of the

1 4 standards promulgated pursuant to section 4 of this

1 5 Act, including an assessment of the impact which such

1 6 standards have had on the workload of the United

17 States courts and the quality- of grievance resolution

1 8 within jails, prisons, and other correctional or pretrial

1 9 detention
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APPENDIX IV

CHART 1

MAJOR RELIGIOUS BODIES IN THE UNITED STATES
MAUI AIIIMMIISNIP
*Adventists:

Advent Christian Church 31,057
Clhurch of God General Conference

(Oregon, III) 7,455
*Seventh-day Adventists 479,799

African Orthodox Church, The 6,000
Bahri Faith (*Bahl%) '1'

Illaptists:
*American Baptist Amociation - 1,071,000
*American Baptist Churches in the'

U.S.A. 1,579,029
Baptist General Conference 11 I 003
'Baptist Missionary Association of America . 211,000
Conservative Boptist Assn. of America 300,000
Duck Rtvtir (and Kindred) Associations of

Baptisti 0,909
Free Will Baptists 215,000
General Association of Regular Baptist

Churches 250,000
General Baptists, General Association of 70,00()

*National Baptist Convention of America. . .2,660,799
*National Baptist Conventinn, U.S.A., Inc.**6,300,000
National Baptist Evangelical Life and

Soul Saving Assenthly of U.S.A.... .. .. 57,674
*National Primitiye Baptist Convention,

Inc 1,1145,000
North An learnt% Baptist (kneral Conkrence . .41,137
Primitive Baptists 72,(X)0
Progressivo National Baptist Convention, I IIC. 521,692
Separate Baptists in Christ 7,496
Seventh Day Baptist Ceneral (:onferclice 5,210

*Southern Baptist Convention 12,513,170
United Free Will Baptist Cluirell 100,00(t

*Brethren ((erman Baptists):
Brethren, (thine!, of the 1%0,1/17
Brethren Church (Ashland, Ohiu) in.219
Brethren Churches, National Fellowship of. 31,514

Breth, en, River:
Brethren in Christ Church 10,255

Buddhist Churches of Ailierica 1(0,u(X)
Ohristadelphians I 5,800
Christian and Missionary Alliance 144,245
Christian Church (*Disciples of ( :hrist) 1 112 326
Christiall Churches and (lin! ehes of t :I irist . 1,034.047
Christian Union 5,301
Church of Christ (I Tonnes+) I f.S.A. 0,2110
Church of Christ, Scientist ('Cilristian Scien tists) t
Church of illumination 0,000

*Church of the Na7arene . 41(1,1211
*(thurches of Christ 2.400.000
Churches of Christ in Christian Union 0,781;

'Churches of God:

NANO
Church Of God (Seventh Dny), Dnevrr, MilCnatlia0. 15;

Church of God by Faith . 4,50)

Church of God and Saints of Christ 38,211

Churches of God General Conference 37$
Churches of the Living God:

Church of the Living God 45,3P
Congmational Christian Churches,

Natfonal Association of . 90$
Conservative Ccmgregational Christinn Conf....21P
Eastern Churches:

Armenian Apostolic Church of America 125$
Armenian Church of North America, Diocese

of the (including Diocese of California) 37Vg°
*Eastern Orthodox Churches:

Albanian Orthodox Archdiocese in America .. Olt
Albanian Orthodox Diocese of America .. 5,11*
American Carpatho-Russian Orthodox

Greek Catholk Church
Andochian Orthodox Christian Archdioceseor3°I

North America IAD"
Bulgarian Eastern Orthodox Church 86,00

*Greek Orthodnx Archcliome ofNorth
and South America 1,050,000

Holy Ukrainian Antocepludie Church
in Exile 4,110:1

Orthodox Church in America 1,0000
Romanian Orthodox Episcopate of America 400°
Russian Orthodox Church in the

U.S.A., Patriarchal Parishes of the 11,500

Russian Orthodox Church Outside Russia 55,00°
Serbian Eastern Os th,x1ox Church Inc the

U.S.A. and Canada
Syrian t )rthodon Churt li of Antioch

65,000

(Archdiocese of the U.S.A. lin(' Canada).... J9,000

*Episcopal Church
*Ethical Moire Movement

Evangdierd Congregational Church
Evangelical Chum!, uf North America

ukrainian Orthodox Much in thr
Ukrainian Orthodox Church of America

(Ernmcilkal Patriarchate)
2,907,293

10,000

20,696
10,714
5,010

Evangelical (kivcnant Church of .nicrica
Evangelical Free Church of America 70,440

Evangelistic Associatioici:
Apostolic Christian Churches of Ainerica %Yin

Christian ( !map egation Pt: ria} ,

Anwrica

Missionary Church
Pillar of lire

1 At:rail's Wit limes

l'ree Christian Zion Mire!: of Christ
I lidependent Fundamental (thurches of

,

Church of God (Anderson, Ind.) .. 161,401 )ewish :ungregatiors (*Jews). . . . 6,115,0
*Ills p arputnl nrI1,1* In WORLP nnOK 5 04,".. rnh11. idatInlita net nvIInhle MonTher.hil, p.1nfl. tl by noir... Itne

ydmirbr4,4 of A.isorIre* and f anadinn (Aim Ara Ii,l q, Nallulal run.. it 1 My Iiu,oh. of I hots? I" th% 11
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-------AAJOR RELIGIOUS BODIE
NIMINIHNIP

titter pay Saints, Reorganixed Church of'
Jesus Christ uf

Lstter-clay Saints, Church of Jesus Christ of
156,487

(Normons)
°Lutherans:

2 683,573

*American Lutheran Church 2,437,062
4wtolk Lutheran Church of America 9,304
Church of the Lutheran Brethren or Am
Church of the laitheran Confession

14,041(1

Evangelkal Lutheran Synod 17,804
Free Lutheran Congregations,

The Association uf 13,471
*Lutheran Church in America
*Lutheran Cliurvh-Missouri Synod

2,9011,970
2,71;9,594

Wbconsin Evangelical Lutheran Synod
Ileanonites:

388,1165

Church of God in Chtist (Mennonite) 6,204
General Conference of Mennonite Brethren

Churehes 15,520
Mennonite Church 92,390
Mennonite Church, The General Conference. . 35,534
Old Order An ish Church 14,720
Old Order ( isler) Mennonite Church 8,000

Methodists:
*African Meth dist Episcopal Church 1,166,301
*African Meth a I ot Episcopal Zion Church _1,024,974
Christian Mc hodist Episcopal Church 466,7111
Evangelical 1Ieil,ndist Chttreh 10,502

*Free Method st Church of Not th America . . . 65;210
Primitive M tlindist Church, U S A. 11,024
Reformed / on Union Apostolic Church... - 16,000
Southern et hodist Church

tit,. .
isoravian Church:

Mstrupnlita Community Clint ehcs,
*Uhited Mc hudist t liu RAI

Moravian ( lunch in Ainci ica (Unitas

Universal Fellowship.of.
.

10,06,010

Fratrum)
ty 42.Unity of the Ilrt thren

New ApostolicChurch of North America
'Old Ch Cnatolic I io hes:

22,563
-...

North Aruerkan Old Roman Catholic
ChuiTh 60,098

,-cateeostat C:luirchcii:
Apostoli ()%reciiming I Icily Church of God. _75,000

*Awn ibl ies of God 1,239,197
Bible Way Church of Our Lord Jcsmi Christ,

Work! Whir, Inc 10,0tx)
Chrktimi Church of North America,

tienei al Council 11,500
Church of God 75,1190
Church of God (( leveland, 'I elm.) . 3211,1192
Church of Cod, '1 lic (Original) 20000

°Church of Cod in Christ 42:i3O(X)
Church of Cod in C:hrist, Intel national '01,000
Church of God of Prophecy 62,743
Church of Our Lord Jesus Chi ist of the;

Apostolic Faith .. 4 .r5I 7:00)
I.lim Fellowship
International Church of the Foursquare

00,21 liGospel
International Pentecostal Assemblies

21

0,01
1 11(1(%Open liible Standard (:hurclics. Inc

Pentecostal Church of God of America, Inc..1 15,0N)
Pentecostal Frer..Will Baptist Chine h, Inc..... 10,((x)
Pentecostal 1W iness Church, Toe. 7 I, I Ott
United I Icily Church of America
United Pentecostal Church (Int:.rnational) 2'1:11,:1:1)::

Plylllollth Bre-Owen 40.t/00
Posh National Catholic Chin eh

of Amen( a . . 2112.41 1
Fresbvteriair=:

Associate it rim filed Pregbyterian Chtm h
(Genercil Synod) 31,1"ei

$ IN THE UNITED 4TATES

331

NAMI MOWN SNIP
CundwrIand Presbyterian Church 92,940
Orthodox Presbyterian Church ... .14,071
Presbyterian Church in Atnerka 41.232

4Preshyterian Church in the U.S. Ro6 203
Reformed Presbytet WI Church,

Evangelical Synod . 22,452
Hefursned Presbyterian Church of

North America 5,445
Second Cumberland Presbyterian Church

in U.S 30,000
*United Presbyterian Church In the

United States of America ,.. 2,72:4,565
'Quakers:

Evangelical Friends Alliance 27,2(16
Friends General Conference 26,184
Friends United Meeting 67,431

Refornied Bodies:
*Christian Reformed Chu 206A00
Hungarian keformed Chuftty4a America . . 11,679
Netherlands Reformed Congregations 7,447
Reformed Church in America 3M,004

Reformed Episcopal Church 6,532
*Roman Catholic Church 40,701,835
*Salvation Army 366,471
Spirk whist Bodies:

Spiritualists, International General Asset nbly
of (*Spiritualists) 164,072

Triumph the Church awl Kingdom of God
in Christ 54,307

*Unitarian Universalist Association 192.,510
United Brethren Bodies:

Ilnited Brethren in Christ 26,335
United Chord t uf Christ 1,841,112

*Volunteers of Ai nerica 30,740
*Wesleyan Church 94,215

MAJOR RELIGIONS OF THE WORLD
Estimantd number of morebors In *ads rellnian

CHRISTIAN

Roman Catholic
552,000,000

Protestant
32000,000

Eastern Orthodox
9 ,500,000

Hinduism
515,500,000

Islam
513,000,000

Confucianism
276,000,000

Buddhism
223,300,000

Shinto
61,000,000

Taoism
31,500,000

Judaism
14,300,000

itiffitititittttit
ittittttth
Hf
NON-CHRISTIAN

ftffitOttMitti
Mitttittffittti
fUtfttf
itttitt
ft

,1I sof ...nie ta the 0..1..1 frill/Inn@ ar. ry 1 rl.tIma
... 1. sly. I . / 141 l ICI I. le .4 Ihn 144 CI I f 41,1,

rfl, I. iris .. D.10. 1.., hi, r .10f, C..4I 411111.10119 CH. 411.11,n.t 4.1,..1.4 r <4 tPiv' lv.ih 1t1 tild114,11". 11111..y ACM.* torliuqg
t it. .4. rankliss N 1111.11. Prt.f. is, r of Tempi. tIn14Proill.

441115. Is ta.... r. 11171



APPENDIX IV

CHART 2

U.S. TRAM WIM ME SOVIET UNICt1 AND EASTERN EUROPE

1974-1978 (in thousands of U.S. dollars)*

U.S. Exports to: 1974 1975 1976 1977

Bulgaria 21,965 43,320 23,910

Czechoslovakia 48,604 52,904 148,303 73,989

G.D.R. 20,882 17,294 64,802 36,099

Hungary 56,176 76,054 62,960 79,717

Poland 394,588 580,090 621,035 436,536

Ronenia 277,136 189,300 249,034 .259,405

U.S.S.R. 607,856 1,834,141 2,305,955 1,623,574

arm, 1,427,207. 2,779,082 3,495,409 2,533,230

U.S. Imports from: 1974 1975 1976 1977

Bulgaria 8,399 20,217 26,955 17,951

Czechoslovakia 45,562 34,629 36,376 36,599

G.D.R. 14,129 11,250 13,645 16,764

Hungary 75,407 34,652 49,014 46,585

Poland 265,931 243,079 318,763 329,085

Romania 130,516 132,956 198,745 233,287

U.S.S.R. 350,223 254,528 220,901 234,633

TOTAL, 890,167 731,311 864,399 914,904

1978

48,120

105,349

170,121

97,682

677,022

317,423

2,249,020

3,664,737

1978

19,090

58,000

35,280

68,460

438,850

346,620

540,390

L506,690

* Source: Selected Trade and Economic Data of the Centrally Planned
Economies. U.S. Department of Commerce. June, 1979.
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imports of nonmonetary gold from U.S.S.R.



APPENDIX IV

CHART 3

Trade Promotion Events Staged or-to be Staged
by the Bureau of East-West Trade

during_July 1, 1978 - June 30, 1979

Type of Event

Commercial Exhibitions
Sept. 1978
Sept. 1978
Sept. 1978
Sept. 1978
Oct. 1978
Oct. 1978
Mar. 1979
May 1979
May 1979
June 1979

Plovdiv, Bulgaria
Leipzig, GDR
Moscow, USSR
Brno, Czechoslovakia
Bucharest, Romania
Moscow, USSR
Leipzig, GDR
Budapest, Hungary
Moscow, USSR
Poznan, Poland

Technical Sales Seminars

Number of Firms Represented

Oct. 1978 "Meat and Dairy Processing
Equipment" to Bulgaria, Hungary,
Poland and Yugoslavia

Ian. 1979 "Lasers and Electro-Optics"
to Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland and
Austria

Feb. 1979 "Sewing and Garment Production
Equipment" to Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia
and Romania

Dine 1979 "Pesticides" to Czechoslovakia, GDR
and Romania

Seminars/Exhibitions in H.S. Conniercial Office
_ . _L

MOSCOW

Nov. 1978 "Pi(isti(s Produ(Tion Equipment"
D(.(.. 1978 "Ferrous Metallurgy"
Feb. 1979 "Industrial Packaging"
Mar. 1979 "New Technology in Mining"
Mar. 1979 "Mediral rquipm('nt"

3

3 ') 4-)

11

7

17

23
15

28
32
35
24
41

12

6

7

6

7

12



APPEADIX V

Publications issued by Treasury of types mentioned in the.
Final Act in the section on publication of economic and
commercial information

Lnnual Report of the Secretary af the Treasury on th.:t
State of the Finances

Contains data on the policies and administration of
Government finances; review of fiscal operations;
administrative reports of organizational units and
supporting exhibits.

4te

tiaL_Tx_e_kaur.yQn_thg_Ziate..Qt_thQ_Einailaes

Contains historical data relating to Treasury and
Government-wide fiscal and financial operations.

Annual Combined Statement of aceipts. EuenditAilleq and
aalances slf_thaAlailad_ataLaa_ciamasnmeat.

MQnth

Contains data on financial operations of the
U.S. Government.

atat_c_a_c_21.72.LaM211t

Contains monthly data on financial operations of
the United States Government,

I)aily Statement all the Llnitad ati-ites Treasury

Contains daily data on financial operations of
the Un1te(1 States Government.

.1.1Iy Bulletin

Issuc,d monthly: contains firancial (inc. t:at.i:;t-ical

tables rolatinq to Pe(ierai fiscal operation:; as
well as other monetary datr:, including Lnternatiol.al
financial statistic5; sucl, as claivis and liahilitit.s
reported hy U.:;. hanks and nonhankino conci Ins
iespect to fori!i(Iner!;, and thyir t(0.0inn-currt.ncy
positions.

1:15



e d Coin Issued

Monthly report on issuance of currency and coin.

Importation of Distilled Spirits, Wines and Beer

Report issued by Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms (Department of the Treasury Report ATF P 5100.4).

Lzportation of Liquors

Report issued by Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms
(Department of the Treasury Report ATF P 5180.1).

Zopmerce in Firearms and Ammunition

Report issued by Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms
(Department of the Treasury Report ATF P 5300.3).

The World's Monetary Stocks of Goldt Silver. and Coirls

Data on a calendar-year basis, issued by the
Bureau of the Mint.

.L1nnual Ruort of the_Office of...the 119mtro11froftne_Currensy

Information concerning U.S. banking system.

13anking Competition and the Bankinc Structure

Information on the U.S. banking system provided by
the Comptroller of the Currency

Financi4,19It;JA _Lhc_ComL)tx:oli_cr Qf Currela.U.Y

Financial information relating to the U.S. banking system.

,ati:Itic:1 of TncomeCorpOration Income Tax Rcturns

ATIrecicite data concerning U.S. corporation!;' Pech,r,11

income tax returns; annual.

Lniluo,1 P(Tort ot th(:, Coillhissionyr of Intcrnal Peventi(.

Qn olerdtiow; of thk: Intt.rnsi] Pevynm.

ciu.a 1. 1 r)coine Tax 12( t Urti!;

cone,rnin,j Ft..d(.rai inec)r!(. 1(.ttlin:;

(d



Statistics of Income--Business Income Tax Returns

Aggregate data concerning Federal income tax
returns of businesses; annual.

Ylithholding pf Tax on Nonresident Aliens and Forpigrk
Corporations

Information concerning withholding of U.S. Federal
taxes on foreigners.

Pnited States Tax Guide for Aliens

Instructions concerning U.S. Federa3 taxes on
foreigners.

Information on the United States-Canada Ineolse Tax Treaty

Internal Revenue Service Publication No. 597.

cf_extification Reauired to Obtain Reduced Rates Under Income
Tax Treaties

Internal Revenue Service Publication No. 686.

,Annual Repprt_pf_the Nation_alZ,d3L211-y..C.Qu1cil_01 International
Monetary..aninangal Policies

Issued by the Office of the Assistant Secretary for
International Affairs, Department of the Treasury.

Reoort.on Developing_Cpuntries External Debt and Deb,t Relief
ovided by the United States

Issued by the Office of the Assistant Secretary for
International Affairs, January lo77.

L.a.st-West Forei(,:n Trade Board Report

vuarterly reports on trade between the United States
and nonuarket-economy countries, including the status
of negotiations of bilateral trade agreements, the
activities of joint commissions, the resolution of
commercial disputes, and any exports from such countlie
which have caused disruption of U.S. markets.

Fort,icin 7,sF:et s Control Pe< u I at i on:.; and Pc1 a ted Pocurm,nt

Informoti n pn controls administered by the Office
(4 Vorvi A:;ets control, Dcpartmont of the Treasury

3 4

1



.1 '7,""b

Cuban Assets Control Regulations and Related Documents

Information on contrbls administered by the Office
of Foreign Assets Control with respect to Cuban
assets.

Transaction Control Regulations

.Information on controls administered by the Office
of Foreign Assets Control with respect to transactions
involving certain countries.

Vhodesian Sanctions Regulations and Related Documents

Information on.controls administered by the Office
of Foreign Assets Control with respect to transactions
involving Rhodesia.

Foreign Funda Control Regulations and Related_Daciamants-

Information*concerning controls administered by the
Office of Foreign Assets Control with respect to
certain foreign funds.

c,..ujpms

Information on customs regulations for visitors
arriVing in the United States, issued in English,
French, German, Spanish, Italian; Hungarian, Polish,
Czechoslovakian, and Serbo-Croatian languages.

u.s. QuaLama_IrAdLluaxl IntgunaLisuL

List of most popular tourist items prohibited or
reritricted importation 1,ecause the trademark owners
have recorded their marks with the Treasury Department.

Books: co.ayx..i..WiLs 4L_CLiatQm1.3

information about copyright rcstrictions or prohibitions
applying to ixportation of 'ooks.

If114,rt.I'yluirement

(;(-r1(.r;)] c;tntr-m(.nt r.. cti5Lom rrquir,,ment fnr
irpc,rtr.d rf.rchandio.

338



s..,

prospectiye Imports--CustoMs,Dutv

Explains how importers may obtain a binding U.S.
Customs duty ruling on items before importation.

.1mport Ouota

Summary of information.on import quotas administered
by U.S. Customs Service.

Drawback

A nontechnical leaflet to explain drawback--how to
obtain a duty refund on certain exports.

Customs requirements for marking imported merchandise
with name of country of origin.

Alcoholic Beverages

General customs requirements for importing alcoholic
beverages for commercial distribution.

'plotice to Carliciz

Prebautions carrierand customhouse brokers sllould
ake to safeguard merchandise moving in-bond.

Impo ting into the United States

A 100-page booklet for foreign exporters planning
to ship goods to the United States.

Customs Regulations of the United States

A looseleaf volume of regulations for carryina out
customs, navigation, and other laws Lk:ministered by
the U.S. Customs Service.

Customs Bulletin

A weekly pamphlet containing currant amendments to
Customs Regulations; an,.1 decisions of U.S. Cur,toms
Court and U.S. Court of Customs and Patent Appeals.

3 :31j



jllatoms Antidumoing_HADLIbsta.

Policies and procedures manual issued July 1978 by
United States Customs Service1

g.eport to theJCOngress on Foreign Portfolio.Investmant

, .

114ports on foreign portfolio investment, as required
by the Foreign Investment Study Act of 1974; published
1976.

The Textile Industry.: _C 41.) t 41 I r.1 Ofitillailta
Technolowi and Other Factors Affecting Prescribed Capital
aa=yery,Allowances of Textile Machinem

Issued February 1976 by Office of Industrial Economics,
Department of the Treasury

ZgAsuz_in_International Taxation

A tax policy research study, issued 1976.

140
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Country
U.S. Conmunist
Partner Partner Description

I.

Date of Est. Other
Signature Duration Value Comments

HUNCARY
(Cont'd)

.

Grand ,Institute Rolling path licenses; 1976 N.A. N.A.
Rapids, for Mater- licensor; U.S. party
Inc. ials Hand-

S\\Ift

& Co.

'ling and
Packaging
Licencia

Licencia Joint marketing of
vepex protein process;
U.S. party

Research Reanal,
Corp. Novex

1976 N.A. N.A.

Joint commercialization 1976
of surgical implant,
licensor; Hungarian party

N.A. N.A.

Nova- Habselyem Supply of technology for 1976 N.A. N.A. Buyback
Jersey, Kottot- mfg. of double knit jer-
Knit Co. tarugyar, sey material and apparel
(LK sub) Intercoop-

eration

ITT N.A. Mfg. of telephone sets

Hes,,ton \losogep- Hesston equipment
Corp. trosst

1977 N.A.

1977 1977-
1981

$3-4
mil.

N.A. Linked with buyback
of Hungarian gear
boxes and other
items for use in
tractors



CA.)

LA)

Country

POLAND

U.S.
Partner

Communist
Partner

Date of
Description Signature Duration

Est.
Value

Katy
Indus.

N.A. Machinery and working
programs for shoe
production for shoes

1976 5 years N.A.

G.E. N.A. Licensing and machines
for joint production of
medical equipment,
particularly electro-
cardiogram meters

1976 N.A. N.A.

FflC Polimex Potato granule produc- 1975- 1978 $5.5
tion plant 1976 mi1.

U.S.

Squibb Polfa Pr'oduction and marketing N.A. N.A. N.A.

Trans- I;nitra
Anerica
Computer

Piper

of antibiotics

Joint development of N.A. N.A.
computer systems markets

Other
Comments

Countertrade, some
part of production
to be sold in U.S.

Countertrade

sales

N.A. Joint sales in third

Pozetel Mfg. of Piper Planes
under license

1977 N.A. $2.5 Two contracts
mil. signed: Pezetel

will sell under
its own name -
counterpurchase
involved
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Country
U.S. Communist
Partner Partner Description

Date of Est.
Si_gnature Duration Value

Other
Comments

'ROtlAN IA Air Romchim
Products
& Chemicals

Chemtex/ N.A.
Toray
Rayon

License for produc- N.A.
tion of benzene

Polyester chip and
stable fiber plant

1978-
1980

N.A.

1977 N.A. $136 World Bank credits
mil. of $50 mil.
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Country
U.S.
Partner

Communist
Partner Descri

Date of Est. Other
tion Si nature Duration Value Comments

BULGARIA

Globe
Eng. Co.

Balkan-
carimpex

N.A.

Heavy duty trucks
for fork lift carts
and trucks

1976 N.A. N.A. Countertrade, UK
also a partner;
initially GM will
use Bulgarian
fork lifts in own
plants, but other
marketing possibil-
ities later on

Silistra agricultural 1975- N.A.
rationalization project 1976

N.A. Value of contract
granted $300,000;
but some long range

Ui
potential

Conlin-
entui
Cun

N.A. Equipment and technology 1977
for production of lids
for baby food jars

N.A. N.A.



C.S.
.PartneT

Conmunist
Partner Description

CDR N.A.

D4te of Est. Other
Signature Duratioa .-Valte_ _Comments

Chemicals for metal
working products,
plastics and chemicals

'"

1976 10 years N.A. Countertrade



U.S. Communist
Count

USSR

Date of Est. Other
Partner Partner Descri tion Signature Duration Value Comments

Abbott Techno- Plant for producing 1976 N.A. $25 FMC's share is $18"
Labs./ promimport Similac baby food
FMC

Philip Licensin- Machinery and equipment 1977 N.A.
Morris torg for products in Moldavia

mil. mil, of equipment

N.A. Countertrade, partial
parment in product

NCR N.A. Licensing for micro- 1976 N.A. $2.7 A second contract
mil. for $2.5 mil. of

equipment expected
shortly

encapsulation

Union N.A. Licensing of gas phase 1977 1981 N.A. Contracts signed
Carbide technology for poly- for 2 plants total

w ethylene capacity 200,000
at.

.4 ffa/yr.

Armco Avtoprom- Equipment and technology 1977
Steel import for oil and gas drilling

equipment

N.A. $30 Rucker & Co., Steward
mil. & Stevenson are major

subcontractors



Deals concluded in 1975 (some 13, mostly Hungarian) are not included in the above chart. While it is

possible that some of these were signed after the Helsinki Final Act, the negotiations leading to the
conclusion of the 1975 agreements would most certainly have preceded the Final Act. In fact, any of
the deals listed here resulted from negotiations begun long before August 1975.
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Countr

Under
U.S. Industrial Cooperation Agreements Reported to be

Negotiation in 1976 and 1977 with East European and Soviet Partners

No. of
A.reements . Areas Other Corrments

HUNGARY 4 Transportation equipment, medical
equipment, consumer goods

POLA\D 2 Chernlicals Estimated combined value of over
$200 million

RONAANIA 7 Food processing, chemicals, t-ex-
tiles, aviation, computers,
transportation equipment

C2a2HOSLOVAKIA 3 Electronkcs, chemicals Estimated cambined value of about
$50 million

BULGARIA 3 Chemicals Estimated cambined
million

value of over

GDR 2 Electronics, chemicals Estimated combined value of about
$115 million

USSR Oil drill!ng equipment, chemicals.
automotive parts

Estimated t_ombined
$633 million

value of about

$40



APPENDIX VI

CHART 2

Sullnarv of Selected U.S. Cooperative Activities in Science and Technology
Under the Helsinki Final Act

Subject Type

Agriculture Bilateral

Country or
Organization Agreement s Act iv i ties

Bulgaria

Czechoslovakia

Joint Statement on
Development of
Agriculture Trade
(April 1979)

No official government
protocol.

Memorandun of Under-
standing

National Academy of
Lxchanpe

Agreement

L,s.-Hungarian
Agreement on Coopera-
tion in Culture,
Education, Science and
Technology (April 1977)

Joint Statement on the
Development of Agri-
cultural Trade and
Cooperation (May 1979)

Exchange of germ
plasm and breeding
materials; exchange
of scientists and
information; joint
projects

Informal visits;
U.S. proposals to
hold joint ,Aeminars
on livestock breed-
ing and feeding;
possible .future
university exchanges

Economic consulta-
tions; isits of farm
cooperators

Involves more than
200 U.S. and foreign
scientists annually

Exchanges of agricul-
tural scientists

Mutual promotion of
trade, information
exchanges and cooper-
ation in agricultural,
science, technology ,3t3:')

and education



Country or
Subject Type Organization Agreements Activities

Hungary (Con'd)

Poland

Romania

32,6

Exchange Agreement with
4-H Youth Program

U.S.-Hungarian Trade
Agreement (July 1978)

U.S.-Polish
Agreement on Funding
Cooperation in Science
and Technology (1974)

USDA Foreign Research
Associate Program

Joint Statement on the
Development of
Agricultural Trade
(October 1974)

4-H Youth Program

University Exchange
Programs

Protocols on Develop-
_ ment of Agricultural
Trade and Cooperation
in Agriculture (197(')

Working Group on
Agricultural Trade

U.S.-Polish Joint
Board to administer
program; 62 active
research projects
pending; 36 projects
being prepared

35 Polish scientists
have participated

Workitig Gtoup on
Agricultural Trade;
technical exchanges;
joint agricultural
trade promotion
projects

400 participants
since 1975

Regular exchange
of agricultural
economic information;
cooperative ventures
in plant, animal and
soil science and
mechanization; uni-
versity exchanges

,c1c).4
is) '



Country or
Subject T/pe Organization Agreements 1 Activities

Romania (Con'd) Memoranda of Under-
standing with Iowa
State University and
University of Nebraska
(1976)

USSR

Farm Training Program,
International Farmer
;Association for Educa-
/tion (California, 1972)

/ Future Farmers of
America

IREX, Fulbright-Hays
Fellowships

U.S.-USSR Agreement
on Cooperation in
Agriculture (June 1973-
renewed for an addi-
tional 5 years in
December 1978)

University exchanges

Meetings, instruction
and training

Experts exchange
program

Joint working group
on agricultural re-
search and technolog-
ical development:
exchange of special-
ists and information
in plant science,soil
science, animal and.
veterinary services,
mechanization; Joint
working group on
Agricultural Economic
Research and Informa-
tion; cooperative
activities in agri-
business, forecast-
ing, agricultural
economic information
exchange, inter-
Library exchange.
Teams exchanged,
joint research ,)0(1

'



Subject Type

Energy, New
Technologies,
Rational Use
of Resources

Multilateral

Bilateral

Country or
Organization

USSR (Cont'd)

Agreements Activities

International
Institute for
Applied Systems
AnaI4sis

Organization for
Economic Cooper-
ation and
Development

Poland

U.S.-USSR Agreement
for Cooperation in
the Fields of Science
and Technology

i974 Coal Research
Agreement and Mining
Technology Research
Agreement (U.S. Bureau
of Mines)

Forestry working
group involved in
five ac4ive projects
in fields of fire,
insect and diseases,
biogeocenosis, har-
vesting, reforesta-
tion

Exchange of informa-
tion elCspecialists;
resear:_h..coordination

U.S. participation in
meetings; preparation
of reports

Coal extraction and
utilization including
coal liquefication
and gasification;
automated longwall
and mining; coking
methods; magneto-
hydrodynamics. Eight
cooperative projects
under Coal Research
Agreement and five
cooperative projects
under MOing Tech-
nology Research Agree
ment



Subject
Country or

Type Organization

USSR

Ltterdl

Coti. I ( t tee

tit I

A reements

U.S.. USSR Agreement on
gooperation in the Field
of Energy (June 1974)

iv

U.S.-USSR AgreeMent on
Cooperation-in the
Peaceful Uses of Atomic
Energy (June 1973)

Activities

To accelerate re-
search and develop-
ment in the areas of
existing and al,terna-
five- sources of
energy as well as to
increase effective-
ness in the use of
energy and its con-
servation; to
achieve a better
mutual understanding
of each country's
national energy pro-
grams and outlook.
14 joint projects
coal, gas, oil &
energy information
and forecasti-ng,meet-
inns, exchanges of
information and
statistics

Cooperation and work-
ing groups in 3 major
areas: controlled
thermonuclear fusion,
fast breeder reactors
research in funda-
mental properties of
matter; 5 joint
committee meetings
to work.out agree-
ment's details

U.S. participation:
aLnual coal conmit-
tee meeting, expertsrl
groups on coal stat-`
istics and coal trade



Subject

Ph.1, ,tr.d

Cher'U.try

,)-
) .1

Country or
Type Organization Agreements

study tours, provi-
sion of statistics

Activities

ECE Coal Committee (Cont'd)

ECE Symposium on Coal
Liquefication and
Gasification (April
1979,,Po1'and)

ECE Symposium on World Coal
/

Prospects (Oct. 15-23,
1-979-Poland)

FM'. International Institute
for Applied Systems Analysis

Mlateral Hungary

Pomdnid

M.S.-Hungarian Agree-
ment on Coo.peration in
1:ducation, Science,
Technology and Culture

ii.S.-Pomanian Agree-
ment on COoper,ition ip
Culture, EdlIcatien,
ScleHee and Technology

published in the
quarterly and annual
Bulletin of Coal "

Statistics (UN-ECE)

U.S. Participation:
provided raPporteur
for one of the
specialized sess_ions;
provided technical
papers on coal gasi-
fic.ation technology

Providing iapporteur
for coal transporta-
tion; providing
National Paper on
Coal Prospects
exhibits

U.S. suNnitted fore-
casts and reports

Exchanges and joint
detiVi ties in the
fields of pure and
applied sciences;
joint programs in ion
implantation in

semi-conductors.cati-
OniC copolymeriza-
tion. MoNhatier spec-
tro\t0py 01 pasive
t I litr

loin! prole,t., In

n

f ....4 _
..1

trasformattou ot ( . .

carotenotds, atomIc
and molecular physit.,



Subject Type
Country or

'Organization Agreements Activities

Meteorology
and Hydrology

Bilateral

Poland

USSR

IISSR

U.S.Polish Agreement
on Funding of Coopera-
tion in Science and
Technology

U.S.-USSR Agreement on
Scientific and Techni-
cal Cooperation (1972,
renewed 1977)

U.S.-USSR Agrement
on Scientific and
Technical Cooperation

II.S.-HSSR Environmental
Protection Agreement

Cooperative projects
in reactions of car-
bonions, crystalliza-
tion of polymers,
mathematical physics,
ribonucleic acids,
study of close binary
systems

.Working group on
chemical catalysis;
projects in areas
such as homogeneous
catalysis and reactor
modeling; working
group on physitli)
projects in areas
such as solic state
physics and relativ-
istic astrophysics

Working group on
water resources;
joint projects which
include plastics in

hydrotechnical con-
struction and plan-
ning and management
of water resources

Working group on "The
Influence of Environ-
mental Changes on
Climate";3 major pro-
jects which involve
exchange of scien-
tists, meetings and
symposi,t and data
exchanges 1



Subject Type
Country or

Organization Agreements Activities

Oceanography Bilateral USSR U.S.-USSR Agreement on
Cooperation in Studies
of the World Ocean
(1973)

U.S.-USSR Agreement on
Environmental Protec-
tion

progrxh byt.keen
stifwt1,,tc, frorl

\ortht.,1,,t

t eritor of Ncit Iona!
Ocedntt and Aimosplivric
Administration's (NOAA)
National Marine Fisher-

Five working groups
established in large-
scale ocean-atnos-.
pheric interaction;
ocean currents and
dynamics; geology,
geophysics and geo-
chemistry of the
world ocean floor;
intercalibration and
standardization of
oceanographic instru-
ments and methods;and
biological productiv-
ity and biochemistry

Marine Mammal Project
to develop collabora-
tive research into
the biology, ecology
and population
dynamics of marine
mammals of interest
to both countries; to
contribute to sound
management and con-
servation of these
animals through ex-
change of info and
current data, coor-
dinated and shared
nationa.I research
projects and joint
re,.earkh pro;ects

Life history similes
arid es'Iments of
ma lor ionlnercral fish
%.pecics n the fish-1'4(i
erles zone of the
Northeast Atlantic
U.S. coast as well as



Country or
Subl,ect Type Organization Agreements ActIvities

Poland

I \k 1 ;1

t T

ies Services and Soviet
Scientists from the
Atlantic Scientific Re-
search Institute of
Marine Fisheries and
Oceanography
(AtlantNIRO)

joint program between
t!.S. and Polish Fish-
eries Scientists

L.S. help', fund and
operate a Plankton
;orting and Identifi-
cation Center in

Poland

extensive ecosystem
studies

Joint projects in
such areas as herring
studies, environment-
al assessment project
and lining and patch
studies

Piograrn of cooperation Acti\ities for the
het\Aeen 60R Institute next 2 VOdrs in-
fo,- peep 1/4,ea Fishing loint pro-
and Fish ProcesIng and lects on herring and

V.,theat plJnOon surveys,
herring stock ampl-
ing',, and niackerel
!ceding investigation

: I L



Country or
Subtect Type Organization Agreements Activities

Intergovernmental
Maritime Oansulta-
tive OrganIzation

. 1

Internattonel CoUncil
for the Exporation
of the Sea

Seismological Bilateral
Research

International
Hydrographicl
Organization

USSR U.S.-USSR Agreement on Working group to
Environmental Protection study problems of
(1972) . earthquake predic-

tion

U.S.-USSR Agreement on Working group on
to Cooperation in the Field techniques for con-,

,1/40

of Housing and Other struction in areas of
Construction (1974) frequent seismic

s r

ogv ,

Permdfco\t
dnd Ptobletir,
of Life uncle;
Condition% Nt
C,Id

Mul t i laterai Worldwide Seismic
Network of Sta-
tions

lateral (11:

activity; exchange of
data, information and
specialists

U.S. exchanges seis-
mic records with sev-
veral of the CMEA
signatories including
flulgaria, Czechoslov-
akia, GDR, Hungary,
Poland, Romania and
the USSR

11.S,-tiS'4; Housing Working Group on
Agr eonwn t building for extreme

climates and unusual
geologic conditions;
exchange of special-

Joint publica-
tions,cooperative
search,joint seminars

S.
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Country or"
Subject Type Organization ,g_reements Activities

USSR (Cont'd) U.S.-USSR Environmental Studies and joint re-
Agreement search on penmafrost

related environmental
problems Caused by
,the construction and4

operation of pipe-1
lines, roads and en-
gineering-difficulty

U.S.-USSR Energy Mutual exchange of
Agreenient data and relearch on

problems oiltonstrUc-
ting dams and hydro-
power stations In
cold weather
conditions

Computer Bilateral USSR
Communication
and Infonma-

C71

tiop Technologies

3S4

I.

U.S.-USSR Science and Joint working group
Technology Agreement on scientific and

technical coopera-
tion in-the field
of the application to
computers to manage-
ment (1972); activi-
ties focus on econo-
metric mode,ling, com-
puter analysis
applied to ecionomics
and management of
large.systems, appli-
cation of computer to
the management of
of large cities,
theoretical founda-
tions of applications
in economics and man-
agement, and the use
of computers in de-
cision-making and the
advanced training of
high-level adminis-

.

385
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Subject

Space
Research

Type

411

Country or .

Or anizatIon A reements Activities

Bilateral

USSR (Cont'd)

USSR

Romania

Agreement Between the
U.S.A. and the USSR
Concerning Cooperation
in the Exploration and
Use of Outer Space for
Peaceful Purposes (1972)

4

trative personnel; lf
meetings under joint
working group pro-
gram Oct. 1972-Feb.
1976; 65 meetings
Feb. 1976-3une 1979;
10 long-term joint
research projects
4eveloped; 15 semin-
ars convened; 150-200
specialists exchanged
and extensive mater-
ial published, dis-
seminated and shared

Six joint working
.

groups established
to implement Agree-
ment on near-earth
space, the moon and
the planets; the
natural environment,
space biology:and
medicine; space
meteorology; search
and rescue; and on
possible U.S. Space
Shuttle and Soviet'
Salyut Space Station
Mission

Exchange visits of
specialists, selec-
tion of a Romanian
scientist as a
Landsat-2 principal
investigator, selec-
tion 3f Rumanian pro-
posal for flight on
the shuttle-borne
Drop Dynamics Module

..

3S7



Subject

I '1 . . . : . . ;

Cduntry or
Organization

Multilateral U.N. Committee on Peace-
ful Uses of Outer Space

Medicine and Bilateral
,Public Health

3sR

Internal TelecoMmuni-
cations Satellite
Organization

International Magneto-
spheric Study

Poland

USSR

Agreamenti

U.S.-Polish Cooperation
in the Field of Health
Agreement (1974)

U.S.-USSR Agreement
for Cooperation-in
Medical Science and
Public Health (1972)

Activities

U.S. helped negotiate
agreements on several
space regulatory
treaties

To combine Polish
and U.S. resources
in.joint.efforts
towards the solution
of health problems
of mutuarinterest;
U.S.-Polish Joint
Commkttee for Healfth
Cooperation creat d
and established 4
active projects a d
12 project proposal-sr--
U.S. contributed $8
million to joint fund

111,1

U.S.-USSR joint com-
mittee for health
cooperation to imple-
ment the practical
aspects of coopera-
tion including the
oversight of policy
and administration
logistics; to conduct
cooperative efforts
in the biomedical
field-through joint
research projects & 08(1
exchange scientists 0



Sub ect

r'Yv-Vcar7-1:tIrTf/t'leS'7"..
-

Country or
Or Ilization

-"!!!.:,:rj:IT`Mp:11470r,

A reament

Transport
Technology

390

Multilateral

Bilateral

USSR .(Cont'd)

World Health
Organization
'(WHO) and
UNICEF

Czechoslovakia

Hungary

U.S.-USSR Agreement for
CooperAtion in.Artifi-
cial Heart Research and
Development (1974) ,

Memorandum of Under-
standing (June 1968)

Memorandum of Under-
standing between DOT &
the Ministry of Trans-
portation and Postal
Affairs (MOTPA)
(Oct. 1978)

Activities

Approximately 75
joint activities;
cooperation In card
iovascular diseases,
artificial hearA,
malignant neoplasia,
environmental health,
arthritides, influen-
za and respiratory
disease, eye disease

U.S. participation in
programs concerning
maternal & child
care, research &
training in tropical
diseases, improvement
in the status of
nutrition, disease
control, health man-
power development
and promotion of en-
vironmental health

Exchange of informa-
tion and specialists
in specific subject
areas

R&D, specialists,
delegations. Since
1970, 15 U.S.
specialists to Hun-
gary, 4 Hungarian
specialists to U.S.

391
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Subject

'3 9 2

f

Type

. ,0911:YV

Country. or
Organization

leTig-0,!Tdo

Agreement

wPAlksvmeoe..zgAtro

Activities

Poland .

Romania

USSR

Memorandum,of.Under-
standing between DOT
and Ministry of Trans-
port (ODT)(Nov. 1970

Memorandum of Under-
standing between DOT
and Ministry of Trans-
port and/Telecommunica-
tions (MOTT)

U.S.-USSR Agreement
on Cooperation in the
Field of Transporta-
tion (June 973)

Research projects in
driver habits and
training, pedestrian
behavior, use of coal
fly ash In highway
construction, rail
safety,.rall track
structure improvement
and human factors
(aging and shift
work) rail research;
since'1972, 35 DOT
specialists to
Poland, 16 MOT
specialists to-U.S.

Limited exchanges of
infonmation; since
1970, 18 U.S.
specialists to
Romania, 10 Romanian
specialists to U.S.

T

U.S.-USSR Joint Com-
mittee on Transporta-
tion created to over-
see implementation of
the Agreement through
annual meetjngs;
working groups on
civil aviation,
marine transport,
transport construc-
tion (bridge con-
struction and tunnel-
ing), railroad trans-
port, automobile
transport (highway
safety), facilitation
(trade documentation)3n3
and transport of the J
future, urban trans-
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S u b ect

1.4t;47:-.3A4-

Countri or
Or anization

'

A reenents

Vs- ,p?t,,y14'..- ' ?'

3°4

I.

USSR (Cont'd)

Multilateral ECE's Iniand Trans-
port Committee

ECE Working Party on
Facilitation of
International
Trade Procedure

U.S.-USSR Eriviron-
mental Agreement

Activities

portatlon and hazard-
ouk materials trans-
port; exchangeof
specialists, Informa-
tion, meetings and
seminars and joint
research programs -

and projects In all
the groups; 1970-
1979: 66 U.S. delega-
tions Involving 309
U.S. specialists to
USSR, 63 Soviet dele-
gations involving 274
Soviet specialists to
U.S.

Joint projects on
urban environment,
prevention and
clean-up of ship
pollution

To promote an
efficient, safe and
economical inland
transport network in
Europe

Working on the sim-
plification, stan-
dardization & reduc-
tion of documents
used in international
trade, is presently
pursuing the develop-
ment of standards for
the application of
computer & communica-
tion technology to
the interchange of
cargo data 395
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Subject Type
'.Country or
Organization Agreements Activities

t

Multilateral ECE Grcup of
Construction
Vehicles

Experts on
of

ECE Group of Experts on
Road Traffic Safety

The International
Civil Aviation
Organization
(ICA0)(est. 1974)

.intergovernmental
Maritime Consulta-
tive Organization
(IMCO)

European Conference
of Ministers of
Transport (ECMT)

To harmonize
motor vehicle safety
standards

Exchange informa-
tion & harmonize
practices pertaining
to road & traffic
safety; U.S. partici-
pation: supply major
sources of info, re-
search & experience
in highway & traffic
safety to other
participating nations

To coordinate inter-
national civil avi,a-
tion in a safe and
orderly menner

U.S. participation:
to concentrate on
developing inter-
national standards
to improve safety at
sea & control vessel-
soutce marine pollu-
tion

To resolve inland
surface transporta-
tion questions,
primarily among West
European developed
nations; 1977-U.S.
became associate
member

39'7
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Subject Type

WItilateral

Country or
Organization

Organization for
Economic Coopera-
tion and Develop-
ment (OECD).

International
Standards
Organization
(ISO)

International
Union of Public
Transport (UIPT)

International
Union of Railways
(UIC)

Agreernents Activities

U.S. participation:
primarily in the Road
Research Program and
the experts group in
Traffic Policies for
the Improvement of
the Urban Environment

To further interna-
tional cooperation in
the area of transport
standardization; U.S.
actively pursued har-
monization of motor
vehicle safety and
international inter-
modal containeriza-
tion; U.S. also de;.
posited its instru-
ments for the Inter-
governmental Conven-
tion on Safe
Containers

To exchange informa-
tion on urban trans-
portation policy,
planning and R&D
technology

To adopt rules,'reg-.
ulations And stan-
dardization relating
to the operation and
improvement of rail
transportation in
Europe; U.S. member
since 1973, submitted'
several R&D reports
to the UIC's Documen-
tation Bureau 39q



APPENDIX. VI

CHART 3

.ENVIRONNINTAL PROTECTION AGENCY (EPA)

Activities with Internaeional Organizations and CSCE States*

c,
'

Organisation/Activity

Research, Development, end Osmonstrition Programs.............
Subst Entrgyi

\

.

-k

0.77
k.

Air
Pollution°

Water
Pollution' .RediatIon Pesticides Noise

Wait*
Pitgm P

. .

International Organizations
Commission of European Communities (CEC)

Committee on Challenges to Modern.Society (CCMS)

International Organization for Legal Metrology (OIML)

International Standards Organization (ISO)

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
. (OECD)

United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (ECE)

FOod and Agriculture Organization (FAOY

Intergovernmental Maritime Consultative Organization (IMCO)

international Atomic Energy:Agency (IAEA)

.
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)

World Health Organizationi(WHO)
v

World Meteorological OrRanization (WMO)

United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO)

United Nations Environmental Program (UNEP)
,

..

_

-

.

.

.

.

0

.

.

.

.

1 N.

..

.

.

,

..I.
"*.

. 4f

;f %,

...e

"
Bilateral Cooperation

...

Canada
Federal Republic of Germany

France

; France and United Kingdom°

Soviet Union
Un'itif Kingdom

.

- - _ _

. ,
.

.

.

,

L

Scientific Activities.Overseas Program

Poland
Yugoslavia

*Includes troposphere and stratosphere.

'Includes marine, estuarine, and freshwater
environments

,Includes hazardous, solid, and radioactive
wastes.

°Tripartite agreement

* Erom U.S. EPA, Research Outlook, 1978, June 1978, liage 73.
368 40()



APPENDIX VII

TABLE XXII -- MIGRANT AND NONDINIGRANT VISAS REFUSED -- Reasons for Refusal

,

FISCAL YEAR 1976

Grounds for Refusal Under the Immigration and Nationality Act

Section

101(0(15) Aliens who fail to establish that they are entitled to
nonimmigrant status

212(a)(1) Aliens whO Ars mentally retarded
(2) Aliens who are insane
(3) Aliens who have had one or core attacks of insanity . .

(k) Aliens who ars afflicted with psychopathic personality,
sexual deviation or a mental defect . ....... ..

(5) Narcotic drug addicts or chronic alcoholics
(6) Aliens afflicted with any dang erous contagious disease
(7) Aliens who have a physical defect, disease or disability

which may affect their ability tW.earn a living . . . .
(2) Paupers, professional beggara, vagrants . ,. . .

(9) Alieni convicted of a crime involving moral turpitude or
who admit having committed such a Crime or committing
acts constituting essential elements of such a crime

\ (10) Aliens convimted of two or more offenses other than
purely political offense% for which aggregate sentences
actually imposed were five years or more

11) Immigrants who practice or advocate the practice of
polygamy .......... . ... . . .. ,.

C1 ) 'Prostitutes or procurers - persons coming to the United
States to engage in other unlawful.commercialiaed vice

(13) Aliens seeking admission to engage in any immoral sexual
`Act

(14) Aliens seeking admission to perform skilled or unskilled
lahior for which Aufficient workers are aveilable.in the
United States

(1S) Aliens likely to become public charges
(16) Aliens excluded and deported seeking admission within one

year from date of their deportation who have not obtained
permission'from the.Attorney General to apply for
readmission

(17) Aliens previously arrested and deported, or removed from
the United States who have not obtained permission from
the Attorney General to reapply tor admission

(19) Aliens who committed fraud or wilfully misrepresented a
material fact to obtain a visa or other documentation . .

(22) Immigrants who are ineligible ta-citisenship and persons
who 'avoided or evaded military service.in time.of war or
national emergency

(23) ALiens convicted of violation of law or regulation
relating to illicit possession of'ot traffic in narcotic
druss

(2.8) Aliens who seekk admission from foreign contiguous
. territory or adjacent islands, having arrived there on A

vessel or aircraft of a nonsignatory lire
(25) immigrants over 16 years of age physically capable of

reasling who cannot read and understand sone language or
dialect

(26) Nrnimsigrants not in possession of valid palsports or
other suitable travel documents

(17) Aliers who, after entry, might engage in activities
prejudLciAl...u.Lps_pnhl..ic interest, or endanger the
welfare, safety or seCutqty of the United States . . .

Oa) Aliens who are or at any time'have been Anarchists,
r4.1%nunints or other political subversives , ,

(21) Aliens whb, aftor entry, probably would erytoze Lc
espio:).tgo, sabntoge or other talbversive activity - or who
'Load )oir, affiliate with or participate in any organ-

, ization regi7.tered or required to be regintered under
Section 7 Subverniv. Activitie Control Act of 1950 . . .

(31) Aliens who hove en,...ourmed, induced; ansisted, abetted or
aided other alinns to enter the United States in
violation of law

212(0) For-ter escharAe vii;itors who hove rot resided abrntd for
,

two year following departure from the United States . .

22100 Mier*: whote aNslicationts do not con.oly with the
pr-vit.ior. uf the it'miliration end Nationality Act or

taf:onn if,:t..d 1.1rnuont thereto .

Total Crlunds for Petw;a1

Number of Applicants /
" __ - . ._....._. ._

.
MGM

.
NONIMMIGRANT

Rots* '
OvercrIC

30,229

367
4

100

66
20

2
-

616

20

66
.

-

4,296

2

68

176

SS

134

-

131
.

..

18,500

-

Si

192

31,11i

88.4.46
.._......_

660133

Visas
Refused

.Refusals
Overcome

. Visas
Re Need

271
5

33

20
1,246

202

i

i

656

7

W

976

-

1,909
47,786

.

6

336

1,253

.

21

76

I

96

a. 4

v 49

v 1

19

25

5,,!,84

lli,274
. _ ...

1n9.7a4

. _._._.- .____

171
. 2

13

2
1,092

\
61.
-

274

5

-

659

1

366
16,835

3

93

429

3

4

1?

.-
...

-

75

.

1

e 16

_

1

9

14.031

54,7,1
._._.-.

stolf
._

231026

201
14

103

26
27,

2
.

.

777

27

61

2

14,905

4

160

1,248

83

213

-

379

63

19,30$

6

33

-

97,07)

164,151
.. -_-_-

354,03.1

---.__
1/ The to.el of vr:).:hc!a foe ref..nal nly oxreed tr. tot4l co-b.r pf ref.i.of a V0.4 an

aN111-..nt r le t,c uP.!r thin one *ion of Aa-! %itiertility Act.

4 01
Source: Ni6 Report of the Visa Office, U.S. Department of State, Wash, D.C.
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APPENDIX VIII

Waiver Language of Section 212(d)(3) .\

"(d)(3) Except as provided in this subsection, an alie
(A) who -is applying for a nonimmigrant visa and is
know or believed by the consular officer to be ..

ineligible for such visa under one or more of the*para-
graphs enumerated'in subsection (a)(other than para-
graphs (27) and (29)), may, after approval by the
Attorney General.of a recommendation by'the SeCretaryl
of State or by the consular officer Ahat the alien
be admitted temporarily despite his inadmissibility,
,be granted stych a visa and may be admitted into the
United States temporarily as a nonimmigrant in the .

discretion of the Attorney General, or (B) who.is
inadmissible u/nder one or more. of the paragraph,5
enumerated in,subsection (a)(other than paragraphs
(27) and (29),),, but who is in possession of appropriate
documents or I's granted a waiver thereof and is seeking
admiss.ion, may be admitted into the.United States
tempprarily as a nonimmigrant .0 the discretion'of ,

the Attoyney General."
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APPENDIX IX.

MMIGRATION AND NATIONALITY ACT, SECS.. 2I2(a)(27), 2I2(a)(28),
and'212(a)(29)

General Classes of Aliens IneligilVe*to Receive Visas and Ex-,
cluded fyom Admission; ftivers of Inadmkssibility

U.S.C. 1182 "Sec. 212.(a) Except as otherwise provided
in this,Act, the folloWing Classes of 'aliens
shall be ineligible to receive visas and shall .

be excluded from admission into the United
States...

"(27) Aliens who the consular officer or
the Attorney General knows or has reason to
believe seek tO enter the 'United States solely,
principally, or incidentally_ to_ ------
act4v4tits-Voilicti-Waild-be prejudicial to the
public interest, or endanger the welfare, safety,
or security of the United Sates;

"(28) Aliens who are, or at any time have
been, 'members of,any of the following classes:

"(A) Aliens who are anarchists;
'"(B) Aliens who advocateor teach, or who

are members of or affiliated with any
organization,that.advocates or teaches,
opposition to all organized government;

"(C) Aliens who are membe.rs of or affiliated
with (i) the Communist Party of the United
States, (ii) any-other totalitarian party of
the United States, (iii) the Communist Political
Association, (iv) the Communist or any other
totalitarian pArty of any State of the United
States, or any 'foreign s'tate, or of any political
geographical subdivision of any foreign state,
(v) any section, subsidiary, branch, affiliate,
or subdivision of any such association or party,
or (vi) the direct predecessors or successors
of any such association or party, regardless
of what name such group or organization may
have used, may now bear, or may hereafter adopt:
Provided, That nothin-g in this paragraph, or
in any other provision of this Act, shall be
construed as declaring that the Communist Party
does not advocate the overthrow of the Government
of the United States by force, violence, or
other unconstitutional means;

"(D) Aliens not within any of the other
provisions of this paragraph who advocate the
economic, international, and governmental
doctrines of world communism or the establishment

371 193
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In the United States ol a totalitarian dietator-.
shi.p, or who are members of or affiliated with
any organization thit advoCttes the economic,.
international, and governmental doctrines of..
world commmnism' or the establishment in the .

United Stated'of i totalitarian dictatorship,
either through Its own-utterances or through
any written or printedpublications issued or
published by orwith the.permission or consent
of or under the authority of such organization
or paid for by the funds of,-or funds furnished
by, such organization;.

"(E) Aliens not within any of the othe'r
provisions ol this paragraph, who are members
of or affiliated with any organization during
the time it is registired or required to be
registered under section 7- af-the Subversive.

----Activitiet Control Act o! 1950,* unless such
aliens establish that fhey did not have knowledge
or reason to believe at the time they becmne
memberS of oi atfiliated with such an
organization (and.did not thereafter and prior
to the date.upon which such organization was
so registered or so required to 36 registved
have such knowledge or reason to believe) that
such Organization was a Communist organization;

"(F) Aliens who advocate or teactvor who
are members of or affiliated with any
organization'ihat advocates or teachee (i) the
overthrow by force, violence, 'or other
.unconstitutional means of 'the Government of
the United States or of all fonms f law; or
(ii) the duty, necessity, or propriety of the
unlawful assaulting or killing of any- officer
or officers (either of specific individuals
or of .officers generally).of the Government.
of.the United States or of any other organized
government, because of his or their official
character; or (iii) the unlawful damage, injury,
or destruction of property; or (iv) sabotage;

"(G) Aliens who write or publish, or cause
to be written or published, or who knowingly
circulate, distrjbute, print, or display, or
knowingly cause to be circulated, distributed,
printed, published, or displayed, or who
knowingly have in their possession for the

f:1145.'

*Sec. 7 of the Subversive Activities Control Act of 1950
(50 U.S.C. 786) was repealed by the Act of January 2, 1968
(81 Stat. 766).
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lyutposo of -trOctitaffOlit ObVicittion, Atitetbu. '7:

.tion,- or display, any written or printed matter .

advocating or teaching opposition.to all
organized governnent, or advocating or teaching
(I) the overthrow by force, vlolence,'or other
unconstitutional means of the Government of
the United States or alj forms of law; or (II)
the duty, necessity, or propriety of the unlawful
assaulting or killing of any officer or officers
(either of specific individuals or of officers
generally) of the Government of the UnIted States
or of any other organized government, because
of his or their official characteri or (iii)
the unlawful damage, injury, or destruction
of property; or (iv) sabotOge; or (v) the
economic, iliternational, and govermnentil
doctrines of world communism or the establish-
ment in the United States of a totalitarian
dictatorship;

"(H) Aliens,who are members of or !affiliated
with any organization that writes, circulates,
distributes, prints, publishes'', or displays,
or causes to be written, circutated, .distributed,,
printed, published, or displayed, or that has
in its possession for the purpoie of circulation,
distribution, publication, issue, or display,
any writlen or printed matter of the character
described in.paragraph (g);

'(I) Any alien wha is'within any of the .

claSses described in subparagraphs (B),OC),
(D), (E), (F),'(G), and (H) of this paragraph
because of membership in or affiliation with
a party or organization or a section, sublidiary,
branch, affiliate, or subdivision thereof, may,
if not otherwise ineligible, be issued a vilsa'
if such alien establishes to the satisfaction
o f the consular officer when applying for a
isa and the consular offixer finds that (i)

such membership or affitiationis or was
involuntary, or is or was solely when under
sixteen years of age, by operation of law, or
for purposes of obtaining emplorment, food
rations, or other essentials of living and where
necessary for such purposes, or (ii)(a) since
the termination of such membership or
affiliation, such alien is and has been, for
at least five years prior to the date of the
application for a visa, actively opposed to
the doctrine, program, principles, and ideology
o f such party or organization or the section,
subsidiary, branch, or affiliate or subdivision
thereof, and (b) the admission of such alien
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Into4the United Slits, wOUld..bë In the. public
Interest. Any such ali-en to whom a visa has
been Issued under the provisions of this sub-
paragraph may, if not otherwise inadmissible,
be admitted Into the United States If he shall
establish to the satisfaction of the Attorney
General when applying for admission to the United
States and the Attorney General finds that (1) .

such membership or affiliation is or was
ihvoluOary, or is or was- solely when under .,

sixteen\years:ol age, by operation of law, ,or
for purposes of obtaining emplorment, food
ra_tionslor-other --ess-Writ-Ms of livingand when
necessary for such purposes, br (ii)(a) since.
the termination of such membership or
affiliation, such alien is and-has been, for
at least five years prior to the date of the
application for admission- actively'opposed to
the doctrine, program, principles,,, and ideology
of such party or organization or-tfie section,
subsidiary, branch, or affiliate or subdivisiOn
thereof, and (b) the admission of such-alien
into the United States would be in the public
interest. The Attorney General shall promptly
make a detailed report to the Congress in the .

case of each alien who is or'.shal,l be admitted
into the United States under (ii)-of this
subparagraph.

"(29) Aliens.with respect to whom the
consular officer or the Attorney General knows
or has reasonable ground tO believe probably
would, after entry, (A) engage in activities
which would be prohibited by the laws of the'
United States relating to espionage, sabotage,
public 'disorder, or in other activity subversive
to the nafional security, (B)...Rngage in any
ctivity a purpose of which is the opposition
to, or the control or averthrow of, the
Government of the United States, by force,
violence, or other unconstitutional means, or
(C) join, affiliate with, or Rarticipate in
the activities of any organizalion which is
registered or required to be registered under
section 7 of the Subversive Activities.Control
Act of 1950;*..."

*Sec. 7 of the Subversive Activities Control Act of 1950
(50 U.S.C. 780) was repeale0 by the Act of January 2, 1968
(81 Stat. 766).
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APPENDIX X

Nonimmigrants Admitted by Classes under U.S. Immigration Laws:

: 1970-1978*

e-

Country FY 1970 FY 1971 FY 1972

Austria 26,322 240586 25,158
Belgium 24,998 27,777 31,764
Bulgaria 1,208
Czechoslovakia 18,151 '15,493 11,455
Denmark 29,043 28,340 29,783
Finland 14,590 14,657 17,367
France 147,598 155,723 184,531
Germany 256,583 257,369 308,459
Greece 42,268 39,632 47,636 at

Hungary 12,205 11,659 1.1,848
Iceland 4,006
Ireland 40,528 42,375 52,448
Italy 161,324 151,414 178,005
Luxembourg 1,255
Malta 2,073
Netherlands 72,477 74,693 83,897
Norway 27,550 28,259 36,565
Poland 24,633 22,213 25,188
Portugal .30,686 28,011 36,437
Romania 5,651
Spain 45,780 - 41,577 51,456
Sweden 46,299 44,028 53,098
Switzertand 46,756 45,845 52,316

.
Turkey (Europe & Asia) 11,968
thited Kingdom 389,587 389,907 489,952
USSR 10,501 8,881 9,995
Yugoslavia 20,585 21,236 20,922
Other Europe 19,634 17,109 2,971

Total Europe 1,520,066 1,490,784 1,776,084

*Source: Immigration and Naturalization Service, Annual Reports.
Table 16.
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Country FY 1973 FY 1974' FY.1973

I.

Austria 28,197 33,963 31,588
Belgium 32,958 41,653 37,174
Bulgaria . 1,301 1,720 1,747
Czechoslovakia 11,555 11,880 11,883
Denmark 32,542 35,236 33,434
Finland 20,082 19,961 22,365K
France 210044 214,997 \ 190,982.
Germany 361,063 412070 385,296
Greece 53072 63,051 52,000
Hungary 13,583 14,365 14,063'
Iceland 4,924 6,281 . 4,887
Ireland 55,372

. 54,400 48,237
Italy 179)466 ,184,428 170,628
Luxembourg . 1,828 1,812 1,855

Malta 24141 2,311 2,353

Netherlands 89,810 95,045 97,703
Norway 40,004 41,7661, 41,321
Poland 28,046 30.,258 42,242
Portugal 37,963 44,218 42,990
Romania 7,324 9,129 8,969
Spain. 65,727 71,481 68,350
Sweden 61,668 63,365 .-

64,892
Switzerland 63,574 72,783 72,521
USSR 11,796 14,050 15,781
United Kingdom 570,915 630,876 581,795
Yugoslavia 241053 28,621 27,337
Other Europe 3,343 9,250 3,868

Total Europe 2,011,371 2,212,756 2,076,281
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Country FY 1976

0

FY 1977

.

,

..

Austria
Beigiylm
Bulgaria
Czechoslovakia
Denmark
Ficntincl
Frariti-
Germany
Gr'eece
Hungafy
Iceland.
Ireland
Italy
LuxeMbourg
Malta
Netherlands
Norway
Poland
Portugal..
Romania
Spain
Sweden ,

Switzerland
USSR
.United Kingdom
Yugoslavia
Other Europe

31,664
39,520

4 2,042
12,600
38,627'
25,383*
215,553
413,854
53,707
14,807
8,774

50,405
185,780

1,814'
2,405

108,208
44,999
41,080
42,469.
10,494
79,972
75,906
79,950
16,399

619,1t4
28,526
4,374

2,245,856

38,376
48,235
2,764
12,181
44,360
26,043

245,651
449,581
59,734
15,770.,
7,588

52,664
482,666

2,2#0
2,693

126,013

.
49,997
38,974
48,343
14,362
85,784
85,968
97,634
15,664

664,594
2-9,,674

3 ,630

2,541,126lotal Europe

_377
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... Fyll'1978

46,145 ..

61,513
2,705
16,055
51,801 .

299851
282,020.-
550,356
65,006
18,857 .,

.10,396
-66,495
220,010

2,818
3,167

158,502
56051
49,439
56,476
15,930
98,528
103,390
115,601
18,539

878,035
35,353
5,683

3,019,885
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Cultural and Educational Exchange:
U.S. Organizations Involved In East-West Cooperation

African-Bibliographic Center

AIESEC-U.S. -- International Association of Students in
Economics and Business ManageMent

Alley Theater -- Houston

Alliance College

e'

American Association for the Advancement of Slavic Studies

American Association of Teachers of Slavic and East European
Languages

American Bar Association

\American Business Press

American Conservatory Theater

.American CounciL of Learned Societies

'American Council of Teachers ofri Russian

'American Council of Young Political Leaders

American Economic Association

'American Field Service

American Film Institute

Arwrican Friends Service Committee

American Hungarian Foundation

iNnerican Library Association

American Newspaper Publishers Association

Appeal of Conscience Foundation
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Arena Stage

Association'of American Publishers

As3ociation of American University Presses

-*/

I.

Br.yn Mawr College.

University of,California --,Los Angeles

Catholic Univ'ersity

Center for Applied Linguis:ics /

r.!

Center for Strategic and International Studies -- Georgetown
University

Citizen.Exchange Corps

University of Connecticut

'CouncIf of Chief State School Officers

Council for International Educational Exchange

Council on International Nontheatrical Events

Duquesne University

Educational Testing Service

Eisenhower College

Eisenhower Exchange Fellowships

Experiment in International Living

University of Florida

Fordham University

Forum for U.S.-Soviet Dialogue

Friendship Ambassadors

Future Farmers of America
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Georgetow University

Goshen CoLlege
#

Guthrie Theater Minneapolis

Harvard University

Hungarian Cultural Foundation

,,,,,'?.--. ,;.1,..-.1kINt.,1?--.;frrt ".- -:' -A
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IAESTE-U.S: -- Association for International Practical-Training

University of Illinois

Indiana University

'Intetnational Research and Exchanges Board .

International Theater Institute of the Uniied States

University of Iowa, Internatidnal Writing Program

Iowa State Univerity

Jame Addarns Pdhce Association

Johns Hopkins University

Juilliard School

University of Kansas

Kerman Institute of the Wilson Center
-- Washington, D.C.

Kent State University

Charles F. KetterOlg Foundation

Kosciuzko Foundation

League of Women Votexs

Lock Haven State College

University of Lowell -- Massachusetts

380
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Mankato'State University

thiversity of Maryland

The Metropolitan Mu,seum of Art

Michigan Institute of Technology

Michigan State University

Midwest Universities Consortium for International Activitiei
-- University of Minnesota

The Museum of ModO'n Art

National Academy of Sciences

National Council for Social Studies

National Education Asso.ciatipn

National 4-H Council

National Gallery of Art

Nati,onal Governors Association

State University of New York

New York University

Oberlin College, Writer-in-Residence Progtam

University of Oklahoma

Pacific Film Archive

People-to-People Intevational

University of Pittsburgh

Portland State Universi.ty

Renwick Gallery

Rutgers -- .The State University of New. Jersey

Sister Cities International (Town Affiliation Association)
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Smithsonian Institution Traveling Exhibitions Service

Stanford Research Institute

Texas Technologica4 University

University of Texas

United Nations Associatio'n

Universities Film Association -- International Liaison Center
for Film and Television Schools

-

U.S. Conference of Mayors

U.S. General Services Administration -- National Archives arid
Records Service

Library of Congress

Virginia Polytechnic Institute

University of Washington

University of Wisconsin

Women for Racial and Economic Equality,

Yale University

YMCA
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